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As you have probably read in the trade press, the Commission this
week adopted a comprehensive "Notice of Inquiry, Notice of Proposed Rule
Making, and Memorandum Opinion and Order" dealing with the future alloca-
tion and licensing of FM frequencies. This document is the result of several
years of study by the Commission's staff and will have a far-reaching effect
on the future development of FM broadcasting. Because of its importance to
the industry, we have had copies made and attach hereto the full text.

You will note that the Commission invites comments on a detailed pro-
posal to adopt a nationwide assignment plan for FM frequencies based on a
combination of minimum mileage separations and protected service contours.
The Commission also proposes to create three classes of commercial FM
stations (low power, intermediate power, and high power), and two classes of
educational FM stations (low power and high power). Finally, the Com-
mission invites comments on the desirability of prohibiting or limiting the
extent to which FM stations should be permitted to duplicate AM program-
ming, and on any other changes in the present FM rules which interested
parties wish to request.

Comments on the Commission's proposals are due on September 5,
1961 and reply comments are due on October 5, 1961. The Commission
intends to take final action thereafter on adoption of the nationwide frequency
assignment plan it has proposed. Other possible changes in the FM rules,
including the question of AM -FM program duplication, would not be put into
effect without further rule making proceedings.
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IN TR C:DUC TION

1. With the availability of new technical information, and for
other reasons, the time has come when the public interest requires the
Commission to take a close look at the F:J. broadcast service, its pres-
ent situation, and its possibilities for future development -- particularly,
though not exclusively, in the area pertaining to station assignment
criteria. The considerations impelling the present inquiry are detailed
below; principally, they relate to two general questions: (1) whether the
present system of station assignments is the one best suited to optimum
development of this important broadcast service, or, if not, what changes
should be instituted; (2) how the development and expansion of the FN4
service can be achieved without the serious administrative burdens and
great delays inherent in present standard broadcast station assignment
principles.

2. In connection with this examination, information is sought on
a number of subjects, mentioned below, and in this respect the present
proceeding is one of inquiry. However, our own examination of available
data and the pertinent factors has also led us to certain tentative conclu-
sions as to what changes in FiVi assignment rules and principles may be
most in the public interest. These consist of certain proposals discussed
in Section IV hereof and set out in detail in Appendix A of this document.
With espect to some of the subjects covered, the present proceeding is a
rule -making proceeding and rules consistent with the notice may be adopted
without further rule -making if such a course seems desirable. See para-
graph 72.



I. History and Development of F.vI Broadcasting

3. The FM (frequency modulated) broadcast service has some
distinct advantages over the AM (amplitude modulated), or standard, broad-
cast service which has developed in the medium frequency range. These
advantages stem in about equal part from the propagation and other charac-
teristics of the frequencies used for FM (88 to 108 mc), and the character-
istics of the modulation system employed. Because of these factors, FM
is relatively free from atmospheric and man-made noise, and interference
between stations, even co -channel stations, is both lesser in extent and
less objectionable in form than is true in A,vI. (or at least can be if high -
quality F1A receivers are used). As there is essentially no difference
between day and night propagation conditions at the frequencies used by
FA, stations have relatively uniform day and night service areas and there
is no necessity for the use of different assignment principles day and night,
as there is in the standard broadcast band.

4. FM broadcasting was first authorized by the Commission in
1940, and the first commercial station began operation in 1941. In 1945,
the service was shifted to its present space in the spectrum, the band of
20 mc from 88 to 108 mc, which is divided into 100 channels each 200 kc
wide. These 100 channels are designated by number, from 201 to 300. The
lowest 20 of the 100 are reserved for noncommercial educational use. Of
the remaining 80, 20, interspersed through the FM spectrum from Ch. 221
to Ch. 296, are allocated for use by low -power "Class A" stations. The
remaining 60 channels are allocated for use by higher -powered "Class B"
stations. After the initial spurt of 1946 and 1947 growth of the service
was slow; in 1955 the number of commercial FM stations stood at 560.
However, in more recent years the service has expanded quite rapidly, so
that there are now authorized about 1,250 FM stations, of which roughly
190 are noncommercial educational, 110 are low -power Class A, and 950
are Class B. By states, California (142), Ohio (90), New (79), and Penn-
sylvania (78) lead in number of authorizations; there are no stations author-
ized in 4 states (Montana, North and South Dakota, and Vermont). In the
northeastern states generally, in parts of California, and in other smaller
areas such as around Chicago, there is a high concentration of stations and
new assignments are not easy to make.

5. The present basis of FA station assignment is discussed at
Length below. In 1945, at the time of the shift of the service to its present
band, the Commission put into effect a tentative table of assignments, under
which particular F.A channels were assigned to particular cities.

In August 1958 we abandoned the principle of a fixed table
assigning specific channels to specific communities, and deleted the FM
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Table. FAA assignments are now made on the same general basis as are
Avi assignments -- an applicant proposes to use a particular channel, and
(if his application complies with our rules and he is otherwise qualified)
the only consideration is whatever interference will be caused to co -channel
and adjacent -channel stations. One of the principal considerations prompt-
ing us to the present inquiry is that, in our view, there is need to re -assess
the merits of the station assignment pattern evolving under this procedure.

II. Over-all Objectives and Problems.

6. The FM service, like standard broadcasting, is an aural
medium. We have stated the objectives in the standard broadcast service
in the following terms:

(a) Provision of some service of satisfactory signal strength to
all areas of the country;

(b) Provision of as many program choices to as many listeners
as possible; and

(c) Service of local origin to as many communities as possible.

7. To some extent, in Fivi and in AM, these objectives conflict.
Fortunately, with a multiplicity of channels it is possible, as has been
done in AM, to classify channels and stations so that conflicting objectives
can be served. Achievement of the third objective stated, and to some ex-
tent the second also, is furthered by provision for a multiplicity of stations.
Assignment of a large number of stations to a single channel imposes a
limitation, by reason of mutual interference, on the extent of service from
the individual station. On the other hand, achievement of the first objec-
tive, and to some extent the second, is at least in some situations further-
ed by provision for stations able to serve wide areas -- operating with as
high power and antenna height as is practical, and protected from inter-
ference out to the point where their signals become too weak to be gener-
ally useful, or nearly to that point. Only by this means, it appears, can
service be provided to rural areas and sparsely settled portions of the
nation. The same result cannot be obtained from assignment of a large
number of low -powered, more closely spaced stations, for the reason that
a station causes destructive co -channel interference over an area much
wider than that within which it renders a useful service, so that there will
always be wide gaps between the service areas of co -channel stations.
Were stations located ideally from a geometric standpoint, probably these
gaps would be filled in by service from stations on other, non -adjacent
channels; but stations are not located on this basis. They are located in
communities large enough to provide population and economic support.
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Therefore, it appears there will always be a need for a certain number
of wide -area stations, especially in sparsely settled areas. Our specific
proposal herein -- Appendix A -- provides for such operation, known as
"Class C" stations. Comments are invited upon the general question of
whether, and to what extent, such stations are necessary in the various
parts of the country.

8. Relationship with AM: To a large extent, in the past we have
treated these media separately, looking at each and its problems and
development without regard to the other. They are both aural media,
however. The differences are purely technological and do not connatate
any distinction in the subject matter which may be broadcast with either
system. Consideration of some of these technological differences in
light of the objectives mentioned above discloses that each of the two
media has some characteristics lacking in the other. To some extent,
they may therefore be treated as complementary, utilizing each to fur-
thur the objectives it is best suited to serve.

9. First, it would seem that the FM service, if properly utilized,
can afford a suitable means for relieving the tremendous pressure for
authorization of local radio outlets in many communities. Applications
to this type of station have swamped our A_4. assignment processes and,
in many instances, led to the authorization of A I stations which are
marginal from a technical and service standpoint and which must often
be limited to daytime operation only. These AA applications, and the
hearings involved, have been and are most burdensome; and the stations,
when authorized, often cause interference to existing stations in the
already overcrowded AM spectrum, and are themselves limited to rather
small service radii daytime, and, if operating at night at all, often to
only a few miles during that period. In many instances, they can be
assigned only on a daytime basis, and thus do not afford to their com-
munities and areas radio service and a local outlet during non -daytime
hours. 0/ The relatively small number of FA receivers as compared to
Aivl receivers still remains a problem in connection with the development
of the FM service. It is also possible that the full potential of that service
cannot be realized through use of relatively low-cost FA receivers. Com-
ments on the subject of receivers, from the standpoint of cost and suita-
bility for achieving the maximum benefit of FM broadcasting, are invited.
But even though these problems exist now, it is to be hoped that they will
not remain substantial obstacles over a long period. There is little ques-
tion that in the long run the over-all need for local outlets can be served
far better by FA assignments than by A stations operating under the
severe limitations of the present crowded AM spectrum. This objective
is, of course, related to objective (c) above.

Footnote 0/ on next page.



10. The second respect in which FA development may comple-
ment AM is with respect to the nighttime "white areas" in the nation --
areas totalling more than 1,700,000 square miles and containing more
than 25,000,000 persons -- which now receive no primary AM service
during nighttime hours and much of which probably will never be able to
receive such service. For economic reasons, it may be that the potential
assistance from FM unlimited -time assignments serving these areas is
limited, but it is to be hoped that some contribution may be made if the
FM band is properly utilized.

0/ Of slightly more than 3,200 AM stations now authorized to operate
during daytime hours, 2907 operate with I kw or less power (of 1,795
Class II and Class III stations, 223 operate with 250 watts, 342 operate
with 500 watts, and 1,230 operate with 1 kw; many of the 1112 Class IV
stations have increased or are about to increase daytime power from 250
watts to 1 kw). Under average conditions, 1 kw power in AM operation
gives a service radius to the normally protected contour of no more than
40 miles (on 960 kc, with ground conductivity of 5 mhos/m, the distance
to the 0.5 mv/m contour would be 39.7 miles). In a minority of cases,
the distance may be substantially more, but it will also be much less on
higher frequencies with low ground conductivity. Nighttime, Class IV
local stations are limited to a service radius of about 4 miles on the
average, in many cases not even serving all of their cities of assign-
ment. The service radius of Class II and Class III stations operating
nighttime (of which 593 operate with I kw power or less) varies with the
nighttime limit caused by interference; the average for 1 kw operations
is about 12 to 15 miles.

An FM station operating with 1 kw E. R. P. and antenna height of 250 ft.
above average terrain, the present maximum for Class A facilities, would
have a service radius of 37 miles if protected to its 50 uv/rn contour, and
of 25 miles if protected on the basis specifically proposed herein. This
would exist both day and night, unlike the A_,I station. The cost of AM
non -directional and FM facilities of this :magnitude is generally comparable
-- $4, 000 to $5, 000 for a 1 kw AM transmitter and $5, 000 to $6, 000 for a
I kw FM transmitter, with antennas of about the same height (AA stations
of this character usually use antennas about 150 to 300 ft.). Moreover,
nighttime operation by Class II and Class III AM stations usually requires
much more costly directional antennas (513 out of 593 such stations oper-
ating with I kw or less power employ such antennas).
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11. Station assignment principle and need for an over-all plan:

If these objectives -- whatever relative importance they may have to each
other in any particular situation -- are to be furthered to the greatest
possible extent, it is imperative that a plan for channel usage be formu-
lated with these objectives in mind and that its operation be continually
subject to surveliance to assess the extent to which it is achieving these
objectives. An imperative requirement is that the type of assignments
to be made on each chazmel should be determined, and that stations
assigned on each shou16. be ;orated so that the maximum number of the
appropriate type can be assigned. In other words, there should be
spacing between stations such that whatever degree of protection is de-
cided upon will be afforded, but not much more, unless the spacing is to
be large enough 30 that ultimately another station can be assigned be-
tween the first two. Otherwise, space is wasted. 1/

12. Under present assignment principles, an applicant requests
a particular frequency, and (provided the proposed operation will pro-
vide the necessary coverage to the community of assignment and the
applicant is otherwise qualified), the application is granted if no inter-
ference is caused within the 1 mv/m contour of an existing station, or if,
on balance, it appears that such interference is outweighed by the benefits
from the new service. 2 / In other words, the assignment of stations is,
in large measure, on a random or adventitious basis -- the particular
channel assigned depending on which one the aplicant selects, which (a-
side from the matter of interference to existing stations) may in turn
depend on such factors as seeking the top or middle frequency on the Fv1
dial, 3/ seeking a frequency close to oth;rs to make the new station more
desirable from the standpoint of actual or supposed listener convenience,
etc. Probably largely for this reason, there is great variation in the
number of existing stations per channel, varying for the Class B channels
from 28 (Ch. 260, about in the middle of the band), to 5 (Channel 298, near

1/ Adjacent -channel interference considerations of course enter in, so the
situation may in fact not be quite this simple; but in view of the lesser ex-
tent of adjacent -channel interference and consequently lesser spacings re-
quired for any given level of protection, probably co -channel considerations
will usually determine station spacing, at least in areas not already having
so many assignments that a new form of allocation would not have much
effect in any event.
2/ For recent discussions of FM allocation policy, see the Memorandum
Opinion and Order regarding Station W vIRO-FM, Aurora, Illinois (WMRO,
Inc., FCC 61-205, adopted February 15, 1961); and the decision in. Tele-
music Co.
3/ Unlike the frequencies in the AM and television services, all of the
channels used by FM broadcast stations are virtually equal from a propaga-
tion standpoint, so there is no inherent difference between them.
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the upper end). Whatever merit these considerations in channel
selection may have, it is questionable, at best, whether they should
be permitted to thwart the objective of maximum and optimum use of
each channel.

13. There is considerable doubt that such an assignment
process will fulfill our objectives, if permitted to continue, to an
extent as great or even close to as great as would a more carefully
worked out, over-all plan. One set of facts leading to this conclusion
is the present spacing between stations. A study recently made 4/of
existing spacings on 9 channels and adjacencies, in Zone I (the north-
east) and immediately adjoining areas, shows that the shortest single
spacing between co -channel Class B stations is 94 miles, the average
of the shortest Class B co -channel spacing on each channel is 129 miles,
and the average of all spacings between neighboring Class B co -channel
stations on these channels (excluding certain very long spacings which
can have no conceivable effect on service or interference) is 167 miles.

14. It is likely that, from the standpoint of effective utilization
of spectrum space, these spacings leave a good deal to be desired. In
terms of present protection concepts - - protection usually to the 1 criv/m
contour -- they are substantially greater than that necessary to afford
such protection, yet not quite large enough so that another station could
later be assigned in between. This is true whether the situation is eval-
uated on the basis of present propagation standards -- Fig. 1 of Section
3.333 of the Rules -- or new propagation curves adoption of which is
contemplated herein. 5/ On the other hand, if some or all stations should
be protected to a further point -- e.g., the 50 uv/rn or 100 uv/rn contour
-- the spacing is too small to afford such protection. 6/ In other words,

4/ This study, which included Channels 260 through 268 and three adjacent
channels on either side, was made by a consulting engineer, for the use of
the FM Committee of the Association of Federal Communications Con-
sulting Engineers (AFCCE).
5/ Under Fig. 1, the minimum spacing between co -channel stations oper-
ating with Area 1 Class B maximum facilities is 88.5 miles. Using the
curves proposed herein--low-band VHF F (50, 50) for estimating service,
and the F(50, 10) curve proposed for the same television channels in
Docket 13340, for interference --this distance is I10 miles. Compared
to the Fig. 1 distance, the average of shortest spacings on each channel
(129 miles) is 46% greater, and the average of all pertinent spacings is
89% greater. Compared to the distance computed under the new curves,
the average of shortest spacings is 17% greater, and the average of all
pertinent spacings is 52% greater.
6/ Under Fig. 1, the minimum spacing between co -channel stations oper-
ating with Area 1 Class B maximum facilities, and protected to their 0.1
mv/m contours, is 143 miles. Under the new curves, the minimum
spacing would be 220 miles.
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th*i more or less random basis of making assignments does not appear
to have resulted, or to be likely to result in the future, in an over-all
pattern of assignments which is reasonably near to the degree of effi-
ciency which must be sought. It appears that a more rational basis --
reasonably related to the degree of protection which stations of the
various classes should be afforded -- is to be desired.

15. Moreover, the same study reveals that spacings between
Class B stations on first adjacent channels (COO kc removed) average
178 miles. This is greater than the co -channel average, and nearly
three times the minimum spacing which is required under present
standards for Class B stations operating with maximum Zone 1 facil-
ities (about 69.5 miles). Along with the data as to co -channel spacings
mentioned above, these facts cast considerable doubt upon the over-all
efficiency resulting from present assignment methods.

16. Another development which has resulted from the present
unplanned use of the channels is the great concentration of FM assign-
ments in large cities and immediately adjoining communities. In New
York City alone there are 17 Fis.4 stations, in Los Angeles 20, and in
Detroit 16. Such concentration is not necessarily bad as such; nobody
would argue that, under any allocation plan, cities of such size and
importance should necessarily be limited to four or five F.J1 services.
Nevertheless, when concentration of assignments is carried to the
present extent, it is at least questionable whether the provision of a
great abundance of service to the inhabitants of these cities has not
occurred at the expense of rendition of more needed service, or pro-
vision of first or second local outlets, elsewhere, and whether any
further conc entration of this sort should be allowed. We do not propose
herein to change any existing facilities, and vie do not make any specific
proposal concerning prohibition of any further assignments to such
cities or urbanized areas, but we invite comments upon the question of
whether, considering the needs which can and should be served by future
assignments of FM stations, any new assignments or increased facilities
should be permitted in such cities or their metropolitan or urbanized
areas.

17. Effect of individual consideration of applications on over-
all service: In FM, as in the standard broadcast service, proposed
assignments of new or increased facilities are considered individually,
except where two or more applications are mutually exclusive. Each
proposal is evaluated on the basis of whether it would cause interference
to existing stations, and, if so, to what extent. Whatever the merits of
this approach, it has one obvious disadvantage -- it does not permit
evaluation of the total effect of a series of authorizations upon an exist-
ing station or existing over-all service. In other words, a single appli-
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cation before the Commission may involve some small amount of
interference to an existing station, but not enough to justify denial of
the application on this ground; but the total effect upon the service of
the existing station from a series of such grants may be significant. 7/
Under this approach, the AM spectrum has become crowded, and
probably over -crowded, and, while this situation does not prevail in
FM as yet, there appears a possibility that it soon will in some areas.
Like the matter of efficiency mentioned above, this possibility appears
to indicate the desirability of an over-all plan instead of case -to -case
consideration of individual applications.

18. Administrative problems: One important consideration
impelling the present inquiry is that the FA service and its expansion
have begun to develop the same severe administrative problems that have
beset AM assignment -making for some years. At present, usually the
consideration of an AM application for new or increased facilities in-
volves consideration of interference to or froIa the proposed operation,
or both -- which means that great effort is required on the part of all
parties concerned and the Commission and its staff in determining the
location of service and interference contours, counting the populations
within service and interference areas, and evaluating the extent of
other service available in such areas. In the vast number of hearings
now involved in the AM assignment process, very lengthy arguments
occur between the parties as to these matters, as to the validity of
ground wave measurements offered to establish contour locations, etc.
If an application is granted after all of this time and effort, the result
is often only a marginal operation, as mentioned above -- a result which
appears disproportionate to the effort involved. The delnys involved in
this process are too familiar to all. While, because of uniform propa-
gation characteristics the FYI assignment process will probably never
in any event develop all of the problems now associated with AM, the
same tendency has recently appeared -- contours must be located,
populations counted, and amount of other service established; and
hearings on these matters must be held.

19. It appears that these developments are more or less in-
herent in any assignment system where in each case interference to
existing stations is balanced against service benefits, and in which,

7/ This problem is especially related to second and third adjacent -
channel interference. Because the extent of such interference is small,
occurring in an area immediately around the interfering station's trans-
mitter, the gain from one such grant generally outweighs the ions,
population -wise. But the effect of a series of such authorizations on the
existing station's service may be more significant.
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therefore, it is difficult or impossible to set up fixed standards which
will determine, without elaborate consideration, whether or not a
particular application will be granted. The relative absence of such
fixed standards in A vI has contributed :nuch toward the manifold prob-
lems mentioned above, since in their absence all of the detailed factors
involved with each application (described above) must be considered
carefully and at length, and applicants are encouraged to file marginal
applications which probably cannot be granted but conceivably will be.
To avoid the development of similar problems in Fit, in our view it
may well be desirable that fixed standards be adopted for future assign-
ments in that service, so that each application can be judged on a strict
"go -no-go" basis.

III. Conclusions as to General Approach

20. In view of the foregoing consideration, we have tentatively
reached two conclusions as to the general approach which, it may well
be, should be adopted for the future development of the FM service.
Comments thereon are, of course, invited.

These conclusions are:

(a) FM assignments would be based on an over-all plan,
designed to insure the optimum and maximum use of each
channel and take into account the total effect of all further
assignments on existing service, rather than the present
system (similar to AM) under which an applicant selects
any channel he sees fit, and his application (provided it
complies with our rules and he is otherwise qualified) is
considered on an individual basis, taking into account only
whatever interference problems it may involve without
regard to consideration of over-all efficiency and total
impact of service.

(b) The over-all plan would be one involving strict
standards which will determine without elaborate weighing
of various factors whether au application will or will not be
granted. The details of the plan we propose herein are spelled
out below; but, whatever plan is adopted in this proceeding, we
are presently of the view that it .-nust be based upon this absolute
concept. Our present F vI rules (Secs. 3.203(a) and 3. 313(c))
contemplate grants in spite of interference "in order to insure
. . . a maximum of service to all listeners", or "in order to
provide a equitable and efficient distribution of facilities".
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It nay well be that these discretionary provisions should
be eliminated, in line with the approach we presently
believe may be more in the public interest.

IV. Specific I-roposals Concerning an Over-all Fail
Allocation Plan

21. To achieve the objectives and meet the problems mentioned,
we propose the adoption of an over-all plan of F vl station assignments
along the lines set forth below and in Appendix A. The reasons for the
particular proposals are set forth briefly in connection with each matter.
Comments on these proposals and the considerations involved in each are
invited.

A. Type of plan to be adopted.

22. We propose to adopt a Table of .vliteage Separations (see
Appendix A), which will apply at least to all assignments of new FiVI sta-
tions (whether such Table will also apply to increases in facilities by
existing stations is discussed below). Under this proposal, a station
can be located no closer than the distance specified in the Table to an
existing co -channel or adjacent -channel station; i_i this respect the
plan will be similar to that used in television. However, in order to
achieve efficiency in assignment and avoid waste of space, we also
propose to impose certain criteria as to maximum separations with
respect to existing co -channel stations. These will to the great-
est practicable extent that a new station will either be located reasonably
near the minimum distance from existing stations (so that little space
will be wasted), or will be located at least twice the minimum distance
from existing stations so that later a new assignment can be made in
between. Cur proposal in this regard is that a new station must be
located no further than the minimum given in the Table plus 25 miles,
or else at least whole multiples of the minimum shown in the Table. 8/
The use of minimum and maximum separations will afford stations ade-
quate protection against interference, achieve over-all assignment
efficiency, and provide a clear guide as to whether or not a particular
assignment can be made.

23. We are presently of the view that a table of separations of
this sort is to be preferred to other alternatives. A specific Table of
Assignments giving particular channels to particular communities, such

8/ This requirement would not apply in the event the proposed station
is over 600 miles distant from any co -channel assignments previously
made:



as the former FM and present television tables, we believe to be too
inflexible, especially in view of the very large number of communities
which, it is hoped, will ultimately have FivI stations. With the number
of channels available, there is no reason to impose such a rigid frame-
work upon the expansion of the service. While amendment of such a
Table would always be possible, this is a cumbersome step in the assign-
ment process which should not be required unless necessary. Another
approach would be to adopt simply a flat rule that, on the basis of what-
ever propagation curves, interference ratios, and protected contours are
to be adopted, no new assignment would be made which would cause any
objectionable interference within the protected contour of an existing
station. But, since FA frequencies are all the same propagation-wise,
it is easy to reduce calculations based on particular curves to a set of
separations contained in a table, which can be easily understood and
referred to by an interested person; and therefore there is no reason why
the curves themselves need be adopted into the rules, at least for assign-
ment of new stations.

24. It should be noted that the proposal to use a table of this
sort involves a tentative decision on another point -- that existing stations
are to be protected on a uniform basis, regardless of the facilities which
they use or which are proposed by the new station. This is, of course,
true with the television sel.arations. Otherwise, any Table (which would
be drawn to take into account different levels of existing and proposed
facilities) would be too complicated and curves probably would have to
be used instead. Obviously, if objectionable, interference is to be avoided,
this uniform basis must be protection on the assumption that both existing
and proposed stations will operate with maximum facilities permitted on
the channel involved. We are presently of the view that protection on this
basis is in the public interest, because it will permit unhampered expan-
sion of stations to maximum facilities -- and hence more and better
service -- even where init-,ally maximum operations may not be economical-
ly feasible. The table we propose herein is accordingly based on the con-
cept that existing and proposed stations will be assigned on the basis of
maximum operation by both. However, this, of course, raises a question
as to whether minimum facilities should be required, even initially, to
avoid substantial waste of space through protection of "service" which
does not in fact exist. This is discussed below.

25. If curves are not adopted as part of the rules, of course,
there must be a series of tables, or nomograms, to cover three other
matters in which location of contours is significant. These are: (1)
"equivalence", or the maximum power permitted where antenna height
above average terrain is greater than that contemplated as the "maximum"



for the station involved; (2) coverage of the city to which the station is
licensed (which can be expressed in the form of a table of minimum
distances to the furthest point on the cityts boundary line); and (3) over-
lap permitted for stations under cox....non ownership. We propose to
adopt tables covering these matters for the various heights and powers
on the basis of the service curve employed herein, and using the follow-
ing standards: (a) for principal city coverage, provision of a 3 rnvim
(69.5 dbu) signal over the entire city; (b) for overlap for multiple owner-
ship purposes, the overlap of 2 triv/m (66 dbu) contours. See Appendix A,
Item (d). Comments are invited on whether these values are correct, or
what others should be adopted.

B. Propagation curves to be ured:

26. Whether or not propagation curves are adopted or retained
as part of the Rules, clearly some set of propagation curves must be
used as the basis of assignments. 9i FivI assignments are presently
made on the basis of the curves contained in Fig. 1 of Sec. 3.333 of the
Rules, which take into account groundwave propagation only. These
curves (adopted about 15 years ago) are widely, and perhaps generally,
regarded as out-of-date. In particular, the Fig. 1 interference curve
is inadequate because it is based entirely on groundwave transmission,
whereas, as is now generally recognized, tropospheric propagation is a
significant factor in FA signal transmission and in the extent of inter-
ference at the distances involved here. 10/ We are of the view that pres-__
ent Figure 1 should accordingly be replaced.

9/ The FivI rules presently permit use of field intensity measurements in
the consideration of individual applications, but in practice measurements
have seldom, if ever, been used. While comments are invited on this
point, our proposal herein is to eliminate from the rules all references
to measurements, so that assignments will be made on the basis of propa-
gation curves or data derived therefrom.
10/ Our present rules recognize tropospheric propagation as a factor in
FA interference by stating (Sec. 3. 313(b)) that the undesired signal is the
tropospheric signal exceeded 1% of the time. However, Sec. 3.313(d)
provides for determination of interference on the basis of Figure 1, the
groundwave chart. An earlier edition of the Rules (1953) contained sub-
stantially the same provisions as to tropospheric signal, and stated that
this would be determined from "Figure 2". It was stated in a footnote that
"Figure 2" would be available in the future when sufficient tropospheric
measurements had been made, and until that time interference would be
determined on the basis of Fig. 1, the groundwave chart. Since the low -
band VHF television curves mentioned in the text adequately reflect trop-
ospheric propagation, there is no need to adopt a separate set of curves
for FiA.
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27. The F -VI band is immediately above the low -band VHF
television Channels 2-6 in the spectrum and propagation conditions in
these two bands are substantially the same. Therefore we propose to
use the propagation curves which have been adopted or proposed for use
in low -band VHF allocations as a basis for any tables of separation which
may be adopted for F,VI. We have selected for this purpose the F(50, 50)
curve proposed in Docket 13340 for television Channels 2-6 for the esti-
mation of service and the F( 50, 10) curve proposed in that docket for the
same channels for the estimation of interference. These proposals have
the support of the Radio Propagation Advisory Committee (R PAC), a
committee composed of representatives of the Commission, the Bureau
of Standards, and the communications industry. The mileage separation
tables contained in Appendix A are based on these curves. Comments
are invited on this proposal. While the F(50, 50) curve for television
Channels 2-6 presently in the Rules give substantially the same answer
for the distances involved in this proceeding as the RPAC curve, we are
of the view that the latest available data should be used as a basis for
proposals herein.

C. Signal ratios for determining interference:

28. Under the provisions of present Section 3. 313(b) of the Rules,
objectionable interference exists where the ratio of desired to undesired
signal is less than 10 to 1 (20 db) co -channel or 2 to 1 (6 db) for first
adjacent channel (200 kc removed), or where the ratio of undesired to de-
sired signal is more than 10 to 1 (20 db) for second adjacent channel (400
kc removed) or 100 to 1 (40 db) for third adjacent channel (600 kc re-
moved). In view of the discrimination possible against unwanted co -
channel signals in an FM system it may be helpful to re-examine the co -
channel ratio to be used. Likewise, in view of the studies which have been
conducted by the C. C. I. R. on the possibility of using offset carrier
techniques and cross -polarization in the allocation of F.VI broadcast stations,
parties having data or views on these matters may wish to submit them to
the Commission.

29. Co ements upon the question of what should be the proper co -
channel and adj-eent-channel interference ratios are invited, particularl,),
from parties having specific data on this subject. Our specific proposal
herein is based on the present interference ratios, set forth above. Partic-
ularly with respect to first adjacent -channel interference, parties com-
menting should recognize the significance in this connection of F,\A
multiplexing, including stereophonic broadcasting, as permitted under
present rules.
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D. Classes of stations and channels - noncommercial
educational stations

30. Comments are invited upon the question of what changes, if
any, are appropriate in the present assignment plan for noncommercial
educational stations -- assignment of these stations (except in Alaska)
on 20 channels at the low end of the FM band especially reserved there-
for (channels 201 and 220), and the division of these stations, for practi-
cal purposes, into two classes, those operating with 10 watts power or
less, and those operating with greater power (no maximum is specified).
(See Sec. 3.501, 3.505, 3.551 of the Rules.) Our specific proposal
herein, Appendix A, does not propose any substantial change in these
concepts, since it appears that the number of channels and basis of
assignments is reasonably satisfactory. The proposal provides for two
classes of educational stations "Class D", low power (10 kw or less),
and "Class E", higher power, with maximum the same as the maximum
commercial station which would be permitted at the same location.

E. Classes of stations and channels: commercial stations

31. Presently the 80 commercial Fvl channels are divided into
Class A and Class B channels. Class A, interspersed through the com-
mercial FM band from ch. 221 to ch. 296, are used by [ow power Class
A stations. The remaining 60 channels are used by higher power Class
B stations. With respect to Class B assignments, the United States is
divided into two Areas. Area 1 includes most of the northeastern United
States -- the three southern New England states and southern New
Hampshire, southeastern New York as far as Albany -Schenectady -Troy;
eastern Pennsylvania as far as Harrisburg; _Iaryland as far west as
Hagerstown; and all of New Jersey, Delaware, and the District of Colum-
bia. The rest of the United States is in Area 2. 11/ With respect to
Class A stations, there is no difference in the rules pertaining to these
areas. In Area 1, Class B stations are limited in height and power to a
maximum of 20 kw E. R. P. at 500 ft. a. a. t. or equivalent (and an absolute
maximum of 20 kw E. R. P.), whereas in Area 2 Class B stations, while
normally so limited, will be assigned with greater facilities if no undue
interference to existing stations or probable assignments would result.
(See Sec. 3. 204(a)(2).) There is a question as to whether the present

II/However, a Note to Sec. 3.202 provides that in certain parts of the
country continguous to Area 1, higher demand for frequencies requires
that applications be given careful study to insure equitable distribution
of facilities. These territories include the remainder of Maryland and
Pennsylvania; all but the northeastern corner of New York; southern
coastal states through South Carolina; Ohio and Indiana; southern Aichigan
as far north as Saginaw; eastern Illinois as far west as Rockford -Decatur,
and southeastern Wisconsin as far north as Sheboygan.
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division of commercial F stations into only two classes, A and B, is
appropriate in view of the various needs and purposes which FC'A stations
are and will be called upon to serve. These needs include wide -area
coverage so as to provide service in rural and sparsely settled areas,
local outlets for as many communities as possible both in and around
urbanized areas, and elsewhere, and coverage of expanding suburban
areas by city stations. Comments are invited upon the question of how
many classes of commercial FA/1 stations should be provided for, and
what the facilities of each should be.

32. Our proposal herein (Appendix A) , which it appears may be
adequate to meet the diverse needs involved and at the same time simple
enough for easy administration, is for three classes of commercial sta-
tions:

Low -powered "Class A" stations, generally similar to the
present Class A stations, designed to serve smaller com-
munities and surrounding rural areas.

Intermediate -powered "Class B" stations, generally similar
to the present Class B stations, operating with great enough
facilities, and protected far enough, to provide service to
cities and surrounding suburban areas.

High-powered "Class C" stations, operating with facilities
substantially greater than the present Area 1 Class B max-
imum, and protected out as far, or nearly as far, as they
can render a useful service in the absence of interference.

33. Channels for commercial stations: Assuming that Ftvi stations
should be divided into classes, there remains the question of how many, and
which channels should be reserved for each class. 12/ Comments on this
subject are invited. Our proposal, based on the three classes of new cot-n-
mercial stations mentioned above, is as follows (with alternatives, as
mentioned; see Appendix A):

(1) Low -powered Class A stations: The potential number of
low-pome red Class A stations which can be assigned to each
channel under the proposal may be as high as 165 and it appears
that the number of channels presently allocated for this use (20)

12/ Conceivably, new stations of different classes could be assigned to
the same channel. However, in our view, such a basis of operation would
serve neither assignment efficiency nor administrative convenience.
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is appropriate. This will give space for more than 3, 000 assign-
ments. There remains the question of whether these 20 channels
should be interspersed through the commercial portion of the FM
spectrum, as at present, or contiguous in the band. There are
considerations on both sides. Keeping the 20 present Class A
channels has the advantage of simplicity in that both new and ex-
isting stations on these channels would be of the same class. More-
over, the present arrangement has rn?,de possible -- and was in fact
adopted as the only way to achieve -- the making of more Class B
assignments in cities. On the other hand, the present occupancy of
Class A channels (a maximum of 11 stations on Channel 252) is not such
that a changeover in channel classification would present great incon-
venience. Moreover, the adjacent -channel problems involved in making
the very large number of Class A assignments hoped for will be sub-
stantially less if the adjacent channels are occupied by low -power Class
A stations than if, as now, every Class A channel is adjacent to channels
occupied by higher -power Class B stations. Our proposal in this respect
-- Appendix A -- is in the alternative, and comments are invited on
which alternative is preferable.

(2) Intermediate -powered (Class B) and high-powered (Class C)
stations: We have mentioned above the need for high-powered, wide
area stations, referred to herein as "Class C" stations. There is a
question as to whether there is either a real need for such stations, or
much opportunity for their assignment, in the northeastern portion of
the United States generally corresponding to Area 1. This portion of
the country is more heavily populated, and large centers of population
are numerous and relatively close together, so that, to a greater degree
than in the remainder of the nation, adequate service may be expected
to be furnished to all or nearly all of the area and population by stations
generally similar to present Class B stations, located in sizeable com-
munities relatively close together. Moreover, it may be that in Area 1
frequency occupancy is already so nearly complete that unless changes
are to be made in existing facilities, which we do not presently contem-
plate, there will be relatively little opportunity for the assignment of
new stations on this basis. We are net presently persuaded, however,
that assignments in Area 1 are already so nurse rous that no advantageous
reallocation plan for that area could be worked out.

34. Assignment Plans 1 and II: Therefore, in this respect we set forth
herein, and invite comments on, two alternative proposals. The details of these
are set forth in Appendix A. Plan I envisages a reallocation throughout the
nation, and repeal of the present division into areas, with 20 channels reserved
for low -power Class A stations and 20 channels (which we believe an adequate
number) reserved for high -power "Class C" stations, with maximum facilities
considerably greater than those now permitted in Area 1. The channels re-
served for these "Class C" stations would be either contiguous in the spectrum
or contiguous except for the interspersion of Class A channels, depending on
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the decision reached as to whether Class A ci.annes should be reallocated (see
above). The remaining 40 channels will be allocated for use by intermediate -
power stations, generally corresponding to present Class B stations in Area 1.
Thin number of channels appears appropriate for such assignments.

35. Plan II, on the other hand, would involve less sweeping changes.
Under it, the United States would still be divided into two areas, present Area 1
being redefined on the basis of entire states, to include the three southern New
England States, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, the District
of Columbia, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. These are states of comparatively
high urbanization and thickly settled population. Area 2 woly_ld include the rest
of the country. Within both areas, Class A stations would be assigned on 20
Class A channels, either the present 20 channels or a contiguous band (see
above). In Area 1, the other 60 channels would be used by "Class B" stations
corresponding generally to the present Class B stations in that zone, with
roughly the same maximum facilities. In Area 2, on the other hand, there
would be no newiClass B" assignments, but on these channels new "Class C"
stations would be assigned with a uniform maximum for facilities (unlike the
present rules which provide no absolute maximum in this Area), this maximum
to be considerably higher than the present Class B maximum for Area 1. These
stations would be protected from interference over wide service areas,
they may render service to great areas and populations.

36. Alaska and Hawaii: In Alaska, the frequency band 88 to 100 mc is
not available for broadcast use, eliminating FM channels 201 through 260 for
FM assignments in that state. This leaves Aaska presently with 10 Class A
and 30 Class B channels, and no channels specifically reserved for educational
use. Therefore (Sec. 3.501(b)) our Rules provide for non-commercial edu-
cational, as well as commercial, use of Channels 261 to 300. In Hawaii, the
frequency band 98.1 to 107.9 mc is similarly not available, eliminating Channels
251 through 300 and leaving a total of 50 channels -- 20 educational, 8 Class A,
and 22 Class B. Present assignments in these states are not numerous -- in
Alaska, one Class A and one Class B; in Hawaii, three Class A and one
educational.

37. Comments are invited upon what basic changes in channel allo-
cations should be made in these states. We propose herein the following
changes: (1)if "Plan I", referred to above, is adopted, 10 channels in
Alaska and 10 channels in Hawaii would be reserved for use by high -power
"Class C" stations, these channels to be either contiguous in spectrum
or contiguous except for Class A channels (see above); (2) if "Plan II"
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referred to above is adopted, these states, as part of Area 2, would be in
the future assigned "Glass C" rather than "Class B" stations Noncommercial
educational stations in Alaska could be assigned on any chani...11 as at present.

F. Station facilities, protection, spacing

38. General principles of station assignments; maximum
facilities and spacings: assuming the above -proposed designation of the
FM channels for use by five different types of stations -- lower -pose r
commercial, intermediate -power commercial, high -power commercial,
low -power educational, and higher -power educational -- there must be deter-
mined what combination of facilities used by the various classes of
stations, and separations to afford a proper degree of protection, are
appropriate for each channel. This decision must be rra de in the light
of a number of considerations: (1) the purpose to be served by the various
classes of stations -- wide area coverage, numerous stations to serve as
local outlets, etc. ; (2) provision for the largest number of stations on each
channel reasonably consistent with ct her objectives; (3) provision for
each station of a protected service area large enough to provide population
and economic potential sufficient to support an operation of the particular
class; (4) assignment efficiency in math, rnatical terms, i.e. , the per-
centage of total area which the number of stations assignable on each
channel can serve; under various combinations of facilities and protected
areas; and (5) the distance or contour out to which a station can render
useful service in the absence of interference (beyond which there is no
point in protecting it).

39. Some of these matters warrant discussion. As to assignment
efficiency, this is of course directly related to the spacing of stations,
which in turn reflects the combination of facilities used and service area
protected. For a triangular lattice pattern of station arrangement, which
permits the greatest number of stations on a channel, the efficiency in
terms of percentage of area covered is determined by the formulas.
Eff. = 200 A , where A is the service area of each station and S is the

)3 52
spacing between stations; or 363 x (R)2 , where R is the service radius

(;)
and S is the spacing, Applying these formulas to certain possible combi-
nations of facilities and protected contours, and resulting co -channel
spacings, the results in terms of efficiency are as follows (using the
new curves proposed herein):
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A ssuming protection Assuming protection
to 1 mv/m contour to o. 1 mv/m contour

Dist. to Minimum Dist. to Minimum
Facilities contour Spacing Efficiency contour Spacing Efficiency

(miles) (miles) (% of area) (miles) (miles) (%of area)

Present Class A
maximum( lkw, 250ft)

10 50 14.5 28 130 16.9

Present Class B 28 110 23.5 57 220 24.3
Area 1
Class B maximum
(20kw, 500 ft)

High Power 64 180 45.8 98 295 40.4
(100kw, 2000 ft)

40. Thus, among these various arrangements lowest efficiency
results from using low -power stations protected to the 1 mv/m contour,
while highest efficiency results from using high-pome r stations protected
to that contour. With respect to low -power and intermediate-powe r stations,
greater efficiency results from spacings affording protection to the
0.1 mv/m contour than from protection only to the 1 mv/m contour; but this
is not true as to high -power stations, where the efficiency curve falls
off between the 1 mv/m spacing and the 0.1 mv/m spacing. As to any
particular height and power, efficiency does not vary greatly with extent
of protected area and resulting spacing. For example, using the new curves
proposed herein, for Class B stations operating with the present Area 1
maximum facilities, efficiency varies about 3.3% for spacings from 60
miles to 260 miles, with the maximum occurzirg at about 150 miles. For
stations using the high -power facilities mentioned, efficiency varies less
than 12% for spacings from 120 to 300 miles, the greatest efficiency
occurring at about 180 miles. For Class A stations operating with present
maximum facilities, there is only a 3% variation between any two spacings
from 60 to 165 miles.

41. Stations, of course, are assigned to actual communities,
rather than on an idealized geometric basis such as that assumed, with
some loss of efficiency; but in general this reduction does not change the
basic relationship between spacings and efficiency of channel use.
Therefore, principles of absolute assignment efficiency, while not neces-
sarily determinative, must always be borne in mind, and parties commenting
herein should take them into account. Likewise, adjacent -channel assign-
ments, of course, affect possible station location, but since the spacings
required to afford a given level of protection are much smaller than with
co -channel assignments, this does not become a significant problem except
in small areas already crowded with need and demand for assignments.
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42. Since efficiency varies relatively little with spacing,
it is more appropriate to look closely at another factor which varies
much more sharply, number of assignments per channel. This is par-
ticularly true with respect to channels, such as the present and proposed
Class A channels,primarily designed for numerous assignments of low -
powered stations; but it is also true of all channels except perhaps those re-
served for wide -area stations. As a rough rule -of -thumb, reducing
the spacing in half, quadruples the number of possible assignments, although,
of course, it reduces the coverage area of each station.

43. "Protection" from objectionable interference: With respect
to stations on the same channel and first adjacent channel (200 kc removed),
the standards wepropose herein are designed to afford, in general,
IIprotection " from objectionable interference within certain contours or
service radii. Since interference between such stations represents a
loss of service rather than merely a substitution of one service for
another, we are presently of the view that only on this basis can standards
be formulated which will protect the public interest and at the same time
permit processing of and action on applications without .he elaborate con-
sideration now required in FM as well as in AM.

44. However, as to second and third adjacent -channel inter-
ference, other considerations apply, At one time, FM stations were
assigned in the same city on such adjacencies. Some interference resulted,
and our rules now recognize second and third adjacent -channel interference
and preclude assignment of stations in the same city at less than 800 kc
(four channel) separation. They may be assigned in nearby cities at
400 or 600 kc separation where the equitable or efficient distribution of
facilities would be promoted, except that no Class B stations will be
assigned less than 800 kc apart in the same metropolitan district. Some-
times assignments in nearby cities have resulted in objectionable inter-
ference within the present standards, but they were made because the
service benefits outweighed the losses. Where second or third adjacent -
channel interference is involved, the interference occurs within a
relatively small area around the interfering station's transmitter, and
this small loss is of course completely replaced with the new station's
service, so that there is no loss in total service to the public and only
small impact from the assignment on the existing station. By making such
assignments, we have been able to authorize a greater number of stations
in and around large cities than would otherwise be possible.

45. However, it has been argued, perhaps with some merit, that
continuation of this process may lead to deterioration of service, through
the assignment of a number of stations the total impact of which upon an
existing station is substantial. It is contended that this results in a sort
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of "Swiss cheese" coverage pattern for the original station, a large service
area with numerous "holes" caused by this type of interference around the
transmitters of the interfering stations. It has also been urged that, as in
AM, a contour -overlap rule is needed to preventclose assignment of
stations on these adjacent channels under circumstances where, even
though there is no "objectionable interference" under the prescribed
ratios, the service of both suffers because of their proximity (through
cross -modulation, etc.). We are presently of the view that both of these
arguments have some merit, and to a certain extent these concepts are
represented on our specific proposals which follow.

45a. As pointed out in the Sixth Report and in other documents
including the TV Rules, the received signal at the FM and TV frequencies
varies widely with time and location. All propogation curves developed
up to the present time cannot be expected to predict service or interfer-
ence at any particular location and at a particular time. They are, however,
useful tools for assignment purposes and may be expected to estimate serv-
ice on a large area basis. Thus, wherever in this document reference is
made to "service" or "protected contour' o: "protected area" this
important reservation should be borne in zind. For example, in the event
an allocation system is adopted which is based upon certain minimum assign-
ment spacings, the only protection which will be afforded a particular station
will be that which results from the spacing and the powers and antenna
heights authorized.

46. The Commission's proposals: In light of the foregoing consid-
erations, we propose the following maximum facilities and co -channel
separations for stations of the various classes. The co -channel separa-
tionslimit the ultimate extent of interference that can occur to any
station and thus assure against encroachment beyond the limits indicated
as "protected service area" radius.

Maximum facilities Minimum
permitted (or Protected service co -channel

Class equivalent) area radius spacing

Class A, 1 kw ERP, 250 ft, a. a. t* 25 miles 115 miles
(low power)

Class B 20 kw ERP, 500 ft. a- a. t. 50 miles 190 "
(intermediate
power)

Class C 100 kw, ERP, 2,000 ft. a. a. t 1.00 miles 300 "
(high power)
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Class D
(low power
educational)

Class E
(high power
educational)
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Maximum facilities
permitted (or

equivalent)

Minimum
Protected service co -channel

area radius spacing

10 watts (transmitter power),
100 ft. a. a. t.

6 miles

same as for maximum commercial station at the same
location (i. e. , if Plan I is adopted, same everywhere as
Class C station; if Plan II is adopted, same as Class B
station if in Area 1, or same as Class C station if in
Area 2).

* above average terrain.

Unlike the present situaticn with respect to Class B stations in Area 2,
where assignments higher than the normal maximum can be made, all new
stations will be limited to the maximums indicated (see above). For
reasons already stated, we are presently of the view that the public
interest will likely be better served by the adoption of an absolute
recognized standard in this respect as in others. As now with Class A
stations and Area 1 Class B stations, the maximum power specified
above will also be the maximum ERP permitted regardless of antenna
height.

47.. Comments, of course, are invited on whether the values
set forth are the most appropriate ones. Admittedly, in no case have we
selected the values which would give the greatest absolute efficiency;
but, as mentioned, this varies relatively little compared to other factors,
and it appears that the scheme proposed is that which will best further
our other objectives. As to Class A stations, the maximum permitted is
the same as that at present; the 25 mile service radius -- which is the
equivalent of protection of such facilities to the 140 mv/m contour --
(43 dbu) is substantially greater than the present degree of protection
normally to the 1 my/m. contour (60 dbu) (equivalent 10 miles radius under
the new curves proposed herein). It is to these channels that we believe
we must look primarily for the development of a vast number of local out-
lets, removing the need for, and it is to be hoped actually replacing, mar-
ginal AM operations such as those discussed above. With these points in
mind, the standards chosen appear to represent a suitable compromise.
Protection of these stations totheir 50 uv/m contours (34 dbu) would
permit each to render greater service, but this (which would require a
minimum co -channel separation of 165 miles) would not permit the desired
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number of assignments per channel, and would mean protection in some
cases of a service which is not in fact generally useful. Under the standards
proposed, assuming idealized placing of assignments, nearly 300 assign-
ments could be made per channel. juch conditions will, of course, not
prevail, but average spacing may be expected to be about 150 miles, which
would permit about 165 assignments per channel, or more than 3,000
in the United States, enough to take care of a great many of the 3,500
marginal standard broadcast stations now operating. If average spacing
is 150 miles, average protection will be to the 63 uv/m contour (36 dbu),
which is sufficiently close to the noise -limited contour. The 25 mile radius
gives the station a protected area large enough to provide both adequate
coverage of its community and surrounding rural areas, and enough
economic support for the relatively modest type of operation involved. It
is also to be noted, as mentioned above, that the cost of such an installa-
tion will be generally comparable to an AM station of the same power, and
the service rendered often much better.

48. Class B stations will be authorized with the same facilities
now established as the maximum in Area 1, i.e., 20 kw ERP at 500 ft.
above average terrain, or equivalent. The protected service radius which
under the proposed new curves is equivalent to protection to the 178 uv/m
contour (45 dbu), is substantially greater than at present, We believe
the choice here made is a suitable one. The 50 mile protected service
radius will permit Class B stations to provide service, in most cases at
least, to all of the growing urbanized areas around cities, even where
(as will not usually be the case) stations are located at minimum separa-
tions. It appears that the basis of assignment set forth will permit an
adequate number of assignments per channel.

49. Class C stations will be expected to render service out to 100
miles or roughly to their 84 uv/m contour (38 dbu) if operated with
maximum facilities. This will permit the rendition of the wide -area service
for which these stations are intended. While comments upon the subject
of what is the actual noise limited FM contour under usual conditions are
invited herein, we are presently persuaded that protection at this distance
is warranted and that a useful service can be provided with signals of this
level.

50. It is to be noted that we have set forth the "protected" area
in terms of a particular service radius, rather than a particular signal
intensity contour, For a given power and antenna height the two can be
equivalent. We have chosen the service radius concept because it is a
convenient method of precisely limiting the ultimate interference to which
a station may be subjected, it avoids imposing additional interference on
a station operating with less than rra ximum power and, of course, has the
advantage of being easily understood.
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51. Adjacent -channel protection: Since, under existing ratios,

first -adjacent channel interference represents loss of service instead of
merely substitution of one service for another in the area involved, it does
not appear that the public interest would be served by permitting such
interference within what is determined to be a station's protected service
area for co -channel purposes. Therefore, our proposal herein (Appendix
A) is for minimum separations designed to afford protection to the same
service area as against first adjacent -channel interference (200 kc
removed).

52. As to the second and third adjacent -channel interference,
this represents substitution rather than actual loss of service, and it is
not necessarily inconsistent to provide a different degree of protection
against such interference than is the case for co -channel interference.
The radius of protection from second and third adjacent -channel interfer-
ence proposed for the various classes of stations is: for Class A stations,
10 miles; for Class B stations, 25 miles; and for Class C stations, 35
miles. 13/ It also appears that every station should be permitted to cover
its city of assignment without interference. Therefore, our proposal is
in tarms of minimum distances from the existing stations transmitter
location, and in addition minimum distance from the nearest boundary
from the city of assignment.

G. Equivalence

53. "Equivalence", for determining what power shall be used at
greater antenna height than the maximum, is now determined on the basis
of the location of the station's 1 mv/m contour, which is the usually
protected service cwitour (see Sec. 3.203, 3.204). The argument has
been made that this is unduly restrictive and the test should instead
be the location of the interference contour. This contention is based
on the fact that increase in height increases more than it does
interference, and therefore greater height could often be used with a
correspondingly great increase in service but relatively little increase
on interference. There appears to be considerable substance in this
argument, since, after all, interference is the only reason why stations
cannot be assigned in unlimited numbers. A cons '_'oration of the opposite
side, supporting the present standard, is that using the service contour
as the test results in a degree of competitive equality between stations,
for example, where only one of several rompeting stations has opportunity
for great antenna height. Recognizing this, nonetheless our proposal
(A)rendix A) is that equivalence for determining pe1.1-nissible ERP shall be
13/ It might be argued that Class C stations, desigred to render wide area
coverage, should he protected to a fairly distant contour against second
and third adjacent channel interference, as well as aL:inst co -channel
interference. Comments upon this point are invited. However, because of
the ratios involved any service loss is completely replaced by the sub-
stituted new service, and therefore the reason for the wide protection
disappears. We do not include this in our main proposal, which provides
the same radius as Class B stations.
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the location of the co -channel interference contour.

H. Minimum Facilities

54. As mentioned above, our proposal is to afford protection to
stations on the basis of maximum facilities for the class involved, there-
by permitting free expansion and improvement of service without conflicts.
As a corollary of this, it presently appears that, even for initial
operation, certain minimum facilities should be required for the various
classes, to a much greater extent than at present. Otherwise there might
be great waste of spectrum space through "protection" of non-existent
service. We propose the following minimum (stations must, of course,
also provide adequate coverage of their city of assignmert in accordance
with the rules):

Class A 100 w ERP, 100 ft. above average terrain

Class B 1 kw ERP, antenna height 250 ft, a. a. t.

Class C 20 kw ERP, antenna height 500 ft. a.a.t.
Negative antenna heights will be considered to be 100 ft. a. a. t.

Non-commercial educational stations: Comments are invited
regarding acceptable minimums.

I. Relationship of plan to existing stations.

55. We do not propose herein to change any existing facilities.
Therefore, superimposing an over-all assignment plan upon the present
structure raises certain questions with respect to stations authorized
at the time the plan is adopted. These are:

(1) If there is reclassification of channels (A to B,
B to A, A or B to C), how will existing stations on these
channels be treated if they do not fall within the limits of
facilities for the new class?

(2) Should expansion of existing facilities be governed
by the table of separations and permitted only when meeting
its requirements, or should it be permitted on another basis,
for example, use of propagation curves?

56. With respect to the first matter, reclassification of channels
will take place if Class A channels are shifted to a contiguous portion
of the spectrum (e.g., Channels 221 to 240), so that present Class A
channels become Class B channels and Class B channels become Class A
frequencies. It will also take place if Plan I proposed herein is adopted,
so that 20 channels are reserved for Class C use throughout the country.
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Our proposal in this respect is as follows:

(1) Where a channel is reclassified for use by a higher
class of station (A to B or A to C, or B to C), existing stations
thereon which do not meet the minimum requirements for the new
class will have six months to apply for facilities meeting the
minimum requirement. If they do not so apply, or if their
applications must be denied because of interference or for other
reasons, they will thereafter be protected as stations of the
original class. A table for this limited purpose showing minimum
separations between co -channel stations of different classes will
be provided at a future date.

(2) Where a channel is reclassified for use by a lower
class of station (B to A), the existing Class B stations will
be protected as Class B stations provided they meet the minimum
facilities for that class. Otherwise they will be protected
under the Table only as Class A stations.

57. The answer to the second of the two questions is less clear.
Existing stations have not been assigned on the basis of the type of over-
all plan we proposed here for further assignments, and it is not clear that
over-all efficiency and service would benefit from requiring any increase
in facilities of existing stations to meet the new over-all standards. We do
not propose at this time any specific course of action in this connection.
Appropriate rules in this regard will be promulgated on the basis of sub-
mitted comments. However, as to some aspects of this problem there
appear certain principles which may well serve the public interest, and
these we propose in Appendix A to apply. These are:

(1) whatever may be decided upon as to applications by
existing stations for increases in facilities on the same
channel, applications for new channels will be treated the
same as applications for new stations;

(2) applications for increases in facilities on the same
channel will not be subject to maximum separation require-
ments, and;

(3) whatever standard is adopted will be a strict "go -no-
go" rule.

V. Pending petitions for FM rule changes in the
assignment area,

58. Petition of FM Unlimited, Inc. By petition filed in
February 1959 (RM-94), FM Unlimited, Inc. proposes a rather sweeping re-
vision of the plan of FM station assignments, described below. We are not
convinced that some aspects of this would serve the public interest, but
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since we are here undertaking a fundamental and sweeping examination into
this subject, we present this proposal, for comments on the question of
whether it should be adopted, in whole or in part, or with changes.

59. FM Unlimited seeks the following changes; which, apparently,
it would apply also to existing facilities, by reclassification or reassign-
ment to another channel:

(a) Elimination of the present Class A band, and re -
designation of channels 286 through 300 at the top of the
bank (105.1 to 107. 9), for use by low -power Class A sta-
tions (15 channels).

(b) Increase in the maximum permitted for Class A facili-
ties to 3 kw E. R. P. and 300 ft. a. a. t. (Above average terrain)

(c) Designation of Channels 218 to 285 (68 channels) for
use by Class B stations.

(d) Increase in Class B maximum facilities in Area 1 to
20 kw E. R. P. and 1, 000 ft. a. a. t.

(e) Assignment of 17 channels, 2-01 through 217 (88.1 to
91.3 mc) for "Class N", noncommercial, stations, which
would include not only educational stations but also religious
and municipal stations (e.g., WNYC-FM, New York City).
10 -watt "campus" stations would be assigned only to Channel
201. (It is asserted that two such stations can be located even
in the same city without interference problems. )

(f) Reassignment both of existing Class B stations, and of
Class B channels with respect to new assignments, on a basis
designed so that stations in adjacent metropolitan centers
(e. g., Chicago -Milwaukee, New York-Philadelpizia, Los
Angeles -San Diego) will not be assigned with only one channel
(200 kc) separation.

(g) Redesignation of "metropolitan -suburban" and "community"
stations as Class A stations, and reassignment thereof to Class A
channels as defined above. (With exceptions where such stations
serve both metropolitan areas and rural areas, e. g. , West Bend,
Wisconsin, which would be assigned a Class B channel which could
be used in Milwaukee.) An Oak Park, Illinois station is cited
as a bad example of a suburban station using a Class B channel
and really aiming its service at the major city, Chicago. It
is urged that such stations be redesignated Class A and required
to direct their programming to their particular assigned areas.
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59. In support of these various proposals, FM Unlimited argues
as follows: Segregation of Class A stations -- including all those mentioned
above -- will prevent the making of assignrne,ts in suburban communities
(such as Redondo Beach, Cal. , and Blue Island, Ill,) at 400 kc from existing
metropolitan Class B stations, which causes these stations interference.
Permitting expanded Class A facilities will permit such stations to cover
their cities and surrounding areas satisfactorily. Concentrating Class B
assignments in one segment, free from Class A "drop -ins" will enable Class B

channels to eliminate 200 kc separations between cities in adjacent metro-
politan areas, it is urged that this will eliminate "no man's lands"
between these cities which now can receive neither service. It is urged
that 17 channels is sufficient for educational and other "Class N" non-
commercial stations, and will permit up to 17 Class B assignments, and 8
suburban Class A stations, in each city area without any interference.
In support of the Area 1 Class B power increase, it is asserted that this
will permit many thousands of people to receive, adequate FM service for
the first time. It is also urged that minima should be required for Class B
stations, so that all may render proper service.

60. The above proposal appears to present numerous substantial
problems. Nevertheless, as part of our over-all investigation into this
matter, comments thereon are invited.

62. There are two other petitions, which seek smaller changes
in the FM rules. That of Charles River Broadcasting Company (RM-159)
would delete entirely present Section 3.202, and amend Section 3.204(a),
so as to eliminate all reference to Areas, thereby putting Area 1 on the
same basis as Area 2. The purpose of this change would be to permit
Area 1 Class B stations to operate without any maximum limitation as to
height and power, as Area 2 Class B stations may now be assigned. The
petition of Joseph D. Worth (RM-33) asks that a flat ceiling of 75 kw ERP
be imposed on all Class B stations in Area 2.

63. As to the Charles River petition, we do not contemplate any
assignment changes which would eliminate entirely the restriction on
maximum facilities in the present Area 1. Comments along this line can,
of course, be submitted in response to our own proposals and questions
herein, and as such will be considered. The petition itself will be
denied. The Worth petition appears to have more possible merit, but since
comments making this suggestion may be filed and will be considered under
our own proposals and questions, there is no reason for separate consideration
of this one individual change. Therefore, this petition, also, will be denied.

VI Other assignment matters on which rules may be adopted

64. If an over-all allocation plan such as that described
above and in Appendix A is not adopted, or possibly in addition to such plan,
other changes in the FM rules may be appropriate and may be adopted herein.
Comments are therefore invited upon the following subjects:
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(a) I' bolition of' Irea, or cre ,r'on of mor e than two
Areas, or re -definition of Area 1. There is a question whether, in view
of the rapid current growth of the FM service in many parts of the country,
any purpose is served by having two Areas with different standards of
assignment. This is particularly true with respect to heavily populated
portions of the Northeast adjacent to Area 1 (e. g., the Chicagc area),
and also areas further removed, such as portions of California. Parties
are invited to comment on what change 3 should be made in this respect,
such as abolition of areas, creation of more than two areas, or re-
definition of Area 1. These comments should, of course, include considera-
tion of what assignment standards should be adopted for the different areas.

(b) If an over-all assignment plan is not adopted, what
changes should be made in the rules pertaining to existing and/or new
facilities -- e. g. , a general or "across the board" increase of the
maximum permitted for Class A or Class B stations in Area 1; whether a
fixed maximum should be established for Area 2 and if so, what; and whether
there should be an absolute ceiling on E. R, P. regardless of height, and
if so, what.

(c) Replacement of the term "metropolitan district" by
"urbanized area" in the rules. The Rules presently refer to "metropolitan
district" in several places. This is a concept ,.-h c h is no longer employed
by the U. S. Census Bureau which instead now uses the concepts of "urban-
ized area" (built-up areas in and around principal cities), and "standard
metropolitan statistical area", which is based on entire counties. If
the rules continue to embody such a concept as this, it appears that it
should be one of those now currently in use, likely 'urbanized area".
Comments on which of these concepts should be included in the Rules is invited.

VII Other subjects relating to assignments on
which comments are requested

65. General subjects as to which comments are requested, par-
ticularly from parties having specific data on the subjects involved, in
addition to two matters (general efficiency, and possible prohibition of
further assignments in crowded cities) are as follows:

(a) Polarization: The FM Rules (Sec. 3.316(a)), provide
that horizontal polarization shall be standard, but that circular or
elliptical polarization may also be employed, in which case the supple-
mental vertical polarization involved shall not exceed the ERP authorized.
The question has been raised as to whether vertical polarization, as an alter-
native basis, would not be more effective, especially with respect to
vertical whip antennas commonly used on autor-ieltiles, in which case the
development of the use of FM auto radios might be stimulated. Studies
on this subject are now in progress. Comments are requested,
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especially iron, those having specific data, as to the desirability of
vertical polarization as a standard method of operation, from the stand-
point mentioned as well as otherwise.

(b) Directionalization. Our Rules do not ccuitain specific
provision for directional operation by FM stations, but likewise they
do not prohibit such installations. A few stations -- roughly a dozen --
operate on this basis. Recently, there have been developed antennas
which,' while technically "non -directional" and employing only one element,
radiate substantially more power in some directions than in others.
Directional antennas, or "non -directional" antennas radiating more power
in some directions than in others, might be or occasion useful as a device
in assignment of stations (as in AM); on the other hand, they might also
present serious problems in connection with the use of a table of minumum
separations such as that proposed herein. Comments are requested upon
this subject, particularly:

(1) What requirements for directional antennas or
other antennas radiating more power in one direction in FM
should be adopted?

(2) Under what circumstances, and for what purposes,
should such antennas be permitted (e. g. , only ;:o improve service
by not wasting a signal over water , etc., or also as an assign-
ment device)? Under chat circumstances should they be prohibited?

(3) What form of assignment plan can be adopted to
take into account the use of such antennas?

(4) What degree of supression is feasible with respect
to such antennas in the FM service?

(c) Receiver performance and what levels of FM signal
provide usable service under various conditions. There are several
questions connected with FM receivers and their selectivity and sensitivity
and, in view of the performance thereof, what signal strength is ne-
cessary to provide usable servir:e and what interference ratios are
appropriate. Comments, especially from those having pertinent data, are
requested on this general subject, particularly with respect to the

following issues;

(1) What types of receiving antennas (outside, inside,
line -cord, etc.) are in use, and, if inside or line -cord
antennas are used, how does this affect the standard set forth
in the Rules that in rural areas 50 uv/m constitutes a usable
FM signal (this standard having been based originally on out-
side 30 foot antennas)?

(2) What are the levels of signal intensity required,
with present FM receiving installatIon3 to render usable service
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in the absence of interference, in rural areas and in large
built-up cities (taking into account the fact that rural areas
in recent years have become increasingly electrified so that
electrical interference may prevail more than formerly, and the
tall buildings and steel construction prevalent in large cities)?

(3) What are the characteristics of FM sets now in
use and being manufactured -- especially low-cost sets -- and
how do these affect performance, especially in relation to
interference ratios presently prescribed?

VIII. ruestions not relating to FM assignment s
or allocations.

66. Duplication of AM programming. In an effort to speed the
development of the FM service by permitting economical FM operation, the
Commission has up to now permitted FM stations to duplicate -- without
limitation -- the programming of AM stations, usually AM stations under
common ownership. Many, perhaps a substantial majority, of FM stations
operate on this basis today. Probably this has contributed to the growth
of the medium for the reasons intended, and also it permits AM stations
to reach an additional FM audience with a service often of higher quality
technically, but at the same time a question exists as to whether duplica-
tion, or at least unlimited and total duplication, is an appropriate use
of FM facilities or amounts to waste of a valuable, frequency band.
Comments are invited as to whether complete or partial duplication should
be permitted for any FM station and , if only partial duplication should
be permitted, what maximum percentage of program time should be permitted
for this kind of operation.

67. Other changes in the FM rules. We further seek comments
as to what other changes in the FM rules, such as those relating to fre-
quency or modulation monitors, or grades of operators, should be made.

IX. summary and Conclusions

68. For reasons stated above, a searching and comprehensive
review of the status and potential of the FM band is now required. We
have reached certain tentative conclusions as to how assignments of new
FM stations should be made -- on the basis of an over-all plan, and on
the basis of strict "go-no-goPstandards without elaborate case -to -case
consideration of service and interference. (See Section III above).
On this basis, we have formulated a specific proposal, set forth in Sec. IV
above and Appendix A, upon which comments are invited. This plan, or
portions thereof or variations thereof, may be adopted in this proceeding,
without further rule making unless appropriate. Other specific questions
concern how existing facilities should be treated if a plan such as that
contemplated by Appendix A is adopted, the concepts involved in Appendix
A, and also other subjects as to which rules may be adopted herein, whether
or not an over-all plan such as that set forth in Appendix A is adopted.
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With regard to the over-all proposal advanced by a petitioner (FM Unlimited),
it appears to present a number of serious problems; in view of our over-all
investigation it is advanced for consideration. As to these subjects (pars.
6 to b4) rules may be adopted herein without further rule making proceedings.
In addition, general subjects upon which comments, and, particularly, specific
data, are requested are set forth. Except insofar as these subjects (par.
65) are also involved in matters set forth in earlier paragraphs, rules will
not be adopted herein on these subjects; however, any determination as to
matters covered in earlier paragraphs will, of course, take the comments
on these subjects into account. Certain non -allocation questions on which
comments are invited are also set forth; rules will not be adopted on these
subjects without further rule making (see pars. 66 to 67).

69. It is not expected, or desired, that the comments filed
herein will include a point -by -point response to all of the questions set
forth herein, especially since many of the subjects involved are highly
interrelated. Rather, parties commenting are requested to pick a form
of organization which will set forth their basic concepts and proceed from
there. For example, data and comments as to receiver characteristics
might be presented first, followed by other comments and data as to signal
ratios and signal intensity, followed, in turn, by what the party concludes
should be the proper standards and principles of station assignments on
the basis of the material previously set forth. It would be well if comments
on the matter of adoption of strict "go -no-go" standards, from a legal and
public interest standpoint, were set forth at a separate point. The same
might well apply to the principle of maximum separations proposed at
para. 25 above, and to whatever comments the party has on educational
assignments.

70. In view of the foregoing, IT IS ORDERED, this 28th day
of June , 1961, that: (1) Notice of Rule Making is hereby given with
respect to the proposals, matters, and issues set forth in paragraphs 2
through 64 and in Appendix A;

(2) Notice of Inquiry is given with respect to the matters set
forth in paragraphs 65 through 67:

(3) the Petition for Rule Making filed by FM Unlimited, Inc.
(RM-94) IS GRANTED, to the extent stated herein, and in other respects
IS DENIED; and

(4) the Petitions for Rule Making filed by Joseph D. Viorth and
Charles River Broadcasting Company ARE DENIED.



73. Authority for the adoption of rules on the subjects specified
in Appendix A hereto is contained in Sections 4(i), 303(a), (b), (f), (h), (r),
and 307(b) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended. Authority for
the inquiry into the subjects specified in paragraphs 65 through 67 hereto
is contained in Section 403 of said Act.

74. Pursuant to applicable procedures set out in Section 1. 213
of the Commission's Rules, interested persons may file comments on or
before September 5, 1961, and reply comments on or before October 5, 1961.
In reaching its decision on the rules and standards of general applicability,
which are proposed herein, the Commission will not be limited to considera-
tion of comments of record, but will take into account all relevant informa-
tion obtained in any manner from informed sources.

75. In accordance with the provisions of Section 1. 54 of the
Rules, an original and 14 copies of all written comments and statements
shall be furnished to the Commission.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION

Ben F. W aple
Acting Secretary

Attachment

Released: July 5, 1961
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Outline of substance of proposed rules relating to /71\ii station assignments, and
alternative proposals (which may be adopted wholly, except for listed alterna--

or in part, or variations of which may be adopted).tive s,

1. Over-all assignment plan (with certain alternatives specified below):

The Commission proposes the following over-all allocation plan, with alterna-
tives as specified:

Classes and facilities of stations:

(a) with respect to new FM station assignments, there will be five
classes of stations, three commercial and two noncommerical educational,
operating on channels designated for each class, with maximum facilities
(effective radiated power and antenna height above average terrain), or equiv-
alent, and minimum facilities or equivalent, as follows:

Class

Class A (low power
commercial)

Class B (intermediate
power commercial)

Class C (high power
commercial)

Class) (low power
educational)

Class E (higher power
educational)

iviaximum facilities Minimum facilities
(FRP and ht. a. a. t.) (FRP and ht.a.a.t.)

(or equivalent) (or equivalent)

1 kw ERP, 250 ft.a.a.t.*

20 kw ERP, 500 ft.a.a.t.

100 kw ERP, 2,000 ft.a.a.t.

10 watts (transmitter output
power)

same as for maximum
commercial station at same
location (i.e., Class IS or
Class C, depending on plan
set forth below)

100 watts ERP, 100 ft.
a. a. t.

1 kw FRP, 250 ft. a. a. t.

20 kw ERP, 500 ft.
a. a. t.

none

none

The Maximum E.R.F. stated will be the maximum regardless of height.

* Above average terrain.
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(b) Minimum separation between stations: protected service areas:

No new assignments will be authorized at less than specified distances
from co -channel and adjacent -channel stations (up to 600 kc removed). These
separations are designed to prevent, in general, objectionable interference
within a certain distance of the existing station, thus providing that station a
particular interference -free service radius and service area. The service
radius so protected will vary with the class of station, and will be less for
second and third adjacent -channel interference (which does not result in any
overall loss of service) than for co -channel and first adjacent -channel inter-
ference. 1 / The minimum for second and third adjacent -channel assignments
will also serve to prevent objectionable overlap of signal strength contours
aside from interference.

Class

Class A
(low power)

Maximum facilities
permitted (or

equivalent)

1 kw ERP, 250 ft.a.a.t.*

Class B 20 kw ERP, 500 ft. a. a. t.
(intermediate
power)

Class C 100 kw ERP, 2,000 ft.a.a.t.
(high power)

Class D 10 watts (transmitter power)
(low power 100 ft. a. a. t.
educational)

Class E
(high power
educational)

Minimum
"Protected" service co -channel

area radius spa,7irg

25 miles 115 miles

50 miles 190 miles

100 miles 300 miles

6 miles 25 miles

,.arne as for maximum commercial station at the same location
(i.e., if Plan 1 is adopted, same everywhere as Class C
station; if Plan 2 is adopted, same as Class B station if in
Area 1, or same as Class C station if in Area 2).

above average terrain.

With respect to second and third adjacent -channel assignments, (where
the protected service radius is less than for co- channel and first adjacent
channel interference), the minimum separation to be adopted is a double

Footnote 1 / on next page.
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requirement: the new station must be at least the specified distance from the
transmitter location of the existing station, and from the nearest point on the
existing station's city of assignment. This is to provide stations with inter-
ference -free coverage of their cities of assignment,

1 / We do not propose to include in the rules themselves any propagation
curves or figures for interference ratios or protected service radii. However,
our proposal here is, as the Report and Order will set forth if the proposal is
adopted, that: (1) the curves used as a basis for the separations are, for
estimation of service, the F(50,50) curve for Channels 2-6 and for the estima-
tion of interference, the F(50,10) curve proposed for the same channels in
Docket 13340; (2) the interference ratios used are those presently contained
in Section 3.313(b) co -channel, 10 to one (20 db); first adjacent channel, two
to one (6 db); second adjacent channel, one to ten (-20 db); third adjacent
channel, one to 100 (-40 db); and (3) the service radii protected against ob-
jectionable interference, for the various classes of stations, are as follows:

Clas s

Class A

Class B

Class C

Class D

Class E

Against co -channel and
1st adjacent -channel

Against second and third
adjacent channel

(200 kc removed) (400 and 600 kc removed)
(miles) (miles)

25 10

50 25

100 35

6 6

Same as maximum commercial
station at same location
(Class B or C)

Same as maximum com-
mercial station at same
location (Class B or C)

With respect to co -channel and first adjacent -channel interference, the separa-
tions specified represent "protection" to Class A stations to the 140 uv/m
contour (43 dbu), Class B to the 178 uv/m contour (45 dbu) and to Class C
stations to the 84 uv/m contour (38.5 dbu). All separations are based on the
assumption that both existing and proposed stations operate with maximum
facilities.
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(c) In order to secure a reasonable efficiency in the assignment of
FM channels an applicant shall endeavor to select a channel on which other
assignments are not more than 25 miles above the minimum co -channel
separations specified in the rules or whole multiples of such separations. In
the event this is not possible, the channel providing the next best efficiency
should be selected. If the nearest co -channel assignment is over 600 miles
distant this requirement need not apply. In no case will assignments be made
at less than the minimum separations specified.

(d) Requirements for principal city coverage and avoidance of over -lap
of commonly owned facilities: In order to insure adequate coverage of the city
to which a new station is assigned, the station's transmitter site shall be no
further from the furthest point on that city's boundary than the distance speci-
fied in a Table to be adopted for this purpose, with provision for the maximum
such distance for the various heights and powers of stations. This Table will
be based on the provision of coverage of at least 3 mv/m.

No stations under common ownership will be authorized at distances
less than those shown on a Table to be adopted for this purpose, which will
provide minimum separations for stations of the various heights and powers.
This Table will be based on overlap of 2 mv/m contours.

(e) Equivalence: For determining maximum ERP allowed when the
antenna height above average terrain is greater than that specified for maximum
facilities, a Table adopted for that purpose, giving permissible ERP for the
various antenna heights, will be used. This Table will be based on the location
of the station's co -channel interference contour. For determining minimum
ERP allowed when the antenna height a.a.t. is less than that specified for
minimum facilities, a similar Table will be used. This Table will be based on
the station's protected service radius. Both Tables will be based on the same
propagation curves used for separations.

(f) Assignment of noncommercial educational stations to channels:
Noncommercial educational stations of both classes (Class D and Class E) will
be assigned to Channels 201 to 220, except in Alaska, where these channels
are not available for broadcast use and where, therefore, these classes of
stations may be assigned to any available FM channels.

(g) Assignment of Class A stations to channels: 20 channels will be
reserved (as far as new assignments are concerned) for Class A stations.
These 20 channels will be designated on one of two bases, in the alternative:
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(1) the 20 channels previously reserved for Class A use
(20 channels interspersed through the FM band from channel 221
to channel 296), or;

(2) 20 channels contiguous in the FM band, except in Alaska
and Hawaii, where (because part of the FM band is not available
for broadcast use) 10 channels would be so reserved.

(h) Assignment of Class B and Class C stations to channels:
Class B and Class C stations will be assigned to channels reserved therefore,
in accordance with one or the other of the following two plans, in the alterna-
tive:

Plan I: 20 channels will be reserved in the Continental United
States except Alaska, and 10 channels in Alaska and 10 in Hawaii, for
use by high -power Class C stations. These channels will be either
contiguous in the band, or contiguous except for interspersed Class A
channels, depending on the alternative adopted under (f) above. 40
channels will be reserved for Class B stations. Under this plan,
there will be no division of the country into Areas.

Plan II: Area 1 will include most of the northeastern United
States and will be defined on the basis of entire states, including the
three southern New England states, New York, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
the District of Columbia, New Jersey, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois.
In that Area, the 60 channels not reserved for educational or Class A
use will be used by Class B stations, operating with facilities described
above. The rest of the United States will be in Area 2. In this area,
there will be no new Class B assignments, but Class C stations will
be assigned (there will be no Class C assignments in Area 1).

(i) Relationship of existing facilities to new classification of channels:
To the extent there is any reclassification of channels as a result of the plans
discussed in (f) and (g) above, stations authorized at the time of adoption of
these rules on channels so reclassified will be subject to the following pro-
visions:

(1) In the case of channels reclassified for use by a higher
class of station (A to B. A to C, or B to C), existing stations will
be protected under the Table of Separations as stations of the new
class provided they operate with at least the minimum facilities
provided for that class. If not so operating, they will nevertheless
be so protected if within six months they apply for increase to attain
the minimum, and as long thereafter as their applications are under
consideration (such applications by existing stations). If they do not
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so apply, or their applications cannot be granted, they will there-
after be protected, under a Table of Minimum Separations, only
as stations of the class corresponding to their actual facilities.
For this limited purpose, a Table of Minimum Separations will be
adopted for minimum separation between co -channel stations of
different classes. 2 /

(2) All former Class B stations operating in former Area 2
with facilities greater than the normal maximum for Class B, which
are by definition new Class C stations, will be protected under
Table of Assignment as Class C stations, regardless of the new
class of their channel.

(3) If channels are reclassified for use by a lower class of
station (B to A), existing stations will be protected, under a
Table of Separations to be adopted for this limited purpose, as
stations of their earlier higher class, provided they operate with
the minimum facilities for this class or apply therefore withip
six months. 2 / (Refer to footnote on preceding page.)

(j) Applications by existing stations for changed facilities: The follow-
ing principles will apply to applications by existing stations for changes in
facilities:

(1) Applications for a change in channel will be treated like
applications for a new station.

(2) Applications for increase in height and power on the same
channel will not be subject to the requirement concerning maximum
separations .

(3) Where a station operates with antenna height greater than
that permitted for maximum facilities, it may increase power to the
level permitted by the new Table of Equivalence (based on location
of the interference contour).

(k) Fixed standards: The foregoing principles are fixed standards,
like minimum mileage separations in television.

2 / Although the rules would not necessarily so state, the Tables of Separations
relating to existing facilities will be based on the same propagation curves,
interference ratios, and "protected" service radii as the Table above.
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CLEAR CHANNEL

650 KILOCYCLES
INCORPORATED CHANNEL 4

50.000 WATTS * * * NASHVILLE 3, TENNESSEE

MEMORANDUM
November 16, 1962

Since Wednesday, November 14th, we have given some study to the problem
of coverage of the Latin American countries by radio stations designed to
bring news and entertainment to the people in these southern regions of the
North American area. Ue have prepared several maps which are attached showing
the nighttime coverage which could be achieved through the use of high power
on several of the U.S. 1-A clear channels. In addition, we have prepared
maps showing the nighttime coverage of Cuba which will exist on the average
throughout the year from the recently installed VOA stations at Marathon
and Tortuga, Florida. I believe that the following points can be supported

without any question.

(1) The United States has only two treaties which govern standard
band broadcasting in this North American region. One is known as NARBA
which was signed in Washington in 1950 to which Canada, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, United States and the United Kingdom for its territories, the
Bahamas and Jamaica, are signatories. The other treaty was signed with

the United Mexican States in 1957. There are no treaties between the U.S.
and any Central or South American countries which allocate frequencies in
the broadcast band among the various nations involved. The NARBA Treaty,
as well as the Mexican Treaty, set out certain channels, as local, regional

and clear. The U. S. has exclusive use of certain of the clear channels and
the treaties do not provide for any top limit on power on these 1-A channels.
At the time the Treaty was signed with Mexico some of their stations were and
still are operating with power greatly in excess of 50 KW. ThOL6Dly power
limitation on our 1-A clear channels which exists today is self-imposed in
the rules of the FCC. The Communications Act of 1934 which created the FCC

does not impose any such limitation. In the North American Treaty there
are certain provisions with respect to certain 1-A stations in the U.S.

(WJR, Detroit and KFI, Los Angeles) which would require those stations to
limit their radiation toward Cuba in case their power is increased above

50 KW. I have been informed by people within the Broadcast Di'ision of the
FCC that they and the State Department no longer regard these rc-trictions
as valid in view of the current Cuban situation.

(2) Skywave signals from existing clear channel stations using adequate
power seem to be the only practicable means of bringing service to the vast
number of square miles within the Caribbean area at night. The problem is
similar to the coverage of the white area in the United States at night. It

is not possible to provide groundwave signals from any point within the
Caribbean area which will render service at night to the populations involved.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY
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Map #1 shows the half millivolt nighttime signals which would be produced
by three stations:

WSM, Nashville - 650 KC (owned and operated by the National Life and
Accident Insurance Company)

WSB, Atlanta - 750 KC (owned and operated by the Cox Newspaper interests)

WWL, New Orleans - &70 KC (owned and operated by the Loyola University
of the South)

There is a thing called the latitude effect which tells us that signals
sent via skywaves are far stronger in the lower latitudes than in the high
latitudes (I have listened to WSM, as well as other 1-A clears, night after
night in the National Hotel in Havana and Montego Bay, Jamaica). In addition,
to WSM, WSB and WWL, 1 -A's listed below could be increased to 750 KW which

would provide skywave coverage over the areas shown on map #2:

WBAP-WFAA, Ft. Worth & Dallas - C20 KC (owned and operated by the Star
Telegram and Dallas News)

WOAI, San Antonio - 1220 KC (owned and operated by the Southland Industries)

KFI, Los Angeles - 640 KC (owned and operated by Earle C. Anthony, Inc.)

There is a very great advantage in utilizing a number of stations for
several reasons, the main one being that it is far more difficult for the
Cubans to jam a number of high power stations than one or two stations of
low power. The only other interference which might result on these channels
would be from atmospheric noise which will be present at certain times of the
year no matter what type radio coverage is used and interference from small
stations in Central and South America which might be using our clear channels
in the absence of a treaty. If the above listed stations are increased in
power, the small stations undoubtedly will move to other channels because
they cannot suffer the increased interference. It will be noted that a
combination of stations shown on Maps 1 and 2 would do much to cover the
entire Caribbean region, including Mexico. These maps only depict coverage
at night. Stations listed could not be relied upon for any appreciable coverage
in the daytime with the exceptions of KFI and WOAI in Mexico and perhaps WWL
in Mexico, Yucatan and Cuba.

(3) Maps 3 and 4 show the result of our study of the coverage which
will be afforded at night by the recently installed VOA transmitters in
the Florida Keys. It is our feeling that these stations are essential for
daytime coverage of Cuba and should be continued on that basis but it is
apparent that their nighttime coverage is only a fraction of that desired
because of the serious interference which they experience from the primary
stations on the channels (WHO and WHAM). In making these studies we have
used data from the FCC which was collected in connection with the North
American Treaty Conference. The commercial stations in Miami, such
WGBS, will be of little value at night in Cuba because of the distance of
Miami from the northern shore of that island and the interference which
they will suffer from other stations on their regional and 1-B clear channels.
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As you can see from maps 3 and 4, the VOA stations cover only the
northern fringe of the North Cuban provinces and do nothing to afford
coverage in the southern part of these provinces or to Pinar Del Rio and
Oriente provinces.

JHD:am



CLEAR CHAN N E L

JOHN H. DEWITT, JR.

PRESIDENT I NCOORATED CHANNEL 4
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MEMORANDUM
March 16, 1961

TO: MR. E. W. CRAIG

FROM: JOHN H. DEWITT, JR.

As you know, Red Dustin, Mr. Cal Swanson and Mr. Rufus Jarman
have approached us with the idea of acting as liason between the
clear channel group and the U.S. Department of Agriculture and
other government agencies in an effort to show that the clear
channels are essential to such agencies. John McDonald and I
have had meetings with these gentlemen, in fact Mr. Swanson flew
from New York and Mr. Jarman from Miami to meet with us in my
office last week. Mr. Swanson prepared the attached letter to
me after the last conference outlining their proposal. I told
the group that I would present it to the Executive Committee of
the clear channel group at the meeting on Monday, March 13th.

MEM

The idea and memo were presented to Ward Quaal and some of
his staff. The conclusion was as follows: First, overall no
one felt that the clear channel group could spend $10,000 as a
downpayment plus $1,000 per month per station for this effort
(our treasurer is worried about paying the law office in Washington
$14,000 which we have owed them since last Fall). Second, the
group thought it was a bad practice to employ a public relations
firm to court favor for the clear channel group with the government.
It was felt that as individual stations we could be far more effective
with direct contacts; for example, one of Ward ccuaal's people is an
intimate friend of the Secretary of Agriculture (the manager of their
wholly owned station in Duluth). We have already had Mr. Freeman
on our station several times through the good offices of John
McDonald. Third, the group also felt that the Secretary of Agri-
culture or other government officials would not be willing to tie
themselves up with one medium of communications. As a government
official they would undoubtedly feel that they would have to offer
the same information to all news media.

I have talked with Red Dustin today who says he is in complete
agreement. He said further that he had no idea that Mr. Swanson
had such large money figures in mind. In fact he said, "He should
be working for the English government."



Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM, Incorporated
Nashville, Tennessee

Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Following our meeting in your office yesterday, Mr. Jarman, Mr. Dustin
and I talked over the matters covered and the following should clear up any
areas that might have seemed vague.

We propose to assist one or more of the clear channel stations to do a
better job than has heretofore been possible to serve the public interest.

Recognizing that the new administration is more conscious of the need
for a maximum understanding between the people and their government, we have
had discussions with several appropriate Departments in Washington on matters
pertaining to the cooperation between private enterprise and our government
and as we have reported to you we have confirmed the fact that the Secretary
of Agriculture would be pleased to entertain a proposal to the effect that
he would do a regular broadcast on an interview basis for one or more of the
clear channel stations. The broadcast to be addressed to the farm public, of
course, and cover in essence the service which the Department has rendered to
the farm public during the preceding week and insofar as practical open up in
a better way than heretofore has been possible a two way line of communications
between the farmer and his Secretary in Washington. These specific conversations
with the USDA have been carried on on our side by our associate, Rufus Jarman,
and the writer.

As you know, Rufus Jarman is one of the better known writers, as well as
being something of a performer, and is well and favorably known to the Secre-
tary, having become quite close with Mr. Freeman Airing his campaign in Minnesota.
Mr. Jarman has some comments to make which he thinks may answer John McDonald's
question, "In what way will this be different from what we are already doing?"
Jarman answered as follows: "Radio and Television interviews have the advan-
tage of presenting the interviewees voice and own image but almost always the
disavantage of so called "spontaniety" which means that the interview is
useless, confusing, unc-mprehensivel and terribly dull. I know a few reporters
who are able to constantly ferret out in an interesting and comprehensive way
as they labor over the handicaps of trying not to repeat V7emselves, using
correct grammar, sounding intelligent, and not giving undue offense to some
of the listeners. The interviewee often has a worse time because he has not
had the air time experience of his tormentor. If a man has just returned
from a successful trip to the moon, he can, of course, not hardly say anyting
which is not interesting but if he is discussing more mundane things he is
likely to become dull and unintelligible even to persons desperately concerned
when he undertakes to do a regular thing like a report on agriculture to
farmers off the cuff. I will not labor the fact that on the record there are
only a few consistently top interviewers in journalism in all media and that
none of these, of which I happen to be one,works in the government of at the
USDA. I believe it very important to emphasize that the same kind of writing

talent and digging is contemplated here for these programs that has typified
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my work for the Saturday Evening Post, the Readers Digest, and other leading
magazines and newspapers. I believe that Orv'lle Freeman understands this
and this is a big part of the reason why I believe our joint production will
compare so favorably with the usual conned hand-outs from Washington whether
they be platters or press releases. As a matter of fact, I am sure the
product of these broadcasts would become widely quoted because they will not
only be news worthy and feature worthy but also because for the first time
they will make really complicated essential parts of our government activity
understandable to all. We would research the subject ahead of time, use the
information that had the greatest impact, interest, humor, pathos or whatever.
We would write a dummy program using this information eliminating redundancies,
orten said thoughts, rantings, and general inefficiency of the usual interviews
and make something that would interest everybody. We would submit this to
me, Freeman, allow him to formulate his answers to the various questions,
insofar as his real feelings and his Department's about policy. Then we would
include in the answer the lively information we had already unearthed.

These prop -rams would be in series, perhaps one a week for perhaps 15
minutes a week by which Mr. Freeman would talk from a prepared script over
the clear channel stations to the farmers.

The programs would be designed so that they would, over a period of time,
produce an overall comprehensive answer to the long range and short range
matters that perplex farmers and the nation. In other words, at the completion
of the series it would have presented a complete picture of the situation
that analyzes its causes, present condition and proposes what is being done
to improve it. And it would be made interesting enough to cause the farmers
and others to talk about it enthusiastically, and perhaps we could unearth
programs of suf 'icient interest that other news media would fasten upon them,
in somewhat the way the AP and the newspapers headline important information
dredged from important people say over the air on Meet the Press, etc.

These programs might take the form of interviews. Perhaps an agricultural
expert from each participating station, John McDonald for WS", tc, would
propose the questions on succeeding programs.

In this manner, we believe the clear channel stations could for the first
time begin to give the people of the country, in this instance the farmers,
a clear and comprehensive idea of what is going on in their profession.

The same thing could well be done for the Treasury Department. We can
explain, you know, in words that can be understood, the meaning of the gold
fluctuations, etc.) Cr the Labor Department, Defense Department, Commerce
Department, etc. can all be handled in somewhat the manner of the above. The
principal idea is to make it interesting, make it comprehensive, make it so
people can comprehend the condition of our government, what the New Frontier
is, how close we are to attaining it. In that way Clear Channel stations
can render a vital service to the country. I do not believe that our system
can survive much long,r with the utter lack of knowledge that characterizes
our voters."

All of this Mr. DeWitt from this fellow Jarman who just can't dedaw and
I am sure you would agree.

I am assured that immediately this service to the Department of Agriculture
and the farmers interest is commenced that the facilities of the Department
that could be reasonably utilized will help beat the drum to as3ist the free
channels in building maximum audience among the farm public, in addition
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that not only the Secretary but also the President and your Senator would
cooperate with the White House Publicity meeting to recognize the significance
of this cooperation by the enlijhtened broadcasters. Surely the clear channels
enjoy a very special and very important privilege over and above that accorded
other stations. Surely the prime advantage that the public looks for in
justification of same is the very special job they do in better serving and
informing the more remote peoples - the farmers of our nation - in all matters
including those of an especial professional nature. The government is in a very
real sense the partner of the farmer and surely it is his due to know and to
feel that he is close to what the partner is up to in serving his interest.

Although the troublesome Mr. Khrushchev found little else to praise in
our land he did compliment our farmer who is at once the most productive,
the most well informed and the most troublesome farmer of all times anywhere.
Troublesome perhaps because unlike most farmers in history he is a free man,
he has opinion, End views, and because he wants very much to be a part of
what is going on. We are sure that the Clear Channels and the Secretary
understand all of this and with the new administration and its unterrified
approach to all the facets of government responsibilities including communi-
cations they will be deeply appreciative of the imagination, the professional
know how and the deep sense of public responsibility which the clear channels
will be expressing when they initiate the above described project. The maximum
can be accomplished only if this project is in no sense political. I can
assure you that we work in the matter with this understanding.

We can understand that you will propose this project in Chicago on
Monday. In the beginning we suggest a down payment of -10,000 to cover our
time and "set-up expense". After the program gets underway, we suggest
that a payment of F1,000 a month per cooperating clear channel station be
assessed with the understanding that at quarterly intervals all costs be
reviewed and other arrangements be made as we know more. From actual
operation based on our experience in working with a number of departments
in Washington in four administrations, we believe what we are suggesting here
may become a very significant matter to the future of government and broad-
casting relations. We believe it is proper that the leaders, the clear channel
stations, be the initiate and be the designers and architects of the means by
which government and industry can letter inform the people. We believe this
is the place and the time to begin.

Sincerely,

Sage Cawell Swanson
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Confidential

Last year when the directorship of the Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service bec, t open due to the resignation of Hollis Seavey we pre-
vailed upon 7. Gayle Gupton, who is with the Third National dank here
in Nashvi7" to take a year's leave of absence to cover this position
in order the interests of our group might be properly protected.

nente- s done a fine job in what was considered a holding
operation but he has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

Within the past year the Federal Communications Commission has
voted twice on a possible decision with respect to our case which
has been before them since February 20, 1945. The two alternatives
considered by the Commission were to break down all channels or
to break down half of them and preserve the other half for possible
use with higher power. On both votes a deadlock was reached because
Commissioner King did not take part in the consideratioge I have
been informed by Ward uaal to the effect that the daytimers and
other small oeerators are doing a good job of legwork in Washington.
Ward has had conve sations with ,enator Dirksen who has warned him
of the activity now afoot and has urged that we make counter moves
by contacting our friends in the House and from Clear Channel
coin -unities.

A you know, Mr. Kennedy has apeointed Mr. Miaow to the Chair-
manship of the FCC. While Mr. Minow has had no experience with
this agency, he will soon learn of the clear channel problem and
it looks as if a decision might be reached sometime this year. It
is my opinion, which is shared by Ward Quaal and Leonard Reinsch,
that we should move with all speed to secure the services of a
new director. No matter whom we employ it will take a certain
amount of time to educate him in our field which is another reason
for speedy action.

I shall greAly appreciate it if you will consider this matter
and let me know your feelinf-s with respect to it. If the consensus
is that we should employ a new director at an early date, I shall
call a meeting of the 7xecutive Committee in order that applicants
may be considered. If a recomeendation is forthcoming from this
meeting, it will be passed on to you before rnal arraneemants are
made.

It would seem to me a tragedy if, after all these years, the
decision on the part of the Commission would be to break down the
channels; for as we all know this would reduce greatly the service
which is now provided by our stations to millions of people who do
not otherwise have radio service.

best wishes.

Sincerely yours,
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CONFIDENTIAL

Dear

Last year when the directorship of the Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service became open due tu the resignation of Hollis Seavey, we pre-
vailed upon Mr. Gayle Gupton,who is with the Third National Bank here
in Nashville,to take a year's leave of absence to cover this position
in order that the interests of our group might be properly protected.
Mr. Gupton has done a fine job in what was considered a holding
operation but he has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

Within the past year the Federal Communications Commission has
voted twice on a possible decision with respect to ,..914r case wYich

has been before them since February 20, 1945. Thelalternatives
considered by the Commission were to break down all channels or
to break down half of them and preserve the other half for possible
use with higher power. On both votes a de.Wock was reached because
Commissioner King did not take part in the east. I have been informed
by Ward Quaal to the effect that the daytimers and other small
operators are doing a good job of leg work in Washington. Ward has
had conversations with Senator Dirksen who has warned him of the
activity now afoot and has urged that we make counter moves by
contacting our friends in the House and Senate from Clear Channel
communities.

As you know, Mr. Kennedy has appointed Mr. Minow to the Chair-
manship of the FCC . While Mr. Minow has had no experience with
this Agliq;0 he will soon learn of the clear channel problem and
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it secm711kt a decision might be reached sometime this year. It
is my opinion, which is shared by Ward Quaal and Leonard Reinsch,
that we should move with all speed to secure the services of a
new director. No matter whom we employ it will take a certain
amount of time to educate him in our field which is another reason
for speedy action.

I shall greatly appreciate it if you will consider this matter
and let me know your feelings with respect to it. If the consensus
is that we should employ a new director at an early date, I shall
call a meeting of the Executive Committee in order that applicants
may be considered. If a recommendation is forthcoming from this
committe9, it will be passed on to you before final arrangements
are made.

It would seem to me a trageotrig,after all these years,the decision
on the part of the Commission would be to break down the channels for
as we all know this would reduce greatly the service which is now
providded by our stations to millions of people sho do not otherwise
have radio service.
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441 North Michigan Avenue  Chicago 11, Illinois  Telephony Michigan 2-7600

January 10, 1961

Mr. E. W. Craig, Chairman
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service

National Life and Accident Insurance Company

Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Ed:

,2!, 9 E VISION

RADIO 7204yourdial

Dic. 1-6-61

Just prior to the Christmas holidays, I spent quite a bit of time

socially with my good friend of many years, Senator Everett M.

Dirksen. We discussed, anong other things, the clear channel situation

which was very topical with him because of the strong position taken

in behalf of the clear channel principle by the American Farm Bureau

Federation and especially insofar as that organisation is mindful of

the job done by certain CCBS members.

Several times during the conversation Dirksen told me of the relent-

less "leg work" by the daytime stations and by small operators in

general. He urges us to move and move fast with all possible contact

with members of the House and Senate from clear channel communities.

I should like to suggest respectfully, Ed, that you send a letter to

each of our station principals urging them to contact by phone or by

letter and with sufficient detail to be meaningful their representa-

tives in the House and in the Senate. We must get our story across

especially to the never element now on the scene in the Nation's

Capitol. There are times when I feel totally discouraged about our

chances for higher power and I fear the worst. Yet, there is a ray

of hope now and then if each of us puts his shoulder to the wheel to

develop as much Capitol Hill strength as possible. I hope we can

hold inviolate at least some of these very precious properties, a re-

source, the loss of which would be criminal indeed.
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Ht. E. W. Craig
January 10, 1961 -2-

Id, in writing to you today, I should like to mention that I have
received a number of applications for the job of CCU director.
I have acknowledged each of these with copies of my communication
and the applications proper to Jack DeWitt and Harold Hough.
In this regard, I feel that a meeting at the earliest possible
date this month would be in order to discuss the names of those who
are interested in replacing Gayle Gupton. It is urgent that we be
represented on Capitol Hill before thia new session of Congress
advances much more.

lid, all the very best for continued good health and much happiness
in the New Year.

Sincerely,

&t:
Ward L. Qmaal

Vice President
General Manager

WO, Inc.

WLQ/r

ec: Harold Hough
John R. DeWitt '/

Reed T. Rollo, &sq.
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BERNICE HASE

Mr. DeWitt:

The enclosed article is for your info.

You remember, Mr. Loomis met with Mr. Gupton
at the NAB convention last April on using
WSM or WSB for programming into Cuba and
from what I could gather from Mr. G, Loomis
said that the WSB signal came in down there
better than WSM and that WGMS was even better.
He also said they would not make a move until
Castro & Co. made theirs first.

I just thought this might be a pitch for
higher power. I also heard Kennedy on a
broadcast before election that not a single
broadcast from the U.S. is being beamed
into Cuba. If I read or hear anymore, I
will pass it on to you.



Cuba Is

THE WASHINGTON DAILY lkit"WR, FRIT

N NEEDED NOW

of etting U. S. Message
By DAVE REQUE
Is the 11. S. getting its

message thru to the ordi-
nary Cuban man -in -the -
street by radio?

The answer is no.

Now that diplomatic rela-
tions have been severed, en-
try of foreign publications
into Cuba halted, and the is-
land's press rigidly controlled
by anti -Yankee dictator Cas-
tro, the need to communicate
by the airwaves is urgent.

Nevertheless, the Voice of
America, our Government's
agency charged with present-
ing the United States' free-
dom story over the world's
airwaves, says it is almost
impossible for an American
broadcast to be heard in
Cuba, except on relatively
scarce shoat wave sets..

There are six and a half
million people in Cuba. There
are 1.3 million radio sets. But
only 10,000 of them can re-
ceive short wave. ,

CLAIMS

However, Radio Swan, a
n e w American -owned outfit
broadcasting from Swan Is-
land near Honduras and 400
miles from Cuba, claims it
is being heard well in Castro -
land on ordinary, medium
wave receivers. Radio Swan
also transmits on short wave.

There has been a long -run-
ning. disagreement on the
technical practicality of try-
ing to reach Cubans via ordi-
nary sets. Our severing rela-
tions with the island promis-
es to blow it up into a hot
controversy

Most ordinary sets in Cuba.
as elsewhere, are medium
wave, but the VOA broad-
casts only on short wave.

Cuba. of course. receives
the VOA's two hours of
daily programming to Latin
America.

In 13 countries, 125 stations
make the VOA's broadcasts
a part of their regular
programming, rebroadcasting
them on medium wave. But,
of course, Castro won't allow
this rebroadcasting in Cuba.

But Cuba is only 90 miles
from Miami. Couldn't we
shoot over a powerful me-
dium wave that could easily
be heard?

QUESTIONS

Sen. Karl Mundt (R., S.D.
put this question to VOA Di-
rector Henry Loomis during
appropriations hearings last
June.

Mr. Loomis explained that
there are 48 domestic sta-
tions in Cuba and that the
medium wave band is packed.

"Our program would inter-
fere with a Cuban program.
but ours wouldn't be heard
either," he said.

Sen. Mundt asked him if
every effort had been made
to find a way.

"We have been wracking
our brains, but we can't come
up with a way to do it," Mr.
Loomis said.

The Swan Island transmit-
ter, which went on the air in
May, was built by A. D. Ring
and Associates of Washing-
ton on a bit of deserted coral
and sand off the coast of
Honduras. Mr. Ring says
flatly, "the medium -wave pro-
grams are being listened to
in Cuba."

He denied reports that the
transmitter used a new jam -
proof method. "It's a conven-
tional directional system with
two towers. It gets thru
simply by producing a strong-
er signal," Mr. Ring said.

The obvious question is,
why should it he "impossi-
ble" to get thru from Miami,
only 90 miles away, as Mr.
Loomis says, and Net g e t
thru from Swan Island, hun-
dreds of miles further away,
as Mr. Ring says?

NO DATA

The Federal Communica-
tions Commission says it has
no technical performance data
on Swan Radio. It is not li-
censed by the FCC because
ownership of the island is in
dispute between the U. S. and
Honduras.

The -U. S. lags in fourth
place in weekly hours of. in-

ternational government broad-
casting on a nation -by -nation
basis. It is far behind t h e
Communist bloc in broadcasts
to Latin America. None of
the Red programs are re-
broadcast in medium -wave
however.

Castro beams 30 minutes
of his propaganda daily to
Haiti, and two hours daily to
"Cubans abroad."

Radio Moscow short -waves
38 and a half hours weekly to
Latin America. From Radio
Peiping comes 21 hours. Bul-
garia, Czechoslovakia, H u n-
gary and Yugoslavia c o rn-
bined send 44 hours.

COMPARISON

The comparison on total in-.

'ternational hours weekly is:
Moscow, 997; Red China,

687; United Arab Republic,
670; U. S., 618; and Britain,
600.

Therefore, facilities fo r
anti -U. S. broadcasting from
the two big communist pow-
ers total 1684 hours a week,
plus the Arab's 670, making
a total of 2354 hours a week.
This does not include any of
the broadcasting from t he
other Iron Curtain countries.

Against this, the United
States puts up a total time
of less than a third from the
two Red powers alone.
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Listings are supplied by stations, which often change
them without notice, or too late for ca-rection here.

WTTG

e Milt Grant Show
)ance Party
eye With

.1aptain Tugg
e Three
itooges
tas Rangers
western Adventure
.igiiment
Jrnierwater
Mormons
Wain Kennedy
e Star Feature
'Holy
datrimony"
donty Wooley

WMAL

Rin Tin
Tin

Pick Temple's
Giant Ranch

WTOP

The 1 sr!
-Tar

Glenn ' lows
Lil Rascals
Lil Rascals
You Asked

for It

Elea nor Holm
Sports Time
n:30 Report
Douglas Edwards, News

O'Clock
Final

Matty's Funday
Funnies

Harrigan &
Son

The Finatones
The Finatones

Copter Patrol
Copter Patrol
Rawhide

Eric Fleming
Clint Eastwood

Rawkile
Rout 66

Martin Milner
grade Fields
e Star Feature
'Manhunt"
victor Jory
eedway
:nternational
.ckezzie's
taiders
night Theater
Crossfire"
tobert Mitchum
tobert Yount.

77 Sunset Strip
77 Sunset Strip
77 Sunset Strip
77 Sunset Strip
Detectives

Robert Taylbr
The Law and

Mr. Jones

George Mahar
Route 66
The Garlund

Touch
Twiligot Zu,,

Thomas
Eyewitness to

History
11 O'Clock Final
Movie

"Made For
Each Other"

'elzvisicsa Procirams
8:09, Classroom -8
1*, Ranger Hal.
, 31odern Farmer;

11 P. M. Report
The Late Show

'The Virginian"
Gary Cooper

8:00, Stun Coach Theater; 9:011
Cousin Cupcake (C.1

WTTG--11:111, Today in our Life. a 11, Newsbeat;
Public Service Forum; 9.30, Kart. on Klub.

Bose Show, with

Gun Playhouse
Vild Bill Elliott"
meoia
Litton Q. Ford

Passport to Danger
Passport to Danger
Glencannon
Glencannon

. Adventure
'Johnny Angel"
leorge Raft
llaire Trevor

Movie
"It Could
Happen to You"
Stu Erwin

vie
fig Adventure
e Big Picture
amy Film
e Big Movie
Litton Q. Ford, Host
The Window"
toboy Driscoll

Lunch With
Soupy Sales

Pip the Piper
Pip the Piper
Comedy Capers

Tom Willette
Silent

Service
larbara Hale
vie: News
irway

Championship
Colloge

Basketball:
Georgia Tech

Ceuta :.n Kangaroo
Captain Kangaroo
Captain Kangaroo
Captain Kangaroo
The Magic Land

of Alkazam
The Roy Rogers

Show
Sky King
Sky King
City Side
City Side
Saturday Matinee

-Nick Carter,
Master Detective'
Walter Pidgeon

National Football
Leatue Playoff
Cleveland

vs.

No. 8 at 21!
LYONS, France, Jan. 6

(UPD-Michele Montet, who
has borne eight children in
seven years of marriage,
celebrated her 21st birthday

, today.

Mme, Montet and her
husband, a truck driver, have
five -year -old twin bo!.s, two-
year -old twins, a three -year -
old daughter and a month -old
daughter. Two of their chil-
dren died.

7"-11 .P Ai
"CASH OR CIEDIT"

FREE HOME CALLS
CALL LI. 7-4923

FREE ESTIMATES Atl 9018
K. M1T To y GUARANTEED

BUY TV

NO MONEY DOWN

*2'ONLY A NEEX

For Fri Humn Eizn7e:iri'...1A

CALL L1. 1-B311

nadassimradron

RLirJ
p rip ram 7

17"
SCREEN

A WEEK
I month minimum in D. C. Money
may be applied to purchase.

No Other Charges
DU. 7-1533

T AT GIANT SALES!

Dr TV!



CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

January 12, 1961

MEMORANDUM TO GENERAL MANAGERS AND CHIEF ENGINEERS

Pre -Sunrise Operations

As you know, Rule 3.87 authorizes daytime stations
on U. S. I -A Clear Channel Frequencies and certain other frequencies to
commence operation, without prior authority, at 4:00 a. m. local standard
time regardless of the time of local sunrise. However, such pre -sunrise
operation must cease upon receipt of notice from the Commission that
"undue interference" is being caused to the dominant station.

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the
Commission's most recent interpretation of the "undue interference"
provision of the rule (Reese Broadcasting Corp. 20 R. R. 1136, December 29,
1960).

The Commission's decision states that it will order
a daytimer to cease pre -sunrise operation if objectionable interference, based
on the second hour after sunset curves, is caused to the nighttime protected
service area of the dominant station provided the dominant station files a
complaint containing (1) a showing that the dominant station operates during
the pre -sunrise hours in question, (2) a verified showing of pre -sunrise
interference, and (3) a rerpAest teat the daytimer be required to cease pre -
sunrise operation.

The Commission refused to grant the daytimer
involved in the enclosed decision a hearing on the question whether
objectionable interference was in fact being caused during the pre -sunrise
hours. The daytimer concerned (WCBG, Chamber sburg, Pa. , operating
on a regional frequency) is expected to file an appeal in the near future.

Reed T. Rollo
R. Russell Eagan

E nc.



FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
.31.fngton 25, D. C.

In the Matter of

REESE B/CASTING CORP. (WCBG)
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania

Petitions for Temporary Relief and
Hearing Looking Toward
Continued Operation
Prior to Local Sunrise

FCC 60-1547
98022_

gar. 10:316, Par. 25:9, Par. 53:87, Par. 53:1907 Right to
hearing before termination of authority for pre -sunrise operation.*

A daytime -only station which has been operating before local
sunrise under g 3.87 of the Rules is not entitled to a hearing
in connection with a Commission notification requiring it to
terminate pre -sunrise operation because of "undue interference"
to a full-time station operating on the same frequency. By
the terms of the rule, a daytime -only station may operate
before local sunrise only if undue interference is not caused
to stations entitled to full-time use of the frequency. The
existing of actual interference is determined by the Commission
on the basis of the skywave propagation curves contained in
Figure 2 of § 3.190. While a complaining station must submit
a verified showing of actual interference, this is used only
to establish that the station is operating during pre -sunrise
hours and to afford a preliminary indication of the source of
the alleged interference. Figure 2 is appropriate for use in
determining nighttime interference during any hour in any month.
Any challenge to Figure 2 should be presented in a rule making
proceeding.

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND CRDER

By the Commission: (Chairman Ford dissenting and issuing a statement).

1.. The Commission has before it a "Petition for Temporary Relief" and
"Petition for Hearing" filed December 9, 1960 directed against our telegram
of December 2, 1960 notifying Radio Station WCBG of undue interference to
Radio Station WAKR and that WCBGIs pre -sunrise operation must be terminated
after December 12 pursuant to § 3.87(b) of our Rules. This action -was taken
after receipt by the Commission of a verified complaint from WAKR that
nighttime interference was being caused within its protected nighttime service
area by the operation of WCBG with its daytime facilities. WCBG is a 5 kilowatt
standard broadcast station licensed to operate on the frequency 1590 kilocycles
during daytime hours only (i.e., local sunrise to local sunset). WAKR operates
with the same power and on the same frequwy,..and is licensed to operate
nighttime hours with a directional antenna system affording interference
protection to certain other unlimited time stations on this frequency,

* Headnote taken from 20 Pike and Fischer R. R. 1136



2. It is noted that WCBG's pleading entitled "Petition for Temporary Relief"
is in the nature of a request for stay "until such time as the Commission

formally acts on the petition for hearing filed December 9, 1960." Said

petition was, in effect, granted by further telegram of December 12, wherein

the December 12 deadline was extended through December 22 to enable the
Commission to pass on the merits of WCBG's companion "Petition for Hearing."

Accordingly, the "Petition for Temporary Relief" has been rendered moot.

3. In support of the instant "Petition for Hearing," WCBG alleges that for the

ast three years it has commenced operation prior to local sunrise pursuant top
g 3.87of our Rules; that it currently signs on at 5:00 a.m.; that a large

agricultural area within the Cumberland Valley has come to rely on the station's

early morning schedule; that such operation is also essential to the reporting

of early morning school information, weather, road conditions, and civil

defense alerts; that the only other standard broadcast station at Chambersburg

(WCHA) is prevented from rendering early morning service because it operates
on a Mexican clear channel; that WAKR's claim of undue interference is

conclusory and unsupported by probative engineering data; and that "summary

termination" of its pre -sunrise operation would result in irreparable injury
to the station and to the public. Said petition is accompanied by affidavits
executed by the station's general manager, school and police officials,
agricultural agents, and by a radio consultant who challenges the manner in

which the "actual" interference was determined by WAKR.

4. The narrow question presented by the instant "Petition for Hearing" is

whether under the circumstances here obtaining, WCBG is entitled to a hearing

to test WAKR's claim of objectionable interference. In taking the position

that a hearing is a necessary condition precedent to the termination of its

pre -sunrise operation, WCBG attempts to distinguish the instant situation from

Music Broadcasting Company v. FCC, 217F.(2d) 339, 11 Pike & Fischer RR 2025

(1954), wherein our termination without prior hearing of Radio Station WGRD's
early morning service was sustained by the U.S. Court of Appeals, D. C. Circuit.

Specifically, WCBG relies on the fact that in the WCRD case there was no
showing of irreparable injury. Nor was the existence of objectionable inter-

ference there disputed. However, we do not feel that these distinctions are

controlling.

5. Section 3.87 of our Rules provides, on a permissivle basis, for operation
between 4:00 a.m. local standard time and local sunrise by certain standard

broadcast stations with their authorized daytime facilities, provided that

"any station operating during such hours receiving notice from the Commission

that undue interference is caused shall refrain from such operation during

such hours pending further notice from the Commission." Hence, a Class III

unlimited time station, such as WAKR, is entitled to protection of its night-

timeprimary service area during the period from 4:00 a.m. local standard time

to local sunrise or during such portions of that period as the protected

station elects to operate. The term "undue interference" as used in g 3.87

has consistently been interpreted to mean "objectionable interference" as

explicitly defined in § 3.182 and elsewhere in the Rules, coupled with a

complaint of actual nighttime interference to a licensed operation indicated

as emanating from a particular station using its daytime facilities during the

pre -sunrise hours.



6. Our long standing method for dealing with pre -sunrise interference complaints
may be summarized as follows: the complaint must be accompanied by a verified
showing of actual interference within the complainant's protected nighttime
service area. This requirement serves only to establish that the complaining
station, which is licensed to operate during the pre -sunrise hours, is itself
operating during such hours, and to afford a preliminary indication of the
source of the alleged interference complained of. We then determine, uring the
skywave propagation curves contained in Figure 2, 0 3.190 of the Rules, whether
the alleged interference is indicated. If so, the offending station is routinely
notified that its conflicting pre -sunrise operation must be discontinued. It

is emphasized that in making the finding of undue interference we are guided
exclusively by Figure 2, and that this finding is not influenced by the
particular methods of techniques employed by the complainant in determining
actual interference.

7. The essential holding of Music Broadcasting Company v. FCC, supra, is
that the pre -sunrise operating privilege conferred by § 3.87 of the Rules is
only conditional, and that its termination by the Commission in accordance with
the rule does not constitute a modification of license entitling the affected
station to an evidentiary hearing as a matter of statutory right. The court

observed that a right to a hearing on the limited issue of whether the pre -
sunrise operation involved actually caused objectionable interference "seems
implicit" in 0 3.87, since the rule provides that a station notified that it is
causing objectionable interference must cease operation "pending further notice
from the Commission." The appellant before it, however, conceded that it
caused objectionable interference and sought the broader hearing required prior
to modification of license under Section 316 of the Act. The court held that

it had no right to such a hearing.

Petitioner argues that it is entitled to the limited hearing of which the court
spoke in Music, since it disputes the contention that it causes objectionable
interference to WAKR. We disagree. Despite the weight which we must and do
accord to the court's language, we note that the question of whether a right
to a limited hearing on the question of objectionable interference is implicit
in § 3.87 was not squarely before the court in Music and that the court's
observations on the subject were made in the course of distinguishing that
question from the one it decided. We also note that the rule's provision for
cessation of pre -sunrise operation "pending further notice from the Commission"
is not intended to confer any hearing rights, but rather refers to the possibility
of further notice from the Commission that pre -sunrise operation may be resumed
for a reason such as the fact that the protected station is no longer operating
during those hours. Moreover, and most important, we do not believe that there
is any issue of fact presented which might be tried in such a hearing.

8. In this case, as in other cases, notice was given only after we made
engineering calculations based on Figure 2 of 0 3.190 and determined that
WCEG's pre -sunrise operation causes objectionable interference to the protected
service of WAKR. 1/ Petitioner does not challenge the accuracy of

1/ As we have noted, our determination that undue interference exists is in no
way influenced by the showing of actual interference which WAKR has
submitted, that showing being required only to set subsequent proceedings

/-Footnote continued on following pagg.
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such computations or claim that the computations made in accordance with the

rule do not show that objectionable interference exists. It argues rather

that renanne on the rule is misplaced because Figure 2 is based on sky -wave

propagation for the second hour after sunset and represents an average of 10
per cent of the time. The criteria set forth in § 3.185 of the Rules for
determining objectionable interference during the pre -sunrise hours were dis-
cussed at length in supplementary proceedings involving the application of
Music Broadcasting for authority to operate during specified hours prior to
local sunrise (see 15 Pike & Fischer R.R. 547, 550-551). As we there stated,
since "signal transmission characteristics vary constantly from minute to minute,

hour to hour, day to day, month to month, and year to year, it is utterly
impractical, if not impossible, to take into consideration the situation for

each particular minute, hour, day, week, month or year in determining how two

or more stations may operate " (15 R.R. at 551). The Rules define objectionable
interference precisely and prescribe an exact method for its determination.
The fact that they are based upon long range probabilities and the consequent
improbability of their defining the precise condition of any given minute,

hour, day or year does not detract from their reliability and precision or alter

the fact that they are the best available tool for our purposes.

9. Figure 2 is based on measurements accumulated over a considerable period
of time and represents the most accurate data available today. As we stated in

Music Broadcasting, supra, Figure 2 is to be used to indicate objectionable
interference during nighttime hours for any hour in any month in any year.
Nothing urged by petitioner indicates that the standard should not be applied

here. It would appear that WCBG's basic argument is with the validity of the
Rules and that the proper course under these circumstances is to seek amend-
ment of the Rules by the prescribed procedures, thus permitting comment by
all interested parties. Vie feel that this is the only appropriate manner in

which such a challenge can be asserted. Therefore, since Figure 2 is the

controlling standard here, no issue of fact is presented for hearing.

10. Further, the fact that the Commission in the Music case itself voluntarily
offered an "evidentiary hearing on any issues of fact or an oral argument on any
issues of law or policy" is no basis for concluding that we should exercise our
discretion to grant a hearing or oral argument in the instant situation. The

basic reason for the offer there was simply that WCRD was arguing that its
license was being modified unlawfully, and the Commission was of the view
that a hearing, at least to the extent of an oral argument was indicated on that

question. However, in light of the court's subsequent holding in that case, it is

1/ /Footnote continued from preceding page].

in motion. Hence, petitioner's attack upon the reliability and validity of
the NAKR showing is immaterial and raises no question appropriate for
hearing.

4 OW



clear that no question of modification of UGAG's license here exists, and. that,
therefore, in the absence of any other factual issue, a hearing or even oral
argument would serve no useful purpose. Nor do we think that the administra-
tive burden of entertaining challenges to Figure 2 in individual proceedings is
warranted in view of the number of stations involved 2/ the absence of license
rights and the availability of other procedures for challenging the Rule.

11. We have considered WCEGis allegations of irreparable injury, but in view
of our determination that a hearing in this situation is neither required nor
warranted, we find that such allegations are not relevant to the issue before us.
In requesting the type of hearing it does, WCBG is in effect asserting license
rights under Section 316 of the Communications Act and Section 9(b) of the
Administrative Procedure Act which it does not have, since its operation is not
an unqualified one, but is clearly and specifically conditioned against interfer-
ence to unlimited time stations. The action which WCEG here seeks to vacate
merely requires that the station be operated within the terms and conditions of
its outstanding license. Indeed to countenance WCBG's pre -sunrise operation
would work the very type of modification of WAKR's license that the courts
have heretofore deemed unacceptable. Federal Communications Commission v. NBC
(KOA), 319 U.S. 239 L. B. Wilson v. Federal Communications Commission, 170 F.
(2d) 793 RR 2001" (C.A.D.C.) WCBG could, of course, obtain an evidentiary
hearing by filing a formal application for modification of its license to
include regular nighttime operation. At such a hearing, evidence could be
adduced in the conventional manner with a view to determining whether the need
for WAKRTs nighttime service, which would be lost by reason of WCBG's pre -sunrise
operation, would be outweighed comparatively by the need for a new nighttime
service at Chambersburg. However, no such application has been tendered by WCEG.

12. For the reasons indicated, it is ordered, that the instant "Petition for
Temporary Relief" is hereby dismissed as moot. It is further ordered, that
the companion "Petition for Hearing" is hereby denied: Provided, however,
that authority is granted to WCEG to operate during pre -sunrise hours through
January L, 1961 to permit the orderly termination of such operations.

Adopted: December 21, 1960
Released: IJecember 29, 1960

2/ It must be observed that under the Rules and. Technical Standards now in
force, the majority of standard broadcast stations in the United States are
required to leave the air, operate with reduced power and/or with directional
antenna systems during nighttime hours in order to limit an otherwise
chaotic skywave interference problem. More than 2000 "daytime only"
stations are currently licensed by the Commission, many of which render
or are capable of rendering a needed program service in the sense claimed
by WCEG. In accordance with g 3.67 of the Rules, many of these stations
have been precluded from engaging in pre -sunrise operation.



DISSENTING STATEitENT OF CHAIRMAN FREDERICK W. FORD

I beliovv wrIPG is entitled to be heard before hoing required to
abandon permanently the nrn,,ntioxi lb haS maintained for three
years. While the Commission indicates that a hearing would be held should
WCBG apply for a modification of license, I would favor a hearing at this
time in view of the allegations raised in the station's Petition for Hearing.
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NASHVILLE

from JACK DEWITT



ADLAI E STEVENSON
SIMON H.RIFK i ND
W. WILLARD WIRTZ.
WILLIAM McC. BLAIR,JR.
NEWTON N. MINOW
JOHN W. HUNT

EDWARD D. McDOuGAL,JR.
couNsEL

Mr. Ward L.
WGN Inc.
441 North Mi
Chicago 11,

STEVENSON, RIFKIND & WIRTZ
135 SOUTH LA SALLE STREET

CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE F!NANLIAL t, 518 0

Quaal, Vice President

chigan Avenue
Illinois

Dear Mr. Quaal:

IN NEW VORA

PAUL,WIEISS, RIFKIND, WHARTON & GARRISON
575 MADISON AVENUE

IN WASH,NOTON.D.

STEvENSON, PAUL, RIFKIN°, WHARTON & GARRISON
16514 EYE ,TPIEET. N W

January 16, 1961

I am leaving for Washington, to be gone about

a week, and am writing in haste to thank you for your

very kind letter. I would certainly appreciate an
opportunity to visit WON, and of course I look
forward to making your acquaintance. I am afraid,
however, that I shall have to defer that pleasure
until after I am settled in my job in Washington,
when no doubt I shall be coming to Chicago from time

to time. During the next few weeks, I shall be over-

whelmed with the problems of liquidating my law

practice at short notice, and I don't see how I can

fit in anything else.

With warm thanks for your thoughtfulness, I am

Sincerely,

twupc, k 4 tc-f

Newton N. Minow
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The Memorable Newtos Miaow
Summates, Rifkled and Wirts
13) South La Salle Street
Chicago., Illiaois

Dear Hr. Knout

Jammu, 12, 1141

Marty eemeretulations os your appointment by PresidestIlleet
Lemmedy as Chairmen of the Federal Communisations Commissios.

I regret that.I have mover had the pleasure of meeting you, but we
do have some mutual acquaistamees who have indicated to me through
their time regard for you that. you are especially well equipped for
this challossing assignment of this, the most critical period in the

Moiety of this key meestive &gamey.

I hope to have the pleasure of a visit with you, eves for ten
minutes time, prior to your leaving for washingtes6 Whet I would
prefer to do, of course, is have you tour our mammoth sew structure
os Chicago's north side and then have a lumchoom visit with you.
To demomstrate our faith in Chicago ah a breedeastimg sestet end to
give further illustration of out desire to bring am improved radio
mod televisieu service to the people of Chicago, we have eempleted
106000 square feet attesters whisk is without a doubt the Meat in
our isdnetry. If we did mot plan a greet amount of !seal live eativity
let both radio and televisisa, we would sot need this spoil.. Sven
with the great amount of live program fare we mow offer, we feel we
should and most do nor, amd the mew facilities will give us this
opportunity at once.

I will sell your secretary es Friday, the 13th, to see if there is

a possibility of a lumehemm visit, or even a for minutes with you 1100,

ether fir if your eabsisle peewits.
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Cc: Jack DeWitt

January 13. 1951

Mr. Ward L. Quaal
Vice Preeident and General Menager
WON, Incorporated
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Ward:

1 have read with genuine interest ycur
letter of January 10 and I agree with every
conclus:.0!: :;.uu have reached. My letter on
the sue,;ect will de cut eithin the next 1'cl.:

days to every member of cur group and I hope
it will do the job you anticipate.

Jack DeWitt has had an extremely promising
conversation with LecnarC Reinsch. It is most
furLenate beca-,, dci.'t Imo:: (.) an:; nan who :la

in a better position to really help than is
Leonard. I was delighted to have Jack's report
that he was vItaliy '..ntcrouted and deterr.ILLe
to use his full weight.

1 ean,t Licue thls itter tahout thand
you for your tireless efforts on our behalf.
I think we both feel a deep dedication to this
caude '.Bich would pr.babiy in'ompt baL'L

efforts even if we were not so intimately involved.

Wi'ai all po:iL.11:io Las -;e wizheu and 1:indest

personal regards, I an

Sincerely yours,

Edwin W. Craig



THE WASHINGTON POST

Jan. 28, 1961

'VOICE" PLANNING PORTABLE
RADIO

PINEHUEST, N.C., Jan. 27 (AP) -- Plans for a
movable super power radio station that can be
set up in a month at any world crisis spot
were announced today by Henry Loomis, director
of the Voice of America.

In a speech to a North Carolina Dairy
Products Association convention, Loomis said
he plans to ask Congress for $1,859,000 for
the portable facilities.



January 18, 1961

CnNFIDENTIAL

Mr. Richard Sherard
Station WT AM
Rochester, New York

Dear Dick:

Last year when the directorship of the Clear Channel Broad-
casting Service became open due to the resignation of Hollis
Seavey, we prevailed upon Mr. Gayle Gupton, who is with the
Third National Bank here in Nashville, to take a year's leave
of absence to cover this position in order that the interests
of our group might be properly protected. Mr. Gupton has done
a fine job in what was considered a holding operation but he
has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

Within the past year the Federal Communications Commission
has voted twice on a possible decision with respect to our case
which has been before them since February 20, 1945. The two
alternatives considered by the Commission were to break down
all channels or to break down half of them and preserve the
other half for possible use with higher power. On both votes
a deadlock was reached because Commissioner King did not take
part in the consideration. I have been informed by Ward Quaal
to the effect that daytimers and other small operators are
doing an effective job of legwork in Washington. Ward has had
conversations with Senator Dirksen who has warned him of the
activity now afoot and has urged that we make counter moves by
contacting our friends in the House and Senate from Clear Channel
communities.

As you know, Mr. Kennedy has appointed Mr. Minow to the
Chairmanship of the FCC. While Mr. Minow has had no experience
with this agency, he will soon learn of the clear channel problem
and it looks as if a decision might be reached sometime this year.
It is my opinion, which is shared by Ward Quasi and Leonard Reinsch
that we should move with all speed to secure the services of a new
director. No matter whom we employ, it will take a certain amount
of time to educate him in our field which is another reason for
speedy action.



Mr. Richard Shepard 0044. January 18, 1961

I shall greatly appreciate it if you will consider this matter
anci let me know your feeliiv!s with respect to it. If the consensus

that we should employ a new director at an early date, I shall
call a meeting of the 'Lxecutive ColmAt',ee in order that Lpplicants
may be considered. If a recomuendation is forthcoming from this
met_ng, it will be passed on to you before final arrangements are
mace.

It would seem to me a tragedy if, after all these years, the
decision on the part of the Commission would be to break ,Ager, the
ellannels; for as we all know this would reduce greatly the service
which iJ now provided by our stations to millions of people who do
not otherwise have radio service.

With best wishes and kindest personal regards, I am

..dncerely,

dwin W. Craig

iWC tab



January 18, 1961

CONFIDENTIAL

Jales !!oroney, Jr.
J. "ion WFlia

ict ;ash Texas

Dear Jim:

Last year when the directorship of the Clear Channel Broad-
casting Service became open due to the resignation of Hollis
Seavey, we prevailed upon Mr. Gayle Gupton, who in with the
Third National Bank here in Nashville, to take a year's leave
of absence to cover this position in order that the interests
of our group might be properly protected. Mr. Gupton has done
a fine job in what was coneidered a holding operatien but he
has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

Within the past year the Federal Comrunications Commission
has voted twice on a possible decision with respect to our case
which has been before them since February 20, 1945. The two
alternatives considered by the Collide ion were to break down
all channels or to break down half of them and preserve the
other half for pos,ible use with higher power. On both votes
a deadlock was reached because Commissioner King did not take
Dart in the consideraeion. I have been informed by lard ,uael
to the effect that daytimers and other small op rators are
doing an effective job of legwork in Washington. Ward has had
conversations with Senator Dirksen who has warned him of the
activity now afoot and has urged that we make counter moves by
contacting our friends in the House and Senate from Clear Channel
communities.

As you know, Mr. Kennedy has appointed Mr. Minow to the
Chairmanship of the FCC. While Mr. Minow has had no experience
with this agency, he will soon learn of the clear channel problem
and it looks as if a decision might be reached sometime this year.
It is my opinion, which is shared by Ward euaal and Leonard Reinsch,
that we should move with all speed to secure the services of a new
director. No matter whom we employ, it will take a certain amount
of time to educate him in our field which is another reason for
speedy action.



Mr. James Moroneys Jr. -2- January 1C, 1961

I shall greatly appreciate it if you will consider this matter
and. let me know your feelings with respect to it. If the consensus

that we should employ a new director at an early dates I shall
call a meeting of the Executive Committee in order that applicants
may be considered If a reccunendation is forthcoming from this
mcct7'n71 it will he passed on to you before final arrangements are
made.

It would seem to me a tragedy ifs after all these years, the
decision on the part of the Commission would be to down the
&annels; for as we all know this would reduce gr(a'Ll;/. the service
which is now provided by our stations to millions of oeople who do
not otherwise have radio service.

With best wishes and kindest personal regards, I am

Sincere lys

Edwin W . Craig

EWC tab



Jannary 18, 1961

CONFIDENTIAL

Mr. Ralph Evans
t.itionWGC

D-ivenport, Iowa

Dear Ralph:

Last year when the directorship of the Clear Channel liroad-
casting Service became open due to the resignation of Hollis
Seavey we prevailed upon Mr. Gayle Gupton, who ts with the
Third National Bank here in Nashville, to take a year's leave
of absence to cover this position in order that the interests
of our group might be properly protected. Mr. Gupton has done
a fine job in what was considered a holding operation but he
has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

Within the past year the Federal Communications Commission
has voted twice on a possible decision with respect to our case
which has been before them since February 20, 1916. The two
alternatives considered by the Commission were to break down
all channel or to break down half of them and preserve the
othr half for possible use with higher power. On both votes
a deadlock was reached because Commissioner King did not take
part in the consideration. I have been informed by Ward :11aal
to the effect that daytimers and other small operators are
doing an effective job of legwork in Washington. ward has had
conversations with :Senator Dirksen who has warned him of the
activity now afoot and has urged that we make counter moves by
contacting our friends in the Pow,e and Senate from Clear Channel
communities.

As you know, Mr. Kennedy has appointed Mr. Minow to the
Chairmanship of the FCC. While Mr. Minow has had no experience
with this agency, he will soon learn of the clear channel problem
and it looks as if a decision might be reached sometime this year.
It is my opinion, which is shared by 'Yard Quaal and Leonard Reinsch,
that we should move with all speed to secure the services of a new
director. No matter whom we emoley, it will take a certain amount
of time to educate him in our field which is another reason for
speedy action.



Mr. Ralph Evans .2. January 18, 1961

1:.1 1ih

I shall greatly appreciate it if you will consider this matter
let me know your feelIngs with respect to it. If the consensus

,

., at We should employ a now director at an early date, I shall
call a meeting of the Executive Committee in order that applicants
may be considered. If a r commendation is forthcoming from this
mocAZ,ng, it will he passed on to you before final arrangements are
made,.

It would seem to me a tragedy if, after all these years, the
decion on the part of the Commission would be to break down the
c7 -linels; for as we all know this would reduce greatly the service

now provided by our stations to millions of people who do
not otherwise have radio service.

With best wishes and kindest personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig

14Clab



January 18, 1961

c.C!`7.1.:FT'fIAL

Mr. Paul Loyet
.7;t:ition WHO

1100 L'eanut Street
es Moines, Iowa

Dear Paul:

Last year when the directorship of the Clear Channel Broad-
castinr Service became open due to the resgnation of Hollis

Ceavey, we -.)revailed upon Mr. Gayle ' :lipton, who is with the

Third National Bank here in Nashville, to take a year's leave

of absence to cover this position in order that the interests
of our group might be properly protected. 74r. nupton has done

a fine job in what was considered a holding operation but he

has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

Within the past year the Federal Communications Commission
has voted twice on a possible decision with respect to our case
which has been before them since February 20, 19)45. The two

alternatives considered by the Commission were to break down
all channels or to break down half of them and preserve the

other half for possible use with higher power. On both votes

a deadlock was reached because Commis loner King did not take

part in the consideration. I have been informed by Ward Quaal
to the effect that daytimers and other small operators are
doing an effective job of legwork in 1.ashington. Ward has had
conversations with Senator Dirksen who has warned him of the

activity now afoot and has urged that we make counter moves by
contacting our friends in the House and Senate from Clear Channel

communities.

As you know, Mr. Kennedy has appointed Mr. li_now to the

Chairmanship of the FCC. While Mr. Minow has had no experience
with this agency, he will soon learn of the clear channel problem

and it looks as if a decision might be reached sometime this year.
It is my opinion, which is shared ey Ward Cuaal and Leonard Reinsch,

that we should move with all speed to secure the services of a new

director. No matter whom we employ, it will take a certain amount

of time to educate him in our field which is another reason for

speedy action.



Mr. Paul Loyet -2- January 18, 1961

I shall greatly appreciate it if you will consider this matter
and let me know your feelings "zith respect to it. If the cemensus

that we should employ a new director A an early date, I shall
:all a meeting of the !xecutive Corrittee in order that, applicants
may be considered. If a recommendation is forthcoming from this
meeting, it will he passed on to you before final arrangeTonts are
made.

It would stem to me a tragedy if, after all these years, the
decisfon on the part of the Commission would be to break down the
cl,:_nnels; for as we all 1 -flow this would reduce greatly the service

-Mch jr now prnvided by our stations to millions of people who do
not otherwise have radio service.

With best wishes and kindest personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

7dwin W. Craig

EWC:ab



January 18, 1961

'DTI-11'1AL

Mr. George Wagner
Station KFI
141 North Vermont Avenue
Los Angiles, California

Dear George:

Last year when the directorship of the Clear Channel Broad-
casting Service became open due to the resignation of Hollis
Seavey, we pre ailed upon Mr. Gayle Gupton, who is with the
Third National Bank here in Nashville, to take a year's leave
of absence to cover this position in order that the interests
of our group might be properly protected. Mr. Gupton has done
a fine job in whrt was consicered a holding operation but he
has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

Within the past ye.r the Federal Communications Commission
has voted twice on a posible decision with respectto our case
which has been before them since February 20, 19145. The two
alternatives considered by the Comoission were to break down
all channels or to break down half of them and preserve the
other half for posaible use with higher power. On both votes
a deadlock was reached ))ecause Commissioner King did not take
part in the consideration. I have been informed by Ward Quaal
to the effect that daytimers and other small operators are
doing an effective job of legwork in Washington. Ward has had
conversations with Senator Dirksen who has warnod him of the
activity now afoot and has urged that wake counter moves by
contacting our friends in the House and Senate from Clear Channel
comounities.

As you know, Mr. Kennedy has app pointed Mr. Minow to the
Chairmanship of the FCC. While Mr. Minow has had no experience
with this agency, he will soon learn of the clear channel. problem
and it looks as if a decision might ae reached sometime this year.
It is my opinion, -hich is shared by hard Quaal and Leonard 'ileinsch,
that we should move with all speed to secure the services of a aaw
director. No matter whom we eaoloy, it will take a certain aaount
of time to educate him 'n our field which is another reason for
spec dy action.



Mr. George Wagner January 18, 1961

I shall greatly appreciate it if you will consider this matter
Inc, let me know your feelings with respect to it. If the consensus
Is that we should employ a new director at an early date, I shall
call a meeting of the Executive Committee in order that applicants
may be considered« If a recommendation is forthcoming from this
meeting, it will be passed on to you before final arrangements are
made«

It would seem to me a tragedy if, after all these years, the
dec7!sion on the part of the Commission would be to break down the
channels; for as we all know this xfstild reduce greatly the service
which is now provided by our stations to millions of people who do
not otherwise have radio service.

With best wishes and kindest personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig

FC:ab



January 18, 1961

CrTFIDENTIAL

Mr. Victor Sholis
St tion "'HAS

Louiville, Kentucky

Dear Vies

Last year when the directorship of the Clear Channel Broad-
casting Service beoane open due to the resignation of Hollis
Seavey, we prevailed upon Mr. Gayle Gupton, who is with the
Third National Bank here in Nashville, to take a year's leave
of absence to cover this position in order that the interests
of our group might be properly protected. Mr. Ouptan had done
a fine job in what was considered a holding operation 'out he
has now returned to Nashville was expected.

Within the past year the Federal Communications Commission
has voted twice on a poeeible decision with respect to our case
which has been before then since February 20, 1945. The two
alternatives considered by the Commission were to break down
all channels or to break down half of them and preserve the
other half for possible use with higher power. On both votes
a deadlock was reached because Commissioner King did not take
part in the consideration. I have been informed by 'lard Quaal
to the effect that daytimers and other small operators are
doing an effective job of legwork in Washington. W:rd has had
conversations 11:th enator Dirksen who has warned him of the
activity now afoot and has urged that we make..Counter moves by
contacting our friends in the House and Senate from Clear Channel
communities.

As you know, r. Kennedy has appointed Mr. Minow to the
Chairmanship of the 7CC. While Mr. Minow has had no experience
with this agency, he will soon learn of the clear chani-el problem
and it looks as if a decision might oe reached sometime this year.
It is my opinion, which is shared by Ward Camel and Leonard Peinsch,
that we should move with all spped to secure the services of a new
director. Yo matter whom we eeploy, it will take a certrin amount
of time to educate him in our field which is another reason for
sneedy action.



Mr. Victor Sholis .2 January 18, 1961

40
I shall greatly appreciate it if you will consider this matter

!-let me know your feelings with respect to it. If the consensus

that we should employ a new director at an early date, I shall
call a meeting of the Executive Committee in order that ap;licants
may be considered. If a recommendation is forthcoming from this
meeting, it will be passed on to you before final arrangements arc
made.

It would se,':m to me a tragedy if, after all these years, the
decision on the part of the Commission would be to break down the
channels; for as 7e all know this would reduce greatly the service
which is now provided by our stations to millions of people who do
not otherwise have radio service.

With best wishes and k personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig

RATC:ab



January 18, 1961

CON IDErTIAL

Mr. 'Iorth Kramer
Station WJR
2200 Fisher Building
Detroit, Michigan

Dear Wortht

Last year when the directorship of the Clear Channel Broad-
casting service became open due to the resignation of Hollis
Seavey, we prevailed upon Mr. Gayle Gupton, who is with the
Third National Bank here in Nashville, to take a year's leave
of absence to cover this position in order that the interests
of our group might be properly protected. Mr. Gupton has done

a fine job in what was considered a holding operation but he

has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

Within the past year the Federal Communications Commission
has voted twice on a possible decision with respect to our case
which has been before them since February 20, 19/45. The two

alternatives considered by the Commission were to break down
all channels or to break down half of them and preserve the
other half for possible use with higher power. On both votes

a deadlock was reached because Commissioner King did not take

part in the consideration. I have been informed by ard

to the effect that daytimers and other small operators are
doing an effective job of legwork in Washington. Ward his had
conversations with senator Dirksen who has warned him of the
activity now afoot and has urged thatwe make counter moves by
contacting our friends in the House and enate from Clear Channel

communities.

As you know, Mr. Kennedy has appointed Mr. Minow to the
Chairmanship of the FCC. 'bile Mr. Minow has had no experience
with this agency, he will seen learn of the clear channel problem
and it looks as if a decision might be reached sometime this year.
It is my opinion, which is shared byWard ,uaal and Leonard Reinsch,
that we should move with all speed to secure the services of a new

director. No matter whom 7.4e employ it will take a certain amount
of time to educate him in our field which is another reason for
speedy action.



Mr. ',orth Kramer January 18, 1961

I shall greatly appreciate it if you will consider this matter
let me know your feelims w'th respect to it. If the consensus
that we should e7ploy a new director at an early date, I shall

call a meeting of the Executive Committee in order that apTdicants
may be considered. If a reconvendation is forthcoming from this
meeting, it will be passed on to you before final arrangements are
71:1e.

It would seem to me a traredy if, after all these years, the
decision on the part of the CATImission Nruld be to break down the
channels; for as we all know this would reduce gr(:atly the service
which is now provided by our stations to million!: of peAplo who do
not oilvrwise have radio service.

'Pith best wishes .nd kindest personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig

C : ab



January 18, 1961

CATFIDMITIAL

Mr. John Patt
!eeetion WJR

2200 Fir her Duileing
Detro4t, Michigan

Deer Johns

Last year when the directorship of the 01,er Channel Broad.
casting Service became open due to the resignation of Nellie
.cevey, we prevailed upon Mr. Gayle Gupton, who is with the
Third National Bank here in Nashville, to take a year's leave
of absence to cover this position in order that the interests
of our group might be properly protected. Mr. Gupton has done
a fine job in what was considered a holding operation but he
has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

Within the past year the Federal Communications Comeission
1,as voted twice on a pcs iblc decision with respect to our case
.Aich has been before them since ,Tebruary 20, 1945. The two
alternatives considered by the Commission were to break down
all channels or to break down half of them end preserve the
other half for possible use -ith higher power. On ooth votes
a deadlock was reached because Commis:foner King did not take
part in the consideration. I have been informed by -ard Cuaal
to the effect that daytimers and other small opera tors are
doing an effective job of legwork in Uashington. Ward has had
conversations with .senator Dirksen who has warned him of the
activity now afoot and has urged that we make counter moves by
contacting our friends in the House and Senate from Clear Channel
communities.

As you krnolf, Mr. Kennedy has appointed Mr. Minow to the
Chairmanship of the FCC. While Mr, Minow has had no experience
with this agency, he will soon learn of the clear channel problem
and it looks as if a decision might be reached sometime this year.
It is my opinion, which is shared by Ward Quaal and Leonard Reinsch,
that we Should move with all speed to secure the services of a new
director. No matter whom we employ it will take a certain amount
of time to educate him in our field which is another reason for
speedy action.



Mr. John Patt -2- January 18, 1961

I shall greatly appreciate it if you will consider this matter
et me know your feelings with respect to it. If the consensus

it at we should employ a new director at an early date, I shall
call a meeting of the Pxecutive Committee in order that ap7licants
may be considered. If a recommendation is forthcoming from this
meeting, it will be passed on to you before final arrangements are

It would seem to me a traredy if, after all these years, the
sion an the part of the Commission would be to break down the

cl els; for as we all know this would reduce greatly the service
which is now provided by our stations to millions of people who do
not otherwise have radio service.

ith best wishes and kindest personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

Edwin V. Craig

EVICtab



January 18, 1961

CONFIDENTIAL

/!r. James,. Gaines
Stc.tion

-an Artcnio, 'lee es

Dear Jim:

Last year when the direceership of the Clear (barmel Broad.
cast!ng Service became open due to the resignation of Hollis
rl:eavey, ee prevailed upon Mr. Gayle °Lipton, who is with the
Third National Bank here in Nashville, to take a year's leave
of absence to cover this position in order that the interests
of our group might be properly protected. Mr. Cupten has done
a fine jcl-, in what was can: idered a holding operation but he
has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

Within the past year the Federal Communications Comeission
has voted twice on a possible decision with respect to our case
ehieh has been before them since February 70, 1945. The two
alternatives considered by :,he Commission were to bral: down
all channels or to break down half of them and preserve the
other half for possible use with higher power. On both votes
a deadlock was reached because Comnissioner King did not take
part in the consideration. I have been informed by Ward euaal
to the effect that eayttmers end other small opellators are
doing an effective job of legwork in Washington. Ward has had
convereationa with Senetor Dirk son who has warned him of the
activity now afoot and has urged that we make counter Moves by
contacting our friends in the House and Senate from Cleat' Channel
communities.

As you know, Mr. Kennedy has appointed Mr. Miaow to the
Chairmanship of the FCC. While Mr. Minow has had no experience
w7.th this agency, he will soon learn of the clear channel problem
and it looks as if a decision might be reached sometime this year.
It is my opinion, which is shared by Ward euaal and Leonard Reinsch,
that we should move with all speed to secure the services of a new
director. No matter whom we employ it will take a certain amount
of time to educate him in our field which is another reason for
speedy action.



Mr. James M. Gaines -2. January 13, 1961

I shall greatly appreciate it if you will consider this matter
and let me know your feelings with respect to it. If the consensus

is that we should employ a new director at an early date, I shall
call a meeting of the Fxecutive Committee in order that applicants

may be considered. If a rocommendation is forthcoming from this
meeting, it will be passed on to you before final arrangements are

made.

It would seem to me a traoedy if, after all these years, the
Jeeizion on the part of the Commission would be to break down the
chanrels; for as we all know this would reduce greatly the service
which i3 now provided by our stations to millions of people who do
not ethervie have radio service.

With best wishes and kindest personal regards, I am

vdwin W Creig

7.!C:ab



January 18, 1961

CONFIDLNTIAL

Mr. Prank Gaither
Station WS8
1601 West :'eachtree t'reet

Atlanta, Goor7ia

Dear Franks

Last year when the directorship of the Clear Channel Broad-
casting Service became open due to the resignation of Hollis
Sevey, we prevailed upon Mr. Caylo Oupton, who is with the
Thied National Punk here in Nashville, to take a year's leave
of absence to cover this position in order that the interests
of our group might he properly protected. Mr. Lupton han lone
a fine job in what eas c,ncidered a holding operation but he
has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

Within the past year the 7ederal Communications Commission
has voted twice on a possible decision with respect to our case
wl:ch has been before them Limo February 20, 19h5. The five

alterretivea conoidered by the Commie, -ion were to break down
all channels or to break dam half of them and preserve the
other half for possible use elth higher poreer. On both votes

a deadlock w reached because Commissioner King did not take
part in the consideration. I have been informed by ward
to the effect that daytimers and other small operators are
doing an effective lob of legwork in Washington. 7ard has had
conversations with Senator Pirkeen who has warned him of the
activity now afoot and has urged that we make counter moves by
contacting our friends in the Nouse and Senate from Clear Channel
communities.

As you knew, Mr. Kennedy has appointed Mr. '.inow to the
Chairmanship of the "TT. '-!bile Mr. Minow has had no experience

1,th this agency, he will soon learn of the clear channel problem
and it looks as if a decision might be reached sometime this year.
It is my opinion, which is shared by Ward Quaal and Leonard Reinsch,
that we should move with ell speed to secure the services of a new
director. No matter whom we employ it will take a certain amount
of time to educate him in our field which is another reason for
speedy action.



Mr. Frank naither -2. January 18, 1961

I shall greatly appreciate it if you will consider this matter

and let me know your feelim-s with respect to it. If the connensus

is that we should employ a now director at an early date, I shall

call a meeting of the Executive Committee in order tl-t applicants

may be considered. If a rcconvilendation is forthcoming from this

moPt'n-, it will be passed on to you before final arrangements are

made.

It would seem to me a tragedy if, after all these years, the

decision on the part of the Commission would be to break down the

channels; for as we all know this would reduce greatly the service

,..ririch is now provided by our stations to millions of people who do

not otherwise have radio service.

Vitn best wishes and kindest personal regards, I am

Sincer,ly,

Edwin 1..S. Craig

Mt:al)



January 18, 1961

CONFTPENTIAL

Mr. Ward (Alaal
Station WON
h):1 North 7f.ichigan venue
Chicago, Illinois

Dear 1,ard:

Last year when the directorship of the Clear Channel Broad.
canting Service became open due to the resignation of Hollis
Seevey, we prevailed upon Mr. Gayle Lupton, who is with the
Third National Bank here in Nashville) to take a year's leave
of absence to cover this position in order that the intereets
of our group might be properly protected. Mr. Gupton kas done
a fine job in what was considered a holding operation but he
has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

"ithin the pelt year the Federal Communications Co- isrion
har voted twice on a possible decision oith respect to our case
which has been before them s rice Februai PO, 291.5. The two
alternatives considered by the Commission were to break down
all channels or to break down half of them and preserve the
other half for possible use with higher power. On both votes
a deadlock was reached because Commissioner King did not take
part in the consideration. I have been informed 1)- Ward 'uaal
to the effect that daytimers and other small operators are
doing an effective job of legwork in Washington. Ward has had
conversations with enator lArksen who has warned him of the
activity now afoot and has urged that we make counter moves by
contacting our friends in the rouse and Semite from Clear Channel
comounities.

As you knoe, Mr. Kennedy has appointed Mr. Minow to the
Chairmanship of the FCC. While Mr. Minow has had no experience
with this agency, he will soon learn of the clear channel problem
and it looks as if a decision might be reached sometime this year.
It is my opinion, which is shared by Ward .:anal and Leonard Reinsch,
that ye should move with all speed to secure the services of a new
director. No matter whom we employ it will take a certain amount
of time to educate him in our field which if7 another reason for
Opeedy action.



Mr. Ward Quaal -2. January 18, 1961

I shall greatly appreciate it if you will consider this matter
and let me know your feelings with respect to it. If the consenses

is that we should employ a new director at an early date, I shall
call a meeting of the Executive Committee in order that applicants
may be considered. If a rcommendation is forthcoming from this
meeting, it will be passed on to you before final arrangements are
made.

It would seem to me a traedy if, after all these year, the
decision on the part of the Comilission would be to break down the
channels; for as we all know this would reduce greatly the service
which is now provided by our stations to millions of people who do
not otherwise have radio service.

W:ith be wishes ..nd kindest personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

Edwin '. Craig

17;X:ab



January 18, 1961

Mr. Harold Hough
Station WIMP
Fort W orth T exas

Dear Harold:

Last year when the directorship of the Clear Channel Broad-
casting Service became open due to the resignation of Hollis
Seavey, we prevailed upon Mr. Gayle Gupton, who is with the
Third National sank here in Nashville, to take a year's leave
of absence to cover this position in order that the interests
of our group might be properly protected. Mr. Gupton has done
a fine job in what was ccnrizered a holding operat:.m but he
has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

Within the past year the Federal Communications Core-ission
has voted twice on a possible decision with respect to our case
which has been oefore them since February 20, 1945. The two
alternatives considere6 by the Commission were to break down
all channels or to break dour half of them and preserve the
other half for possible use with higher power. On both votes
a deadlock vas reached because Commissioner King did not take
part in the consideration. I have been informed by Ward Quaal
to the effect that daytimers and other mail operators are
doing an eff-ctive job of legwork in Washington. Ward has had
conversations with Senator Dirheen who has warned him of the
activity now afoot and has urged that we mare counter moves by
contacting our friends in the House and Senate from Clear Channel
communities.

As you know, Mr. Kennedy has apeointed Mr. Minow to the
Chairmanship of the FCC. vhile Mr. Minow has had no experience
with this agency, he will soon learn of the clear channel problem
and it looks as if a decision might -be reached sometime this year.
It is my opinion, which is shared by 7"ard Quaal and Leonard Heinsch,
that we should move with all speed to secure the services of a new
director. No matter whom we employ it will take a certain amount
of time to educate him in our field which is another reason for
speedy action.



Mr. Harold Hough -2m January 18, 1961

I shall greatly appreciate it if you %ill consider this matter
and let me know your feclin7s with respect to it. If the consensus
is that we should employ a new director at an early date, I shall
call a meeting of the Executive Committee in order th-Lt ap.licants
may be considered. If a recomendation is forthcoming from this
meeting, it will be pasted on to you before final arrangements are
made.

It would seem to me a tragedy if, after all these years, the
decision on the part of the Commission would be to break down the
channels; for as we all know this would reduce greatly the service
which it now provided by our stations to millions of people who do
not otherwise have radio service.

vith Lost wishes and kindest personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

-dwin Craig

ilaJCiab



THE NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY
NATIONAL BUILDING

NASHVILLE 3, TENNESSEE

EDWIN W. CRAIG
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD



THE NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY



DRAFT

Dear

Confidential

Last year when the directorship of the Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service became open due to the resignation of Hollis Seavey, we pre-
vailed upon Mr. Gayle Gupton, who is with the Third National Bank here
in Nashville, to take a year's leave of absence to cover this position
in order that the interests of our group might be properly protected.
Mr. Gupton has done a fine job in what was considered a holding
operation but he has now returned to Nashville as was expected.

Within the past year the Federal Communications Commission has
voted twice on a possible decision with respect to our case which
has been before them since February 20, 1945. The two alternatives
considered by the Commission were to break down all channels or
to break down half of them and preserve the other half for possible
use with higher power. On both votes a deadlock was reached because
Commissioner King did not take part in the consideration. I have
been informed by Ward Quaal to therefct that the daytimers and
other small operators are doing ae:.Yeearj6b of legwork in Washington.
Ward has had conversations with Senator Dirksen who has warned him
of the activity now afoot and has urged that we make counter moves
by contacting our friends in the House and Senate from Clear Channel
communities.

As you know, Mr. Kennedy has appointed Mr. Minow to the Chair-
manship of the FCC. While Mr. Minow has had no experience with
this agency, he will soon learn of the clear channel problem and
it looks as if a decision might be reached sometime this year. It
is my opinion, which is shared by Ward Quaal and Leonard Reinsch,
that we should move with all speed to secure the services of a
new director. No matter whom we employ it will take a certain
amount of time to educate him in our field which is another reason
for speedy action.

I shall greatly appreciate it if you will consider this matter
and let me know your feelings with respect to it. If the consensus
is that we should employ a new director at an early date, I shall
call a meeting of the Executive Committee in order that applicants
may be considered. If a recommendation is forthcoming from this
meeting, it will be passed on to you before final arrangements are
made.

It would seem to me a tragedy if, after all these years, the
decision on the part of the Commission would be to break down the
channels; for as we all know this would reduce greatly the service
which is now provided by our stations to millions of people who do
not otherwise have radio service.

P1J-4A2 Best wishes A....1cA,4
c C.( ;

Sincerely yowas,



CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

MINUTES OF MEETING OF
CLEP,R CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERViCE

MONDAY, OCTOBER 29, 195j)

CONFIDENTIAL CONFIDENTIAL

Pursuant to notice, the members of the Clear Channel

Broadcasting Service met at the Drake Hotel in Chicago, Illinois on Mon-

day, October 29, 1956 at 10 a.m. Chairman Edwin V/. Craig presided

and R. Russell Eagan served as acting secretary.

The following representatives of member stations were

present:

KFI H. L. Blatterman WHO Ralph Evans
Paul A. Loyet*

Gi11. U Le-Ach Clair L. Stout

W FAA. Alex Keese
James W. Cooper

WGN Ward L. Quaal
Carl J. Meyers
Bruce Dennis

WHAM John S. Riggs

WJR John F. Patt

WLW R. J. Rockwell
**WOAI Corwin R. Lockwood

WSB John Cutler, Jr.

WHAS Victor A. Sholis WSM Edwin W. Craig
John H. DeWitt, Jr.

WWL Rev. A.B. Goodspeed
W. H. Summerville

Also represented WSB
** Also represented WHAM and WLW.
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Also present were Hollis M. Seavey, Director of Clear

Channel Brcadcastin Service, and Reed T. Rollo and R. Russell Eagan

of Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, CC S legal counsel.

Upon motion duly made, seconded and approved, the

reading of the minutes of the previous meeting held in Chicago on April

16, 1956 was dispensed with and the minutes were approved.

Chairman Craig advised the members that later in the

meeting he would call for nominations and an election with respect to the

vacancy in the Executive Committee (at the April 16, 1956 meeting, the

following were re-elected: Messrs. Craig, Hough, Shouse, Sholis and

Fay) created by the fact that William Fay is no longer connected with

WHAM.

Chairman Craig then called upon Mr. Rollo for a report

of the developments which led to the calling of this meeting. Mr. Rollo

proceeded to summarize the recent developments which led to the sending

of his October 19, 1956 telegram to all member stations.

In late September or early October of this year, a dis-

cussion of the KCB case came up at a Commission meeting. The KOB

case involved an application by KOB for permanent fulltime operation

on 770 kc which was designated for hearing in March of 1944. (KOB had

been forced to move off of its frequency in 1941 because of NARBA and

had been assigned to 770 kc--on which WABC* was operating as a

*Then WJZ.
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Class I -A station -on a temporary basis pending the finding of a

permanent "homc" for KOB.) A hearing was held in 1945 but the KOB

770 kc application was placed in the pending filer; to await the outcome

of the Clear Channel ca3e. KOB continued 10 01)-:.-1:3-t "temporarily"

on 770 kc pursuant to six month Special Service 1-1.:1thorizations. In

the early part of 1950 ABC filed an appeal with fie courts with respect

to a further six-month extension of the SSA. authorizing KOB to operate

on 770 kc. In 1951 the court released a decision holding that the

"temporary" operation of KOB on 770 kc since 1941 had been permitted

over too long a period. The court ordered the Commission to reach

a final determination as to a permanent assignment for KOB within a

reasonable time. After 14 months of fruitless discussions looking to-

ward an informal solution, the Commission in 1952 reopened the 1945

hearing and on March 21, 1956 the Commission ordered a further hearing

and modified some of the hearing issues so that the issues included the

question as to whether the Commission's Rules should be amended so

as to authorize the permanent operation of KOB on the Class I -A clear

channel of 770 kc. In the meantime, ABC had filed a Section 309(c)

protest against a further extension of the KOB SSA to operate on 770

kc and the Commission had issued a decision in July of 1955 to the

effect that KOB would remain on 770 kc pending the final outcome of

the above -noted hearing. ABC appealed to the court which in September
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of 1956 ordered the Commission to take effective steps to protect the

service area of WABC pending the final determination of the KOB 770

kc hearing. The court ordered such action to be taken by November 26

and directed the Commission to report to the court by November 13.

During the Commission's discussion of the KOB case in

late September or early October, reference was made by one Commis-

sioner to the long pend.ency of the Clear Channel case. This Commis-

sioner stated that he thought a final decision in the case should be ren-

dered by the end of October. He went on to say that if the Commission

staff could not accomplish this, he would instruct his own staff to work

on the case.

At the morning session of the Commission meeting of

October 17, the same Commissioner reminded the other Commissioners

of his earlier references to the Clear Channel case and made a motion

that the staff be instructed to come up with a draft of a final decision by

the next week. The motion was seconded and approved but in the dis-

cussion it was agreed that there was a need for reopening the record prior

to rendering a final decision. The time was extended to two weeks in

view of the fact that Commissioner Hyde was then in Mexico City.

At the afternoon session of the Commission's October 17,

1956 meeting the above motion was discussed further and it was suggested

by the staff that the only possible order which could be prepared in a
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period of two weeks would be an order to dismiss the case, which could

be prepared in one week. Accordingly, the motion was amended and

passed so as to instruct the staff to prepare an order dismissing the

Clear Channel case for consideration at the meeting of October 24.

The at;ove information came to the attention of Mr. Rollo

on October 18. He had long distance conferences on the subject that

day and the ne:A with Messrs. DeWitt, Craig, Hough, Quaal, and

Meyers and sent out his telegram of October 19.

On October 22 Mr. Rollo was advised that no action would

be taken in the Clear Channel case until all Commissioners were present

at a meeting. It was learned that one Commissioner did not see how the

case could be decided on the present record and that he was inclined at

first to favor dismissing the case with an invitation for interested parties

to request the institution of new proceedings. However, upon considera-

tion of the facts that (1) the present record contained a great deal of

basic engineering data which had been assembled and agreed upon as

set forth in Exhibit 109 and (2) that if the present record were dismissed

it would be difficult if not impossible to reach such agreement again,

the Commissioner then expressed the thought that it might be better to

reopen the existing record rather than to dismiss the proceeding.

Mr. Rollo then referred to the fact that he had also

learned prior to October 19 that a final decision in the Daytime Skywave
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case (Docket 8333) has been drafted by the staff which followed closely

the Commission's proposed report issued in March of 1954. This

draft had been completed prior to the October 17 meeting of the Com-

mission and proposed tie continuation of the freeze on daytime appli-

cations on Class l -x fr,?.quencies pending a final decision in the Clear

Channel case (Docket 6741). The Commission's plan as developed at

the October 17 meeting was to issue a final decision in the Daytime

Skywave case and dismiss the Clear Channel proceeding at the same

time, which would require a redrafting of the Daytime Skywave decision

so as to lift the freeze on daytime applications on I -A frequencies.

The motion to dismiss the Clear Channel proceeding was

not acted upon at the October 24 meeting in view of the fact that Commis-

sioner Hyde was still away in Mexico City.

Mr. Rollo reported that as a result of office discussions

of the above developments, CCBS counsel felt that the issuance of a

final decision in the Daytime Skywave case and the dismissal of the Clear

Channel case would have the following effects.

1. There would be no duplication of I -A. frequencies in

the absence of further rule -making proceedings with the exception that

individual applications to duplicate I -A frequencies accompanied by re-

quests for a waiver of the rule against duplication might be processed.
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2. There would be no power increases for Class I -A

stations without further rule -making.

3. The daytime freeze would be lifted and the granting

of daytime applications on I -A frequencies would preclude in many

instances increased power for Class I -A. stations and would lead even-

tually to duplication of I -A frequencies.

4. Foreign NARBA countries would interpret the dis-

missal of the Clear Channel case as the adoption by the United States

of a policy to duplicate I -A frequencies. This would provide these

foreign countries with the incentive to assign foreign stations on I -A

frequencies and would also provide the United States with an incentive

to duplicate the frequencies to keep foreign stations off the frequencies.

Mr. Rollo concluded his report by stating that the purpose

of this meeting was to explore the existing situation and to determine

what action CCBS should take. He pointed out that some of the alterna-

tives were:

1. Immediately file a petition to reopen the Clear Channel

proceeding on a limited basis to bring pertinent data up to date and

move to reconsolidate the Daytime Skywave case with the Clear Channel

case. Mr. Rollo said that the record could be brought up to date either

through written comments and written replies or through a further evi-

dentiary hearing.
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Z. Wait until the Commission issues an order dismis-

sing the Clear Channel proceeding and then file a petition for reconsi-

deration and a petition to reopen the record as set forth in number 1

above. Mr. Rollo stated that the danger in this course of action would

be that the daytime freeze may not be reinstated.

3. Accept the dismissal of the Clear Channel proceeding

and petition the Commission to institute a new rule -making proceeding

looking toward increased power. Such a petition would include a request

for the reinstatement of the daytime freeze but the chances are that

the freeze would not be reinstated.

Chairman Craig then called on Mr. DeWitt for a report.

Mr. DeWitt stated that following Iir. Rollo's telegram of October 19

he went to Washington on Tuesday, October 23 and participated in con-

ferences with Messrs. Rollo, Eagan and Russell. Mr. DeWitt said

he concluded that the primary objective of the Commissioner who made

the motion at the October 17 meeting was to dispose of the Clear

Channel proceeding, by a decision or by a dismissal. Some at the Com-

mission felt that there should be a final disposition by next January but

others thought it could not be done in less than a year's time. Mr.

DeWitt also learned that some at the Commission believed erroneously

that CCBS was responsible for the lack of action in the Clear Channel case.
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Mr. DeWitt's opinion was that it would be better to have

a modified reopening of the present record and a final decision rather

than to dismiss the proceeding. In this connection, Mr. DeWitt pointed

out that lifting of the daytime freeze and the granting of daytime appli-

cations would be, in effect, a decision fo:: duplication. He also explained

the relationship of the daytime skywave case to the Clear Channel pro-

ceeding and his belief that some Commissioners now feel the two should

not have been separated.

Chairman Craig then called for discussion as to what

course of action CCBS should adopt. Following a thorough discussion

of the recent developments and the authority given to CCBS counsel

at the April 16, 1956 meeting to petition to reopen the clear channel

record (see page 6 of those minutes), Mr. Quaal moved that the CCBS

lawyers be authorized to file as soon as possible a petition with the

Commission to reopen the Clear Channel record to bring it up to date

and to consolidate the Daytime Skywave proceeding with the Clear

Channel proceeding. Mr. Quaal's motion included the fact that the

petition should request that the record be brought up to date either

through written comments or an evidentiary hearing, whichever the

Commission desired. Mr. Quaal's motion was seconded and unanimously

adopted. Chairman Craig stated that member stations would be given
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an opportunity to review any evidence to be offered by CCBS at a

further hearing prior to its being submitted for the record.

Chairman Craig then requested nominations for the re-

placement of William Fay on the Executive Committee. Mr. Outler

nominated Ralph Evans. Mr. Evans requested that his name be with-

drawn and offered the nomination of Ward. L. Quaal. Mr. Evans'

motion was seconded and unanimously adopted.

Upon motion duly made, seconded, and approved,

Messrs. Rollo and Seavey were authorized to issue a CCBS press re-

lease with respect to the instant meeting.

Immediately prior to the close of the meeting Mr. Craig

informed the group that Harold Hough had been unable to attend in view

of the fact that he was presiding over a meeting in Fort Worth at which

the new editor -in -chief of the Fort Worth Star -Telegram was being

introduced.

There being no further business to come before the

meeting, upon motion the meeting was adjourned at approximately 12:05p.m.

R. Russell Eagan
Acting Secretary
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MEMORANDUM
May 12, 1961

TO: THE HONORABLE EUFORD ELLINGTON

FROM: JOHN H.DETITT, JR.

SUBJECT: History and considerations in connection with the
clear channel case.

In 1928 the Federal Radio Commission set up an allocation structure for
broadcasting in the United States designed to provide service in the
centers of population and in addition service to the farmers and rural
communities through the use of clear channels. At that time there were
96 channels in the broadcast band, 40 of which were placed in the "clear"

category. The broadcast band has since been enlarged to 106 channels.
Soon after 1928 the clear channel stations were allowed to use a power
of 50 KW which it was hoped would provide a reliable service to rural
regions in addition to the service provided in the centers of population
and culture in which the stations are located. Since 1928 there has been

a constant erosion of the clear channels and at the present there are only

2L1 which arc in the 1-A category (no other station occupies the channel
in the North American region at night).

It is a fact of radio engineering that mutual interference between
broadcasting stations on the same channel extends over a vast territory
as compared with the service area covered by anyone of the stations. For

this reason it is esFental that the clear channels be maintained in their
present condition in order that service can be provided to vast areas of
the country which do not have sufficient population or economic power to
support stations.

Under a treaty called NARBA to which the United States is a signatory
we are guaranteed freedom from intereference on 2t 1-A clear channels so
long as we do not permit other stations to operate on these stations in our
country. Once we break down the channel down the other nations are permitted
under the treaty (Canada, Mexico, Cuba, Haiti, Dominican Republic) to place
stations on the channels. It is obvious then that these channels are
national resources which should be preserved. The Mexicans make a great
point under the treaty of having their clear channels9ball of which they
have six, protected in this country so that their stations can be heard here.
Likewise, we feel that it is important that our stations be heard in the other
North American countries especially in view of the current international
situation.

When World War II ended there was some 700 broadcasting stations in the
United States, today there are something like 3800 radio stations. One
would think off hand that the addition of this large number of stations would
have solved the problem of radio service to rural areas; such is not the case.



The coverage mpa of the United States today is very similar to that of 1945.
Many of the local and regional stations cover much less territory than they
did at that time because their service area has been reduced through the
addition of station on their channel which causes added interference. The
attached map of the United States shows all of the groundwave servece which
existed in the United States as of 1 January 1957. The situation is much
the same today. The white area of the map is the area which on a year round
basis is served at night only by the skywave of the clear channel/ tations;
In this area some 23 million people reside. Many of the people within the
red areas of the map must rely on skywave service for clear channels to get a
choice of programs.

The history of the breakdown of cleat channels is that once a second
station is permitted on the channel then applications are filed asking that
the channel be used in many placed throughout the country. This is the case
for example for WOR, New York (710 KC) which once was a clear channeland
now has ten stations on it, one of which is as close as Miami operating
with a power of 50 KW. KOA, Dinver is another example of a breakdown of a
channel which was once clear. The interference from the many stations which
have been placed on this channel seriously limits the skywave service of
this station within the western region of the United States which already
has a scarcity of radio service.

In 1945 the Federal Communications Commission instituted a proceeding known
as the clear channel case, Docket 6741, under which they proposed to re-examine
the broadcasting structure of the country and decide whether the clear channel
stations should be allowed to use higher power in order to provide better
service or whether the channels should be broken dawn to use a multiplicity
of stations, or both. Each new chairman of the Commission since 1945 has
attempted to settle this case which is still pending. No one has every
disputed the engineering facts in the case for they are the result of years
of study on the part of joint committees made up of representatives of the
FCC engineering department and industry people. The engineering facts are
clear as a result. The daytime and other stations which outnumber the
clear channel stations have claimed that the maintenance of clear channels
and/or high power on them would seriously affect them economically. It has
been the contention of the clear channel group, an association of independently
armed clear channel stations, that these stations provided a degree of stability
that the indsutry would lose if the facilities were reduced. In addition
it is quite easy to show engineering facts that the breakdown of the channels
will result in less service to the people than would be the case if there
were left in their present condition.

The clear channel case should have been decided long ago but only after
pains taking and careful study of the record which goes to some 6,000 pages
of testimony. I understand that the new Chairman proposes to settle this
case summarily by breaking down all clear channels. It is felt that if
such a decision were taken by the Commission it would be a irrevocable step
toward the dissipation of our national nuatural resource in the broadcasting
band and would serve nothing but a harmful purpose nationally and internationally
with respect to our relations with other North American countries.
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SENDING BLANK
CALL FFR PD
LETTERS

Mr. Victor Sholis
Station WHASI LcuisvillesKy. Mr. Worth Kramer

Station WJR1 DetroitsMich.

CHARGE WSM, Inc. - 1/3/61
Send following message to these people:

Mr. Robert Dunville
Station WIWI Cihcinnatis Ohio

Understand Farmers Cooperative meeting in New Orleans on Monday
may result in difficulty for CCBS. Believe it would be well if
you could send your farm director to help John McDonald from WSM
on Sunday and Monday in order that good strong resolution will
result. Have your farm director contact John McDonald and
advise of plans.

Jack DeWitt
WSM

Send the above message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

PLEASE TYPE OR WRITE PLAINLY WITHIN BORDER -DO NOT FOLD
no -(R 4-55)
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Effects on Illinois of FCC Order
SPEECH

or

HON. PAUL H. DOUGLAS
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, July 11, 1961

Mr. DOUGLAS. Madam President,
for over 16 years the Federal Communi-
cations Commission has had before it
what is known as the clear channel
proceeding-docket No. 6741. On June
13 the Federal Communications Com-
mission announced that it was directing
the preparation of an order which would
permit the duplication of 13 of the exist-
ing 25 clear channel stations. In other
words, the Commission would allow a
new station to be established on the same
frequency as those now held by 13 of
the present 25 clear channel stations.
The final order has not yet been pub-
lished.

Madam President, I am very proud of
the new Chairman of the Federal Com-
munications Commission, Mr. Newton
Minow. He is, of course, from Illinois.
But more important than that, he has
brought to the Commission a sense of
public service and public duty which
has been all too rare there in the past.
He has taken the position-and a quite
proper position-that basically the air-
waves belong to the people and that they
are held in trust for the people by those
stations which are granted licenses by
the FCC.

In a courageous speech he gave here
to the broadcasters, Mr. Minow pointed
out what we all know to be the truth-
that there is a "vast wasteland" in the
programing of radio and television. He
has correctly taken the point of view that
these valuable licenses carry with them
the responsibility for those who receive
them to serve the public interest.

Madam President, I not only have no
criticism of Mr. Minow, but I have the
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greatest admiration for the way in which
he has carried out his appointed tasks
in the face of groups with very great
economic and political power which seek
to preserve their existing power.

Furthermore, with respect to the clear
channel proceeding, a decision has been
long overdue, for this proceeding was
started more than 16 years ago and has
been left unfinished until very recently.

In announcing its instructions for the
preparation of a order, however, the
Commission has duplicated 13 clear
channel stations while leaving some 12
clear channel stations unaffected.
Among the 13 clear channel stations
which are to be duplicated, 6 are network
stations, 3 more are owned by a single
firm-Westinghouse-and 2 others are
to be duplicated for what appears to be
rather special reasons. The remaining
two are independent stations.

In effect, what the Commission has
ordered is that the network stations and
those which are owned by one firm, plus
four independent stations, two of them
with special circumstances, be dupli-
cated. What it has also done in general
is not to duplicate the remaining in-
dependent stations. In this area, too,
there are two network stations which
are not affected but on which other
stations will, in fact, be allowed to
broadcast.

Madam President, I do not have
enough knowledge of all the circum-
stances to make a judgment as to the
correctness and initial fairness of this
decision. But I can make a judgment
about my own State.

In the case of Illinois, every clear
channel station serving our State,
namely four stations in Chicago and one
station in St. Louis, is to be auplicated.
This will leave Chicago and Illinois
without a single clear channel station.

The proposed purpose of this order is
to provide more service to what are

called the white or underserved areas of
the country. These areas are those
which are not served by a nighttime
ground wave and the people in these
areas are essentially without adequate
nighttime service.

I am not at all certain that from the
way in which the stations are to be du-
plicated that any large proportion of the
25 million people now without adequate
nighttime service will, in fact, receive
that service. This at least is question-
able.

But what is clear to me is that in my
own State, the effect of the decision will
be to increase the area and the number
of people who will be without adequate
nighttime service. I think it is fair to
say that the effect of this decision with
respect to the clear channel stations
which serve my State will be to deny
more people adequate nighttime service
than the new "duplicate" stations will
serve. If that is the case, and I believe
this to be true, I wonder if the decision
by the Commission will, in fact, achieve
its purpose? And I want to say here
that I agree with the basic purpose of at-
tempting to provide adequate service to
the underserved or "white" areas of the
country.

It would also seem to be clear from an
analysis of the proposed order that the
network stations are basically to be du-
plicated under this order while the in-
dependent stations, as a group, are not
to be duplicated, at least at this time.

In the case of the Illinois area, it ap-
pears that the Commission decided to
duplicate the four network stations;
namely, WMAQ, WBBM, and WLS in
Chicago, and KMOX in St. Louis, and
having decided to do this, determined
that WGN in Chicago, which is an inde-
pendent station, had also to be dupli-
cated even though independent stations
as a group were not to be duplicated.
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Therefore, the effect of the decision

will be to leave Illinois, Indiana, Michi-
gan and Missouri without a single clear
channel station. The closest clear
channel stations will be in Des Moines,
Iowa; Minneapolis, Minn.; Louisville,
Ky.; and Cincinnati, Ohio; and, of
course, these will not adequately serve
Illinois.

As I say, I am not well enough in-
formed to make a judgment about this
proposed order in its overall effects, but
I can say that I think Chicago and the
Illinois area should not lose at one fell
swoop all five of the clear channel sta-
tions which serve them. I think this is
especially true when one examines the
list of those clear channel stations which
are unaffected and notes that, by and
large, they are left in areas with a good
many fewer people than in the Chicago
and Illinois region. This is emphasized
by the fact that the 12 unaffected sta-
tions are almost all in areas of much
smaller population, except for two New
York stations. And while these two New
York stations are unaffected, both of
them already have, or will have, other
stations on their frequencies.

I hope that before this order becomes
permanent the Commission may recon-
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sider the effect of the order on Chicago
and Illinois which is the second largest
population area in the country but which
will have no clear channel stations at
all if this order goes into effect. This
is true even though only one-half of
the clear channel stations in the coun-
try are to be duplicated.

Now let me turn to the situation exist-
ing in my own city of Chicago. Three
of the four clear channel stations there
are network stations. The fourth is an
independent station which is owned by
the Chicago Tribune. I think it is fair
to say that the Chicago Tribune has
never been a great supporter of the
senior Senator from Illinois-either be-
fore or after he was elected to the Sen-
ate. In fact they have fought me in
season and out for a third of a century.
Therefore, when I say that this inde-
pendent station which is owned by the
Chicago Tribune has been scrupulously
fair and has probably performed as great
a public service both in the field of
public affairs and special features, such
as its farm programs reaching into the
more rural areas of the State, as any
station in the country, I believe that
no one will accuse me of bias or pre-
judice in favor of this station. I can
truthfully say that WGN has been most

scrupulous in dividing time equally bi-
tween and among political parties and
groups in Illinois, in covering news
events of groups with which its owners
probably violently disagree, and in giv-
ing time to public interest and public
service broadcasts which is really un-
rivaled in most areas of the country.
From an examination of the data I have
seen which the FCC has put out in di-
recting the preparation of its order, it
would appear to be that the only reason
that WGN was duplicated was that the
Commission decided to duplicate the
other Chicago stations, for otherwise
most of the independent stations were
unaffected.

May I also say that I believe the CBS
station in Chicago, namely, WBBM, has
also made a real effort to serve the pub-
lic interest with its news, public affairs,
and programing in general. All this is
said without derogation to any of the
other clear channel stations.

I would hope that before the FCC
order becomes final the situation which
as it now appears will prevail in the
Chicago and Illinois area if the order
goes into effect will be reconsidered and
that Chicago and Illinois will not lose
every single clear channel station which
now serves it.

U.S.GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: MI
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HON. HOMER E. CAPEHART
OF INDIANA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, July 20, 1961

Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, on
behalf of myself, and the Senator from
Georgia [Mr. TALMADGE], I introduce, for
appropriate reference, a bill to amend
the Communications Act of 1934, as
amended. I ask unanimous consent to
have printed in the RECORD a statement
prepared by me relating to the bill.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will
be received and appropriately referred;
and, without objection, the statement
will be printed in the RECORD.

The bill (S. 2290) to amend the Com-
munications Act of 1934, as amended,
introduced by Mr. CAPEHART (for him-
self and Mr. TALMADGE) , was received,
read twice by its title, and referred to
the Committee on Commerce.

The statement presented by Mr. CAPE -
HART is as follows:

STATEMENT BY SENATOR CAPEHART
I have today introduced a bill to require

the Federal Communications Commission
to take effective steps at once to improve a
deplorable condition which has existed since
the birth of broadcasting in 1920.

Since most attention in the field of
broadcasting seems to be focused these days
on television, we tend to forget the fact that
millions of Americans still depend on stand-
ard broadcast stations for entertainment
and information.

It is appalling to realize the undisputed
fact that almost 60 percent of the land area
of the continental United States, in which
over 25 million rural and smalltown Ameri-
cans live, do not receive today even one ac-
ceptable nighttime groundwave signal al-
though we have about 2,000 full-time broad-
cast stations. Equally appalling is the fact
that additional millions of Americans have
only a very limited choice of acceptable
nighttime groundwave signals.

The many millions of residents of the vast
radio "desert" must depend on skywave sig-
nals of class I stations for either their only
nighttime radio service or for any choice
of nighttime radio service. Because of the
present power limitation of 50 kilowatts,
imposed by the rules of the Commission, the
skywave signals received by these woefully
underserved Americans are not of sufficient
strength to provide a reliable service.

This situation is not a newly discovered
one. It has been recognized since the infancy
of radio. The Federal Radio Commission,
which was created in 1928 to bring technical
order out of the then existing choas, pro-
mulgated an allocation plan in 1928 which
set aside 40 clear -channel frequencies, on
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each of which only 1 station was author-
ized to operate at night, in order to provide
a means of rendering service to rural and
smalltown America. It was soon acknowl-
edged that areas remote from large cities
were receiving inadequate service, in terms of
signal strength, and hearings were held be-
fore the successor Federal Communications
Commission in 1936 and 1938 for the purpose
of determining what could be done to im-
prove the admittedly inadequate broadcast
service rendered to rural areas. The evidence
adduced at these hearings showed conclu-
sively that from an engineering viewpoint
service could be improved where needed only
by (1) keeping a maximum number of fre-
quencies clear or free of nighttime use by
more than one station and (2) authorizing
higher power for all clear -channel stations.
In spite of this, the Commission did nothing
between 1938 and 1945 to improve service.
Instead, service was further degraded by re-
ducing the number of clear -channel frequen-
cies from 40 to the present 25., The Com-
mission also continued in effect its rule limit-
ing the power of clear -channel stations to 50
kilowatts, even through higher power, which
was authorized by the act and by the appli-
cable treaties, was the only means of improv-
ing service in underserved areas.

In 1945, the Commission commenced, on
its own motion, a third clear -channel hear-
ing (docket No. 6751) , designed to find ways
of improving service to the millions of rural
and smalltown Americans living in ad-
mittedly underserved areas. Again the evi-
dence showed conclusively that service could
be improved to the rural areas only by (1)
keeping all class I -A clear -channel frequen-
cies free of nighttime duplication and (2)
authorizing power in excess of 50 kilowatts
for class I -A stations.

Since the evidence in the latest clear -
channel proceeding was presented in 1946
and 1947, the membership of the Commission
has changed to the extent that only one
member of the present Commission was a
commissioner when the evidence was re-
ceived. Recently, the Commission instructed
its staff to prepare a report and order which
would terminate the proceeding by main-
taining the present power limitations of 50
kilowatts and by assigning additional full-
time stations to all but 12 of the 25 class
I -A clear -channel frequencies. Since 2 of
these 12 already have additional fulltime
stations in New Mexico and Alaska on their
respective frequencies, the Commission's so-
lution would leave but 10 channels which
would be clear or free of nighttime dupli-
cation.

The action proposed to be taken by the
Commission would worsen rather than im-
prove the existing situation. Duplication
or further breakdown of the too few remain-
ing class I -A clear -channel frequencies will
lead to more service being afforded to cities
which are already well served and to less
service to the rural and remote areas which
are now underserved. Also, the proposed

Actually only 24 frequencies are clear and
free of nighttime duplication within the con-
tinental limits of the United States and 1
of these is duplicated in Alaska.

duplication will (1) create an impossible
roadblock to the only possible means of im-
proving service in areas where it is needed,
the use of higher power by class I -A stations
and (2) surely lead to further duplication
and a further degradation of service to rural
areas.

In view of these facts, my bill will amend
the act to prOhibit further duplication or
breakdown of class I -A clear -channel fre-
quencies beyond that authorized as of July
1, 1961. The present law (sec. 303c) au-
thorizes the Commission to improve service
to the present radio "desert" by permitting
class I -A clear -channel stations to operate
with power in excess of 50 kilowatts. It is
clear that the resolution passed by the Sen-
ate in 1938 (S. Res. 294) did not amend the
basic law, died with that session of Congress
and is in no way a bar to the authorization
of higher power by the FCC. Higher power
should be granted to each class I -A clear -
channel station which proves to the Com-
mission that such power will improve sig-
nificantly the nighttime skywave service pro-
vided by the station to rural and smalltown
areas which do not receive a satisfactory
nighttime groundwave signal from any U.S.
standard broadcast station.

My primary concern is the best interests of
the millions of rural and small town Ameri-
cans who for years have suffered from a lack
of adequate radio service at night. I am
convinced that these people, whose needs for
radio programs clearly exceed the needs of
those living in or near cities large enough to
support radio stations, can receive adequate
radio service only through the preservation
of all existing class I -A clear -channel fre-
quencies and the authorization of higher
power for all class I -A stations. I feel as
strongly that class I -B frequencies should
not be broken down to any greater extent
than now exists. I only wish it were feasible
to convert some or all of these I -B frequen-
cies back to I -A frequencies, especially in the
Far West.

I am equally convinced that national de-
fense considerations dictate that no further
duplication of class I -A or I -B clear -channel
frequencies be permitted and that higher
power be authorized for all class I -A sta-
tions. I intend to ask that the proper
military authorities testify at the forthcom-
ing hearings to be held on the bill as to the
vital defense needs for preserving and
strengthening the precious natural resources
which the class I frequencies constitute.

It is also of extreme importance from an
international viewpoint that we not fritter
away our too few remaining radio natural re-
sources. Our neighbors could not be stopped
from using our class I frequencies in their
countries should we choose to desecrate their
use in our own country. We should take a
lesson from our neighbor Mexico which has
kept all of its clear -channel frequencies free
of nighttime duplication and has authorized
power greatly in excess of 50 kilowatts for
each of its class I -A stations. This was the
only way Mexico could serve its rural popu-
lation. It is equally true of us.

For all of the reasons given above, I
earnestly urge that my bill be given early
consideration and that it be passed promptly
by the Senate.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE:1961



March 7, 19'1

The Honorable Jerome B. Wiesner
The lihite House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Jerry:

I would like to bring to your attention a matter which I thiek has
some importance in regard to our current Cuban problem. Before doing so2
I would like to offer my highest congratulations on your new appointment
and to say that I think the President couldn't have done better. we have
also enjoyed your performances as a TV star and I thought your selection
of subjects on the computer program was excellent.

Last year the Director of The Voice of America, Mr. Loomis, asked
the clear channel stations not to beam programs in the Spanish language
to Cuba because he was afraid that such an action would result in a radio
war which would be instituted by Mr. Castro. I believe that Mr. Loomis
felt that Cuba would not start a shooting war with the U.S. but would
have no hesitation in starting an electronic war in which Cuba would use
some of the many broadcast transmitters now on the Island. Before Castro
there were some 160 commercial stations in Cuba and I recall that there
have been around 33 in Havana alone since 1937 when I attended the First
Inter -American Radio Congress in that city. Mr. Loomis told us that the
Voice of america would probably use a s4-ation on one of the Florida Keys
in order to ret information into the ruban meople. `since that time a
station has begun operating on Swan Island in the Carribean under the
ownership er some steamship company with 50 kw power and on the freazency
of KSL, Salt Lake City (1160 KC). I believe that a directional antenna
was designed for this station by A. D. Ring and Associates in'ashington.

Last week I visited my brother-in-law in Montego Bay, Jamaica and
took along a good broadcast receiver in order that I might observe inter-
ference on American stations and also to get some idea of the effectiveness
of the Swan Island operation. I found that almost without exception
American channels are occupied by stations in Latin America and interference
is at an all time high. Of course, we have no agreement wit: countries
outside the North American region so this is to be expected I suppose.
I particularly observed at 1160 KC for I (*en that if the station was
effective in Cuba it would most certainly be well received in Jamaica
which is just off the south shore of the eastern end of that Island.

There was nevar a time in five nights of listening that I could get
anything from Swan Island; apparently, the Cubans are jamming the channel
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The Honorable Jerome B. Wiesner
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Jerry:

I would like to bring to your attention a matter which I think has
some importance in regard to our current Cuban problem. Before doing so,
I would like to offer my highest congratulations on your new appointment
and to say that I think the President couldn't have done better. we have
also enjoyed your performances as a TV star and I thought your selection
of subjects on the computer program was excellent.

Last year the Director of The Voice of Americar Mr. Loomis, asked
the clear channel stations not to beam programs in the Spanish language
to tuba because he was afraid t} at sach an ac' ion would result in a radio
war Which would' be instituted by Mr. Castro. I believe that Mr. Loomis
felt that Cuba would not start a shooting war with the U.S. but would
have no hesitation in starting an electronic war in wh:.sh Cuba would use
some of the many broa 'cost transmtters naa on tl-:, Island. Before Castro
there was some 160 corn'ercial stations in Cuba and I recall that there
have been around 33 in Pavane alone since 1977 when I atterded the First
Inter -American Radio Congress in that city. Mr. Loomis told us that the
Voice of America would pro ably use a station o one of the Florida Keys

1in order t get information into the Cuban peop . Since that time a
station has begun operating on Swan Island in the Carrib an under the
ownership of some s'.eamship co any with 50 kw power and on the frearency
of KSL, Salt Lake City (1160 KC).p I believe that a directional anten-a
was des'ened for this station by A.D. Ring and 1-s:ociates in washington.

Last week I visited my orothcr-in-law in Montego Bay, Jamaica and
took along a go d broadcast receiver in order that I might observe inter-
ference on American stations and also to get some idea of the effectiveness
of the Swan Island operation. I found that almost without exception
American channels are occupied by stations in Latin America and interference
is at an all time high. Of course, we have no agreement with countries
out ide the North American region so this is to be expected I suppose.
I particPlarly observed at 1160 KC for I felt that if the station was
effective in Cuba it would most certainly be well received in Jamaica
which is just off the south shore of the eastern end of that Island.

There was never a time in five nights of liste:'ing that I could F -t
anything from ".wan Island; apparently, the Cubans are jamming the channel
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for even during the daytime -hen one would not expect a ground wave signal
from Swan Island over the 1:00 mile path there was a strong 1 KC beat on
the channel.

Upon returning to this country, I talkd with members of the Ring
organization who told me that the ntation had been effective for the first
rr months after it began operations but that they were aware of the fact
that it was being jammed seriously by the Cubans.

The point of my letter is that if we arc to be effective in feeding
propaganda into Cuba on the medium wave band we should choose a transmitter
location which is much closer to the target area. At pre:ent I doubt if
any American stations are bein' received regularly in Cuba, except the
Voice of America and there are fey receiv rs for the frequencies used
normally by that orsani7ation.

73est

Sincerely yours,

John Ddlitt, Jr.
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CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

MINUTES OF ANNUAL MEETING OF
CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SUNDAY, MAY 7, 1961

CONFIDENTIAL CONFIDENTIAL

Pursuant to notice, the annual meeting of the Clear

Channel Broadcasting Service was held in the Hamilton Room of the

Sheraton -Park Hotel i.a Washington, D. C. on Sunday, May 7, 1961

commencing at 4:00 p.m.

In the absence of Chairman in W. Craig, Treasurer

Harold Hough presided. R. Russell Eagan ser- 7.s Acting Secretary.

The following repr of member stations,

arranged by frequency, were present:

KFI

WSM

George A. Wagner
E. Hamilton

H. L. 1::.;.Atterman

W LW :,.rnes D. Shouse
le Haehnle
Ord Lepple

John H. DeWitt, Jr. WGN - Quaal
Irvin Waugh ,T. Meyers
Johni.e S. Campbell E. Gates

Calibraro



WSB

WJR

Frank Gaither
R. A. Holbrook

John F. Patt
Worth Kramer
F. Sibley Moore
James H. Quells)
George F. Leyolo-cf
A. Friedenthal

WBAP Harold Hough
Roy Bacus
A. M. Herman

WFAA George K. Utley

WH.AS Victor A. Sholis
Orrin W. Towner
Neville Miller

WHO Ralph Evans
Paul Loyet

WHAM Henry Chrystal

WOAI Charles Jeffers

Also present were J. D. Bloom of WI..4 Arch Madsen

and Vincent E. Clayton of KS L; Bernice Hase, CCBS Secretary; and Reed

T. Rollo and R. Russell Eagan of Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz &

Masters, CCBS legal counsel.

Upon motion duiy made, seconded and approved, reading

of the minutes of the annual meeting held in Chicago on Sunday, April 3,

1960 was dispensed with and the minutes were approved.

Mr. Eagan reported briefly on the activities of the CCBS

Washington office. In the absence of the Washington Director, Miss Hase

is carrying through wit.': 2 the necessary arrangements with members of the

Senate and House in connection with weekly 15 -minute broadcasts on behalf of

member stations KFI, WHAM, WHAS, and ivIr. Eagan emphasized

this service is available to all CCBS statioris and also pointed out that Miss

Irvin Gross
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Hase is also presently carrying through with the necessary arrangements in

connection with sending out duplicate tapes of addresses at various agri-

cultural meetings, especially the addresses at the annual meetings of the

.American Parm Bureau.Federation, The National Grange, and the National

Council of Farmer Coo__:erati-c s. On oc,::a.sion Miss Hase receives tapes from

various CCBS Farm Directors which she arranges to have duplicated and

sent out to member stations.

Mr. Rollo reported on the legal activities which took place

since the last annual meeting with respect to the Clear Channel Case

(Docket 6741), the Daytime Skyway Case (Docket 8333), the WTAO appeal

and the efforts of daytime stations to secure extended hours of operation:

(:) As reported in the current issue of Broadcasting

magazine (Closed Circuit), the Commission has not voted on the Clear

Channel Case since Chairman Minow took office. However, indications

are that a final vote will be taker). in the near fu,,,:re.

(h) On October 27, 1960, the Court of Appeals

affirmed the Commission's decision in the Daytime Skyway Case.

(c) On March 30, 1961, the Court of Appeals affirmed

the Commie -sloes action of refusing to waive the freoze on daytime stations

and refusing to process the WTAO application to operate daytime only on

720 kc.

(d) Hearings were held in June of 1960 before a

House Committee on five bills proposing to amend the Communications Act
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so as to authorize operation of all daytime stations from 6:00 a. m.

to 6:00 p. m. , regardless of the times of local sunrise and sunset.

These bills were opposed by the Commission as well as by CCBS and

no action was ever taken by the House Committee following the hearings.

Since the new Congress convened in January of 1961 similar bills have

been introduced. If additional hearings are held, the proposals will

again be opposed by the Commission as well as by CCBS.

Mr. Rollo concluded his report by thanking the members for

the confidence expressed in the law firm at the last annual meeting

when the annual retainer was increased. Mr. Rollo went on to discuss

in detail the legal fees and work done for CCBS for the calendar year

1960.

Following Mr. Rollo's report, there was discussion by

the members of the various matters covered in his report. In response

to an inquiry, Mr. Ro11.7, stated that in his opinion, concurred in by

his partners, it would be improper and a v7:oIation of the Commission's

rules for any member or any representative of C,T.T3S talk to any

Commissioner, directly or indirectly, with re to the merits of

the issues involved in the pending Clear CI -1 nne;,,1 ca.c,e. Mr. Rollo's

legal opinion was based primarily on the Court of Ap:eals May 8, 1959

decision in the case of Sangamon Valley Teievis'c,r !":;,rooration v. U. S.
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Mr. Hough gave the treasurer's report and stated that

an additional assessment will be levied in the near future. The

assessment will be allocated on the basis adopted at last year's annual

meeting. Mr. Hough paid tribute to the wonderful guidance afforded

over the years by Mr. Craig and expressed his sorrow that Mr. Craig

could not be present for the meeting. Mr. Hough also complimented

Miss Hase and praised the work of CCBS legal counsel.

Following the treasurer's report there was general discussion

by the members. It was made clear in this discussion that the Executive

Committee has authority from the membership to select a new CCBS

Director. Also, upon motion duly made, -3(.-0 Jed and approved, the

Executive Committee was empowered to at..';- e the filing of any

necessary legal documents by CCBS coun-L:-

Upon motion duly made, sect_ncl-< ;.-,:proved, R.

Russell Eagan was authorized to inform the events which

took place at the meeting.

The meeting adjourned at app. -?:55 p. m.

aussell Eagan
iirt;.rg Secretary



BARRY BINGHAM

'Asam/

VICTOR A. SHOLIS
Woe-, s:dentand Aivelor

Mr. J. H. DeWitt
Radio Station WSM
Nashville, Tennessee

Dear Jack:

MARK F. ETHRIDGE

A",,,Avsidee

LOUISVILLE 2,K.I.V.KTUCKY
TEL -JUNIPER 5-2211

January 4, 1961

Although I don't know what the group eventually will
do to fill the vacancy in the CCBS office, I wanted to
pass on to you information I have that Harry Butcher would
be available. Harry is now completing the sale of a TV
station and I understand will be at liberty in short order
although not on a full-time basis.

The suggestion was made to me that perhaps we might
be interested in using him during periods when the
situation is hot in Washington and then not staff the
office during the interim.

I don't have to spell out Harry's background to you
nor his general familiarity with the clear channel problem.
As a matter of fact, he came to Nashville with me, you may
recall, some nineteen years ago when we first created
the office.

Harry intends to return to his home in Santa Barbara
as a base of operations, but is also interested in staying
in the business.

Warm,regards,

Victor S

VAS;jms

LISLE BAKER, JR.

Ze-Asidord

WHA.S RADIO . . 50, 000 WATTS . . . E140 KC. WHAS . . . 316, 000 WATTS CHANNEL II
established 1922 established 1950
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February 13, 1961

Mr. 9en Ludy
`'cation iNFT
,-7ichita Falls, Texas

Dear Mr. Ludy:

Mr. Craig who is extremely busy at the ommt c,etting
ready for his annual stockholders meeting of the National
Life has a ked that I reply to your letter of February 11th.

Ile will be having a nweting of the Executive Comyritee
of the Clear Channel Broqricasting Service within the neYt

weeks and T shall see to it Mr. Candle's ap-lication
is considered. I assume that his application has been sent
to some other member of the Committee for I do note have it.

J1,1): .b

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

I T H E A I R CASTLE 0 F T H E SOUTH
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BEN LUDY
President 8.
General Manager
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Wichita Falls, Texas
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Mr. Edwin W. Craig
Chairman, Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
National Life & Accident Insurance Company
Nashville 3, Tenn.

Dear Ed:

PHONE 723-4181
TWX 8364

I understand that Charles J. Caudle has applied to the Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service for the position of Director, and
if it amounts to anything, I would like to put in a pitch for Charley.

I have known Charley Caudle for some years and always in a most
favorable way. He has the faculty for turning up at the most astound-
ing times and always with the interest of his clients foremost in his
mind.

Charley is a terrifically hard worker with an unbelievable imagina-
tion, and to my way of thinking, should make a great man for the
position of Director for the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service.

I know that Charley is highly regarded at Carl Byoir as he was at
J. M. Hickerson, Inc., and in my opinion, he would make an ideal
Director for your association.

BL/es

Kindest j:,)er onal regards,

RADIO ION KWFT,

/Ben Ludy
President & General Manager

5M 7 59



Cc and ietter to Jack -

February 8. 1961

P4-. Charles J. Caudle
1200 Marcus Avenue
Neu Hyde Part, New York

Dear Mr. Caudle:

Let me thank you for your thoughtful
letter of February 6 and your interest
in the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service.

Before long now, the Executive Com-
mittce of our organfration will meet to
consider the WashiLzton representations.
At that tine your letter will be presented
for careful consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Edwin W. Craig



February 6, 1061

Edwin. W. Craig
Chairman, Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
National Life & Accident Insurance Company
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Mr. Craig:

I am writing to you at the suggestion of Mr. Ward Quaal in regards
to the position of Director of the Clear channel Broadcasting Service.

Over the years I have had the opportunity of observing your office
in Washington, D.C. in operation. As a result, I feel that I am somewhat
familiar with the organization's objectives and problems. Knowing that experience
in agriculture, broadcasting and legislative contact are important qualifications,
I would like to respectfully request your kind consideration of my candidacy for
the position of Director.

Service to American Agriculture has been a real part of my life
almost from the beginning. My family owned and operated a livestock commission
business in East St. Louis, Illinois for approximately 75 years. Following the
deaths of my grandfather and father, I took over control of the concern and main-
tained seats on the St. Louis Livestock Exchange. In addition to this down -on -
the -farm, down -in -the -market experience, I have handled public relations matters
for Carl Byoir & Associates' accounts having a stake in the agricultural economy.
I am a member of the National Association of Television and Radio Farm Directors.

Beginning with my undergraduate days at the University of Illinois
(Class of '41), I have consistently been engaged in broadcasting activities. In
the 1940's I worked for several radio stations across the country, including KNOX.
In the early part of the 1950's I served as Director of Radio/TV for a 4-A adver-
tising agency in New York, J. M. Hickerson, Inc. At this agency I also served as
account executive on the General Electric account. For the past six years I have
served as account representative in the Radio/TV department at Carl Byoir &
Associates, where I am also a member of the Creative Plans Board. While my
knowledge of radio engineering is not strong, I have the ability to absorb and
utilize technical material, as witnessed by the success of two lecture -demonstra-
tions on the subjects of atomic energy and earth satellites, which I wrote, pro-
duced and lectured.

In regards to legislative contact experience on the Washington
level, I must admit that it has been infrequent. However, I am a firm believer
in my favorite definition of salesmanship, which says that "salesmanship is the
gentle art of letting the other fellow have your way." I can assure you that I
would constantly strive to further the legislative objectives of the Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service, according to the techniques and dictates of true, pro-
fessional public relations, in the best sense of the term.
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In considering my candidacy, I would like for you to know that I
am happily married and the proud father of four wonderful children. I would also
like you to know that I firmly believe in the efficacy and necessity of Clear
Channel broadcasting. Should you care to give my candidacy further consideration,
I will be pleased to furnish you with a complete resume of my experience and a
list of references.

CJ C/

c c: Mr. Ward Quaal

Charles J. Caudle
1200 Marcus Avenue
New Hyde Park, N.Y.
Minter 8-3304



WGN ,.
441 North Michigan Avenue Chicago 11, Illinois  Telephone Michigan 2-7600

Mr. Roy Battles
Assistant to the Master
the National Grange
1616 11 Street, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Dear Roy:

Chann,./ 9 TELEI7SION

RADIO 720 on your dial

mmaift

Dic. 2-15-61

February 18, 1961

You were most thoughtful to take the time to write such a fine letter
in regard to the necessity of more work in the field by the clear
channel group.

I could not more thoroughly agree with you and hope that just as soon
as we have selected a successor to Gayle Gupton we will be able to
have him on hand in a number of locations across the country where much
"missionary" work is needed.

All of us in the clear channel family are so appreciative of the never-
ending interest of you, Herschel and your associates in behalf of this
basic form of radio service so essential to those who reside in the small
towns and rural areas of our nation.

Roy, I hope you have had the opportunity to get to know Orion Samuelson.
He is doing an outstanding job and, as you know, we are increasing rather
than decreasing our farm activities on both radio and tkvision.

Ail good wishes and much appreciation, Roy.

Sincerely,

and L. quaal
Vice President
General Manager

WGN, Inc.
WLO/r

cc: E. W. Craig
John H. DeWitt, Jr. -I

Harold Hough



OFFICERS

Honobol D. Newsom, Moan. WombMow D. C.

DOM, KWh, Ovoromor, Oblong, Ill.
Ilikoorg F. Hawn, Lansroy, WashIsoes, D. C.
Leland D. &WIC Troomeror, &whim Fads. N. Y.
Nan, A. Cam, scorer, Coshamotes, Olei

Mr. Ward Quaal
Station Manager
Radio Station WGN
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Ward:

1616 H Street, N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Phone NA 8-3507

February 9, 1961

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Any Toagonilirn, OE, LaCylput, Kamer
/leery II. Ca14w.11, Excamary, Grvese, N. C.
W. E. Mayes. Eagle! Who
Maynard C Done., Atomic Maio.
Herschel D. Newsom, Ex ogline, Waskiagino, D. C.

There's a matter that I've wanted to discuss with you for some time.
Having thissed the opportunity to talk with you by phone on two or three occa-
sions, perhaps I can express what I have in mind reasonably well by letter.

Would it be possible for the Clear Channel group to raise sufficient
money in order to give its Washington latitude with respect
to travel? It is my feeling that if this clear channel fight is going to be won, it
will have to be done by buildirig "pressure fires" in the country. The political
odds of some 3,000 "small stations" vs. a couple of dosen big "clears" are
simply too overwhelming for the battle to be won by work here in Washington
alone.

Would it not be a very wise expenditure for your Washington representa-
tive to spend a considerable amount of his time, when Congress is not in session
(and sometimes when Congress is in session), interesting every rural organisa-
tion of any consequence at the state level in the clear channel cause? First our
rural leadership would have to understand the engineering principles involved.
This might include the use of visual aids, etc. in forcefully telling the story. It
might also involve a well -planned, well -implemented program of bringing pressure
to bear in key spots from respective states across the country. In short, Washing-
ton reacts to pressure from "back home."

You may have wondered why the Grange and other rural groups do not
g et this job done. The answer to this. Ward, is that we simply do not have the
'manpower; the limited manpower we do have is so overwhelmingly consumed.with
preising matters of considerable magnituded the clear channel problem gets lost
in the shuffle.

In a few cases. we even find small stations infiltrating Orange policies
by selling members of our Delegate Body on the fact that the clear channels should
be wiped out.
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To my way of thinking, Ward, this would,have to be a long-range,
well -planned, systernrnatic operation. Of course, if you are merely fighting
a delaying action, or if you fee: the battle is already partially lost, then the
above line of logic if of little value.

I have no idea how the new Chairman of the Commission will feel about
this issue, but if there is a possibility of his influence swinging the Commission
in our direction, then there may be sufficient time for us to really build the
Bras -rooted fires necessary to get a clear -out decision in this area and to
muster the forces needed to keep that decision from being eroded as the years
go by.

There. . . I got that off my chest!

Seat wishes.

Sincerely your.,

ROY BATTLES
Latch Assistant to the Master



SAGE SWANSON ASSOCiATES, !NC.

230 PARK AVENUE NEW YORK N. Y.

Mr. Edwin Craig,
Chairman of the Board
National Life & Accident Insurance Co.,
Nashville, Tenn.

Dear Mr. Craig:

A/4. 5f.ve,c,,. A4-4,:an4
MURRAY NIL L 4 6088

February 23, 1961

Following our pleasant conversation, via long-distance telephone,
with you the other day, Mr. Rufus Jarman and I decided that you should
be provided, more fully and in writing, with the matters we wish to bring
to your attention.

This idea began during the recent Inauguration Week in Washington,
D.C. when Mr. Jarmai and I happened to be present at the National Press
Club during an informal discussion of some probable attitudes of the new
Kennedy Administration toward the status quo. The case of the twenty large,
clear -channel radio stations came up. Some in the group had the feeling
that the clear -channel operating licenses of at least some of these stations
might be in jeopardy because of the Administration change.

It happens, as you know, that Mr. Jarman comes from Middle,
Tennessee, worked on a Nashville newspaper and is personally acquainted
with a number of your employees and executives at Station WSM. I have
lately had considerable business dealings along other lines in the Nashville
vicinity. We are neighbors in Westport, Connecticut and so it developed
rather naturally that he and I reached the conclusion that the two of us,
and our associates, might work to the benefit of all concerned with and
through your company, WSM and other clear -channel stations. Our purpose
would be to provide a useful service and benefits to WSM and its sister
stations, as well as to the U. S. Government, and specific departments
therein, in these critical times through the following thoughts and
suggestions:

We agree with the general belief among the majority of informed
observers that the new administration in Washington is likely to make some
rather radical revisions of policy among several Federal agencies -- in
particular, the Federal Communications Commission, which has been under
considerable criticism of late, as you know. It is very likely that Adminis-
tration policies in this particular area may affect disadvantageously clear -
channel broadcasting licenses of at least some of the large stations.

-1-
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It would seem, therefore, that stations desiring to protect for the
future the licensing privileges they now enjoy should immediately put their
best foot as far forward as possible. In short, the best insurance to preserve
the status quo in licensing matters is to show officials of the new adminis-
tration, as forcefully as possible, the worthwhile public services that these
stations have been providing and are anxious to provide, in even larger
measure, in the future.

Frankly, we feel that your industry has been remiss in properly
presenting its good profile to those who matter. Few of the people to whom
we have talked -- those with political leverage, on the Hill, in the
Executive Branch, among the press -- are able to make, in their own minds,
a strong case in favor of continuing the present licenses of clear -channel
stations, as filled as the atmosphere now is with the general hue and cry to
give "the little fellow" a better shake, at the expense of "the big fellow."

Most of the people to whom we have talked admit that they "just
don't know."

You evidently regard your present enviable equity in the national
channels of information as too important -- to yourself, selfishly, and to
the welfare of our people, both locally and nationally -- to allow its
prestige, influence and power to slip away by default.

But, "when there is a lack of information, "as it has been wisely
said, "misunderstandings can be easily arranged."

As we understand its purposes, the attitude of this new administration
in Washington favors broad changes in policies As in most important
changes, opportunities exist as well as challenges. We cite a few of both,
as we see them:

10 - The Administration is said to be looking for dramatic means to
favor "the little fellow," perhaps at "the big fellow's" expense.

2. - This Administration, on the other hand, has shown a greater
appreciation than any in our experience of the real opportunities in, and
importance of communications. It is moving very fast to keep the voters
"sold" on the wide fronts of its multitudinous endeavors.

3. - This Administration has professed its extreme interest in the
welfare and education of the small farmer -- a victim of nature and
fluctuating price structures, neither of which he understands sufficiently.

It seems to us, t-ierefore, that you would be wise to anticipate the
obvious, and lead members of the Administration in their thinking , as much
as possible, in those areas where Government regulations might seriously
affect your operations in the near future.
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With the above in mind, we urge that you authorize my associates
and me, representing the organization of clear -channel radio stations, to
enter into a constructive, new program of public service. In this we wish
your authorization to assist the new Secretary of Agriculture in his task of
getting into close communion with his farming public.

A meeting between us and you is highly desirable as soon as possible,
but, meanwhile:

We suggest that Mr. Orville Freeman, the new Secretary of
Agriculture, be offered 15 minutes each week at a set time of day, mutually
convenient, to talk directly with the farmers. We believe a live broad-
cast over a network of clear channel stations would be most desirable, but
are prepared to offer alternatives>

But we believe, emphatically, that this effort should be of such high
quality as to complemen- both the Department of Agriculture and the partici-
pating stations, In this connection, we are prepared to offer the services of
Mr . Jarman to assist in preparing scripts.

We have also arranged with Mr> Paul de Fur, of New York, who
among his other achievements was once Commercial Program Director of WLW,
Cincinnati, to supervise the production, which we feel could be a real
milestone of both excellence and in service.

Perhaps the above will give you a better idea of the plans which we
believe, if carried out, would be of great advantage to yourselves and your
station associates. We hope that in the very near future we may come to-
gether with you Dr your representatives so that we may get a better idea of
your view point. We believe that timing is very important because matters
in Washington are necessarily taking shape with some rapidity and we can see
a great advantage to you in becoming associated with the design of the program
of "public information"'being formulated.

I hope you are enjoying your vacation and also hope to hear from you
again soon on the matter.

Sincerely,

(
< C,PlytA.

S. C. Swanson

SCS:wjf



Mardi' 3, 1961

Mr. Victor Sholis
Station WHAS
Louisville, Kentucky

Dear Vic:

Mr. Craig who is on vacation in :lorida has requested
that I ask you to meet within the very near future to canvas
all prxsibilities with respect to a new CCBS director. You
will remember that he reported to you that the majority of
the group was in favor of engaging a new director immed4ately.

Ward Quaal would like to show us his new studio facilities
in Chicago and has offered a luncheon if the Committee will
meet in that city. Monday, March 13, would be :411ite convenient
for 7,7an7: and me. I believe that he could also meet on the
140 17 and 20th. I would prefer the 13th but could meet on
the lAth or 17th, if necessary.

Will you please let me 17no4r which one of there dates
will be convenient. I trust that you will be able to attend
and give us the benefit of your help and advice in this
important matter.

Best regards.

9.ncerely yours,

John H. DO4itt, Jr.

JrD:ab



March 3, 1961

Mr. Harold Hough
Station WIMP
Fort --rorth  Texas

Dear Harc6is

Mr. Craig who is on vacation in Florida has requested
that I ask you to mee.t within the very near future to canvas
all possibilities with respect to a new CCBS director. You
will remember that he reported to you that the majority of
the group was in favor of engaging a new director ImAeCoVely.

Ward ..01aal wou1 like to show us his new studio facilitie
in Chicago and has offered a luncheon if the Compittee will
meet in that city. Monday, March 13th, would be quite con-
variant for Ward and me. I believe that he could also meet
on the 16th, 17th and 20th. I vo,14 prefi:A. the 13th but
could meet on the 16th or 17th, if necessary.

Will you please let me know which one of these dates
will be convenient. I trust that you will be able to attend
and give us the benefit of your help and advice in this
important matter.

Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt,

JP- tab



650 KiLOC4CLES nASHVILLE3,Tenne5see

March 3, 1961

r. James D. Shouse
Crosley roadcaAinp. Company
Crosley Suare
Cincinnati, Ohio

Dear Jim:

Cra:17, vho s on vacation in Florida, has requested
that I asv you to meet within the very near future to canvas
all possibilities with repect tc a new CrBS director. You
will re -ember teat .o.--port,d to you tat the ,1,1-,Ity of

;roup as in favor of c- ,in- a now director im odiately.

''ard Cuaal would like to show us is nev studio ,7acilities
in Chica,-0 and has offered a 1 nchecn if the Com ittee will
meet in that ejty. is.onday, -arch 13th, :ould be q ite con-
venient for ar and ple. I believe that he could also meet
on the 1(th, 17th and 2Cth. I would prefer the 13th but
could meet on the 16th or 17th, if neces ary.

ill you please let me know which one of these dates
will be convenient. I trust that you will be able to attend
and rive us the berfit of your help and advice on this
important matter.

Bost rerards.

JTtD:ab

Sincerely yours,

John H. De-itt, Jr.

T H E A I R CASTLE O F T H E SOUTH



444.AP
THE STAR -TELEGRAM STATION FORT WORTH TELEPHONE JE 6-1981

10SINCE 19,2

AMON CARTER
FOUNDER
1922.1955

AMON CARTER. JR.
PRESIDENT

HAROLD HOUGH
DIRECTOR

ROY BACUS
MANAGER

WBAP-820
50.000 WATTS

re

WBAP-570
5.000 WATTS

ABC

WRAP -TV
CHANNEL 5

re

W BA P -FM
96. 3

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
Station WSM
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Jack:

DALLAS TELEPHONE AN 2 -5224 --AN 2-4622

P. 0. BOX 1780
OFFICES AND TUDIOS 9900 BARNETT STREET

FORT WORTH. TEXAS

February 22, 1961

About Johnie S. Campbell - a hurried check
through our records show that we did not receive
any requisitions through the CCBS office, and of
course, have made no payments to either him or
WSM. We do find payments made to other stations
for work their engineers did, so it is evident that
the Group owes you the amount you have listed and
it should be paid just as we have paid some of the
other stations.

We have not sent out our assessment yet
as we are still waiting on the auditors to finish
up their work on the CCBS books, but when you boys
get together in Nashville in a few days which I
presume you will, perhaps you had better write me
a letter of authority to send out this assessment
so we can pay some of our long over due bills.

Hope you are doing okay. I am doing much
better but am not travelling yet.

HVH:b

Best wishes.

041/40,/,000.41111117

Sincerely,

Hardiough

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., National Representatives

WRAP SHARES FREQUENCIES WITH WFAA. THE TWO STATIONS MAINTAINING CONTINUOUS SERVICE ON 820 KC. AND 570 KC
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WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
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Febriry 27, 1961

MEMORANDUM TOs Mr. Rollo
Mr. Eagan

Feuds Bernice Hasse

Siace this session of Congress convened, five bills have
been introduced aimed at giving daytime -only radio stations minimum
hours from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., and referred to the Committee on
Interstato and Foreign Commerce.

Jaauary 16 - T. C. Abernethy, Democrat, Miss. 1.R.2745

January 25 - T. M. Peily, republican, Wash. H.R.3334

January 26 - Coo. E. Shipley, Lemocrat, I11. H.R.3469

February 21 - J. L. Whitten, Democrat, Elso. H.R.4695

February 23 - Frank Ikard, Democrat, Texas H.R.4830

I was told again tad* by i.;c1 liAlliamBon, Clerk, Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee, that it is very likely hearings will
be held on this matter as "something has to be done". I will keep in
touch with Mrs. Neuland of the Commerce Committee and advise you. I
understand that sub -committees have not been organised as yet.

cc: Mr. DeWitt
Mr. Quaal



87m CONGRESS
1ST SESSION H. R. 3334

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JANUARY 25,1961

Mr. PELLY introduced the following bill ; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce

A BILL
To amend the Communications Act of 1934, with respect to

the hours of operation of certain broadcasting stations.

1 Be it enacted by I/o Senate and House of Representa-

2 tines of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That section 303 (c) of the Communications Act of 1934

4 is amended by inserting immediately before the semicolon

5 at the end thereof a colon and the following: "Provided,

6 That, in the case of broadcasting stations licensed to operate

7 during daylight hours, the hours they are permitted to op -

8 erate shall be at least from 6 o'clock antemeridian to 6

9 o'clock postmeridian".
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NUMBER OF DAYTIME, LIMITED, UNLIMITED AND UNDER CONSTRUCTION

1,41TM THE CONTINENTAL LIMITS OF THE UNITED STATES

As of
December 1, 1960

Based on Official List for Information Setting Forth Notified Assignments of Standard
Broadcast Stations of the United States as of December 1, 1960.
NOTE: The frequencies are those

No. of
Class Channels Limited

on which they are

Daytime

presently

Oar.

26

operating.

Unlimited
C.

84

Total
fa. CP CP CP

U.S. I -A 25 13 )5

Canadian I -A 7 0 174 17 33 2 207 19

Mexican I -A 6 0 258 15 2 260 15

Bahamas I -A 1 0 13 5 1 18 1

U. s. I -B 19 3 51 2 106 4 160 6

Foreign I -B 2 c 0 15 17 13 28 17

Regional L1 0 1008 61 760 It 1768 65

Local 6 0 2 923 14 925 1L

Total 107 16 1566 112 1868 25 3450 137



U. S. I -A

Freq, Ltd. Daytime Unl imited. . ....1.
CP Oor.,

Total
CP 0proa.E.

1. 64o 1 2 1 4

2. 650 0 1 1 2

3. 660 0 3 1 4

4. 670 0 0 1 1

5. 700 0 0 1

6. 720 0 0 1 1

7. 750 3 3 1 7

8. 760 0 1 1 2

9. 770 1 2 2 (KOB) 5

10. 780 1 4 1 6

11. 820 2 1 1 4

12. 830 1 1 1 3

13. 840 0 3 1 4

14. 870 1 5 1 7

15. 880 0 2 1 3

16. 890 0 2 1 3

17. 1020 1 2 1 4

18. 1030 0 1 1 2

19. 10140 0 1 1 2

20. 1100 1 3 1 5

21. 1120 0 3 1 4

22. 1160 1,_ 0 1 2

23. 1180 0 1 1 2

2/4 1200 0 0 1 1

25. 1210 0 4 1 5

Total 13 45 26 84

CP



- 2 -

Canadian I -A

Free. Ltd.

Daytime

2a.
Unlimited Total

21- CP CP 21a. CP

1. 540 0 10 1 2

......_

12 1

2. 690 0 14 1 5 19 1

3. 740 0 18 6 24

4. 860 0 27 3 4 31 3

5. 990 0 25 3 8 1 33 4

6. 1010 0 24 6 6 30 6

7. 1580 0 56 3 2 1 58 4

Total 0 174 17

=,
33

ImWWI

2 207 19

Mexican I -A

Daytime Unlimited Total
Freq. Ltd. Ea. CP Opr. CP Ea. CP

1. 730 0 27 1 0 27 1

2. 800 0 26 1 0 26 1

3. 900 0 41 2 0 41 2

4. 1050 0 53 2 1 54 2

5. 1220 0 49 4 1 50 4

6. 1570 0 62 5 0 62 5

Total 0 258 15 2

!MIME.

260 15

Bahamas I -A

Daytime Unlimited Total

Freq. Ltd. Opr. CP C:r. CP Oar. CP

1540 0 13 1 18 1



U. S. I -B

Freq. Ltd.

Daytime
LE, CP

Unlimited Total
Cpr. CP CP

1. 68o 0 4 11

.r.

15

2. 710 0 2 11 13

3. 810 0 14 3 7

Lt. 850 1 0 11 12

5. 1000 0 3 3 6

6. 1060 0 3 4 7

7. 1070 0 2 8 1 10 1

8. 1080 0 4 5 9

9. 1090 0 4 3 7

10. 1110 1 3 4 8

11. 1130 0 0 5 5

12. 1140 0 3 5 8

13. 1170 0 1 7 8

14. 1190 1 3 14 1 8 1

15. 1500 0 1 5 6

16. 1510 0 6 5 1 11 1

17. 1520 0 3 5 1 8 1

18. 1530 0 0 3 3

'.9. 1560 0 5 2 4 9 2

Total 3 51 2 106 4 160 6

Foreign I -B

Daytime 'Tnlimited Total
Freq. Ltd. Opr. CP Opr._

___. ___,

CP Opr. CP

1. 940 0 4 1 7 11 1
2, 1550 0 11 16 6 17 16

Total 0 15 17 13 28 17



- 4 -

Regional

Freq. Ltd.

Daytime
CP

Unlimited Total

22E. CP Opr. CP

1. 55o 0 4 18 22

2. 56o 0 3 17 20

3. 57o 0 5 13 18

4. 580 0 6 13 19

5. 590 0 2 18 20

6. boo 0 8 11.4 22

7. 610 0 3 1 16 19 1

8. 620 0 5 17 22

9. 63o 0 13 13 26

10. 790 0 13 3 20 33 3

11. 910 0 18 2 25 43 2

.12. 920 0 17 1 23 4o 1

13. 930 0 114 1 22 36 1

14. 950 0 21 18 39

15. 960 0 21 20 41

16. 970 0 21 1 19 40 1

17. 980 0 25 1 114 39 1

18. 115o 0 33 2 23 1 56

7.7. 1250 0 34 1 15 49 1

O. 1260 0 41 1 20 61 1

21. 1270 0 37 1 15 52 1

22. 1280 0 31 3 22 53 3

1290 0 31 2 24 55 2

214, 1300 0 28 3 20 48 3

25, 1310 0 31 2 24 55 2



Freq.

26. 1320

27. 1330

28. 1350

29. 1360

3o. 1370

31. 1380

32. 1390

33. 1410

34. 1420

35. 1430

36. 1440

37. 1460

38. 1470

39. 1480

40. 1590

41. 1600

Regional (Conttd)

Ltd.

Daytime Vnlimited

al:. CP 11E- CP

0 31 2 21

0 30 1 17

0 34 1 18

0 38 3 20

0 36 4 15

0 30 4 22 1

0 28 2 21

0 35 2 17

0 38 17

0 30 2 19

0 28 1 23

0 32 3 19

0 38 2 16

0 29 4 23 1

0 44 4 13 1

0 42 1 16=

Total
2E. CP

52 2

47 1

52 1

58 3

51 4

52 5

49 2

52 2

55

49 2

51 1

51 3

54 2

52 5

57 5

58 1

Total 0 1008 61 760 4 1768 65

Local
Daytime Unlimited Total

Freq. Ltd. 22E. CP Opr. CP Opr. CP

1. 1230
2, 1240

3. 1340
4. 1400

5. 1450
6. 1490

Total

0 1 158 1 159 1

0 0 140 I40

0 0 154 6 154 6

0 0 158 2 158 2

0 o 159 2 159 2

0 1 154 3 155 3

0 2 923 14 925 14



WGN INC.

441 North Michigan Avenue Chicago 11, Illinois  Telephone Michigan 2-7600

The Honorable Jerome H. Wiesner
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Jerry:

RADIO

?.n

720 orb your dial

January 19, 1961

Dic. 1-17-61

Hearty congratulations on your being named by President Elect Kennedy
to be his special assistant in the field of science and technology.

I have watched with great interest your service under President
Eisenhower, especially as a member of the Scientific Advisory Committee,
and, of course, I am primarily familiar with your great work in being
responsible for the perfection of the "Scatter Communication System"
which made possible the distant early warning line across Northern
Canada and Alaska.

A lot has happened to both of us since the days we worked under
Waldo Abbott in Ann Arbor. I believe our first association was
in 1937, Jerry. I recall vividly some of the first shows we worked
together with Waldo and Dr. Muddy.

All good wishes to you and congratulations on a richly merited appoint-
ment.

ery sincere

Ward L. Quaal
Vice President
General Manager

WON, Inc.

WLQ/ck

bcc: John H. DeWitt, Jr.
Reed T. Rollo, Esq.



March 7, 1961

Mr. Ralph Evans
Central Broadcasting Company
1002 Brady Street
Davenport, Iowa

Dear lalnh:

Mr. Craig is still in Florida so I am taking the
liberty of answering your letter to him of March 2nd.
Fe has asked that we proceed with a meeting of the
Executive Committee to select a new director for
recomrendation to the group. This meeting will take
place next Monday in Chicago and I am sure that you
will hear from us very shortly thereafter.

Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

John F. D.6%Titt, Jr.

Jiinsab



RALPH EVANS
EXECUTIVE VICEPRESIDENT

Central Broadcasting Company
1002 Brady Street
Davenport, Iowa

WHO, WHO -FM, & WHO -TV
DES MOINES

March 2, 1961.

Mr. Edwin W. Craig,
National Building,
Nashville 3, Tennessee.

Dear Ed:

I am now back at my desk in Daven-
port, and am wondering if anything has
transpired in finding a new director
to represent the clear channels in
Washington, D.C.

With high personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

RE /m

WOC-TV
DAVENPORT



WGN,Nc.

441 North Michigan Avenue  Chicago 11, Illinois  Telephone Michigan 2-7600Nay
2, .1

RADIO 720 oft your dial

Dic. 4-30-81

NZ. John S. Hayes, President
The Washington Post, Broadcast Division
Washington, D. C.

4.7\ Dear John:

This note is tardy because of absence from the city on a little
holiday in the west, plus a few short business trips, but we want
to write to congratulate you upon winning election to the MB Board
as a Director -at -Large.

During the time that I was on the NAB Beard, I was on the television
side of the aisle for the period from 1952 through 19SS, so I am not
too familiar with any deliberations of the Radio Board insofar as
various classes of stations are conoerned. I do know, however, that
many years ago, prior to Hal Fellows' assumption of the presidency,
there were some ill-considered moves by the Board which would have
hurt stations of the size of WTOP and WON. In my own case, John, you
know I served for 4 years as Director of the Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service and, for many years prior thereto and since, I have been votive
in the work of CC2S, for I feel very strongly that these fine radio
properties are very much a stabilizing factor in the radio industry.

I would not even mention my concern about any development that might
arise on the NAB Radio Board, except that today the Board itself and
the membership reflect to an overwhelming degree matters that are more
typical of small operations than those of a WTOP or a WON. While it
is presumptuous of me to so comment, John, if I can ever be of service
should there ever be a development on the Board involving classes of
stations, I wish you would call upon me.

All good wishes and I am looking orward to seeing you in Washington
nett week.

sir y

Ward L. Quasi
Vice President
General Manager

WON, Inc.
bcc: John H. DeWitt, Jr.

Carl J. Meyers
Reed T. Rollo, Esq.



5047-r

INCORPORATED
6S0 KILOC4CLES nasiiviLL3.7ennessee

February 17, 1961

Mr. Harold Hough
Station ' AP
lort 'Forth, Texas

Lair arold:

I am sure this 17iri come a uite a shock but your recent
letter to Ar. Craig in which you mentioned the f nancial con-
dition of CC-iS plus the ncces ity for an asses ment rem nded
me that last year '.2S s- nt quite a lot o- money for exnenses
for Johnie Campbell while he w -s in W-,shington in con Potion

- 'th CCBS work. You In? reme ber that Johnie was there for
about four months during whic. ti,le he worked on the preparation
of an answer to the Commission's proposal to beak ol:n the

clear channels. Our records indicate that Johnie's expenses
from November 1959 through Anril 13, 1940 a:riounted to

23,322.17. includes ,ir hotel, meals
et cetera; I am sure vou %11--e that -e have not charged
anytlin7 here for Jo' nie 0a-pbellts time.

There is certainly no rush about this but when you have
enough money in the till 7e 7,ould appreciat- receiving had1400k-
the amount the otl-er stations are due to pay under the formula
arrangement. In other words, -7M would not expect the total
amount of Y'3,322.17 hut yould ex-)ect to be repaid that amount
minus 14S -1s share.

Best regards.

J} I) : ab

Sincerely yours,

John P. Dd'itt, Jr.

T H E A I R CASTLE OF T H E SOUTH



EXECUTIVE OFFICES

the Paling rag Nthrg
TEXAS' LEADING NEWSPAPER

RADIO -TELEVISION STATIONS WFAA TEXAS ALMANAC

February 13, 1961

Mr. Edwin W. Craig
Chairman of the Board
National Life and Accident Insurance Co.
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Ed:

I am sorry that I have been so long in answering
your questions concerning the employment of a new director
for the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service. Numerous
interruptions have come up, but I am happy to say at this
time that we will certainly join the group affirmatively if
that is the decision of the majority.

My best regards.

ey, Jr.



AP
THE STAR -TELEGRAM STATION

IFSINCE ,1922

AIR MAIL

AMON CARTER
FOUNDER
1922-1955

AMON CARTER, JR.
PRESIDENT

HAROLD HOUGH
DIRECTOR

Roy B.cus
MANAGER

WBAP-620
50,000 WATTS

WBAP-570
WATTS

ABC

WBAP-TV
CHANNEL 5

WBAP-FM
96.3

AM - FM - TV
FORT WORTH TELEPHONE JE 6-1981

Mr. Edwin W. Craig
The National Life and Accident

Insurance Company
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Mr. Craig:

DALLAS TELEPHONE AN 2-5224-AN 2-4622

P. 0. BOX 1780
OFFICES AND STUDIOS 3800 BARNETT STREET

FORT WORTH, TEXAS

February 15, 1961

I notice from your letter that the boys want
to hire a manager for our Washington office. As I
told you in my last letter, I am not familiar with
the qualifications of any of these fellows, but the
other boys are and know more about them than I do.

While you might notify me about the meeting,
I doubt if I can come because I am taking a series
of medicine, and my doctor wants me to stay off planes
temporarily, but whatever you do is satisfactory with
me.

On our financial situation, we owe our law firm
.11,509.78, so we will have to send out an assessment
based on the national spot rate, and unless I hear
from you to the contrary, wewill_send out this assess-
mentwithin the next week or two. We will have enough
funds to carry on for a month or two, but we have delayed
in paying the lawyers long enough. I had hoped to have
a financial statement from Ernst & Ernst before the
assessment was issued but I don't know just when it
will he along - in a few days I guess.

Thanks for your nice letter, and kindest personal
regards.

HVH:b

Sincerely,

Harold Hough

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., National Representatives

WBAP SHARES FREQUENCIES WITH WFAA. THE TWO STATIONS MAINTAINING CONTINUOUS SERVICE ON 820 KC. AND 570 KC.



uary 30

TO: Mr. DeWitt

Enclosed is a copy of an article which
appeared in the January 28 Washington Post and
Times Herald for your information. Copies have
also been sent to Mr. Quaal and the law firm.



February 7, 1961

Confidential

Mr. ly:dwin Craig
The Arationa/ Life ;occident insurance Co.
ffational building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Ed:

I have purposely delayed replying to your letter
of jan4ary 18 which refers to the present status
of the clear Channel Broadcasting Service.

In the intervening weeks we have sent Marshall
Wells to New Orleans to assist your John Mcironald
there in securing a proper resolution from the
farm group there assembled. Ore have also sent
our general manager, Jim Quell o, to Washington
where he conferred with Reed and Russ, and Hollis
Seavey among others.

This above activity might well indicate the strong
interest IJR continues to have in the Clear Channel
natter. Our interest is such as to totally concur
with you that a strong director should be selected
forthwith for our Wastiupton off ice to replace
Gayle Oupton. As I un6erstand it, there is
presently available a highly qualified aan named
Louis Lock. dis background appears to be excellent
and those who have met him appear to be quite
impressed with him.

WJE completely supports the 2osition which Ward
Quaa/p Leonard Reinech, and ;Jou have taken, and
sugests expedition of our employment of a
qualified director.

Best personal regards,

Worth Kramer
A164#r.

dr_ OPWitt



LOUIS G. CALDWELL

HAMMOND E. CHAFFETZ
REED T. ROLLO
DONALD C. BEELAR
PERCY H. RUSSELL
KELLEY E. GRIFFITH
PERRY S. PATTERSON
R. RUSSELL EAGAN
CHARLES R. CUTLER
HERBERT J. MILLER, JR.
FREDERICK M. ROWE
ALOYSIUS B. MCCABE

JOSEPH Du COEUR
RAYMOND G. LARROCA
HOWARD P. WILLENS

LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFFETZ & MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -16M AND K STREETS. N. W.

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM, Incorporated
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Jack:

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

February 9, 1961

The application of Frank Donald Hall for a new
daytime station on 650 kc at Albuquerque, New Mexico, which
Russ Eagan called to your attention under date of December 30,
was reported in yesterday's release as having been accepted for
filing. The application will now be placed in the pending files
until such time as the "freeze" is lifted.

Sincerely,

Reed T. Rollo
RTR:jk
cc to Mr. George A. Reynolds

CHICAGO OFFICE

PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO I,ILLINOIS
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Miss Bernice Base
Clear Channel Broadcasting ervice

532 Shoreham Building
-ashington 5, D.C.

Dear Bernice:

.t* ClEcIR cHantEL

February 152 1961

I h ve talked with Johnie Campbell about your letter of
February 8 and he feels that we definitely shoud subscribe to
the revision service for the Broadcast Allocation Map Book. It

is our feeling that it is cheaper to keep it up to date than to
wait until a crisis results and then h ve to go back and do a lot
of work to put it in order.

I was amused at the coverage of the testmony of Mr. Loomis
which you sent me in the form of a cliping from a newspaper. I

am fairly fao liar with the test mony he covered bfore the Con-
gres ional Com'ittee 1st Rill, most of which information I got

directly from him. What he couldn't say was that the government
was afraid that if standard band broadcast stations carried Spanish

language messages to our .rienes in Cuba, Mr. Caatro would use some

of the left over transmitters to jam us. This would be about as far

as he would .o willing to go in any kind of: ar. While no one has
told me this I strongly suspect that the r o station on Swan

Island ehich is beamed toward Cuba and whic is under the noinal
ownership of a steamship comnany belon7s to the Voice of America
or something awfully close to it. Andy Ring did the engineering
on it and you will note that 4ris on the frequency of KSL. All
of thi.: is quite confidential but I am sure y,o. will find it
interesting in light or the cross examination of Mr. Lc-mis.

continue to appreciate your holding of the fort up there
and I can tell you that the group members are almost unanimous in
their desire to seek a new director. I believe that there will be

a meeting of the Executive Committee within the v,ry near future

and T suspect that s-meone will be selected. In the meantime,

continue to hold the fort for I am sure your service and knowledge
will be of very great -alue to the new man, whoever he might he.

Sincerely yours,

John B. DeWitt, Jr.

THE A 1R CASTLE OF T H E SOUTH



Executive 3-0255

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Shoreham Building

Washington 5, D. C.

February 8, 1961

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President & Station Manager
WSM, Inc.
301 - 7th Avenue North
Nashville, Tennessee

ear Mr. DeWitt:

Our subscription to the Revision Service for the AM
B oadcast Allocation Map Book expired with Revision No. 8. I
ve kept the book up to date since we purchased it last year

f. the engineers. This involves all corrections,
as ignment of call letters, contour changes, etc.

The cost of the Revision Service is $72.00 a year
payable in advance. I have not returned the renewal form since
I w. ted to get your thinking as to the necessity for this
mai tenance. Even though I have not returned the renewal notice,
they are holding Revision No. 9 for us.

I am writing this letter at the suggestion of Mr. Eagan
and s all await your reply.

cc: Mr Hough
Jo ie Campbell
Mr. Eagan

Sincerely,

Bernice Hase
CCBS

Sponsored by Independently Owned
Clear Channel Radio Stations
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EDWIN W CRAIG, NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INS CO=

NATIONAL BLDG HASH=

CONCUR WHOLEHEARTEDLY THAT NEW DIRECTOR OF CCBS

BE ENGAGED TO EXPEDITE INTERESTS ON THE SCENE.

OUR EFFORTS SHOULD NOT LAG AT THIS CRITICAL TIME.
ADDARDIPI,

FRANK GOTHER WSB RADIO=

1270 11-511
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February 9, 1961

Mr. Richard C. Shepard
Station WHAM
Rocheseer, New York

Dear Dick:

All of the replies to my letter to you
of January 18 are now in and I can report
that almost without exception our CCBS member
stations wish to proceed in the direction of
finding a new director immediately.

I shall shortly cail a meeting of the
Executive Committee in order that we may
review the qualifications of all the
prospects and applicaats. Once the Committee
settles upon someone, I shall again write you
before proceeding with any action to employ
him.

I appreciate your prompt and considered
reply and the Committee will certainly welcome
any suggestions you might have in this matter.

With best wioneo and kindest personal
regards, I am

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig



February 9, 1961

Mr. Ralph Evans
Station WHO
1100 Walnut Street
Des Moines, Iowa

Dear Ralph:

All of the replies to my letter to you
of January 18 are now In and I can report
that almost without exception our CCBS member
stations wish to proceed in the direction of
finding a new director immediately.

I shall shortly call a meeting of the
Executive Committee in order that we may
review the qualifications of all the
prospects and applicants. Once the Committee
settles upon someone, I shall again write you
before proceeding with any action to employ
him.

I appreciate your prompt and considered
reply and the Committee will certainly welcome
any suggestions you might have in this matter.

With best wishes and kindest personal
regards, I am

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig



February 9, 1961

Mr. John Patt
Station WE
2200 Fisher Building
Detroit, Michigan

Dear John:

All of the replies to my letter to you
of January 18 are now in and I can report
that almost without exception our CCBS member
stations wish to proceed in the direction of
finding a new director immediately.

I shall shortly call a meeting of the
Executive Committee in order that we may
review the qualifications of all the
prospects and applicants. Once the Committee
settles upon someone, I shall again write you
before proceeding with any action to employ
him.

I appreciate your prompt and considered
reply and the Committee will certainly welcome
any suggestions you might have in this matter.

With best wishes and kindest personal
regards, I am

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig



February 9, 1961

Mr. Frank Gaither
Station WSB
1601 W. Peachtree Street
Atlanta. Georgia

Dear Frank;

All of the replies to my letter to you
of January 18 are now in and I can report
that almost without exception our CCBS member
stations wish to proceed in the direction of
finding a new director immediately.

I shall shortly call a meeting of the
Executive Committee in order that we may
review the qualifications of all the
prospects and applicants. Once the Committee
settles upon someone. I shal] again write you
before proceeding with any action to employ
him.

I appreciate your prompt and considered
reply and the Committee will certainly welcome
any suggestions you might have in this matter.

With best wishes and kindest personal
regards, I am

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig



Mr. George Wagner
Stat:ton KFI

141 North Vermont Avenue
Los Angeles, California

Dear George:

February 9, 1961

All of the replies to my letter to you
of January 18 are now in and I can report
that almost without exception our CCBS member
stations wish to proceed in the direction of
finding a new director immediately.

I shall shortly call a meeting of the
Executive Committee in order that we may
review the qualtfications of all the
prospects and applicants. Once the Committee
settles upon someone. I shall again write you
before proceeding with any action to employ
him.

I appreciate your prompt and considered
reply and the Committee will certainly welcome
any suggestions you might have in this matter.

With best wishes and kindest personal
regards, I am

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig
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February 9, 1961

Mr. Harold Hough
Station WBAP
Fort Worth, Texas

Dear Harold:

All of the replies to my letter to you of
January 18 are now in and I can report that
almost without exception our CCBS member stations
wish to proceed in the direction of finding a new
director immediately.

I shall shortly call a meeting of the Executive
Committee in order that we may review the qualifica-
tions of all the prospects and applicants. Once the
Committee settles upon someone, I shall again write
you before proceeding with any action to employ him.

It will be a great disappointment not to have
you at our Executive Committee Meeting, but I can
understand your reluctance to travel if your doctors
have you temporarily grounded. I most sincerely
hope that you will improve rapidly.

I am
With best wishes and kindest personal regards,

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig



February 9, 1961

hr. Ward Quaal
Station WGN
/;-1 N. Mlohigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Ward:

All of the replies to my letter to you of
January 18 are now in and i can report that
almost without exception our CCBS member stations
wish to proceed 1% tno o,.rection of finding a new
director immediateL,;..

I shall shortly call a meeting of the i.xecutive
Committee in order that we may review the qualifica-
tions of all the prospects and applicants. 8nce the
Committee settles upon someone, I shall again write
you before proceeding with any action to employ him.

Ward, I know that yet have a number of appli-
cants in mind. i,c) you have any suggestion as to
when we should hui:. this meeting? It will be a
pleasure, as always, to talk with you personally
at this meeting.

I am
With best wishes and kindest personal regards,

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig



February 9, 1961

Mr. James D. Shouse
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation
140 West Ninth Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

Dear Jimmy:

All of the replies to my letter to you of
January 18 are now la and I can re,ort that almost
without exception our GCBS member stations wish to
proceed in the direction of finding a new director
immediately.

I shall shortly call a meeting of the Executive
Committee in .rler that we may review the qualifications
of all the prospccn.-. and applicants. Once the Committee
settles upon someone, I shall again write you before
proceeding with any action to employ him.

I agree with you, Jimmy, that there Is no reason
why we shouldn't pick someone who has held a responsible
position in the past administration. As you will
remember, we have had directors who were of the opposite
party in power who were successful.

You will soon hear from me about dates for a
meeting of the committee and I sincerely hope that
you can attend.

I am
With best wishes and kindest personal regards,

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig



C.72. Jac./1

February 9, 1961

lir. Victor Sholis
Station WHAS
Louisville, Kentucky

Dear Vic:

All of the replies to my letter to you of
January la are now .n and I can report that almost
without exception our CCii3 member stations wish to
proceed in the dLrection of finding a new director
immediately.

I shall shortly call a meeting of the Executive
Committee in order that we may review the qualifica-
tions of all the prospects and applicants. Once the
Committee settles upon someone, I shall again write
you berore proceeding with any action to employ him.

You will soon hear frc,m me about dates for a
meeting of the corm:Li:tee and 1 sincerely hope that
you can attend.

I am
With bast wishes and kindest personal regards,

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig



February 9, 1961

Mr. James N. Gaines
Station MOAT
San Antonio, Texas

Dear Jim:

All of the replies to my letter to you of
January 18 are now in and I can report that
almost without exception our CCBS member stations
wish to proceed in the direction of fIndin7 a new
director immediately.

I shall shortly call a meeting of the Executive
Committee in order that we may revlow the qualifica-
tions of all the prospects and applicants. Once the
Committee settles upon someone, I shall again write
you before proceeding with any action to employ him.

I can understand your concern about the Commis-
sion's past actions and it may he that their same
frame of mind will continue in the new administraton;
on the other hanfl, a chairman has a very powerful
influence on the other members of the Commission.
Perhaps the Commission will vote differently the
next time they meet on this subject. Certainly,
we do not wish anyone to be duplicated and such a
decision would be the most favorable outcome
possible.

I am

With best wishes and kindest personal regards.

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig



Mr. L. E. McDonald
1102 E. 14th Street
Lombard, Illinois

Dear Mr. McDonald:

February 9, 1961

Let me thank you for your letter of
February 7 and for your interest in the
Clear Channel group.

In a little while now the Executive
Committee will meet to consider the
situation and I will see to it that
your letter is given the thoughtful
consideration of the Committee.

Sincerely yours,

Edwin W. Craig
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February 7. 1961

Mr. Edward Craig. Pres.
Clear Channel Broadcasting
National Life Insurance Co.
Nashville, Tennessee

Dear Mr. Craig,

Mr. Ward Quasi, manager of WGN in Chicago, informed me
yesterday that you are the man to talk to in regard to
vacancies in Clear Channel.

First let me say, I have spent about ten years broadcasting
on two clear channel stations in Chicago, as both farm
broadcaster and staff announcer. Approximately five years
at WLS and about the same length of time at WGN. It was
during my tenure at WLS that I first met Mr. ctuaal and
later worked for him at WGN.

Now I understand from my friend Layne Beatty in Washington
that the position once held b7 Hollis Seavy in COBS is open.
I would like to be considered for that position.

My qualifications include some fifteen years in broadcasting,
plus extensive travel over the midwest, and a wide circle of
friends in the business, and in the broadcasting area of
Central America, that is, the United States.

I was born and reared in Peoria, Illinois. Obtained my
education their plus college work in Chicago after serving
three years with the Army in Europe. I am 39 and the
father of three -children. Vice chairman of my church and
active in civic affairs.

If you will give me the chance to work with CCBS, I shall
be forever grateful.

Jeri- truly yours,

Sr
L. E. ido Donald
1102 E. 14th St.
Lombard, Illinois

Tele: Mayfair 7-8070



JAMES M.GAINES
PRESIDENT

SOUTHLAND INDUSTRIES, INC.
50.000 WATTS CLEAR CHANNEL TELEVISION CHANNEL 4

SAN ANTONIO 6,TEXAS

January 24, 1961

Mr. Edwin W. Craig,
Chairman of the Board
National Life and Accident Insurance Company
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Ed:

WOAI TV

Your letter regarding CCBS has been received and, frankly, I am
quite perplexed about the situation.

Certainly the long years of cooperative effort between all of us
in CCBS has borne fruit, but I am wondering if the time has not
arrived where the circumstances concerning the open directorship,
the changes in the FCC, and the apparent attitude of the remaining
FCC members combine for us to take a good hard look at the odds.

It has been my impression that the FCC in its last two votes has
split, not on a question of breaking down the Clear Channels, but
on a question of whether to break down all of them or just half of

them. If that is true, it seems to me that the ultimate decision
has been made to break them down, and now it's just a question of
detail. Sooner or later they will all get the same treatment I am

sure.

However, on the daytimers front there is still much to be done, and
this is an important consideration.

I'm quite sure that the new Chairman will plunge into this problem
almost immediately since it has been hanging fire for so long, and
this will be the exact period of time that we will try to indoctrinate
a new director, so we arrive at a point down the line where the Chair-

man has made up his mind at about the time our director is effective

in the field. This seems to be a tough situation for us.

I would be the last person in the world to take a defeatist course
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Mr. Edwin W. Craig January 24, 1961

in this matter, but it seems that circumstances have combined against
us and I wonder if you have any thinking regarding the points that

I have raised.

With all good wishes and kindest personal regards.

Si cerely,

James M. Gaines



Channel 9 T IT E V I SION

WGNINC.

441 North Michigan Avenue Chicago 11, Illinois  Telephone Michigan 2-7600

RADIO 720 on your dial

January 26, 1961
Dic. 1/24/61

Mr. Edwin W. Craig, Chairman of the Board
The National Life and Accident Insurance Company
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

My dear Ed:

That was a fine letter you sent to our CCBS membership. It should do
the job for us and at an early date.

Please be assured I will be very happy to meet with you anywhere at any
time you say, Ed.

Kindest personal regards.

Sincere

if
( C: I

Ward L. Quaal
Vice President
General Manager

WGN, Inc.

WLQ/rms

cc: John H. DeWitt, Jr.



AP AM - FM TV
THE STAR:TELEGRAM STATION

FORT WORTH TELEPHONE JE 6'981 DALLAS TELEPHONE TA 7-9757

SINCE 19lee22 3900 BARNETT ST.

AMON CARTER
FOUNDER
1922-1955

AMON CARTER. JR.
PRESIDENT

HAROLD HOUGH
DIRECTOR

ROT BACUS
MANAGER

NBC
50.000 WATTS

520 EC.

ABC
5,000 WATTS

970 KC.

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 5
BASIC NBC

FRE-OU ENC.(
MODULATION

D6 3

Mr Edwin W Craig
The National Life and Accident

Insurance Company
Nashville 3 Tennessee

Dear Ed:

FORT WORTH, TEXAS

January 23 1961

First, let me say that Gale Gupton made us a
wonderful director. You certainly made a wise
decision in sending him to Washington.

Second, I know that Ward and some of the other
folks are anxious to get a new man in the office;
this will be up to you. My decision in this
would not be worth while anyway because I am not
as well acquainted with those in Washington as
some of the other members.

If an early meeting is called, I would probably
not be able to attend as my doctor has me under
wraps for a while. I do hope I get released soon
but right now I am taking too much stuff to clear
last year's trouble. If the boys agree on someone,
Please consider this letter as my proxy if it is
needed.

Financially, as of January 1, 1961 we had a balance
in the bank of $8,152.96. We owe the law firm
$9,955.77 but all other current statements have been
paid, so if you have a meeting, it will be necessary
to issue a call for a percentage basis per station
or a special assessment because we will have to
have some income anyway before our regular meeting
in May.

I do hope the new group in Washington recognizes
the clear channels - it would certainly be a great
loss after all these years to have them break down
the channels and deprive radio service to so many.

It was nice to hear from you. Call me any time.

Sincerely,

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., Nat a ?e resentatives
Harold Hough

'BAP SHARES FREOUENCIEFYI/-11 :V);)AA THE TWO STATIONS MAINTAINING CONTINUOUS SERVICE ON 820 KC AND 570 KC. 111/
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THE GOODWILL STATION, INC.
FISHER BUILDING DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

January 26, 1961

Confidential

1243 STATLER HOTEL
CLEVELAND I. OHIO

PROSPECT r 8341:

Mr. Edwin W. Craig
Chairman of the Board
The National Life and Accident Insurance Company
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Ed:

I thoroughly concur with the views expressed in your letter of
January 18.

We would like to see the Executive Committee employ a new
director at the earliest possible date.

With kindest regards,

erely,

John F. Patt

OPERATING WJ RT CHANNEL 12, FLINT



BARRY BINGHAM

AYSidOrd

VICTOR A. SHous
Vc eA vsrizionf and .Thivefor

MARK F. ETHRIDGE

Ve.-Avisidord

MT I -I A S
LOUISVILLE 2, KENTUCKY

TEL.JUNIPER 5-2211

January 23, 1961

Mr. Edwin W. Craig
Chairman of the Board
National Life & Accident Insurance Co.
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Ed:

It seems to me that after all these
years and our substantial investment, we
should not jump ship now especially since
the principle remains as sound today as
it was more than twenty odd years ago.

To that end, we are in favor of
Obtaining a new director.

Warm regards,

Victor A. Sholis

VAS;jms

LISLE BAKER, JR.

710 ,71./.1.4



CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
CROSLEY SQUARE

CINCINNATI

JAMES D. SHOUSE
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

CONFIDENTIAL

January 24, 1961

Mr. Edwin W. Craig, Chairman
The Nat'l. Life and Accident Insurance Co.
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Ed:

I am sorry indeed to learn that Gayle Gupton has
completed his agreed upon t enure in Washington in
behalf of the Clear Channels, and certainly feel
that this is not the time to just let the matter drift.
This, as we have found out over the years, is a
very difficult job to fill but I do not think we have
any alternative other than to do so.

The problem of course is who to get? One area
that we might explore lies in the situation caused
by the change in Administration. There might be
some very high classed, well thought of man, who
has been in Government and would like to stay on
in Washington. I do not think that the fact that a
director of the Clear Channel Service is a Demo-
crat or a Republican is in itself important enough
to rule out a good and well thought of former mem-
ber of the old Administration.

Perhaps we might all of us give some thought to
this approach as it just could be that we could cur-
rently get the services of a suerior person of a
calibre that might not previouslya/aen available to
us. Would like to hear from you about this.

As always my warmest regards.

Very s' cerely



WHAM ROCHESTER  201 HUMBOLDT STREET  ROCHESTER 3, NEW YORK HU 2-1160

50,000 WATTS
1A CLEAR CHANNEL
1180 KC

SINCE 1922

January 31, 1961

Mr. Edwin W. Craig
Chairman of the Board
The National Life & Accident Insurance Company
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Mr. Craig:

I share your opinion as to the excellent service performed
by Gayle Gupton and would deem it advisable to continue his
functions. Actually, it was my impression that the director-
ship of the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service was temporarily
open, pending screening of applicants.

I shall appreciate being kept advised as to reactions from
other stations.

With most cordial good wishes,

Sincerely,

, Richard C. Shepard
General Manager

na

 GENESEE BROADCASTING CORPORATION



SAN FRANCISCO 9
LOS ANGELES 15

s26

Mr. Edwin W. Craig
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Mr. Craig:

SINCE 1904
DISTRIBUTOR OF

MOTOR CARS
Los Angeles 15

January 26, 1961
(Our 56th Year)

RADIO STATION
KFI

I was very much pleased to receive your letter of January 18th bringing
us up to date on the Clear Channel broadcasting service matter, and I

have since had an opportunity to again discuss this with Mr. Anthony.

Both of us feel that it is a matter of extreme importance that we secure
the services of a qualified executive secretary to represent us in Wash-
ington. It is therefore our hope that the Executive Committee will be
able to come up with a good man at the earliest possible time. As far
as KFI is concerned, we are most happy and willing to leave the matter
in the hands of you and the Executive Committee.

We quite agree with you that it would be a tragedy to break down the
channels and thus deprive so many millions of people of radio service.
Let us therefore continue to do everything in our power to prevent this.

With very best personal regards,

'Sincerely,

George' A. Wagner
Executive Vice President

GAW als
cc: Mr. Reed Rollo

Mr. Charles Hamilton

"ANTHONY SERVICE IN DAYLIGHT SHOPS"
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ARBAT) AM FM - TV
THE STALTELEGRAM STATION

INSINCE i 922

AMON CARTER
FOUNDER
1922-1955

AMON CARTER. JR.
PRESIDENT

HAROLD HOUGH
DIRECTOR

ROY BACUS
MANAGER

NBC
90.000 WATTS

920 KC.

ABC
5.000 WATTS

570 KC.

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 5
BASIC NBC

FREQUENCY
MODULATION

98 3

FORT WORTH TELEPHONE JE 6 1981

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
Radio Station WSM
Nashville, Tennessee

Dear Jack:

DALLAS TELEPHONE TA 7 9757

3900 BARNETT ST.
FORT WORTH. TEXAS

June 12, 1961

I reported to Mr. Hough the plan for the
as outlined at the recent meeting, and he said he hoped
it was the answer.

It looks from here that we are standing by for further
developments.

Thanks for the fine hospitality during the visit. My
best regards to you, Johnie and George.

RB:sj

cc: file

Sincerely yours,

/1)

Rupert Bogan

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., National Representatives

WBAP SHARES FREQUENCIES WITH WFAA. THE TWO STATIONS MAINTAINING CONTINUOUS SERVICE ON 820 KC. AND 570 KC



Al) AM - FM - TV
THE STAR -TELEGRAM STATION

SINCE

AMON CARTER
FOUNDER
1922.1955

AMON CARTER. JR.
PRESIDENT

HAROLD HOUGH
DIRECTOR

ROY BAcus
MANAGER

WBAP-820
50,000 WATTS

WBAP-570
5,000 WATTS

ABC

WBAP-TV
CHANNEL 5

WBAP-FM
96.3

FORT WORTH TELEPHONE JE 6-1981

Mr John H DeWitt Jr
Station WSM
Nashville Tennessee

Dear Jack:

DALLAS TELEPHONE AN 2-5224-AN 2-4622

P. 0. BOX 1780
OFFICES AND STUDIOS 9900 BARNETT STREET

FORT WORTH. TEXAS

April 24, 1961

Enclosed is a check from the Clear Channel Broad-
casting Service in payment for expenses of Johnie
S Campbell for the work he did in the period of
November 23, 1959 through April 18, 1960 which
amounted to $3,322.17. Under the formula arrangement
we deducted 7.8% of this amount for WSM's share, and
are sending you a check in the amount of $3,063.04.
This is long overdue and we trust this amount will
clear up this CCBS obligation.

We enjoyed your short visit a few weeks ago, and I
do hope I'll see you in Washington next month. Under-
stand the CCBS meeting is Sunday afternoon.

Best wishes.

Sincerely,

Harold Hough

HVH:b
Encl. Check # 4495

$3,063.04

6C._ AY

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., National Representatives

WBAP SHARES FREQUENCIES WITH WFAA. THE TWO STATIONS MAINTAINING CONTINUOUS SERVICE ON 820 KC. AND 570 KC.
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M E M O R A N D U M

June 6, 1961

TO: THr HONORABLE FUFORD TI,LI7OTON

FRO"1: JOHN H. D" ITT, JR.

The story on page 5 of the attached copy of the latest issue
of Broadcasting jlagazine would indicate that we are much closer to
a highly* unfavorable decision in the clear channel case than I had
suspected. This magazine is usually accurate in its reporting and
I suspect that this information has come from .A.thin the Federal
Comiunieations rom-ission.

The FCC is working actively with the Defense Department (Air
Force) to perfect a communications Jackup system in case of an all
out emergency in which wire lines in certain parts of the country
might be destroyed. -Sm. and other members of the clear channel group
are at the present tine experimenting with the use of our clear chan:els
for this purpose with the full approval of the Air Corn unirations
Ofricer and the office of the Chief Engineer of tie FCC. Com issioner
Bob Bartley (the ne-hew of Mr. Fan Rayburn) has been deli ~nestedas
the Defense rom-issioner. I am attending a meeting 'ith him, Commissioner
Lee, Air Force and Defense Pepartnent representatives in ittsburgh on

/7 Friday to discuss the possibility of a backup system. I cannot go into

V/ this further for the do tails are classified.

e have already done enough ork in this direction to realize

H that if the clear channels are duplicated it will largely de: troy
'he possibility of developing such a system. In our o-irion it would
be a tragedy at this time for the Conrission to make the decision
ndicated in the attaolled article. Certainly they should ',Tait until

more information is available on the possibility of developling a backup
system of clear channels as they now exist.

JHD:ab



WGN iNc

Cl...,, 9 VISION

RADIO 720 ota your dial

441 North Michigan Avenue Chicago 11, Illinois Telephone Michigan 2- 7 AMY 344*

Dic. 5-26-61

Miss Bernice Base
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D. C.

Dear Bernice:

Thank you for your note of May 24, together with the enclosure of copies
of telegrams dispatched to the Federal Communications Commission on May 15
by the Grange, the National Council and the Farm Bureau.

Orion Samuelson and I hosted a luncheon today for Mr. Shuman, President of
the Farm Bureau, and for Jack Angell, his Public Information Chief. They
toured our structure and received, of course, our thoughts on a good many
matters involving the radio industry. Fortunately, in television as in
radio, WGN, Inc. leads not only all stations in this area, but in the
country, at least in the volume of farm service programming. I think at
times we have a long way to go on the quality of our television presenta-
tions, but, in radio, I think we have reached the point where we have done
well in emulating Mr. DeWitt and his fine operation. Because of this, Mr.
Shuman is favorably impressed about the Clear Channel story as it involves
stations like WGN, WSM and WJR, but is not happy about certain "clears".
That is why the terse telegram, dated May 15, was dispatched above his
signature. I told him that this did us more harm than good and he is now
going to see what he can do to repair the "damage".

The telegram he dispatched is contradictory in that in Point 1 it stresses
the assurance of maximum radio coverage to farmers, but in Point 2 he
minimizes the importance of area coverage and dwells on the need for
evaluation of standards of programming. Certainly we can take no excep-
tion to his position on improved program practices, but I don't think
there is much point in our having a farm service at WGN if we can only
get as far north as Lake Forest. In short, we will get some supplementary
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"correspondence" from Shuman.

Best wishes and many thanks, Bernice.

Sincerely,

Ward L. quasi
Executive Vice President

General Manager
WGN, Inc.

WLQ/ck

cc: John H. DeWitt, Jr.
Reed T. Rollo, Esq.
R. Russell Eagan, Esq.
Orion Samuelson
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March 20, 1961

Mr. Edwin W. Craig
Chairman of the Board
National Life & Accident Insurance Co.
Nashville, Tennessee

Dear Yr. Craigt

Attached hereto is a copy of the letter that was sent
out today to the following people:

KFI George Wagner - copy to Charles Hamilton
WHO Harold Hough - copy to Roy Miens
WFAA James Moroney, Jr. - copy to neorze Utley and

Mike '31-1,-;_piro

'4HAM i-tichard Sher,rd - rr to irvin7 "rocs
4t6 Victor A. Sholis
,k ttalpn :vans - copy to Paul Loyet

WJR John Patt - copy to Worth Kramer
WLW James Shouse - copy to Robert Dunville
WOAI Hugh Halff, Jr., - copy to JalAis Gaines
WSB Leonard Reinsch - copy to Frank Gaither

cc: Mr. DeWitt
Mr. Quasi
Mr. Rollo
4r. Zagan

&tel.

Sincerely,

Bernice Hase
CCHS
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March 20, 1961

Mr. George Wagner
Executive Vice President
Earle C. Anthony, Inc.
1000 South Hope Street
Los Angeles 15, California

Lear Hr. agner:

You will rcceive shortli irons the dab ballots for
the election c,f ra.c o Lord memLers. understand these ballots
are to be retcrned by April 6 c.nd elrnouncements of the results
will be made April 7. Nominees for Lirector-at-Large for Large
Stations are John H. Laditt and John Hayes.

This letter is being sent to remind you to cast your
vote for Mr. DeWitt.

cc: Mr. Hamilton
Mr. Rollo
Mr. Eagan

Sincerely,

Bernice Hese
CCBS



March 14, 1961

R. Russell Eagan, Esq.
Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson,
Chaffetz & Masters

1 th & K Streets, Y. U.
Washington 6, D. C.

Re: CCBS

Dear Russ:

Yesterday Jack DeWitt and I, acting. with full authority of
the Executive Committee and the general membership of CCBS,
met in Chicago and reviewed the applications for the post
of CCBS Director. Today Jack is talking with Mr. Craig and
Harold Hough in regard to ou:: "findings", and we should be
able to advise you and the general membership of the final
decision within the matter of the next 48 hours.

You acted very properly in reserving a room at the Sheraton
Park for the annual CCBS meeting for 4:00 p.m. Sunday, May
7th. I think that a meeting at that hour is superior to a
breakfast session Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday. I am sure
the group will find this arrangement wholly satisfactory.

Jack and I reviewed also the matter of the monies due your
firm from CCBS. We are addressing ourselves to this area
with Mr. Hough, and there should be a resolution of the pre-
sent stalemate at an early date.

Best regards.

WLQ/ rm s

Sincerely,

Ward L. Quaal
Vice President
General Manager

WGN, Inc.

cc: John H. DeWitt, Jr.



June 11t, 1961

Mr. Harold Hough
Station ,:`BAP

Fort orth  Texan

Dear Harold:

Yesterday I talked with Arch Madsen who called to
apologize for not attending our engineering committee
meeting here in Nashville on June 5th. He told me that
he had had difficulty in bringing KSL into the group
but he expected to do so sometime in the future. He
didn't explain further and of course I did not pursue
the matter.

J. D. Bloom of WWL told me while in Nashville
recently that they had "fired" Paul Segal as their
attorney an' that he expected 117L to come back into

the group at anearly date.

Best regards,

Sincerely yours,

John H. Dd'itt, Jr.

JPD:ab

cc: Mr. E. W. Craig
Mr. Russ



May 29 1961

Mr R Russell Eagan
KIPYLAND, ELLIS, HODSON
CHAFFETZ & MASTERS

World Center Building
Washington 6 D C

Dear Russ:

In answer to your letter about Station KSL.
I have heard nothing from them. I

have sent a copy of your letter t
end I am sure that he, as a repres
Mr Craig, will follow through on KSL. I would
not think that we should add them to our mailing
list until we hear from them or know more about
it.

As to the CCBS lease - I don't see how we can
do anything about the space in the Shoreham
Building at this time. It seems to me we will
just have to continue on a month -to -month basis
and then if matters change or whatever is in the
mill at that time, we can adopt.

Thanks for your letter.

Sincerely,

Harolfli

HIM sb

cc: Messrs. DeWitt and (euaal
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SENDING BLANK

CALL
LETTERS FFR PD TO WSM, Inc. 6/13/(1

Following to receive message

Mr. C.F. Leydorf
211 Savings & Loan Bldg.
Birmingham, Michigan

Mr. Jim Cooper
Station WFAA
Dallas, Texas

Mr. J. D. Bloom
Station W.VIL

New Orleans, La.

Mr. Don Parker
Station WHAM
Rochester, New York

Send the above message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

PLEASE TYPE OR WRITE PLAINLY WITHIN BORDER -DO NOT FOLD
1269-(R 4-55)
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SENDING BLANK
CALL CHARGECH

LETTERS FFR pi) To WSM, Inc. 6/11/61

In spite of what you may have heard out of Washington I am ,

advised it is essential for our group to request permission
to experiment along the lines discussed at our meeting as
quickly as possible. I am sending you today a memo and letter
outlining details. Was told over the phone from Washington
today that this should be carried out with utmost speed.
Best regards.

Jack DeWitt

Send the above message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

PLEASE TYPE OR WRITE PLAINLY WITHIN BORDER -DO NOT FOLD
1269-(R 4-55)
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WGNINC.

441 North Michigan Avenue  Chicago II, Illinois  Telephone Michigan 2-700
June frt.

90., TELEVISION

RADIO 720 4 your dial

Dic. 6-4-61

Mr. Arch L. Madsen, President
Radio Service Corporation of Utah
ESL - Radio - Television
143 Social Hall Avenue
Salt Lake city 11, Utah

Dear Arch:

Your thoughtful note of May 29 is so very much appreciated.

I am grateful for your generous remarks regarding the NAB Labor Clinic
during the course of our recent convention. The response to it has

been very rewarding. In fact, in all my years of service in connection
with the NAB, nothing has pleased me more than this assignment, but,
ironically, it is one that I have to resign in the near future, Arch, because

of its time-consuming nature. I have now served almost five years on the
NAB Labor Committee and I have been its Chairman for four years and, in
deference to my own company, I must step aside. I am grateful, however,
that such a valued and respected friend as you feels that we have done
something in behalf of the industry in the all-important labor area.

I am proud of our Public Affairs Department for winning, for the third
consecutive year, the Alfred P. Sloan Award on traffic safety. Ours,

as you know, is a most unusual operation, all made possible because of

the total autonomy I enjoy from the Chicago Tribune. Years ago, long
before I had any management responsibility, I was a young announcer under
Dick Richards of WJR, Detroit. This was almost 23 years ago and he used

to say to me frequently: "Ward, public service is good business." He

was right then and all of us who have followed that sound concept from

that date to the present have never gone wrong.

Also, Arch, I am grateful for your remarks about my being named Executive

Vice President of WON, Inc. As you know I have full responsibilities for
the entire Chicago Tribune activity in radio and television and I was

pleased that the Board saw fit to recognise me in this way. Even more



Mr. Arch L. Madsen
KSL, Salt Lake City, Utah -- 2 June 7, 1261

important, of course, to me is the autonomy of which I have spoken earlier
in this note.

Arch, it was suck a pleasure to see you in Washington and to have a chance
once again to personally oongratulate you on what you did in your relatively
short time at AMT. You made a very dynamic and effective contribution. I

know that under your leadership KSL Radio and Television sill do even more
to serve better the area of the great Reeky Mountain West. In this regard,
let me say that I oontinun to be extremely concerned about the clear
channel phase and hope that your great radio operation will Join others
of us in the clear channel family in the battle to save what is very basic
to the radio "economy" of the nation.

Kindest personal regards and much appreciation, Arch.

Sincerely,

Ward L. Quaal
Eapcutive Vice President

General Manager
WGW, Inc.

vnAjak

bcc: Harold Hough
John H. DeWitt, Jr. -

Reed T. Rollo, Esq.
R. Russell Eagan, Esq.
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May 2i, 1961

Mr. v+.ard L. Quaal

Exec. Vice Pres. 6L Gen. Mgr.
JON, Inc.
2501 West Bradley Place
Chicago 18, Illinois

Dear Mr. Quaalt

I am enclosing copies of the telegrams that were sent
to the Chairman of the FCC on May 15 by the Grange, Council
and Farm Bureau.

Roy Battles had called me regarding the telegrams or
a joint telegram before they met to discuss it. I told him to
check it out with Mr. Rollo before doing anything. I assume that
he did that. He asked me to keep him advised as to any action
the Commission takes.

cc: Mr. DeWitt
Mr. Rollo
Mr. Fagan

Sincerely,

Bernice Hese



MAY 15, 1961

MR. NEWTON H. MINOW
CHAIRMAN
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
WASHINCITC40 D.C.

AT A CONFERENCE TODAY OF REPRESENTATIVES OF NATIONAL FARM ORGANIZATIONS, IN-

CLUDING THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF FARMER COOPERATIVES, ATTENTION AGAIN WAS FOCUSED

ON THE ISSUE OF CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING, PENDING BEFORE THE FEDERAL COMNUNI-

CATIONS COMMISSION FOR ALMOST FIFTEEN YEARS.

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL, CN BEHALF OF THE APPROXIMATELY 2,750,000 FARMER MDM-

'dERSHIPS SERVED BY OUR MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS, JOINS WITH OTHER FARM GROUPS IN

URGING YOU, AS THE NEW CHAIRMAN OF THE FCC, TO GIVE CAREFUL CONSIDERATION TO THE

FOLLOWING ASPECTS OF THIS QUESTION OF SUCH VITAL IMPORTANCE TO RURAL FAMILIES.

MILLIONS OF FARM FAMILIES DEPEND PRIMARILY ON RADIO AS A SOURCE OF TIMELY INFOR-

MATION ON MARKETS, WEATHER, PRODUCTION AND MARKETING PRACTICES AND OTHER DATA

ESSENTIAL TO EFFICIENT OPERATION OF THEIR FARMS. THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR MANY

YEARS HAS GIVEN VIGOROUS SUPPORT TO CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING AS THE BEST MEANS

OF ASSURING RADIO SIGNALS OF' ACCEPTABLE QUALITY TO RURAL AUDIENCES, PARTICULARLY

AT NIGHTTIME IN REMOTE AREAS. WE URGENTLY RECOMMEND THAT YOU REVIEW THE TESTIMONY

.LAD WRITTEN STATEMENTS SUBMITTED BY THE COUNCIL DURING THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS IN

THE COURSE OF HEARINGS RELATED TO CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING, RFFORE TAKING ACTION

IN THIS MATTER.

YOUR RECENT SPEECH REGARDING DESIRABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN THE QUALITY OF TELE-

VISION PROGRAMMING GAVE RISE TO SINCERE HOPES ON THE PART OF AGRICULTURE THAT YOU

WILL DIRECT SIMILAR EFFORTS AT IMPROVING BOTH RURAL RADIO SERVICE AND THE QUALITY
READY

OF ITS PROGRAMMING. THE NATIONAL COUNCIL STANDS/TO MEET WITH YOU OR MEMBERS

OF YOUR STAFF AT ANY TIME OUR VIEWS CAN BE CF VALUE IN THE MAINTENANCE OF

ADEQUATE RADIO SERVICE FOR THE FARMERS WE SERVE.

HOMER L. BRINKLEY
EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF FARMER COOPERATIVES
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WESTERN UNION

PD AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

MAY 15, 1961

NEWTON W. MINNOW, CHAIRMAN
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
WASHINGTON 25, DC

OUR POSITION ON CLEAR CHANNEL PROCEEDINGS WAS ADDRESSED TO
DOCKET NO. 6741 IN A LETTER TO COMMISSIONER FORD DATED DECEMBER 1
1960. OUR INTEREST AS EXPRESSED THERE IS: (1) TO ASSURE MAXIMUM
RADIO COVERAGE TO FARMERS, AND (2) TO SET AS THE PRINCIPAL
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION STANDARDS OF PROGRAMMING RATHER THAN
AREA COVERAGE.

CHARLES B. SHUMAN PRESIDENT
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
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TELEGRAM - May 15, 1961 - 4:25 p.m.

Hon. Newton N. Minnow, Chairman
1-ederal Communications Commission
Washington 25, D. C.

The pending clear channel radio decision was discussed today when leaders of

several national farm organizations were together. Knowing of your primary concern
that all Americans have available adequate radio service, it was decided that we
should tell you of the paramount stake of rural people in the outcome of the clear

channel case.

The position of the Jational Grange concerning this issue is a matter of record.

with the Commission. In short, there are literally millions of people living in
remote rural regions who would be left with little or no adequate nighttime radio

service if essential channels are duplicated.

We know of no other way of reaching these rural residents at night under the

American system of broadcasting, except through the use of clear channels,

supported by adequate power.

Farmers need and use radio for weather, markets, news and other timely farm

information, as well as for entertainment, more than most other Americans.

',.Te have high hopes, in light of your recent speech, that you will improve rural

radio quality of reception and quality of programs.

We stand ready to meet with you at your convenience to discuss this problem so

vital to our people.

Respectfully yours,

Herschel D. Newsom, Master
The National Grange



April 18, 1961
Dictated 4/13/61

A. B. McCabe, Esq.
Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson,

Chaffeta & Masters
16th & K Streets, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Re: MO Appeal

Dear Al:

In my absence on a brief holiday in the west, Carl Meyers re-
sponded to your communication of March 30 about this favorable
action. Needless to say, I as equally delighted.

I want to congratulate you, Al, and your associates for your
handling of this matter before the Court of Appeals. This wel-
come decision is one of the few "bright spots" we in CCBS have
had in recent years.

Much appreciation and all good wishes.

Sincerely,

Ward L. Quaal
Vice President
General Manager

WGM, Inc.

VLQ/s

cc: John H. DeWitt, Jr.
C. J. Meyers
Edwin T. Sujack, Req.



FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

WASHINGTON

Mr. J. H. DeWitt, Jr.
President
Radio Station WSM
Nashville, Tennessee

Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Mr. Minow has asked me to write to you in
response to your kind offer to discuss with him some
of the problems which he will be facing during the
coming months - particularly, I understand, the Clear
Channel proceeding.

I have observed that during this early stage
of his work on the Commission the Chairman has decided
to tackle this and other complex problems by patient
study of the record. Thus, for the moment he believes
it best to defer meeting with you.

I am sure, however, that just as soon as he
has become thoroughly familiar with the proceeding he
will be in touch with you.

Thanks very much for your interest.

Sincerely y urs

Tedson J. yers
Administrativ Assistant

to the Cha rman

April 4, 1961



April 6, 1961

Mi. Leonard einsch
Station WSB
Atlanta, Georgia

Dear Leonard:

Enclosed is a copy of a letter which I received
from Mr. Minowts assistant today. I am sure you will
be interested in seeinr this.

I greatly enjoyed my sojourn with you in Atlanta
and especially the luncheon at the Canitol City Club
with you, your son and Bob Holbrook.

Sincerely,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

ED:ab



April 6, 1961

Mr. Ward Quaal
WGN, Incorporated
WO North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Ward:

Enclosed is a copy of a follow up letter which
I received today. I shall appreciate it if you will
let me know your interpretation of it.

Best regards.

Sincefilly,

John H. DdWitt, Jr.

JHD:ab



A Letter to Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.

Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Following our meeting in your office yesterday, Mr. Jarman, Mr. Dustin, and I

talked over the matters covered and the following should clear up any areas that might have

seemed vague.

DOUBLE SPACE AFTER ABOVE AND DRAW LINL

We propose to assist one or more of the clear channels stations to do a better job than

has here=jadaore been possible to serve the publics interest.

Recognizing that the new administration is more conscious of the need for a maximum

understanding between the people and their government, we have had discussions with several

appropriate Departments in Washington on matters pertaining to the cooperation between

pr&vate enterprise and our government, and as we have reported to yo9efwe have confirmed

the fact that the Secretary of Agriculture would be pleased to entertain a proposal to

the effect that he would do a regular broadcast on an interview basis for one or more

of the Clear Channel stations. The broadcast to be addressed to the farm public, of

course, and cover in essence the service hich the Department has rendered to the farm
up

public during the preceding week and in so far as practical open/in a better way than here,-

to_pre has been possible a two way line of communication between the farmer and his Secretary

in Washington. These specific conversations with the USDA have been carried on on our

side by our associate Rufus Jarman and the writer.

As you know, Rufus Jarman is one of the better known writers) as well as being something

of a performer andis well and favorably known to the Secretary, having become quite

close with Mr. Freeman during his campaign in Minnesota. Mr. Jarman has some comments

to make ich he thinks may answer John McDonald's question, "In what way will this be

different from what we are already doing?" Jarman answered as follows). "Radio and Television
own

interviews have the advantage of presenting the interviewees voice and/image but almost

always the disadvantage of so called "spontaniety" 11rich means that the interview is

useless, confusing, wilcomprehensive, and terribly dull. I know a few reporters who are

able to constantly ferret out in an interesting and comprehensive way as they labor over

the handicaps of trying not to xpi repeat themselves, usting correct grammer, sounding

intelligent, and not giving undue offence to some of the listeners. The interviewee often



PACE #2

has a worse time because he has not had the air time experience of his tormentor. If a man

has just returned from a successful trip

anything shich is not intereEting but if

likely to become

undertakes to do

I will not labor

to the moon , he can, of course, not hardly say

he is discussing more mundane things he is

dull and unintelligible even to persons desperately concerned whin he

a regular thing like a report on agriculture to farmers off the cuff.

the fact that on the record there are only a few consistently top

interviewers in journalism in all media and that none of these, of which km I happen to be

one, works in the government of at the USDA. I believe tkk it very important to emphasize

tlat the same kind of writing to lent anddigging is contemplated here for these programs

tat has tipified my work for the Saturday Lvening l'ost, The Readers Digest, and other

leading magazines and news papers. I believe that Orvill Freeman understands this and this

is a big part of the reason why I believe our joint production will compare so favorably with

the usual conned hand-outs from Washipgton whether thy be platters 4 press releases. As a

matter of fact, I am sure the product of these broadcasts woudl become widely quoted because

they will not only be news worthy and feature worthy but also because for the first time they

will make really complicated essential parts of our government activity understandable

to all. e would research the subject ahead of time, use the information that had the

greatest impact, interest, humor pathos, or what ever. would write a dummy program

using this information eliminating xadmadangatuz redundancies, often said thoughts, rantings,

and general inefficiency of the usual interviews and make something that would interest

everybody. Insert quotation

LINL T

All of this Mr. DeAtt form this fellow isms Jarman who just can't dediw and I am sure you would

agree.

I am assurred that immediately this service to the Department of Agriculture and the

farmers interst is commenced that all the fascilities of the Department that could be

reasonably utilized will help %Met beat the drum to assist the free channels in building

maximum audience among the farm public , in addition that ont only the Secretary but also

the President and your Senator would cooperate with the White douse Publicity meeting

to recognise the significance of this cooperation by the enlightened broadcaster. Surely
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the clear Canels enjoy a Very special and very important privilege over and above that

accorded other stations. Surely the prime advantage$ that the public looks for is

justification of sameis the bery special job they do in better serving and infroming the

more remote peoples xi the farmers of our nation - in all matters including those of an
in

especial professional nature. The government is Nat a very meal sense the partner of the

farmer and surely it is his due to know and to feel that hti is close to what the partner

is pixt up to in serving his interest.

Althought the troublesom Mr. Kruschev found little else to praise in our land i he

did compliment thm our farmer who is at once the most productive, the most well informed

and the most troublesom farmer of all times any where. Troublesome perhaps because inlike
and views

most farmers in history he is a free man, he has opinionsdand because he wants very much to

be a part of what's going on. We are sure that the Clear Channels and the Secreatry

understand all of this and with the new administration and its unterrified approach to

all the facets of government responsibilities including communications they will be

deeply appreciative of the imagination, the proffessional know how and the deep sense of

public responsibilkr which the clear channels will be expressing when they initiate the above

timmximtimm discribed project. The maximum can be accomplished only if this project is in

no mime sense political. I canassure you that we work in the matter with this understanding.

kxhd Six Lot" LINL

We can understand that you will propose this project in Cn-lcago on Monday, In the

beginning we suggest a down payment of $10,000 to cover our time and "set-up expense".

After the program gets underway, we suggest that a payment of a,000 a month per

cooperating clear channel station be assessed with the understanding that at m quarterly

intervals all costs be reviewed and other arrangements be made as we know more. From

actual operation based on our experience in working with a n$ number of departments in

Washington in four administrations, we believe what we aresuggesting here may become a

very significent matter to the future of government and broadcasting relations. We believe

it is proper that the leaders, the clear channel stations be the initiate and be the designers

and architects of the mens by which government and industry can better inform the people.

We belive this is the place and the time to gm begin. Sincerely, Sage Cavell Swanson
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eliminating the redundancies, half said thoughts, wanderings, and

general inefficiencies of the usual "interview," and try to make

something that would interest everybody.

1PTewould submit this to me Freeman, allow him to form-

ulate his answers to the various questions , insofar as his real

fellings and his department's about policy. Then we would include

in the answer the lively information we had already unearthed.

These programs would be in a series, perhaps one a

week for perhaps 15 minutes a week. by which Mr. Freeman would

talk from a prepared script over the clear channel stations to

the farmers.

The programs would be designed so that they would,

over a p riod of time produce an over-all comprehensive answer

to the long range and short range matters that perplex farmers

and the nation. In other words, at the completion of the series

it would have presented a complete picture of the situation that

analyzes its causes, present condition and proposes what is being

done to improve it. And it would be interesting

And ig would be made interesting enoug to cause the

farmers and others to talk about it e thusiastically, and
perhaps

we could unearth programs of sufficient interest that other news

media would fasten upon them, in somewhat the way the Ap and the

newspapers headline important information dredged frm important

people say over the air on Meet The Press etc.

These programs might take the form of in erviews

Perhaps an agricultural expert from each partic pating station

-- John McDonald for W SM etc. would propose the queations

on succeedingprograms.
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Some mention wasmade of my possible participation

as a representative of The Unterrified Democrat, which I told you

about yesterday. Of course, I would be glad to do that, but 6his

is not what is important. T do not have to have any part whatever

in the actual presentation.

We might print t ese programs so that farmers would

get free -opies

be put on the mailing list and receive the entire series, like

chapters in a book, if they wrote in for them. A writer in might

receive all the foregoing programs, as well as those to come

later on.

In this manner, we believe the Clear Channel ''tations

could for the first time begin to give the people of the country

IND .0. in this instance the farmers -- a clear and comprehensive idea

of what is going on in their profession.

The same thing could well be done for the Treasury

Department. (We can explain, you know, in words that cane be

understood, the meaning of the gold fluctuations, etc.) Or
The

Labor Department, Defense Department, Commerce Department , etc.

can all be handle in somewhat the manner of the above.

The principal idea is to make it interesting, make

it comprehensive, make it so people can comprehend the condition

of our Gover:iment, what the New Frontier is, how close we are to

attaining it,

In that way, Clear Channel stations can render an

Vatal service to the country. I do not believe that our system

can survive much longer with the utter lack ofknowledge that

characterizes our voters.



April 13, 1961

Mr. L.E. McDonald
1102 East lhth
Lombard, Illinois

Dear Mr. McDonaldt

Mr. Craig is attending a meeting in California at
the present time and has ask, d that I reply to your
letter of April 10th in regard to the. clear channel
job.

So far we have made no decision in this matter but
we intend to consider it at the anrual Clear Channel
meeting in Washington on May 7th. If any decision is
reached at that time, I shall be happy to let you know
about it.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

:ab



April 10 1961

Mr. Edwin W. Craig
Chairman of the Board
The National Life Ins. Co.
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Mr. Craig,

It is two months now since I last heard
from you in connection with obtaining employment
with the Clear Channel group. Did you receive
my letter from Mr. tia.al?

Pfrhaps the Executive Committee hasn't as
yet had a chance to meet. If so, please excuse
my impatience.

However, I suppose you can realize my
concern, as I do so much want the opporunity.
Foping to hear from you soon.

Sincerely yours

T fte,onald
1102 E 14th
Lombard, Illinois

P. S. Is my friend John Mc Donald still operating
at the same stand? I heard him broadcast
the other day on NBC Monitor.
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April 14, 1963.

Alir. Reed T. Tollo

Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz & Masters
World Center Building
Washington 6, D.C.

Dear Reed:

This is in answer to your latter of April 6th
regarding the proposed amendment of Section 3.182 of
the FCC rules. I have discussed this with George
Reynolds and Johnie Campbell and they both feel that
this change will not hurt us so I see no reason why
a filing should be made.

We arf looking forward to being at your cocktail
party at ):00 PM Sunday, May 7th. I called Russ to
see if it would be pos ihle to change tie time of the
CCPS meting to 2:00 PM in order that we -ould be able
to reach your party at the proper time. Also Vic Molls
would like to have it changed °or he would like to attend
Sol Taishoff's party which would be starting around 1:00 PK.
George Reynolds told me he would give you a list of VSM
people who would be there so you will be learinr from

Best wishes.

JIM tab

Sincerely yours,

John H. DOWitts Jr.

*

T H E Al R CASTLE O F T H E SOUTH
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LOUIS G. CALDWELL

HAMMOND E. CHAFFETZ
REED T. ROLLO
DONALD C. BEELAR
PERCY H. RUSSELL
KELLEY E. GRIFFITH
PERRY 5. PATTERSON
R. RUSSELL EAGAN
CHARLES R. CUTLER
FREDERICK M. ROWE
ALOYSIUS B. M gCABE

JOSEPH Du COEUR
RAYMOND G. LARROCA
HOWARD P. WILLENS
JOHN P. MANWELL

LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFFETZ & MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -165 AND K STREETS. N. W.

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM, Incorporated
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Jack:

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

April 6, 1961

CHICAGO OFFICE

PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO I,ILLINOIS

Yesterday the Commission announced that it was issuing
a Notice of Proposed Rule Making looking toward amending Sec.3.182-
(w) of the AM Rules to delete the 30:1 ratio pertaining to interference
between stations 20 kc apart and to rely upon the 2 mv/m and 25 mv/m
overlap provision of the Rules to prevent degradation of AM broadcast
service in the licensing of new stations. I doubt whether CCBS would
be interested in filing comments in this proceeding but I am calling it
to your attention in the event I should be mistaken. If you wish com-
ments filed, please let me know at your earliest convenience since
they are due on May 17.

Sincerely;)

Reed T. Rollo
RTR:jmk
cc Ward Cuaal

Carl J. Meyers



LOUIS G. CALDW ELL

HAMMOND E. CHAFFETZ
REED T. ROLLO
DONALD C. BEELAR
PERCY H. RUSSELL
KELLEY E. GRIFFITH
PERRY S. PATTERSON
R. RUSSELL EAGAN
CHARLES R. CUTLER
FREDERICK M. ROWE
ALOYSIUS B. MgCABE

JOSEPH D,COEUR
RAYMOND G. LARROCA
HOWARD P. WILLENS
JOHN P. MANWELL

LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFFETZ & MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -165 AND K STREETS. N. W.

Dear Jack:

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

April 12, 1961

CHICAGO OFFICE
PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS

We are hoping to have a short visit with all of our
radio and television clients during the NAB convention and to accom-
plish this we are planning to serve cocktails in our office on Sunday,
May 7 beginning at 5 p.m. We sincerely hope you will be among those
present and would appreciate receiving from you the names of the
people from your organization who will be attending the convention and
whether we can count on seeing them. It goes without saying that the
invitation is extended to everyone from your organization attending the
convention, including the wives.

It is recognized that the annual meeting of the CCBS
membership is scheduled to commence at 4 p.m. on Sunday, May 7 at
the Sheraton Park Hotel. Those lawyers of our firm who handle CCBS
matters plan on attending this meeting and it is hoped that at the close
of the meeting we can adjourn to our offices. In the meantime, other
lawyers of our firm will be present in the offices so that commencement
of the cocktail party will not be delayed because of the CCBS meeting.

Sincere

Reed T. Rollo

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM, Incorporated
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

P. S. A reminder to encourage you to be with us -- all liquor stores ,
bars, cocktail lounges, etc. in Washington are closed on Sundays!



EXecutive 3-0255

Clear Channel Rroadcasting Service
Shoreham Building

Washington 5, D. C.

April 13, 1961

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President & Station Manager
WSM, Inc.
301 - 7th Avenue North
Nashville, Tennessee

Dear Mr. DeWitt:

I have heard from all the stations except, WOAI,
and WLW regarding attendance at the meeting. Mr. Hough and

. Herman will represent WBAP.

In talking with Mr. Rollo this morning, he suggested
t -t you write to Mr. Hough and ask him to preside. Unless you
h. e been in touch with him, I doubt if he knows that Mr. Craig

1 not be here.

Sincerely,

/
Bernice Hase

CCBS

Sponsored by Independently Owned
Clear Channel Radio Stations
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HAMMOND E. CHAFFETZ
REED T. ROLLO
DONALD C. BEELAR
PERCY H. RUSSELL
KELLEY E. GRIFFITH
PERRY S. PATTERSON
R. RUSSELL EAGAN
CHARLES R. CUTLER
FREDERICK M. ROWE
ALOYSIUS B. MSCABE

JOSEPH Du COEUR
RAYMOND G. LARROCA
HOWARD P. WILLENS
JOHN P. MANWELL

LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAND, ELLIS,HODSON,CHAFFETZ Ea MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -I6^-' AND K STREETS, N. W.

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Mr. Ward L. Quaid
WGN, Incorporated
441 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 11, Illinois

Dear Ward:

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

April 14, 1961

Re: WTAO

CHICAGO OFFICE

PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS

Counsel for W TAO has filed the enclosed petition asking
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit for rehearing en banc of the Court's decision of March 30.
1961 denying WTAO's appeal from the Commission's refusal to
process its application for 720 kc.

We have the right to file an opposition to this petition with-
in ten days, as does the Commission. We shall plan to prepare and
present such an opposition in behalf of WGN. Inc. and CCBS.

Best regards.

Very truly yours.

Aloysius B. McCabe
Enclosure
cc (w/encl.):

Mr. John H. DeWitt
Mr. Carl J. Meyers
Edwin T. Sujack, Esq.

ABM/hh
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Civilian,Military
Communications
Network Planned

.
'WASHINGTON (IP) - The.

) government Wednesday an-
nounced plans for linking,

HARRY C. BUTCHER
CONSULTANT

RADIO AND TELEVISION

SANTA BARBARA,

CALIFORNIA

its civilian agencies with a.
unified communications sys-
tem.

When completed in about
three years, the Federal Tel-
ecommunications System
will connect some 8,000 gov-
ernment offices about 1,750
cities and towns in the 50

states, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands.

It will include voice, tele-
typewriters, data and facsim-
ile services and will be inter-
connected with military and
commercial systems. Exten-
sive use will be made of di-
rect -distance dialing.

OFFICE: 789 RIVEN ROCK ROAD

PHONE: WOODLAND 9-0038

* Ito0 Angela ELMO: 7

THURS., APR. 6,1961-Part I

13 Die in Ship Blast
TAIPEI - Two explo-

sions set the 4,200 -ton tan-
ker Kuanglung afire in
Kaohsiung Harbor Wednes-
day, killing 13 Chinese crew-
men and injuring 25.

-

- r

2'941.-Tif



April 10, 1961

Mr. James M. Gaines
Southland Industries, Inc.
WOAI and WOAI-TV
San Antonio, Texas

Dear Jim:

It was a disap-)ointment to lern that you won't be
at the annual meeting of t'r e CCBS at NAB.

A couple of weeks ago I stopped by to see Harold
Hough in Fort lAwth on my way back from the coast and
after conferring with him and later Mr. Craig we de-
cided it would be well to hold up all discussion of a
new CMS Director until the annual meeting in Wasl'ington.
Knowing that you had some qualms about this in the first
place, I trust that this aiy,roach will fit in with your
desires.

I will be looking forward to seeing Charlie in
your stead but I am sorry you won't be there.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JiD:ab



SOUTHLAND INDUSTRIES, INC.

o ,

JAMES M.GAINES
PRESIDENT

Dear Jack:

000 WATTS- CLEAN CHANNEL TELEVISION CHANNEL 4

SAN ANTONIO 6, TEXAS

April 3, 1961

Unfortunately, I'm not going to be able to get to the
CCBS Annual Meeting during the NAB Convention, and I
have asked Charlie Jeffers to attend in my stead.
Sorry I have to forego this annual pleasure, but business
at home here compels.

Warmest personal regards.

Sincerely,

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM - WSM-TV
301 Seventh Avenue, N.
Nashville 3, Tennessee



April 11, 1961

Miss 3ernice Hase
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
532 Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D.C.

Dear Bernice:

Mr. Dewitt has reuested that I write to tell
you that Mr. Cra;g has prevail  -d upon Mr. Rough to

preside at the Clear Channel Annual Meeting.

Sincerely,

(Mrs.) Ann Burnett
Secretary to Mr. DeWitt
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Executive 3-0255

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President & Station Manager
WSM, Inc.
301 - 7th Avenue North
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D. C.

April 5, 1961

This is to inquire as to whether any steps should
be taken to ask Mr. Hough to preside at the CCBS annual
eeting since Mr. Craig will be unable to attend. We have
ways asked him in the past after we found out that Mr. Craig
ould not attend,and sent him a suggested agenda.

Will you or Mr. Quaal ask him, or should I write
I have not heard whether he will be here or not.

Sincerely,

Bernice Hase

cc: Mr. QIIA-1

s. Rollo
. Eagan

4471.77

,),,u -ti  /

)1r pd by Independently Ownedonsorer
Clear Channel Radio Stations



Di ector

EXecutive 3-0255

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President & Station Manager
WSM, Inc.
301 - 7th Avenue North
ashville 3, Tennessee

ear Mr. DeWitt:

I thought you would be interested in the
ticle which appeared in the Washington Daily N

I understand the station on Swan Island
licensed by the Commission but it is operated by
St ship Corp., 18 East 50th St., New York 22.
in OPULAR ELECTRONICS several months back. It

tha, the Island belongs to a man from Boston. I

inf. /nation from Don Canode at the FCC. He said
has een swamped with. calls since these articles

cc: M . Quaal
M Rollo
Mr Eagan

Encl.

Sincerely,

Bernice Hase

Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D. C.

March 29, 1961

enclosed
ews yesterday.

is not
Gibraltar
The story was
also stated
got this
the Commission
appeared.

Sponsored by Independently Owned.
Clear Channel Radio Stations



PEOPLE LIGHT`

Getting ,1:7E Trutt Ara to Cuba
One of the thank -you

letters to the Cuban Free-
dom Committee for its
Spanish - language broad-
casts of the truth to Cuba
contained an apology for
the use of a pseudonym:

"I have disguised my name
because of the 'freedom' we
enjoy in Cuba," the writer
said.

PARALLEL
But su, h evidence that they

are get tii.g thru is reward
enough for the committee
which has set out to play the
role in this hemisphere played
by Radio Free Europe outside
the Iron Curtain.

The committee, a privately
financed and operated off.
shoot of the Christianform,
now has three outlets for
daily broadcasts designed to
counter Fidel Castro's anti -
United States, pro-Communist
barage of propaganda:

if Two hours a day of
music, world news and com-
mentary in Spanish from
Miami's medium wave Station
WGBS.

If Six hours a day in
Spanish of music, news and
direct challenges of Castro's
accusations and hate-U. S.
propaganda over Station
WKWF in Key West.

i Over 50,000 watt medi-
um -wave Radio Swan, twenty
minutes a day in Spanish and
twenty minutes in English
'this a like amount over
Swan's short-wave transmit-
'ers. In addition Radio Swan
carries five minutes three
times a week in Cantonese to
reach Cuba's 30,000 Chinese
who are the Targets of an
intense blackmail campaign
by Fidel's Chinese Commun-
ist 'technicians.'

The Committee states that
its aim is to give unbiased
world news and opinion.

FACTS

"These are not saturated
propaganda broadcasts but
straight unslanted fact s."
said Executive Secretary, Mrs.
Manacle C. Arensberg.

"The Cuban people have
been brainwashed by Castro
for the past two years with-
out hearing his lies publicly
challenged," she said. "The
Cuban Freedom Committee
believes Castro's stature can
be seriously diminished by
telling Latin Amarica the
truth."

The committee, which has
headquarters here at 1737 H-
st nw, depends upon public
subscriptions for its finan-
cing.. Its chairman is John
B. McClatchy, wealthy Phila-
delphia real estate man.

On its advisory board are
Sen. Clairborne Pell, (D.,
R. I.; Rep. Donald C. Bruce
(R., Ind.) and Rep. Roman C.
Pucinski, (D., Ill.); Mrs.
Oveta Culp Hobby; Retired
Gen. Albert Wedemeyer; For-
mer Undersecretary of Com-
merce Walter Williams; Har-
old Russell, AMVETS Nation-
al Commander; George S.
Schuyler, associate editor og
The Pittsburgh Courier;
Former Asst. Secretary of
State for Latin American Af-
fairs Edward G. Miller jr.;
Samuel W. Meek, advertising
executive and Peter O'Don-
nell, Dallas businessman.

6
ocp

 Miami

4 0
r.

Key 07),.

`1'$)

:Ai Swan Is.

This is how the Cuban Freedom Committee's broadcasts
blanket the island with facts to refute Fidel's propaganda.
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Etwi Radio/720 Television/channel 9

ivvg 11I 250/ West Bradley Place  Chicago 18, Illinois  LAkeview 8-2311

March 27, 1961

(Dic. 3/25/61)

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr., President
WSM, Inc.
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Jack:

While I am sure you visited with Harold Hough about the matter, I

thought I would remind you, in the event it has slipped your mind, that
CCBS owes the Kirkland law firm $13,043.53 as of March 1, 1961.

This figure, Jack, covers services and costs above the normal retainer.
The last payment, and it was only a portion of the invoice, was dated
November 14.

While these legal costs are terribly high, I feel that it was necessary
for us to take the steps that have involved the Kirkland firm this past
year. While we don't have a great amount of money these days to handle
this expense, I know from experience with other legal entities that no
firm would be lower in cost. Quite to the contrary from experience I
feel our obligations would be greater if we were dealing with another
firm.

Best wishes and many thanks, Jack.

WLQ/lr

Sincerely,
_e.1(

4ard L. Quaal
Vice President
General Manager

WGN, Inc.

 V/GN Syndication Sales  KDAL Radio/Television serving Duluth -Superior



April 3, 1961

The Circulation Director
U.S. News and World Report
230C N Street, N.W.
Washington 7, D.C.

Dear Sir:

'e are very much interested in an article that
appeared in the December 5, 1960 issue of U.S. News
and World Report. If at all possible, we would lik

to get this issue. If you will let us know the cost
and handling charge. wP shall forward it to you im-edi-

ately or you can bill Inc. and sent it to my

attention.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

ITT,:ab



April 3, 1961

Circulation Director
McGraw-Hill Company
330 West h2nd Street
New York 36, New York

Dez...r Sir:

We are very mdlit interested in articles which

appeared in Businesti Weekly, January lit issue and in

Aviation Weekly, issue January 16, 1961. If you will

let us know the cost and handling charge, we shall

forward it to you iat 'edietely or you can bill WSM, Inc.

and send it to my attention.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

J1M:ab



April 3, 1961

The Circulation Director
Newsweek Magazine
14,41 Madison Avenue

New York 22, New York

Dear Sir:

We are vary much interested in an article that
appeared in the January 23, 1961, issue of Newsweek.
If a4. all possible, we would like to get this issue.
If you will let us know the cost and handling charge,
we shall forward it to you immediately or you can bill
WSM, Inc. and send it to my attention.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JIIP:ab



April 3, 1961

Circulation Director
Saturday Review
25 West h5th Street
New York 36, New York

Dear Sir:

We are very much intereAed in an article that
appeared in t! ,e December 10, 1960 issue of Saturday
Review. If at all possible, we would like to pet
this issue. If you will let us know the cost and
handling charge we shall forward it to you im-edi-
ately or you can bill WM, Inc. and send it to my
attention.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:ab



LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFFETZ & MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -i65 AND K STREETS. N. W.

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

March 31. 1961

Mr. William J. Mockabee
Rental Manager
Shoreham Associates
1107 Nineteenth St.. N. W.
Washington 6. D. C.

Re: Clear Channel Broadcasting Service

Dear Mr. Mockabee:

CHICAGO OFFICE

PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS

This is in response to your Letter of March 30 with
respect to a lease on the space occupied by the Clear Channel Broad-
casting Service.

As you know. a lease was sent to GCBS by you under
date of September Z, 1960. At that time Mr. Gayle Lupton was Washington
Director of CCBS and talked with you about signing a lease that would have
a clause permitting cancellation upon thirty days written notice. It is my
understanding that this was acceptable to you but for same reason a
lease to this effect was not signed before Mr. Gupton's resignation became
effective on December 31. Since that time we have momentarily expected
the arrival of a new Director but for various reasons this event has been
delayed. Accordingly. the matter of signing a lease has been held in
abeyance. We presently expect a new Director will arrive on the scene
in the very near future and will be in a position to sign a lease. U you
would like to have a lease signed before that date would you please send
me a lease with a thirty day cancellation provision and I will see to it
that one of the out-of-town persons connected with the organisation
possessing the requisite authority executes the lease.



- 2 -

Incidentally. Miss Hass advises me that the only
lease she remembers seeing was the one sent with your letter of
September Z. She does not recall receiving one in January of 1961.

If I could be of further assistance. plea** let me
know.

Cordially.

R. Russell Eagan

RREtbb

bcc: Miss Hase, Messrs. Quaal, DeWitt and Hough
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LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFFETZ & MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -IBIS AND K STREETS. N. W

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

March 30, 1961

Mr. Ward L. Quasi
WGN, Inc.
441 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago. Illinois

Re: WTAO Appeal

Dear Ward:

The Court of Appeals today released an opinion unanimously
affirming the Commission's action refusing to process WTAO's ap-
plication for 720 kc at Cambridge. Massachusetts. A copy of the
opinion, written by Circuit Judge Burger, is enclosed, together with
a memorandum to CCBS members concerning the matter.

CHICAGO OFFICE

PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO (.ILLINOIS

The Court's opinion squarely upholds the Commission's "frees*"
order despite the delay which has occurred and appears to recognise the
difficult problems facing the Commission in the Clear Channel case. We
feel Cad the opinion is quite satisfactory and are pleased that the Court
adopted the position we took in behalf of WGN and CCBS.

In a separate action today the Court also affirmed the Commis-
sion's action refusing to process an application for a new station on 670 kc
at Santa Barbara, California.

Today's action by the Court is the end of the matter unless WTAO
should attempt to seek further review in the Supreme Court by petition for
writ of certiorari or petition the Court of Appeals for rehearing.

Best regards.

ABM:jrnk
cc: Messrs. DeWit
Encl.

Meyers & Sujack

Very truly yours,

- .

Aloysius B. McCabe
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LOUIS G CALDWELL
Real 19511

HAMMOND E. CHAFFETZ
REED T. ROLLO
DONALD C. BEELAR
PERCY H. RUSSELL
KELLEY E. GRIFFITH
PERRY S. PATTERSON
R. RUSSELL EAGAN
CHARLES P. CUTLER
FREDERICK M. ROWE
ALOYSIUS B. MECABE

JOSEPH DuCOEUR
RAYMOND C..._APROCA
HOWARD P. WILLENS
JOHN P MANWELL

LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFFETZ & MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING 162' AND K STREETS. N. W

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

MEMORANDUM RE

WTAO APPEAL

To CCBS Managers and Chief Engineers:

March 30, 1961

The United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit today issued its decision affirming the Commis-
sion's refusal to process the application of WTAO, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, for change in frequency to 720 kc pending con-
clusion of the Clear Channel rulemaking proceeding. The Court's
opinion in favor of the Commission was written by Circuit Judge
Burger and joined in by Judges Bazelon and Magruder. CCBS and
WGN, Inc. had intervened and participated in the case in support
of the Commission's decision.

CHICAGO OFFICE

PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS

The Court reviewed the history of the Clear Channel pro-
ceedings and held, in effect, that the Commission's imposition of a
"freeze" on applications for new daytime assignments on clear
channels pending ultimate conclusion of the rulemaking proceedings
is a reasonable exercise of its discretion in view of the complicated
nature of the proceeding and the importance of the issues at stake.
The Court admonished the Commission to dispose of the Clear
Channel case "as promptly as possible", but held that the delay
which has already occurred is not sufficient, under the circumstances,
to invalidate the "freeze" order.

Today's decision is welcome, since it shows an awareness
by the Court of the difficulty of the problems faced by the Commission
in the Clear Channel case.

In a separate action, the Court also affirmed the Commis-
sion's action in a companion case refusing to process an application
for a new station at Santa Barbara, California on 670 kc.

A copy of the Court's opinion in the WTAC appeal is enclosed.

Sincerely,

Reed T. Rollo
RTR:jmk
Encl.
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UNIIED ;7ATES COLAT OF APPEALS

For The District of Columbia Circuit

No. 15,522

Harvey Radio Laboratories, Inc., Petitioner

V.

United States of America

and

Federal Communications Commission, Respondents

WWI, Inc., Clear Channel Broadcasting Services,

Intervenors

On Petition For Review And To Compel Action By

Federal Communications Commission

Decided March 30, 1961

Mr. Benedict P. Cottone, with whom Pir. Arthur Scheirer was on

the brief, for petitioner.

Mr. Max D. Paglin, now General Counsel, Federal Communications

Commission, with whom Messrs. John L. FitzGerald, General Counsel

of the Federal Communications Commission at the time the brief was

filed, Richard M. Zwolinski, Counsel, Federal Communications

Commission, Richard A. Solomon, and Henry Geller, Attorneys, Depart-

ment of Justice, were on the brief, for respondents.



2

Mr. Aloysius B. McCabe, with whom Messrs. Reed T. Rollo and

R. Russell Eagan were on the brief, submitted on the brief, for

intervenors.

Before: Magruder, Senior United States Circuit Judge for First

Circuit*, and Bazelon and Burger, Circuit Judges.

Burger, Circuit Judge: Petitioner is an applicant for a station

on a Class I -A radio frequency. The earliest predecessor of its
frequently mended application was filed in 1951. Since that

application sought permission to increase its power on a Canadian

Class I -A frequency, it was held in abeyance pending ratification

of the North American Regional Broadcast Agreement (NARBA). After

amendment to a United States Class I -A frequency the application

was not processed because of a regulation staying action on such

applications until completion of thc rule making proceeding known

as the Daytime Skywave proceeding.2" Although that matter has now

been concluded, peti*oner's application remains under another

"freeze" regulation?" holding such applications until the completion

of a rule making proceeding known as the Clear Channel case.

Petitioner filed a request with the Commission a6ing action on

its application. The request having been denied,2/ review is sought

on the ground that agency action has been unreasonably delayed in
contravention of section 10 of the Administrative Procedure Act,

5 U.S.C. s 1009 (e)(A) (1958), and that the grant of hearings on
certain other applications demonstrates that exceptions to the

"freeze" regulations have been made which warrant action in

petitioner's favor.

* Sitting by designation pursuant to Sec. 294(b), Title 28

U.S. Code.

1/ The nature of this complex proceeding is discussed in our
opinion in Harbenito Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 94 U.S.App. D.C.

329,218 F,2d 28 (1954). The final order was affirmed in Clear

Channel Broadcasting Serv. v. United States, 284 F.2d 222 (D.C. Cir.

1960).

2/ 47 C.F.R4 g 1.351 (Supp. 1960).

3/ 19 P & F R.R. 515 (FCC 1959)e
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The complexity and ramifications of the far-reaching problem
presented by the Clear Channel case have been stated by the
Commission:

The controversy resolves itself into whether it would be better
to share existing nighttime facilities on clear channels with
applicants throughout the United States proposing to serve areas
where little or no satisfactory service presently exists, or to
allow only the present licensees on each clear channel to have
super power in order to better their coverage. 1949 FCC Ann. Rep. 37.

In addition to the delays inherent in the resolution of the
problem, a moratorium was imposed upon the proceedings for a five
year period while NARBA was under consideration. See American
Broadcasting Co. vo FCC, 89 U.S. App.D.C. 298, 301-02, 191 Fad

492, 496 (1951).

The Clear Channel proceeding contemplates the possibility of
a fundamental realignment of radio stations on the clear channel
frequencies. Accordingly, "piecemeal" consideration of requests
for individual locations on these frequencies might well prejudice
the ultimate allocation and defeat the purposes of the program.
And the effort invested in a determination of individual proposals
might be rendered futile by a contrary disposition of rule
making proceeding -- thus producing even more delay. We cannot
say that a delay caused by the difficulty of the problem and by
changing conditions which required re -opening of the record is an
unnecessary delay, even where it is a long and unfortunate delay.
Cf. Mesa Microwave, Inc. v. FCC, 105 U.S.App.D.C. 1, 262 F.2d 723
(1958); Harbenito Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 94 U.S.App.D.C. 329, 218
F.2d 28 (1954). In FCC v. WJR, The Goodwill Station, Inc., 337 U.S.
265 (1949), the petitioner contended that pending determination of
the Clear Channel case the Commission could not consider an appli-
cation which allegedly would cause objectionable interference with
petitioner's operation.. In rejecting this argument the Supreme
Court said that

the judicial regulation of an administrative docket
sought by WJR "would require:/he Court of Appeals.]
to direct the order in which the Commission shall
consider its cases." And this, as the court said,
it "cannot do." 174 F.2d at 231. "Only Congress
could confer such a priority." 337 U.S. at 272.

The holding in American Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, supra, does not
aid petitioner. There the complainant was an existing station.
Continued grants of temporary authority allowed another station to
operate on the complainant's frequency for a period of ten years.



We held that this was tantamount to a modification of the license

of the existing station which could not be allowed to continue

without a hearing° Cf, Conmunity Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 107

U.S.App.D.C. 95, 274 F.2d 753 (1960). The instant case, involving

a new applicant, is clearly distinguishable.

For this same reason, petitioner's contention that the Commission

has acted arbitrarily in denying its request for hearing while

acting on other applications for clear channel frequencies must be

rejected. In four of the cited cases the applicant was an existing

station already operating on the Class I -A frequency involved, not

a station seeking assignment to a Class I-A frequency for the first

time. The remaining case involved a proposed shift to a Class I -B

frequency, which the Commission states is not invcl-ed in the

Clear Channel proceeding. Thus the policy and proLL)dure which the

Commission has followed is not without reasonable basis, notwith-

standing the time factors involved

Our action in affirming the order of the Commission, of course,

does not alter the obligation of the Commission to dispose of

these matters as promptly as possible. Delays of such length

as shown here must always be subject to close judicial scrutiny.

The order of the Commission is

Affirmed.



MEMORANDUM
March 16, 1961

TO: MR. E. W. CRAIG

FROM: JOHN H. DYWITT, JR.

As you know Red Dustin, Mr. Cal &Taxmen and Mr. Rufus Jarman
have ap-'roached us with the idea of acting as liason oetween the
clear channel group and the U.S. Department of Agriculture and
other government agencies in an effort to show tat the clear
channels are essential to such agencies. John McDonald and I
have had meetings with these gentlemen, in fact Mr. Soanson flew
from New York and Mr. Jarman from Miami to meet with us in my
office last week. Mr. vanson prepared the attached letter to
me after the last conference outlining their -ripos...1. I told
the group that I would present it to the Fxecutive Committee of
the clear channel group at the meeting on Monday, March 13th.

The idea and memo -7ere presented to Ward Cuaal and some of
his staff. The conclusion was as follows: First, overall no
one felt that the clear channel group could spend "10,000 as a
downpayment plus 11,000 per month per station for this effort
(our treasurer is worried about oaying the law office in Washington
11,000 which we have owed them since last Fall). Second, the
group thought it was a bad practice to employ a public relations
firm to court favor for the clear channel group with the government.
It was felt that as individual stations we could be far more effective
with direct contacts; for example, one of ward ,uaalls people is an
intimate friend of the Secretary of Agriculture (the manager of their
wholly owned station in Duluth). We have already had Mr. Freeman
on our station several times through the good offices of John
McDonald. Third, the group also felt that the Secretary of Agri-
culture or other government officials would not be willing to tie
themselves up with one redium of communications. As a government
official they would undoubtedly fe(1 that they would have to offer
the same information to all news media.

I have talked with Red Dustin today who says he is in complete
agreement. He said further that he had no idea that Mr. 3wanson
had such large money figures in mind. In fact he said, "He should
be working for the English government."
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MEMORANDUM'

larch 15, 1961

TO: MR. ROBERT E. COOPER

FROM: JOHN R. DE;ITT, JR.

Yesterday while in ',",hicago, Ward Quasi and Carl Myers
proposed as an antidote to the FCC FM network for emergency
commIllications a tieup 'oetween the clear channels at night.
They thought that we might work up a system in the ev:.ning
hours through which ?1 'nicht call WSM or WHO or any other
clear chanrel and ask for 70eather information. This would
then be relayed to Louisville or WON through direct TJekup of

or one of the other stations or vice versa.

I would like to get your reaction on this. I am sure
that we need some way to demonstrate the value of clear channels
in the time of national emergency. Perhaps we could also work
up a low frequency signalling system which could be used an an
adjunct.

JED tab

we: Mr. George A. Reynolds
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Dear Jack:

March 13, 1961

Thanks for your letter of March 7, with your comments on the
radio situation vis-a-vis Cuba. I wasn't aware of this particular
problem, though my office has worked with Henry Loomis and
The Voice of America from time to time in the past.

I would like to send your comments over to Henry for his
consideration and then discuss them with him, since I know he
would be quite interested and concerned. There are other policy
considerations here, as you clearly realize, that must also be taken
into account before a decision is made with regard to establishment
of new facilities closer to Cuba.

I appreciate your taking the time to write on this, and also
appreciate your kind words about my appointment.

Sincerely,

Jerorhe B. "Wiesner

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President
WSM, Incorporated
Nashville 3, Tennessee



RADIO TELEVISION ON PEACHTREE TRINITY 5-7221

Atlanta, Georgia

April 12, 1961

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM WSM-TV
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Jack

Was sorry to learn that the appointment
with the chairman did not develop.
Suggest you check him at the NAB
convention. Will see you at that time.

Best egards

onard Reinsch

amb

THE ATLANTA JOURNAL end ATLANTA CONSTITUTION AFFILIATED with NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.



UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
For The District Of Columbia Circuit

No. 15,522

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.,

Petitioner,

V

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
and

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION,

Respondents,

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE
and

WGN, INC.,

Intervenors.

ON PETITION !'OR REVIEW AND TO COMPEL ACTION
BY FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
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The issue involved in this case is of fundamental importance.

The question involved is whether judicial relief should be forthcoming

in a situation where an applicant for broadcast facilities has, for many

years, had an application on file with the Federal Communications

Commission in complete and proper form and the Commission has delayed

all action on the application pending decision of a rulemaking proceeding

which is already more than sixteen years old. Moreover, the Commission has

failed to furnish the Court with any assurance that the delay will be

terminated within any reasonably foreseeable future period. Section 10(e)

of the Administrative Procedure Act requires reviewing Courts to "compel

agency action ... unreasonably delayed". The Court has recognized that the

sixteen year delay "is a long and unfortunate" one, but it has held that

it cannot say that it is an "unnecessary" delay. Yet, the following

language in the Court's opinion appears to indicate that the Court believes

that Petitioner, at some point must be entitled to judicial relief if the

delay continues:

"Our action in affirming the order of the Commission,
of course, does not alter the obligation of the Commis-
sion to dispose of these matters as promptly as possible.
Delays of such length as shown here must always be sub-
ject to close judicial scrutiny."

By this language, the Court appears to have suggested that Peti-

tioner may renew its request for relief should Commission action nJt be

forthcoming at some unspecified future time. But the Court has failed to

indicate any criterion for determining at what point in time continued

delay may warrant invocation of such relief. It is respectfully submitted

that Petitioner is entitled La some indication from the Lourt of the

intendm(:nt of its ruling l'otiticner is etlieri: r in the or:for unt:2
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dilemma of not knowing when its right to judicial relief may be

considered to have matured. Petitioner does not wish to burden the

Court with future renewals of its request for relief which the Court

may then believe to be still premature. And, aside from the possible

burden to the Court, Petitioner can ill -afford the expense of possible

repeated recourse to this Court.

It is pertinent to point out that immediately after oral

argument in the instant case, the Court, by letter dated November 17,

1960, informed the Commission chat the Court desired to be kept advised

of any Commission action bearing upon the issues raised in the instant

case. This action by the Court followed a statement made to the Court,

during the oral argument on November 17, 1960, by the Commission's then -

Assistant General Counsel, to the effect that a special meeting had been

scheduled by the Commission for the following day for the purpose of

attempting to resolve the Clear Channel case. A single report was

rendered to the Court by letter dated November 21, 1960, in which the

Court was informed that the Commission had met on November 18, 1961 and

had given instructions to its staff to prepare a decision in this case.

U'- January 1, 1961, the Commission, through its then -Chairman, publicly

announced that a decision in the Clear Channel case was "imminent".

1:elease -
"160 and the FCC Year -End Statement by Frederick

Cmunications Commission"). The Clear

1,L s!i :nd,?cidLd; N.titiocer's application

: r t !!.- 10.1j(!re..i to
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Central Freight Lines, Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission, U. S.

C.C.A., D.C., Case No. 14484, a case cited and relied upon by Petitioner

in its brief but which the Court did not advert to in its decision of

March 30, 1961. In that case, action upon an application had been

delayed under a freeze which was of considerably shorter duration than

the freeze involved in the instant case. The relief requested by the

aggrieved applicant was an order directing the Commission to grant or

designate its application for hearing. During the pendency of the case in

Court, the Commission sent the applicant a letter advising it of the

necessity of a hearing on its application. This Court then denied the

petition but "without prejudice to a renewal if the Federal Communications

Commission does not grant Central Freight Lines, Inc. a hearing upon such

application within thirty days of a response from the applicant to the

letter of the Federal Communications Commission, dated June 3, 1958,

offering such a hearing". It is respectfully urged that a similar

proviso is warranted in the instant case since it is difficult to under-

stand how the Central Freight Lines situation can be distinguished from

the present case and the Court has not indicated that there is any

distinction.

There is a further reason why rehearing should he granted.

In its decision, the Court accepted as reasonable the Commission's purported

explanation that it had made ad hoc exceptions to the freeze in five

specific cases because in four of those cases, the applicant was an

existing station already operating on the Class I -A frequency involved,

and the remaining case involved a proposed shift to a Class I -B

frequency "which the Commission states is not involved in the Clear
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Channel proceeding". Petitioner was unaware, until recently, of the

following situation: Cornell University, which for many years has

been the licensee of daytime station WHCU, Ithaca, New York, on the

Class I -A frequency 870 kilocycles, has for some time had an

application pending for an increase in power from 1 kilowatt to 5

kilowatts on that frequency. This application is subject to the

Clear Channel freeze. On April 9, 1959, the University petitioned the

Commission for action on its application notwithstanding the freeze. On

July 20, 1960, in an unpublished letter decision, the Commission denied

Cornell's request. The Commission's letter to Cornell University is

attached hereto. It is to be noted that the reason which the Commis-

sion advanced to the Court for making an exception to the freeze in the

case of the application of Storer Broadcasting Company to increase power

on its existing assigned I -A frequency from 5 kilowatts to 50 kilowatts

and in three other cases is equally applicable to the Cornell situation.

Indeed, in contrast to the allowed tenfold increase in power to Storer,

Cornell is only seeking a relatively modest increase to 5 kilowatts of

power, It is to be expected that the Commission will say that the

Commission has acted consistently in Petitioner's and Cornell's cases.

But this is not the point. The point is that it is impossible to see how

the alleged reasons for the exceptions which it made in the four Class I -A

situations can validly be urged to be reasonable and warranted, when the

Commission has flatly refused to recognize the same reasons in another
1/

identical situation. It is earnestly believed that this presents a

1/ The brief of the Commission in the instant case was filed with this
Court on October 24, 1960 but no reference was made to the Cornell Univer-
sity situation.
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substantial basis for reconsideration by the Court of its ruling that

"the policy and procedure which the Commission has followed is not

without reasonable basis".

Finally, it is apparently the Court's view that Petitioner

had the burden of proving that the Commission's delay has been unreasonable
2/

and that Petitioner has failed to meet that burden. It should be

recognized, however, that Petitioner has had to rely upon publicly

known facts in order to meet this "burden of proof". Aside from public

Congressional hearings in which the Commission's delay in the resolution

of the Clear Channel proceeding has been explored and criticized (See

Petitioner's Brief, pp. 22 - 23, Appendix A, pp. 6 - 8, Petitioner's Reply

Brief, p. 3, f.n. 2), there has been no available forum for developing

all the facts which might assist the Court on this question. In this

connection, the Court's attention is respectfully invited to Section 7(b)

of the Judicial Review Act of 1950 (5 U.S.C. Section 1037(h) which is

clk,A.Iv applicable to the instant proceeding. Said Section provides,

in pertinent part, as follows:

"(b) Where the agency has held no hearing prior
to the taking of the action of which review is sought
Iv the petition, the Court of Appeals shall determine
whetltEr a hcaring is required by law. After such deter-
mination, the court shail Where r hearing is not

hv a genuine issue of material tact is
:,:-ceenings to a United States

..1r ,ou!, f, 7- 1-.t? H.:,t-c:ct where the Petitioner resides
an lotirmination

k ln; t
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as if such proceedings were originally initiated in the

district court. The procedure in such cases in the United

States district courts shall be governed by the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure".

It is apparent that there is a "genuine issue of material fact"

as to the reasonableness of the Commission's delay. Accordingly, the

situation presented is one in which the Court is warranted, if not required,

to refer such issue to an appropriate district court pursuant to Section 7(b)

of the Judicial Review Act.

Wherefore, in the light of the foregoing, it is respectfully

submitted that rehearing of the Court's decision by the full Court en banc

would be just and proper and it is therefore requested that rehearing be

granred and that upon such rehearing the Court either (a) direct the Commission

to act on Petitioner's application within such specified period as the Court

may deem to be reasonable; or (b) modify its decision by providing that

the relief requested is denied without prejudice to renewal of the

r,..ioest for relief if the Commission shall not have acted upon Petitioner's

application by a specified date; or (c) pursuant to Section 7(b) of the

JudIfial Review Act of 1950, transfer the proceedings to the appropriate

:'kited States district court for hearing and determination of the

.iuestion tf the reasonableness of the Commission's delay in acting upon

Petiioner s application. Accordingly, it is so requested.

Respectfully submitted,

BENEDICT P. COTTONE

Counsel for
Petitioner

April 12, 1961
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CERTIFICATE

Benedict P. Cottone, counsel for Petitioner, hereby certifies

that the foregoing Petition is presented in good faith and not for

delay.

Respectfully submitted,

BENEDICT P. COTTONE

Counsel for
Petitioner

April 12, 1961



Copy of Letter from Federal Communi-

cations Commission File No. BP -12991

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Washington, D. C.

July 20, 1960

Cornell University
212 E. State Street
Ithaca, New York

Gentlemen:

FCC 60-876
90961

Reference is made (1) to your application (File No. BP -12991)
for an increase in the daytime power of Station WHCU, Ithaca, New York,
from one to five kilowatts operating between sunrise and sunset Ithaca,
on 870 kilocycles, and to continue operation thereon with one kilowatt
power between sunset Ithaca and sunet New Orleans; and (2) to your peti-
tion filed simultaneously therewith on April 9, 1959, requesting waiver
of Section 1.351(b)(1) of the Commission's Rules.

In your petition you assert that Station WWL, New Orleans,
Louisiana, is the dominant station on the Class I frequency of 870 kilo-
cycles; that Section 1.351(b)(1) provides will be withheld
on applications by existing stations on that frequency where the proposal
will increase radiation toward the Class I station on the channel; that
your proposal would cause "some increase in radiation towards the normally
protected contour of WWL"; that your present operation does not place a
25 mv/m signal over the business district of Ithaca as required by Section
3.188(b)(1) of the Rules; and that a grant of the instant proposal would
enable you to comply with this rule and increase coverage to persons who
do not presently receive your service.

Section 1.351 was amended and subsection (b)(1) was deleted there-
from on September 18, 1959, when the Commission terminated the daytime
skywave proceeding in Docket No. 8333. However, the clear channel hearing
in Docket No. 6741, which involves allocations on the same frequencies
has not been resolved. Accordingly, also on September 18, 1959, the
Commission adopted an Order amending Section 1.351 of the Rules to provide
that pending conclusion of the proceeding in Docket No. 6741, action will
be withheld on applications by existing day or limited time stations which
propose, inter alia, an increase in power or a change in antenna radiation
pattern on specified frequencies such as 870 kilocycles. Since your
application is for an increase in power, and would increase radiation to-
ward Station WWL, it is in contravention of the provisions of said rule
as presently existing and as existing at the time your application was
filed,

On September 18, 1939, the Commission also adopted a Third Notice
of Proposed Rule Makng in Docket No. 6741, inviting comments on the pro-
?),.ed assignment of Class II operations on 23 clear channels, the assign-
ment of power in exess o: 50 kilowatts for Class I -A stations, and counter
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proposals. Thus, action on applications for this frequency would render

more difficult a final solution of matters with respect to the frequency

and would not be appropriate until the Commission has fully considered all

responses to the Notice of Proposed Rule Making. Moreover, we do not be-

lieve that a valid basis for waiver of Section 1.351 exists merely because

a waiver thereof will permit compliance with another rule (Section 3.188(b).

Our postponing action on applications under the foregoing cir-

cumstances was upheld in Harbenito Broadcasting Company v. FCC, 94 App.

D. C. 329, 10 Pike and Fischer RR 2079. Moreover, the showing you have

made in support of your request for waiver, is outweighed by the necessity

of our making no new assignments on the frequency of 870 kilocycles, until

the rule making proceeding in Docket No. 6741 is concluded. Therefore,

even if the allegations set forth in support of your request for waiver

were substantiated, it would not be in the public interest for the Commis-

sion to waive the rule. Accordingly, your instant application will be

placed in the pending file until conclusion of the proceeding in Docket

No. 6741.

In view of the foregoing, your request for waiver of Section

1.351 of the Commission Rules is hereby denied.

BY DIRECTION OF THE COMMISSION

S/d Ben F. Waple
Acting Secretary
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ERNST & ERNST
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

FORT WORTH NATIONAL BANK BLDG.

FORT WORTH 2, TEXAS

Mr. H. V. Hough, Treasurer,
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service,
Washington, D. C.

We have examined the recorded cash transactions of Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service for the year ended December 31, 1960. Our examina-
tion was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards,
and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such
other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
Recorded cash receipts for the year were traced to deposits shown on bank
statements. Amounts paid to the Service by member stations for dues and
assessments were confirmed directly to us by the stations. Recorded cash
disbursements were tested by examination of paid checks, invoices and
other data.

The following is a summary of recorded cash transactions for
the year:

Cash balance at January 1, 1960 $ 7,615.39
Annual dues collected 70,217.00
Special assessment 20,000.00
Other receipts 4,421.79

$102,254.18
Disbursements 94,101.22

Cash balance at December 31, 1960 $ 8,152.96

In our opinion, the accompanying statement of recorded receipts
and disbursements presents fairly the recorded cash transactions of Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service for the year ended December 31, 1960.

Fort Worth, Texas
February 24, 1961

-3-
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STATEMENT OF RECORDED CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

Year ended December 31, 1960

Cash balance at January 1, 1960 $ 7,615.39

Receipts:
Station dues
Special assessment
Pay roll taxes withheld from employees

$70,217.00
20,000.00

44421.79 94,638.79
TOTAL TO ACCOUNT FOR $102,254.18

Disbursements:
Salaries $26,551.04
Legal and professional fees and expenses 27,918.40
Travel and entertainment expenses 6,284.90
Printing, postage, telephone and telegraph 1,765.29
Office rent 2,353.75
Office supplies and expense

23,106.131,179Recording and engineering
Pay roll taxes remitted 4,663.79
Fidelity bond 40.00 94,101.22

Cash balance at December 31, 1960 - on deposit -

First National Bank, Fort Worth, Texas $ 8,152.96

-4-



LOUIS G CALDWELL

HAMMOND E. CHAFFETZ
REED T. ROLLO
DONALD C. BEELAR
PERCY H. RUSSELL
KELLEY E. GRIFFITH
PERRY S. PATTERSON
R. RUSSELL EAGAN
CHARLES R. CUTLER
FREDERICK M. ROWE
ALOYSIUS B. MSCABE

JOSEPH DuCOEUR
RAYMOND G. LARROCA
HOWARD P. WILLENS
JOHN P. MANWELL

LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFFETZ Si MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -165 AND K STREETS, N. W

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

July 12, 1961

MEMORANDUM

TO: C,BS GENERAL MANAGERS AND CHIEF ENGINEERS

CHICAGO OFFICE
PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO ',ILLINOIS

The Communications and Power Subcommittee of the House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Commi:Aee has scheduled hearings for
July 18, 19 and 20 on the series of aills which have been introduced
in the House this ses5ioa proposing to increase the hours of operation
of daytime stations. These Dills which are iden'!,ical with those intro-
duced in the last session of Congrew3 and on which hearings were held in
June of 1960, were introduced by Congressmen Abernethy (Democrat of
Mississippi), Pelly (Republican of Washington), ;:'hipley (Democrat of
Illinois), Whitten (Democrat of Mississippi), T.older (Democrat of

Missouri), Ikard (Democrat of Texas), and Wemocrat of Illinois).

The Subcommittee consists of Congressmen Moulder, Chairman,
(Democrat of Missouri), Rogers (Democrat of Texas), 7177ra (Democrat of
Georgia), Moss (Democrat Of-Oalifornia), Rostenkowski. TDerriocrat of Illinois),
:Younger (Republican of California), q,j1)1.1(Republican of Connecticut),
and Thomson (Republican of Wisconsin).

We have advised the Subcommittee that COBS is opposed to
enactment of the Bills and will appear at the hearing and offer testimony.
Arrangements have been made for Jack DeWitt to testify on Wednesday
morning, July 19, 1961.

Reed T. Rollo

R. Russell Eagan
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June 23, 1961

Mr. Edwin W. Craig, Chairman
Clear. Channel Broadcasting Service
7, rational Life and Accident Insurance Company

Thnnessee

Subject: Wilfred Guenther

roar W:

Today I visited witL Jack DeWitt about a number of matters affecting
the clear channel organization, including naming of a new director,
a move which I feel must be made at the earliest possible date.

In spite of the immediate "negative" which manifests itself as far
as WGIV is concerned, we continue to be a loyal and aggressive member
of the "group" and want to do everything we can to see to it that
the overall clear channel position is held inviolate. This includes,
in our opinion, the selection of the best available director as soon
as possible.

With this in mind, I enclose herewith an application from Mr. Wilfred
Guenther, a former employee of the Crosby Broadcasting Corporation,
and more recently in the agency field in Cincinnati and Toledo.
I trust you understand with receipt of this communication as I indicated
to Jack today that this is in no way an endorsement of this man by me.
I am merely relaying this to you as Chairman of CCBS.

I have known Bill Guenther for about 15 years and retard him in many
ways as a very exceptional individual. 'However, he has not been "tested"

in certain phases of Waehington work and that is why I cannot make a
recommendation. I submit his letter and accompanying "brief", therefore,
merely for your information, Ed.

Kindest eorsonal regards.

Ward L. Quaal
Uscutive Vice President

General Manager
WON, Inc.

wwir

cc: Jack DeWitt
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THIS IS CCBS WASH DC JULY 12.

TO MR JACK DEWITT

IN AN EFFORT TO AVOID THE DUPLICATION OF THE 13 CLASS 1-A CLEAR

CHANNELS SET FORTH IN THE COMMISSIONS INSTRUCTIONS IN DOCKET 6741

WHICH WE FORWARDED TO YOU ON JUNE 13, AND PARTICULARLY TO AVOID

DUPLICATION OF THE COBS STATIONS 2&;//XXXXXXX WGN WSB

WJR AND WHAM WHICH ARE SLATED FOR DUPLICATION IN THE COMMISSIONS

INSTRUCTIONS, LEGISLATION IS BEING INTRODUCED IN BOTH THE

AND THE HOUSE PROPOSING TO AMEND THE COMMUNICATIONS ACT

SO AS TO PROHIBIT DUPLICATION OF ALL OF THE REMAINING CLASS 1-A CLEAR

CHANNEL FREQUENCIES. THE LEGISLATION MAY ALSO PROVIDE FOR

PERMISSIVLE POWER IN EXCESS OF 50 KW. BEFORE PREPARATORY

WORK WAS UNDERTAIEN TO HAVE SUCH LEGISLATION INTRODUCED, WARD OUAAL

DISCUSSED TYEXX THE MATTER WITH EACH OF THE MEMBERS OF THE CCBS

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE EXCEPT VIC SHOLIS, WHOM WE UNDERSTAND HE WAS

UNABLE TO REACH, AND RECEIVED THEIR APPROVAL TO PROCEED WITH THE

PROJECT. AS SOON AS THE BILLS ARE INTRODUCED, WHICH MAY BE TOMORROW

IN THE HOUSE AND NEXT TUESDAY IN THE SENATE, WE SHALL OBTAIN COPIES

AND FORWARD THEM TO YOU.

REGARDS REED ROLLO AND RUSS EAGAN

END OR GA

WILL DELIVER AND XXXX END OR GA ENDMM



Cc and letter to Mr. DeWitt ///

June 29, 1961

Mr. L. E. McDonald
1102 R. 14th Street
Lombard, Illinois

Dear Mr. McDonal4:

The reason you have not heard
from Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr. is
because the Executive Committee's
selection for a now director has
not been made.

There arc pending applications
including your own which will
receive what I hope will be the
early considcrat.cn of the Committee.

Sincerely yours,

Edwin W. Craig
Chairman of the Board
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CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

July 7, 1961

VIEMORANDUTQ

To CCBS mlanagers and Chief Engineers

It has recently come to our attention that the House of
Representatives and the Senate cf the State of Delaware have adopted
a Joint Resolution requesting the Federal Communications Commission
to issue a Rule or Order permitting at least ono. Delaware radio station
to broadcast on a 24 hov.r basis with suf:icent power to serve the entire
state of Delaware. This resolution was a:;proved by the Governor of
Delaware and forwarded to Speaker Rayburn cf the U. S. House of
Representatives. The resolution has been referred to the House Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. We do not anticipate any
action by the House Committee but we are forwarding herewith copies
of the resolution and the Delaware Governor's transmittal letter for
your information, since we believe the resolution was inspired by day-
time broadcasters and may be an indication of the tactics that may be
employed by the daytimers in other states. If any of you learn of
similar action in your own state legislatures, we shall appreciate being
advised.

Reed T. Rollo
Percy H. Russell
R. Russell Eagan
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June 12, 1961

STATE OF DELkWARE

The Honorable Samuel Rayburn
Speaker of the House of
Representatives
Washington, D., Co

Dear Mr. Speaker:

Due to recent regulations of the Federal Communications Commission it is not
possible for any Delaware radio station to broadcast on an evening pattern
that will properly service the area of lower Delaware.

It is the desire of the citizens of the State of Delaware, and in their best
interests, that this situation be remedied s soon as possible. The citizens

of our State, speaking through their elected representatives, call this
problem to your attention by the enactment of House Joint Resolution No. 3,
a certified copy of which is enclosed.

As Governor of the State of Delaware I call upon you to hear this petition
from the citizens of our State and. to take the appropriate action to assure
adequate twenty-four hour per day, statewide coverage for radio broadcasts
originating in Delaware.

Cordially yours,

Elbert N. Carvel
Governor

ENC:raw
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HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 3

REQUESTING THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO TAKE THE NECESSARY ACTION TO
ASSURE THE CITIZENS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE OF ADEQUATE RADIO
RECEPT ION.

WHEREAS, due to recent regulations of the Federal Communications

Commission there is no radio station located within the State of Delaware

which can be received throughout the State of Delaware on a 24 hour basis,

AND

WHEREAS, the present rules of the Federal Communications Commission do

not permit any Delaware radio station to broacst on an evening pattern that

will properly service the area of lower Delaware, AND

WHEREAS, the people r,f lower Delaware are thereby prevented from receiving

news concerning happenings of vital interest to them after sundown, AND

WHEREAS, it is to the best interests of the people of Delaware culturally,

economically and socially to be bound together and to be well informed,

NOW, THEREFORE

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES of the 121st General

Assembly of the State of Delaware, the Senate concurring therein, that the

Federal Communications Commission take such action as may be necessary to issue

a rule or order permitting at least one Delaware radio station to properly

service the entire State of Delaware on a daily 24 hour basis, AND

BE IT RESOLVED, that the attention of the President of the United States

be called to this attempt by the people of Delaware to obtain adequate radio

reception, AND

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this Resolution be sent to the

President of the United States, to the Senp.te an6 House of Representatives

of the 87th Congress and to the Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D.C.

APPROVED MAY 16, 1961,



STATE OF DELAWARE

OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE

I, ELISHA C. DUKES, Secretary of State of the State of Delaware,

do hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a true and correct copy

of Eolise Joint Resolution No. 3 entitled "REQUESTING THE PRESIDENT OF THE

UNITED STATES TO TAKE THE NECESSARY ACTION TC ASSURE THE CITIZENS Of THE

STATE OF DELAWARE 07 ADEQUATE RADIO RECaTION," adopted by the House of

Representatj:yes of the 121st General Assembly on Larch 16, 1961 and by

the Senate of the 121st General Assembly on April 26, 1961 and approved

by the Governor on May 16, 1961.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand

and official seal at Dover this fifth day

of June in the year of our Lord

one thousand nine hundred and sixty-one

/s/ Elisha C. Dukes

Secretary of State

SEAL
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June 27, 1961

Mr. Ward L. Quaal
Executive Vice President
General Manager
WGN, Incorporated
2501 West Bradley Place
Chicago 18, Illin,ts

Dear Ward:

Let me thank you for transmitting
Mr. Wilfred Guentheris letter and for
the clarification of your personal
knowledge and interest. We will see
that it gets the proper consideration.

Ward, I have bled inside for you
and our otlior friends since the recent
actions by the Commissin. I think your
knowledge of my Interest and dedication
will prompt you to understand the deuth
of my disappointment. I do hope with all
my heart that something infinitely more
satisfactory can and will be worked out.

With best wishes and kindest personal
regards, I am

Sincerely,

Edwin W. Craig



FROM THE DESK OF

Ward L. Ouaal



Toledo, Ohio
June 8, 1961

Dear Ward:

Attached is the letter you asked me to write and which I hope
is satisfactory. Trying to cover a lot of ground in one page
just isn't easy and it could be I may have missed some of the
points on which you wanted greater elaborations. If so - by
all means let me know and I will rewrite it however you
suggest.

As I told you on the phone - the matter of relocation is no
problem. With one boy in college and the other in high school -
we don't have the problems we had when they were smaller.
Furthermore, for a variety of reasons I wouldn't move my
family to Washington immediately but rather wait until we see
how things shape up, and, especially how I am shaping with
them - should you and your group decide to give me this
opportunity. I feel that this is one job I could do and do well -
and certainly hope you and yours agree.

Thanks again for your consideration in this matter and be
assured I will be happy to supply any additional information
required.

Kindest personal regards,

/1)X-

Wilfred Guenther



4860 N. Crestridge Rd.,
Toledo 13, Ohio
June 8, 1961

Mr. Ward L. Quaal,
Executive Vice President,
WGN, Inc.
441 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago 11, Illinois.

Dear Yard:

Following is a brief personal resume as you requested during our recent conversation:

During the Past year I represented Ziv-United Artists, Inc. in Toledo and Columbus.
A radical reallignment of territories would have necessitated my accepting a distant,
unlucrative territory and I therefore resigned. For three years prior to my joining
Ziv-UA I was employed as Radio and TV Director of Beeson -Reichert, Inc., Toledo's
largest advertising agency. During the nine years preceeding my coming to Toledo
I operated my own advertising and public relations agency under the name of
Guenther, Brown and Berne, Inc., in Cincinnati.

In 1938 I joined the Crosley Broadcasting Corporation and remained there until 1947
except for the duration of World War II when I served in the Navy, being honorably
discharged as a Lieutenant Commander. While with Crosley I served as promotion
manager of VVSAI, then the same position with WLW. Eventually I was placed in
charge of all experimental broadcasting including facsimile, FM, TV and short wave
broadcasting. I was made manager of station WLWO, Crosley's first international
station, helped establish the first Latin American net work and, because of this ex-
perience, became one of the first consultants on the staff of Col. William Donovan in
the formation of the Office of War Information. After the war I worked closely with
Jim Shouse. Leydorf, Rockwell and Duke Patrick in the preparation of exhibits and
the coordination of information pertaining to the Clear Channel hearings. During
this time I was afforded the opportunity of meeting many of the members of your group
and becoming acquainted with their problems and objectives.

During a recent conversation with Jimmy Shouse it was pointed out that because of the
present uncertainty of the clear channel situation any association with your group may
not be of great permanence. I consider this risk of secondary importance to the
challenging opportunity represented by such an appointment. Likewise relocation re-
presents no great problem because my two sons are now practically full grown and
there are no ties keeping Mrs. Guenther and me in Toledo. I am free to move to
Washington immediately - and would like to do so.

Attempting to condense Z5 years experience in the fields of broadcasting and advertis-
ing into a brief review necessitates hitting only the high spots. Therefore, should you
or any of your group desire additional specific information or references - be assured
I will be happy to supply whatever is needed. Likewise, should an interview be in order
- just set the date and place and I will be present.

Thanks for considering me and permitting me to present my credentials. I sincerely
hope a favorable decision will soon be reached and that I again will be working with you
and your distinguished Clear Channel associates.



2.

Kindest personal regards,
/-

Wilfred Guenther
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THIS IS CCBS WASH DC JULY 14

TO MR DEWITT

URGENT THAT YOU PHONE SENATORS AND REPRESENTATIVES IN YOUR COVERAGE

AREA, ESPECIALLY THOSE ON INTERSTATE COMMITTEES, TO URGE THEM TO

SUPPORT, BY CO-SPONSORSHIP AND APPROPRIATE REMARKS ON THE FLOOR,

CLEAR CHANNEL LEGISLATION TO BE INTRODUCED TUESDAY BY SENAORS

CAPEHART AND TALMADGE IN THE SENATE AND BY CONGRESSMEN

BENNETT OF MICHIGAN AND FLYNT OF GEORGIA IN THE HOUSE.

REGARDS REED ROLLO AND RUSS EAGAN

END OR GA

WILL DELIVER MESSAGE

END WSM PM

$rt...,h4ttat

,2,,c444,0 AA-



APPENDIX D

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF THE FCC REGARDING
H. R. 6676, 6868, 8286, 9627, AND 170275

CONCERNING EXTENDED OPERATING HOURS FOR DAYTIME
BROADCASTING STATIONS

The Commission has been asked to submit a list of U. S. Class I stations
(the so-called Clear Channel stations) and an estimate of the cost of adding FM
to a small or medium size AM broadcasting stations. This has been done. Ad-
ditionally, we have included current statistics on the total number and classifi-
cation of AM stations now authorized and copies of Commission rules concerned
with the early morning and with the emergency operations of daytime stations.

The Commission would also like to take advantage of this opportunity
for additional comment on some of the matters and problems that have been
discussed.

First, there may be an implication in some portions of the record that
the daytime six a. m. to six p. m. proposal is primarily a conflict between the
Clear Channel stations and the daytime stations. This has been clarified to
some extent in the latter part of the record but it should be emphasized that
the problem is at least as serious, if not more so, with respect to the approxi-
mately 800 unlimited time stations on regional channels.

Also, it should be noted that of the 1, 690 daytime stations authorized
as of June 1, 1960 only 136 operate on the 45 Clear Channels in which the U. S.
has any degree of priority. Of the remaining 1, 554 daytime stations 466 op-
erate on the 15 Clear Channels in which the U. S. does not have any degree of
priority. In the Commission's opinion we could never obtain the consent of
Canada or Mexico to operation of the stations on these particular 15 channels
beyond sunset or before sunrise, except in accordance with the treaty require-
ments for protection of their stations from interference.

In connection with hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations Sub-
committee on the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement and the
related agreement with Mexico we recently had occasion to query the parties
to these agreements on their views concerning six -to -six operation of daytime
stations. A brief discussion of the international problem and of the views ex-
pressed by the other North American countries may be helpful.

NARBA defines "daytime" in general as the time between local sunrise
and local sunset at the transmitter location of the station "nighttime" as the
remainder of the day. Because of the difference in day and night propagation
of radio waves it provides different technical standards for the protection of
stations from interference during the two periods. Most of the presently
authorized daytime stations would have made application for nighttime op-
eration if the technical standards for the protection of existing stations
after sunset could have been met with respect to domestic assignments,
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foreign assignments, or both. In some instances, of course, the cost of a
directional antenna system has deterred application for night operation, but,
insofar as the vast majority are concerned, nighttime operation has not been
feasible even with an expensive directional antenna because of interference to
domestic stations, foreign stations, or both. Even if interference to domestic
stations is ignored, operation of daytime stations with presently authorized
facilities after sunset would, in the majority of instances, be expected to
involve interference to foreign assignments in excess of that provided for in
the NARBA or the United States -Mexico bilateral agreement. A similar
situation would be expected with respect to the use of daytime facilities after
sunset by a large proportion of stations now operating unlimited time.

During hearings on the NARBA and the United States -Mexico bi-
lateral agreement before a Senate subcommittee of the Foreign Relations
Committee, the State Department furnished the several administrations of
the North American Region with copies of the subcommittee's interim report
of August, 1959, which contained four alternative proposals in connection with
ratification of these agreements, three of which reflected, in one form or
another the position espoused by the DBA with respect to operation by daytime
stations beyond the hours of sunrise to sunset. The remaining alternative,
was for the subcommittee to recommend advise and consent without reserva-
tions of understandings in this regard.

In reply to the query, both Canada and Mexico made it clear that a
provision to NARBA that would permit operation of daytime stations beyond the
hours between sunrise and sunset would be unacceptable to them. Comments
from Cuba, Dominican Republic, the United Kingdom (for Bahama Island
and Jamaica) and Haiti were not received.

In its final report the subcommittee recommended the action, now
history, in which the NARBA and the United States -Mexico bilateral agree-
ment were ratified without reservation or understanding.

The next point which we believe warrants some further comment concerns
the engineering standards and criteria we have used to evaluate the six -to -six
proposal. It has been stated that since these engineering standards originated
over twenty years ago they are hopelessly out of date and are not applicable
to present conditions. This point is supposed to have been confirmed by demon-
strating that certain stations could be heard intelligibly at points in which these
outmoded standards indicate ruinous interference. We would like to point out
that while the objectives of a broadcast service and the actual nature of the
service and of the associated problems can and do change with time, the physical
factors governing the behavior of radio waves do not. Neither do many of the
factors which affect a listener's reaction to the various degrees of interference
which are usually characterized in terms such as "just noticeable", "somewhat
objectionable" and "intolerable". The criteria provided for by Commission rules
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and which have been used in connection with the extended hours proceedings
(Dockets No. 12274 & 12729) in substance defines objectionable interference
as the condition which exists when the composite hourly median value of one
or more undesired signals exceed one twentieth (1/20) of the value of a
desired signal on ten percent or more of the days of a year. The 20 to 1
ratio of desired to undesired signal was chosen many years ago on the basis
of subjective listening tests in which a majority of listeners found the 20 to 1
ratio objectionable. We know that the considerations resulting in the choice
of 20 to 1 as a criteria are not changed by time.

With respect to the accuracy of predictions of interference, service,
etc. , it would be most unusual if a short test in a specific case confirmed the
predictions. Estimates and predictions regarding service and interference
are all based on long term statistical averages and probabilities. It should
be noted that these criteria which are being questioned represent in large
measure the considered judgments of many engineering and scientific minds
throughout the entire broadcasting industry. By and large they have been and
are still accepted almost universally by engincers as very meaningful and
helpful tools in studying exactly the type of problem here presented. We
would like to repeat, in terms of overall effects (that is, the composite
service and interference produced by a number of stations operating over a
substantial period of time) can be quite accurately predicted by these criteria.
The conditions with respect to skywave interference at a particular spot at a
particular time in general cannot be so predicted.

The question has been raised a number of times in this proceeding as
to why the desirability of daytime station operation from 6:00 a. m. until
6:00 p. m. could not be determined by a "test". The nature of such a test
has not been set forth specifically. Some of the questions and comments of
the Committee would imply that a limited test involving a relatively small
number of stations is envisaged. Also, it would appear that evaluation of
both the engineering consequences of six -to -six operation during the season
when such operation would include time before sunrise and after sunset, and
the actual impact on listeners is contemplated.

On the other hand, we believe it is clear that the Daytime Broadcasters
Association proposal for a test contemplates operation of all daytime stations
through at least one and preferably two winter seasons. The daytime broad-
casters have not been clear, however, on the nature of the test. The impres-
sion is given that they are stressing the listeners reaction aspect rather than
the engineering. In any event, these comments are directed at all aspects of
the test problem.

If we are considering a test of listener reaction the test must be de-
signed to compare the effects of the loss of service to the public in the listener
area of the full-time stations with the effects of the added service to the public
in the listener area of the daytimeonly stations.
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In our judgment, a scientifically valid listener survey to determine this
point must necessarily be quite extensive both in time and number of stations
involved. A decision to change the hours of daytime stations would affect
large numbers of the public. If this decision is to be made in light of a listener
survey, then such a survey must be conducted in a thoroughly objective, im-
partial manner utilizing the best scientific techniques in this field. Nothing
less is practical or desirable in the public interst.

It has been suggested that a test be held in one specific area. We do
not believe that the experience to one area can be generalized to other areas.
Radio service, particularly secondary radio service, is too variable to warrant
drawing conclusions from the experience in one area. The basic unit of
measurement would have to be one or more frequencies. This is to say, the
effect of the extended hours of operation cannot be localized in terms of a
comparison between the effect on the service areas of aucarticular daytime
station and a particular full-time station but must be considered in the con-
text of all daytime and full-time stations operating on that particular frequency.
Since, however, daytime stations on any of the regional or clear channel fre-
quencies are scattered throughout the country, a listener survey would
necessarily have to concern itself with a representative sample of such areas
throughout the country. Such areas would include both urban and rural locations
since we are particularly concerned with maintaining service in scattered rural
areas which have limited means of communication. It would not be sufficient
to sample one frequency only since there would be substantial variation in the
results of a test on one frequency compared to another. The tests would have
to be concluded for a representative sample of frequencies.

The question may be raised as to why any specific survey needs to be
conducted. Why could not the Commission merely base its decision on letters
or other communication from the pbblic involved? The Commission is strongly
convinced that such an approach is wholly undesirable. The Commission's
responsibility is to provide for the best service possible to most of the people,
utilizing the best technical and other sources of information. It cannot rest its
decision on the psychological considerations which might impel the public to
protest or not to protest a change in their radio service. It is not unthinkable,
for example, that "organized" public reaction might be developed by one group
or another and that the letters from the public would merely measure the
strength of the organizing groups.

The kind of listener test which would be required would be concerned
with ascertaining, among other points, the stations listened to in order of
preference from sunrise to 6:00 a. m. and the sunset to 6:00 p. m. , preferably
information regarding stations listened to both prior to and following the
beginning of the test period in which the daytime stations were permitted to
operate would be desirable. (This would, of course, not be possible for the
morning test.) We would have to ascertain the number of people who gain
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service as a result of the post -sunset operation of the daytime stations corn -
pared with the number of people who lose service from one or more of the
full-time stations whose service would be interfered with. We would also have
to ascertain the other signals available to the people who would lose service,
particularly in rural area. Further, it would be important to ascertain whether
the loss of service was full or partial and the quality of other signals available
to the people adversely affected by the operation of the daytime stations.

To ascertain these types of information, with a scientifically designed
sample which ',could be projected and validated for other areas, would probably
require interviewing a sample of households as well as utilizing mail ballots.
The interview technique is expensive while the use of the mail ballot requires
the highest degree of precaution to insure that the mail responses are, in fact,
valid. We speak with some experience in this field because in the Clear Channel
proceeding in 1945 the Commission attempted to measure the extent of public
listening to clear channel stations in the "white" areas. We contracted with the
Bureau of the Census at a cost approximating $200, 000 to conduct this survey.
Although conducted under the best of auspices, a number of objections were
raised as to the representatives of the results because of the extreme variability
in the extent and quality of radio service in these areas. The difficulties en-
countered in that survey, which, by the way, had the full cooperation of all
segments of the industry, necessarily makes us dubious as to the feasibility of
obtaining a conclusive answer on listener reaction to radio service.

It is our considered conclusion that a scientifically valid sample of
listener reaction in this area is a major undertaking which would require sub-
stantial funds to conduct. The Commission could not reasonably expect to
conduct such a survey on its own but would probably contract the conduct of
such a survey to the Bureau of the Census. While we cannot at this point
specify the cost of such a project, we have reason to believe that it could run
into several hundreds of thousands of dollars.

With respect to the feasibility of a test to confirm or refute the
findings that have been made regarding service lost and gained, several ob-
servationb are pertinent.

The interference with which we are concerned results from the so-
called skywaves which are reflected back to the earth from an ionized layer of
air some sixty miles high. The effect is most pronounced in the broadcast
band during the nighttime hours and is of consequence during nighttime hours
and during the transition period between daylight and darkness. These skywaves
are reflected back with varying degrees of intensity and their strength at any
particular spot, a hundred or more miles distant from the transmitter, is
subject to very wide variations from minute to minute, day to day, month to
month, and from one year to the next.
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With respect to year to year variations skywave propagation conditions
are cyclic with respect to sunspot activity. At standard broadcast frequencies
skywave propagation is poorest in years having the maximum sunspot numbers.
The sunspot cycle is approximately eleven years in duration. Last year the peak
of sunspot activity was reached. This means that skywave propagation at these
frequencies was at its poorest. In approximately 4-1/2 years skywave propa-
gation is expected to be at its best. There is poor correlation between corre-
sponding points on successive sunspot cycles and likewise there is ambiguity in
sunspot effect on skywave propagation from one transmission path to another.
A test at this phase of the sunspot cycle will not be indicative of the true degree
of skywave interference which is likely to be encountered under peak propagation
conditions.

Because of these long -and short-term variations the only way skywave be-
havior can be predicted is on the basis of observations and measurements con-
ducted over substantial periods of time. The predictions regarding behavior
must then take the form of statistical probabilities as we have previously
mentioned.

These measurements and observations have been _made on a con-
tinuing basis ever since 1935 by the Commission, by the Bureau of Standards,
and from time groups under Commission direction. The
results of the observations and measurements take the form of charts and graphs
indicating statistical probabilities, and it is from charts and graphs that our
estimates of interference in terms of long-range probabilities have been made.

In our view extensive field intensity recording programs over extensive
periods of time are the only way in which "measurements" can be utilized to
evaluate skywave interference effects.

While we may concede that the listeners' reactions to a large number of
stations operating under conditions of substantial mutual interference may be
evaluated by a carefully conducted listeners' survey, we do not believe that an
evaluation of long-range interference effects can be so evaluated.

Another factor which must be considered is the modification of license
imposed on those stations suffering increased interference by reason of the' test
operation. Section 316 of the Communications Act inhibits the Commission from
actions which modify a station license without affording the licensee affected
opportunity for an evidentiary hearing. The Courts have construed an action
creating interference within a station's "normally protected contour" as a
modification of license within the meaning of Section 316.

In consideration of the problems just discussed and the international
complications and absolute restrictions imposed by our understandings with
neighboring countries, we can view a mandatory requirement for a test only
with extreme concern and misgivings.

In the course of these hearings the fact that some stations are already
permitted by Commission rules to operate with their daytime power and
facilities prior to sunrise has been discussed. The question has been raised
as to the possiblity(of adopting a similar rule to be applied to the period
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between sunset and 6:00p. m. Also the committee chairman has specifically
asked the Commission why stations on regional channels are permitted to
operate without -notification or obtaining permission, whereas those on clear
channels are required to obtain permission of the dominant stations on the
channel.

The rule in question is Section 3.87 and copy has been provided for
inclusion in this record. Itis suggested that it be inserted at this point.

A brief discussion of the history and intent of Section 3.87 is in order
at this point.

The first comprehensive analysis of a series of skywave recording
and measurements was made in 1935. It was from this survey that we first
obtained some understanding of the behavior of skywaves in the standard
broadcasting band. From these observations and this survey, the sunrise
to sunset concept for daytime operation evolved. The survey was also the
basis for a complete revision of the rules governing station assignments
in the standard broadcast band and removed many restrictions that had
theretofore kept both the number of stations and the power they could use
severely limited. In particular, provisions were made for much more
extensive use of so-called regional channels permitting both higher power
and more stations. Engineering standards were evolved which encouraged
the use of directional antennas in particular, to improve service and
decrease interference. These rules became effective in 1939 and for the
first time daytime operation was defined as that period between sunrise and
sunset. Before that period the operation of daytime stations and the use
of daytime power by the unlimited time stations was from 6:00a. m. until
local sunset.

Although there were only a handful of daytime stations at that time,
nearly all of them operated on clear channels. Additionally, most of them
were operated by colleges and universities. Three well-known stations of
that time were vica at Ames, Iowa, operated by the University of Iowa;
WTAW at College Station, Texas, operated by Texas A. and M. ; WT AD
at Norman, Oklahoma, operated by the University of Oklahoma. Each of
these particular stations had a substantial farm and rural listening audience
for their 6:00, 7:00, and 8:00a. m. programs. When the winter months
forced them to curtail these operations until sunrise, which, in the case
of WOI for instance, comes as late as 7:40a. m. -a number of complaints
were made to the Commission: As a result of these complaints, the Commis
sion took a step, the advisability and merits of which are now moot, which
removed the restrictions of its new rules with respect to early morning
operation and permitted all stations to commence operation not at 6:00a. m
as had been previously permitted, but at 4:00a. m. This action was imple-
mented under the title of Commission Order 74 adopted in 1940. A copy of
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Order 74 has been submitted for inclusion in this record. It soon appeared
that this step may have gone too far both in terms of infringement on the
just -signed North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement of 1937 and
in terms of substantial interference to some of the clear channel stations
which likewise had early -morning rural and farm audiences. The Commis-
sion then sought to formulate a rule which would permit early -morning use
of daytime facilities on as extensive a basis as possible without flagrantly
disregarding our international obligations under NARBA, and the instances
in which severe interference to established services would be occasioned in
specific cases.

Section 3.87, in practically the same form it has now, then super-
seded Order 74. Essentially, it attempts to permit, where international
restrictions do not specifically and pointedly prohibit, the use of daytime
facilities so long as there is not "undue interference" to unlimited -time
stations. The rule expressly prohibits stations in certain categories from
operating prior to sunrise. One such prohibition is as follows:

"Any Class II station causing interference, as determined by the
standard broadcast technical standards of this subpart, by use of its daytime
facilities within the 0. 5 mv/m 50% skywave contour of any Class I station of
the United States, Mexico, or of any country party to the North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement, except (i) where the Class I station is
located east of the Class II station in which case operation may begin at local
sunrise at the Class I station: (ii) where an agreement has been reached with
the Class I station to begin operation prior to local sunrise. "

It may be noted that (ii) above constitutes an exception to an exception.
In other words, a Class II station thus prohibited from operating in the morn-
ing may also operate "where an agreement, etc. " This particular provision
has often been construed as permitting the Class II station to operate pursuant
to permission of the Class I station. Perhaps the choice of language in the
rule is unfortunate but this was not its intention nor has it ever been imple-
mented on that basis. The provision was intended to permit operation where
there was an understanding between the Class I station and the Class II station
with respect to the hours of operation of the Class I station, the conditions
being that the Class II station could operate if the Class I station was not on
the air. Certainly the Commission did not then, nor has it ever considered,
delegating any portion of its licensing function to any licensee.

The question has been raised as to why we cannot have a rule similar
to 3.87 covering an hour or two period after sunset. One of the factors that
motivated Commission Order 74 was that during a portion of the time between
4:00 a.m. and local sunrise at a given station a number of the other stations
on the channel would not actually be in operation. For example, at 4:00 a. m. in
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the eastern time zone, it is 3:00 a. m. in the adjacent central time zone, and
2:00 a. m. in the mountain time zone. Even at 6:00 a. m. in the eastern time zone,
it is only 5:00a.m. in the adjacent central time zone, and a large number of the
stations there would not be on the air. Under these conditions a station in
the east would have to concern itself only with interference with stations pri-
marily within its own time zone for an appreciable portion of its presunrise
operation time. Additionally, consider the fact that the rule was promulgated
at a time when there were very few daytime stations. We might well be able
to demonstrate that under present conditions, Section 3.87 is not a particularly
meritorious rule. The Commission has been concerned on several occasions
with its merit but has concluded that the pattern of operation and of listening
habits has become so well established that its disruption would not be in the
public interest. On the other hand, we believe that our experience with Section
3.87 is such as to mitigate strongly against implementation of a similar type
of rule with respect to evening operation. This is particularly true in considera-
tion of the fact that evening operation would be concerned not with a limited
number of stations utilizing daytime facilities, as is the case in the morning,
but with every station on the channel. Moreover, there can be little doubt
that listener habits are such that interference in evening hours would be of
much greater public concern than would early morning interference when people
are normally at rest.

Adopted: July 13, 1960.
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LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLANn, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFFETZ & MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -ISM AND K STREETS. N. W.

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

July 13, 1961

Mr. William E. Williaroson, Clerk
House Committee on Interstate and

Foreign Commerce
Room 1334, House Office Building
Washington 25, D. C.

Re: Hearings To Be Held July 18-20. 1961
Respecting HR 2745, et al.

Dear Mr. Williamson:

CHICAGO OFFICE

PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS

As attorney for Clear Channel Broadcasting Service (CCBS), I am
to acknowledge receipt of your communication dated July 11, 1961

and to advise you that CCBS opposes enactment of HR 2745, et al. , or any
legislation which would authorise daytime only stations to operate before
local sunrise or after local sunset.

It is respectfully requested that CCBS be authorised to present
one witness to testify as to the reasons why CCBS is opposed to the
legislation which will be the subject of hearings on July 18, 19 and 20.
It is expected that the CCBS witness will require about one hour to make
his presentation.

The CCBS witness will be Mr. John H. DeWitt. Jr., President
4 WSM. Inc. , Nashville. Tennessee and Chairman of the CCBS Engin-
eering Committee. Mr. DeWitt has advised the undersigned that his
Nchadule will permit him to testify in Washington on Wednesday morning.
'tlY 19. 1961. Mr. DeWitt cannot appear on July 18 or July 20.

Respectfully.

R. Russell Eagan

RRE /ejna



WESTERN UNION *
SENDING BLANK

CALL FFR PDLETTERS
CHARGE
TO

The following message to go to

The Honorable Estes Kefauver
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

The Honorable Albert Gore
United States Senate

Washington, D. C.

The Honorable Oren Harris
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

WSM, Inc. 717/61

these people:

The Honorable Ross Bass
House of Representatives
'ashington, D. C.

The Honorable Joe Evins
House of Representatives
'ashington

The Honorable Carlton Loser
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

Send the above message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

PLEASE TYPE OR WRITE PLAINLY WITHIN BORDER -DO NOT FOLD
1269-(12 4-55)



CALL
LETTERS FFR PD

CHARGE
TO WSM, Inc. 7/17/61

Message:
On Tuesday, July 18, Senator Capehart and Talmadge will

introduce a Bill on radio legislation. The same bill will be
introduced in.the House by Congressmen Bennett (Michigan) and
Flint (Georgia). It has to do with amendment of Sub -section C
of Section 303 of the Communications Act and would specify the
protection of clear channel radio stations which are so vital
for coverage of the United States especially in rural and small

town areas. I have been intimately connected with the radio
allocations picture since 1934 and have followed the various
proposalswhich have been made in connection with the clear chan-
nel*, as well as testifying before various Congressional Com-
mittees. I feel that this legislation is vital and I urge you
with all the persuasion at my command to support it for the
good of the American public. John H. De.!itt,Jr. Pres., WSM, Inc.

Send the above message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

PLEASE TYPE OR 'WRITE PLAINLY WITHIN BORDER-DO NOT FOLD
d-55)



LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAN D, ELLIS, HO D SO N, CH A F FETZ & MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -165 ANDS STREETS. N. W.

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-320C

July 17, 1961

MEMORANDUM

TO: CCBS GENERAL MANAGERS AND CHIEF ENGINEERS

DOCKET 6741

CHICAGO OFFICE
PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO ',ILLINOIS

Page 48 of the current issue of Broadcasting has a story with
reference to the fact that three limited -time stations on Class I -A Clear
Channel frequencies filed a petition last week with the Commission
asking that the Final Order in the Clear Channel proceeding authorize
these stations to operate fulltime. The stations concerned are KFAX,
San Francisco, which operates on 1100 kc (KYW); KGBS, Los Angeles,
which operates on 1020 kc (KDKA); and KXL, Portland, which operates
on 750 kc (WSB).

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the opposition we
filed today on behalf of CCBS.

6 TO 6 HOUSE HEARINGS

We also wish to take this opportunity to suggest that each station
address letters to their Senators and Congressmen voicing opposition to
the various Bills introduced in the House which would authorize operation
of daytime stations from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Opposition letters
should also be sent to Congressman Morgan Moulder (Chairman of the
House Committee which will hold hearings on these Bills this week)
with the request that the letters be reproduced as part of the hearing
record. Each station should also request all possible farm organizations
to send letters to Congressman Moulder objecting to enactment of the
proposed legislation. In this connection, see our Memorandum of
July 12, 1961 for the numbers of the various Bills and the names of the
Congressmen serving on the pertinent House Committee,

Reed T. Rollo

R. Russell Eagan



Before the
Federal Communications Commission

Washington 25, D. C.

In the Matter of

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING IN
THE STANDARD BROADCAST BAND

DOCKET NO. 6741

OPPOSITION OF CCBS TO PETITION OF STANDARD
BROADCASTING COMPANY (KGBS, LOS ANGELES),
ARGONAUT BROADCASTING COMPANY (KFAX, SAN
FRANCISCO), AND SEATTLE, PORTLAND AND
SPOKANE RADIO (KXL, PORTLAND) FOR ACCEPTANCE
OF JOINT SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service (CCBS), by its attorneys,

hereby opposes the petition filed herein on July 7, 1961 by the licensees

of KGBS, Los Angeles, California, KFAX, San Francisco, California,

and KXL, Portland, Oregon for acceptance of Joint Supplemental

Comments in the above -entitled proceeding. In support thereof, it

is stated as follows:

I. Introductory

1. The instant proceeding was commenced, on the

Commission's own motion, by an Order released February 20, 1945.

The Commission's Notice of Hearing recited the fact that " there are

still large areas of the continental United States which have no radio
1/

service durinL, the day and no primary radio service at night."

1/ These underserved areas are known as "white areas".
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The purpose of the hearing was succinctly summarized by the then Chairman

of the Commission who stated as follows:

"It is the Commission's earnest hope that * * * the
parties to this proceeding will come forward * * *
with constructive plans, looking toward whatever
adjustments can be made to cover these white areas"
(R. 1827).

2. On April 15, 1958, following the presentation of

evidence in 1946 and 1947_2/ and Oral Argument held before the Commission

en banc in 1948, the Commission issued a Second Notice of Further

Proposed Rule Making (FCC 58-350). After reviewing Comments and

Reply Comments filed pursuant to the April 15, 1958 Second Notice,

the Commission on September 22, 1959 released a Third Notice of

Further Proposed Rule Making (FCC 59-972). After reviewing Comments

and Reply Comments filed pursuant to the September 22, 1959 Third

Notice, the Commission on June 13, 1961 announced that it had instructed

its staff the previous day to prepare a Report and Order which would

terminate the instant proceeding by amending the rules so as to authorize

the assignment of one unlimited time Class II station on each of 13

of the 25 Class I -A Clear Channel frequencies. The Commission's

June 13, 1961 public announcement (P. N. B-6295) expressly stated:

"The Commission reserves the right to
reach a different result upon the subsequent
adoption and issuance of the formal decision."

- CCBS was the only party to present a plan to improve service to
white areas.
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3. The Commission' s September 22, 1959 Third

Notice expressly stated that Comments could be filed on or before

November 20, 1959 and that Reply Comments could be filed within 30

days of November 20, 1959 (paragraph 18, FCC 59-972) . By appropriate:

orders (FCC 60-455, released February 19, 1960 and FCC 60-422,

released April 22, 1960) the time for filing Comments was subsequently

extended to April 1, 1960 and the time for filing Reply Comments was

extended to June 1, 1960.

4. The instant Joint Supplemental Comments filed July 7,

1961 by the licensees of KGBS, Los Angeles, KFAX, San Francisco and

KXL, Portland request that the Final Decision released herein not only

authorize Class II stations to operate in Colorado, New Mexico and

Anchorage, Alaska on the frequencies of 1100, 1020 and 750 kc, as

proposed in the June 13, 1961 Instructions, but also authorize KFAX,

San Francisco to operate fulltime on 1100 kc, KGBS, Los Angeles to

operate fulltime on 1020 kc and KXL, Portland to operate fulltime on 750

kc. The Class I -A Clear Channel stations assigned to these frequencies

are KYW, Cleveland; KDKA, Pittsburgh; and WSB, Atlanta.

5. In essence, the Joint Supplemental Comments filed

July 7 are in the nature of further Reply Comments to the Commission's

September 22, 1959 Third Notice.

6. Recognizing the untimeliness of the tendered filing

of the Joint Supplemental Comments, the petitioners filed a separate

petition alleging that good cause exists for accepting the late filing of



the Joint Supplemental Comments.

7. For the reasons set forth below, the Joint Supplemental

Comments should be rejected as untimely filed. Even if the Joint

Supplemental Comments were considered on their merits, they would

have to be rejected inasmuch as the proposals advanced would not

result in service being added to white areas and in fact would have

the result of adding services to cities already having a multiplicity of

services at the expense of further degrading service to underserved

rural and remote white areas.

II. The Joint Supplemental Comments Should
Be Rejected As Untimely Filed

8. As set forth above, the time for filing Reply Comments

to the Commission's September 22, 1959 Third Notice expired on

June 1, 1960. Section 1.313(d) of the Commission's Rules and

Regulations provide that following the expiration of the date for filing

reply comments:

"No additional comments may be
filed unless specifically requested
by the Commission or authorized
by it."

9. It is clear that the Commission has made no specific

request for additional comments and it is equally clear that the

Commission should not authorize the filing of additional comments.

The petitioners advance three arguments in support of their premise

that "good cause" exists for the acceptance of additional comments. Each

of the arguments is equally invalid.
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10. The first argument consists of the assertion that the

petitioners are in a " unique" position. However, the petitioners fail to

establish any meaningful "uniqueness" which they possess. Any number

of stations or prospective applicants could "argue", as do the petitioners,

that a particular Class II fulltime facility should be authorized to operate

at a particular location on a particular Class I -A frequency. Such

arguments should have been advanced in the Comments due herein on

April 1, 1960 or in the Reply Comments due herein on June 1, 1960.

Furthe; as shown below, the arguments advanced by the petitioners

that the requested action would be in the public interest lack merit.

11. The second argument advanced consists of the fact

that the 1960 Census enumerations have been released since June 1, 196C

and show "significantly increased populations in the Los Angeles, San

Francisco and Portland areas." This fact does not constitute a reason

for accepting additional comments at this time, especially in view of the

fact that the Commission may take official notice of the 1960 Census.

In addition, there is no showing by the petitioners that the 1960 Census

changes in any way the basic problem confronting the Commission,

namely that there are large areas and populations which do not

receive any satisfactory nighttime groundwave service. The proposals

advanced by the petitioners do not pose even a partial solution to this

problem but would instead increase the magnitude of the problem.

12. The third and final argument advanced to show

that "good cause" exists for accepting additional comments herein is
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that the merits of the proposals advanced are such as to justify acceptance

of late filing. This argument, even if true, constitutes no basis for the

acceptance of late filings inasmuch as no showing is made that the

proposals advanced in the Joint Supplemental Comments could not have

been filed on or before June 1,1960. In addition, as shown below, the

proposals advanced by the Joint Supplemental Comments are lacking in

merit.

III. The Joint Supplemental Comments,
If Considered, Should Be Rejected
As Lacking In Merit

13. As established conclusively in the various comments

filed previously herein by CCBS, substantial land areas of the

continental United States (some 57. 99%) in which substantial populations

reside (some 25.6 million people) do not receive a single adequate

nighttime groundwave service. These white areas and populations

must depend upon skywave service if they are to receive any nighttime

radio service. Additional millions of persons residing in rural and

small-town America are dependent upon skywave service for any choice

of nighttime radio service.

14. It is beyond dispute that because of the physical

laws of nature and the population distribution over the land area of the

United States, it is impossible to provide a nighttime groundwave service

to all areas of the continental United States. Accordingly, any change in

the present allocation scheme in the standard broadcast band must

recognize that existing nighttime skywave service must be retained at
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the very minimum and must be improved if any relief is to be brought

to the millions of persons presently living in underserved areas. It is

for this reason that CCBS has advocated throughout the course of this

proceeding that each and every one of the too few remaining Class I -A

Clear Channel frequencies must be kept free of nighttime duplication

and each of the Class I -A Clear Channel stations should be authorized

to operate with power in excess of 50 kw.

15. The duplications proposed in the Commission's

June 13, 1961 Instructions would not result in any significant additional

nighttime skywave service to white areas and in fact would lead to a

substantial increase in the amount of white areas and populations. If

any nighttime duplication is permitted on any Class I -A Clear Channel,

it is axiomatic that "creeping paralysis" would set in with the result that

additional services would be provided to well served city areas at the

expense of taking service away from underserved areas and prohibiting

forever the only feasible means of improving service to white areas

and populations, namely an increase of operating power for Class I -A

Clear Channel stations. A graphic example of domestic "creeping

paralysis" is the case history of 850 kc (formerly 830 kc) which was

duplicated in 1941 so as to permit WHDH, Boston to operate fulltime

on this frequency in addition to KOA, Denver. Since 1941 fulltime

stations have been added on 850 kc in Birmingham, Alabama; Gainesvill:-,

Florida; West Palm Beach, Florida; Muskegon, Michigan; Raleigh, North

Carolina; Cleveland, Ohio; Reading, Pennsylvania; Norfolk, Virginia;
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and Tacoma, Washington. Other examples of the disastrous domestic

and international effect of duplicating Class I -A Clear Channel frequencies

are set forth in Exhibits 1 and 2 of the CCBS Comments filed herein on

August 15, 1958.

16. The instant Joint Supplemental Comments document the

fact that additional duplications are bound to occur, domestically and

internationally, if the duplications proposed in the June 13, 1961

Instructions are effectuated with the result that the well served cities

will receive additional services and underserved rural and remote

areas will have their existing inadequate service further degraded. In

this connection, it is significant that the petitioners operate stations in

cities which are already well served (Portland, Oregon; Los Angles,

California; and San Francisco, California).

17. It is particularly significant that the engineering

showing attached to the Joint Supplemental Comments shows on its face

that if the three stations concerned were authorized to operate fulltirne,

none would provide any nighttime skywave service whatsoever. This

fact alone establishes the lack of merit inherent in the proposals advanced

by the Joint Supplemental Comments. Accordingly, if the Joint

Supplemental Comments are considered on their merits, they should

be rejected.

18. The instant proceeding was initiated on the

Commission's own motion in 1945 because of the recognized need to
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improve service to white areas and populations. This can be done only

by improving the amount and the quality of (in terms of signal strength)

nighttime skywave service. The petitioners' proposal should be rejected

since it would reduce rather than improve nighttime skywave service to

underserved areas. As shown in the pleadings timely filed herein by

CCBS, the only feasible means of improving significantly nighttime

skywave service to areas in need of service is to retain inviolate each

of the existing Class I -A Clear Channel frequencies and to authorize

Class I -A Clear Channel stations to operate with power in excess of

50 kw.

WHEREFORE, the premises considered, it is respectfully

requested that the instant Petition for Acceptance of Supplemental

Comments be denied, or in the alternative, that the instant Joint

Supplemental Comments be denied as lacking in merit.

Respectfully submitted,

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING
SERVICE

By
Reed T. Rollo

Percy H. Russell

R. Russell Eagan
of

Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz
& Masters

800 World Center Building
Washington 6, D. C.

T 961



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

This is to certify that copies of the foregoing document were mailed,

first class postage prepaid, this 17th day of July to each of the following:

Hart S. Cowperthwait, Esq.
Chief, Rules and Standards Division
Broadcast Bureau
Federal Communications Commission
Washington 25, D. C.

John W. Steen, Esq.
40 Wall Street
New York, N. Y.

Counsel for Westinghouse Broadcasting Company
(KYW, KDKA)

John A. Rafter, Esq.
Dow,. Lohnes and Albertson
Munsey Building
Washington 4, D. C.

Counsel for Atlanta Newspapers, Inc. (WSB)

Joseph E. Baudino, Esq.
1625 K Street, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Vice President, Westinghouse Broadcasting Company
(KYW, KDKA)

Vernon L. Wilkinson, Esq.
McKenna and Wilkinson
1735 DeSales Street, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Counsel for Argonaut Broadcasting Company (KFAX)

Robert F. Jones, Esq.
Jones and Zwicky
515 Perpetual Building
Washington 4, D. C.

Counsel for Standard Broadcasting Company (KGBS)

Jack P. Blume, Esq.
Flx Shuebruk, Blume and Gaguine
1612 K Street, N. Ai.

Washington 5, D. C.
Counsel for Seattle Portland and Spokane Radio (K;CL)

R. Russell Eaga..-1



CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

July 7, 1961

MEMORANDUM

To CCBS Lvlanagers and Chief Engineers

It has recently come to our attention that the House of
Representatives and the Senate of the State of Delaware have adopted
a :oint Resolution requesting the Federal Communication,, Commission
to issue a Rule or Order permitting at least one Delawa7e radio station
to broadcast on a 24 hov.r basis with sufficient power tc, s-:,rve the entre
state of Delaware. This resolution was approved by the Governor of
Delaware and forwarded to Speaker Rayburn cf the U. S. House of
Representatives. The resolution has been referred to the House Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. We do not anticipate any
action by the House Committee but we are forwarding herewith copies
of the resolution and the Delaware Governor's transmittal letter for
your information, since we believe the resolution was inspired by day-
time broadcasters and may be an indication of the tactics that may be
employed by the daytimers in other states. If any of you learn of
similar action in your own state legislatures, we shall appreciate being
advised.

Reed T. Rollo
M=ercy H. Russell
L. Russell Eagan
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June 12, 1961

STATE OF DELAWARE

The Honorable Samuel Rayburn
Speaker of the House of
Representatives
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Speaker:

Due to recent regulations of the Federal Communications Commission it is not
possible for any Delaware radio station to broadcast on an evening pattern
that will properly service the area of lower Delaware.

It is the desire of the citizens of the State of Delaware, and in their best
interests, that this situation be remedied as soon as possible. The citizens

of our State, speaking through their elected representatives, call this
problem to your attention by the enactment of House Joint Resolution No.
a certified copy of which is enclosed,

As Governor of the State of Delaware I call upon you to hear this petition
from the citizens of our State and to take the appropriate action to assure
adequate twenty-four hour per day, statewide coverage for radio broadcasts
originating in Delaware.

Cordially yours,

Elbert N. Carvel
Governor

ENC:raw
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HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 0. 3

REQUESTING THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO TAKE THE NECESSARY ACTION TO
ASSURE THE CITIZENS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE OF ADEQUATE RADIO
RECEPTION.

WHEREAS, due to recent regulations of the Federal Communications

Commission there is no radio station located within the State of Delaware

which can be received throughout the State of Delaware on a 24 hour basis,

AND

WHEREAS, the present rules of the Federal Communications Commission do

not permit any Delaware radio station to broadcast on an evening pattern that

will properly service the area of lower Delaware., AND

WHEREAS, the people nf lower Delaware are thereby prevented from receiving

news concerning happenings of vital interest to them after sundown, AND

WHEREAS, it is to the best interests of the pe:=Q1e of Delaware culturally,

economically and socially to be bound together and to be well informed,

NOW, THEREFORE

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENT/dIVES of the 121st General

Assembly of the State of Delaware, the Senate concurring therein, that the

Federal Communications Commission take such action as may be necessary to issue

a rule or order permitting at least one Delaware radio station to properly

service the entire State of Delaware on a daily 24 hour basis, AND

BE IT RESOLVED, that the attention of the President of the United States

be called to this attempt by the people of Delaware to obtain adequate radio

reception, AND

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this Resolution be sent to the

President of the United States, to the Senste and House of Representatives

of the 87th Congress and to the Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D.C.

APPROVED MAY 16, 1961.



STATE OF DELAWARE

OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE

I, ELIST:iA C. DUKES, Secretary of State of the State of Delaware,

do hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a true and correct copy

of House Joint Resolution No. 3 entitled "REQUESTING THE PRESIDENT OF THE

UNITED STATES TO TirE THE NECESSARY ACTION TO ASSURE THE CITIZENS OF THE

STATE OF DELAWARE OF ADEQUATE RADIO .L.EOPTInN,11 adopter2 by the House of

Representatives of the 121st General Assembly 1:arch 16, 1961 and by

the Senate of the 121st General Assembly on -)r:,1 26, 1961 and approved

by the Governor on May //), 1961.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand

and official seal at Dover this fifth day

of June in the year of our Lord

one thousand nine hundred and sixty-one

/s/ Elisha C. Dukes

Secretary of State

SEAL



CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

February 3, 1961

TO ALL CCBS GENERAL NAi;./-',GERS AND FARM DIRECTORS:

The following resolutions of interest to CCBS were adopted by the three
major farm organizations at their recent annual meetings.

If you have copies of any State farm organization resolutions that have
been adopted in 1960, we would appreciate receiving a copy for our files.

THE NATIONAL GRANGE

Clear Channel Radio

"We reaffirm the traditional Grange stand to retain
Clear Channels and increase their power as a means of
improving radio service to remote rural regions of the
country and to assure a reliable method of reaching all
rural areas on an emergency basis for defense purposes.

"While recognizing the excellent service to agriculture,
provided by certain Clear Channel Stations, we urge that all
of them maintain the highest possible service to agriculture."

AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

Radio and Television

"Citizens on our farms and ranches, no less than in our
cities, have an interest in the total product of radio and
television. To rural people this means that management and
broadcasters have an obligation not only to provide farm
service broadcasting, but also to maintain consistently high
standards in news and other programs. We commend the many
radio and television stations that have done well in this respect.
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'tWe recognize that many serious problems face the radio
and television industries. We a:e concerned about certain
proposals which, if put into effect, would impair or destroy
the service to many rural areas.

"We recommend that Congress require the Defense Department
to show cause why this department should be granted or be
permitted tc hold exclusive rights to large areas of the
broadcasting spectrum.

"In the case of television services we strongly urge
that the Federal Communications Commission and the Congress
not consider, even on a temporary basis, any proposal or
plan to curtail any futnre development or impair existing
television service available to people living in rural sections
of our nation.

"We favor establishment of booster stations to extend
and improve television service to rural areas where their
use does not impair present service in such areas

"In the case of radio services we recommend that the
Federal Communications Commission determine the number of
clear channel stations needed to provide adequate service
and prescribe standards of service and performance under
which such clear channel stations may hold their licenses.

"We favor legislation to place cable television systems
under direct regulation of the Federal Communications Commission.
Acting under this legislation, the Commission should promulgqte
rules and regulations to protect the rights of rural television
viewers in areas where cable systems are in operation or where
such operation is proposed."

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF FARMER CCOPERATTVES

Radio and. Television Broadcasting

"American farmers for many years have utilized radio,
and more recently television, both as a valuable working
tool in the operation of their farms and as a source of
entertainment. The National Council of Farmer Cooperatives
long has recognized the important se:, -vice rendered to farmers
by the nation's broadcasters and again takes cognizance of the
benefits of effective and well programmed. radio and television
broadcasts,

"The Council reiterates its position that clear -channel
radio stations and adequate power for them are an important
means of serving farms and small towns throughout America,



particula-:.3y th.-)5a 1r r:,-.71ote are:. s, and exposes actiors

which would. der.:. -ease effeotiveneEs, It recognizes
also the suppor': and ocl-vice rendered by .ocn1 and regional
stations, and it again commends these stations for their
support of agriculture and solicits tbAr continued
Eictivdty in this field

"Likewise, the Council believes that adequate television
service can be provided to rural areas only if mileage
separations betwoen stations are maintained at distances
proven by existing ongireerdng standards to be sutTicient
to prevent interference between signals, and if channels
currently providing service to agriculture, charnels 2 through
13, are maintainee. :nZ.,act without downgrading of present
service For this reacon, the Council calls upon the Congress
and the Federal Comrmnications Commission to take nJ actions
which in any manner wDuld tend to impair the b-z.oacsAng
services, both radio and television, now available to farmers
and residents of small towns. We call upon the Congress and
the Commission, instead, to direct their efforts in this
important field toward improving and expanding broadcasting
services to rural areas."

Bernice Hase
CCBS



CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

December 29, 1960

TO ALL CCBS GENERAL MANAGERS, PROGRAM DIRECTORS AND FARM DIRECTORS:

ANNUAL MEETING CF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF FARMER COOPERPTIVES

The 32nd Annual Meeting of the National Council of Farmer Cooperatives
will be held at the Jung Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana, January 9-12, 1961.

CCBS Farm Directors have probably received an invitation from the
Council to attend the session. Orion Samuelson of WGN and. John McDonald of
WSM will represent CCBS. If you are unable to fit it into your schedule and
want any recordings made with Council representatives from your state, please
get in touch with these two farm directors.

George B. Blair, President of the National Council of Farmer Coops will
make his address to the delegate body at the opening luncheon on Monday,
January 9, at 12:15 p.m. His remarks will be recorded and edited to 28 minutes
30 seconds. A tape copy will be sent to all CCBS program directors, together
with live open and close to be used in connection with it, The recording
should reach you in time to schedule it on or after mid -day Friday, January
13. I hope that, as in the past, you will make the best available time
possible for the annual report of this agricultural leader.

If you cannot use this recording, I would. appreciate your advising me
as soon as possible.

Bernice Hase
CCBS



CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

MINUTES OF ANNUAL MEETING OF
CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SUNDAY, MAY 7, 1961

CONFIDENTIAL CONFIDENTIAL

Pursuant to notice, the annual meeting of the Clear

Channel Broadcasting Service was held in the Hamilton Room of the

Sheraton -Park Hotel in Washington, D. C. on Sunday, May 7, 1961

commencing at 4:00 p.m.

In the absence of Chairman Lcivv.;n W. Craig, Treasurer

Harold Hough presided. R. Russell Eagan serv-A -as Acting, Secretary.

The following repress r of member stations,

arranged by frequency, were present:

KFI

WSM

George A. Wagner
Char -17-:: E . Hamilton
H. L. ;3:,:-..tterrnan

W LW ,:r?'1:1PS D. Shouse
Haehnle

Lepple

John DeWitt, Jr. WG1-J 1rd L. Oua.2,1
Irvin Waugh J. Meyer3
Johnie S. Campbell CIE.rles E. Gates

Calibraro



WSB

WJR

Frank Gaither
R. A. Holbrook

John F. Patt
Worth Kramer
F. Sibley Moore
James H. Oue',1.o
George F. Leydorf
A. Frieclenthal
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WBAP Harold Hough
Roy Bacus
A. M. Herman

W AA George K. Utley

WI -T AS Victor A. Sholis
Orrin W. Towner
Neville Miller

WHO Ralph Evans
Paul Loyet

WHAM He Chrystal
Irvin CT rc,Ea

WOAI Charles Jeffers

Also present were J. D. Bloom of WWL; Arch Madsen

and Vincent E. Clayton of KSL; Bernice Hase, CCBS Secretary; and Reed

T. Rollo and R. P_uese7.1 Eagan of Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz &

Masters, CCBS legal counsel.

Upon motion duly made, seconded -ad approved, reading

of the minutes of the annual meeting held in Chicago on Sunday, April 3,

1960 was dispensed with and the minutes were approved.

Mr. Eagan reported briefly on the activities of the CCBS

Washington office. in the abs.rnce of the Washingtan Director, Miss Hase

is carrying throush with the necessary arrangements with members of the

Senate and House in connection with weekly 15 -minute i-oacl.casts on behalf of

member stations KFI, WHAM, WHAS, and WJR. Mr. Eagan emphasized

this service is available to all CCBS stations and also pointed out that Miss
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Hase is also presently carrying through with the necessary arrangements in

connection with sending out duplicate tapes of addresses at various agri-

cultural meetings, especially the addresses at the annual meetings of the

.American Parm Bureau,Federation, The National Grange, and the National

Council of Farmer Cooperatives. On occasion Miss Hase receives tapes from

various CCBS Farm Directors which she arranges to have duplicated and

sent out to member stations.

Mr. Rollo reported on the legal activities which took place

since the last annual meeting with respect to the Clear Channel Case

(Docket 6741), the Daytime Skyway Case (Docket 8333), the WTAO appeal

and the efforts of daytime stations to secuz extended hours of operation:

(::.) As reported in the current issue of Broadcasting

magazine (Closed Circuit), the Commission has not voted on the Clear

Channel Case since Chairman Minow took office. However, indications

are that a final vote will be taken in the near future.

(h) On October 27, 1960, the Court of Appeals

affirmed the Comirission's decision in the Daytime Skyway Case.

(c) On March 30, 1961, the .:,curt of Appeals affirmed

the Commission'r action of reusing to waive the free.:e on daytime stations

and refusing to process the WTAO application to operate daytime only on

720 kc.

(d) Hearings were held _lune of 1960 before a

House Committee on five bills proposing to amend the Communications Act
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so as to authorize operation of all daytime stations from 6:00 a. m.

to 6:00 p. m. , regardless of the times of local sunrise and sunset.

These bills were opposed by the Commission as well as by CCBS and

no action was ever taken by the House Committee following the hearings.

Since the new Congress convened in January of 1961 similar bills have

been introduced. If additional hearings are held, the proposals will

again be opposed by the Commission as well as by CCBS.

Mr. Rollo concluded his report by thanking the members for

the confidence expressed in the law firm at the last annual meeting

when the annual retainer was increased. Mr. Rollo went on to discuss

in detail the legal fees and work done for CCBS for the calendar year

1960.

Following Mr. Rollo's report. was discussion by

the members of the various matters coverer i his: report. In response

to an inquiry, Mr. Rollo stated that in his op]..ioti, concurred in by

his partners, it would be improper and a vioiati.r. n of the Commission's

rules for any member or any representative of C -::BS to talk to any

Commissioner, directly or indirectly, with res7-.1:::ct to .he merits of

the issues involved in the pending Clear Channel cage. Mr. Rollo's

legal opinion was based primarily on the Court of Appeals May 8, 1959

decision in the case of Sangamon Valley Teievis;.on Corporation v. U. S.
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Mr. Hough gave the treasurer's report and stated that

an additional assessment will be levied in the near future. The

assessment will be allocated on the basis adopted at last year's annual

meeting. Mr. Hough paid tribute to the wonderful guidance afforded

over the years by Mr. Craig and expressed his sorrow that Mr. Craig

could not be present for the meeting. Mr. Hough also complimented

Miss Hase and praised the work of CCBS legal counsel.

Following the treasurer's report there was general discussion

by the members. It was made clear in this discussion that the Executive

Committee has authority from the membershil. Lo select a new CCBS

Director. Also, upon motion duly made, 2er.l. and approved, the

Executive Committee was empowered to the filing of any

necessary legal documents by CCBS couns.f.

Upon mction duly made, secLr.ti,-., proved, R.

Russell Eagan was authorized to inform th.y of the events which

took place at the meeting.

The meetin.Y., adjourned at approxi.--,:riv 4:55 p. m.

hussell Eagan
Secretary



Office of

Ed. W. 'w Craig



JAMES D. SHOUSE
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
CROSLEY SQUARE

CINCINNATI

June 13, 1961

Mr. Edwin W. Craig
The National Life and Accident Ins. Co.
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Ed:

As you may know Jim Rockwell and Clyde Haehnle
from our Company attended the meeting last Mon-
day which Jack called in Nashville. They told me
in some detail of what transpired and were highly
enthusiastic about the possibility outlined, so I
am very glad indeed to approve the appointment of
Fritz Leydorf as consultant on this project in-
volving one-fourth of his time at a retainer of
$5, 000 and travel expenses.

I will be extremely interested in learning the out-
come of the further meeting held on Friday,
June 9 in Pittsburgh.

As always my very best to you, Ed.

Very sincerely

J. D. Shouse

CC - Mr. Jack DeWitt



WO3AP AM - FM - TV
THE STAR -TELEGRAM STATION

1100
SINCE

AMON CARTER
FOUNDER
1922-1955

AMON CARTER. JR.
PRESIDENT

HAROLD HOUGH
DIRECTOR

ROY BACUS
MANAGER

WBAP-820
50,000 WATTS

WBAP-570
5,000 WATTS

ABC

WBAP-TV
CHANNELS

WBAP-FM
96.3

FORT WORTH TELEPHONE JE 6-1981

Mr Edwin W Craig
The National Life and Accident

Insurance Company
National Building
Nashville 3 Tennessee

Dear Mr Craig:

DALLAS TELEPHONE AN 2 -5224 -AN 2-4622

P. 0. BOX 1780
OFFICES AND STUDIOS 9900 BARNETT STREET

FORT WORTH, TEXAS

June 12, 1961

Answering your letter of June 9 in reference to
putting Fritz Leydorf on the payroll for one year
at $5000.00 is satiafactory with me, and I will
vote, yes. Please instruct Mr Leydorf to supply
the usual requisitions, this time I hope through
Jack DeWitt.

It appears that the meeting in Pittsburgh could
have been very profitable and timely - at least
I hope so.

We are now in the process of sending out another
assessment, which is being paid promptly, and we
hope in a few days to take care of our balance to

the law firm in Washington.

Thank you for the nice letter bringing me up to

date on matters, and all good wishes.

HVH :b

Sincerely,

Ha old Hough

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., National Representatives

WBAP SHARES FREQUENCIES WITH WFAA. THE TWO STATIONS MAINTAINING CONTINUOUS SERVICE ON 820 KC. AND 570 KC.
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C 2501 West Bradley Place  Chicago 18, Illinois  LAkeview 8-2311

June 14, 1961

Dic. 6-12-61

Mr. Edwin W. Craig
Chairman of the Board
National Life and Accident Insurance Company
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

My dear Ed:

Thank you for your kind letter of June 8 in regard to the Pittsburgh
meeting.

I cannot begin to tell you how heart-warming is the news that there is
this development which gives us a "potential" for the future of our
group. More importantly, however, is the preservation for the people
of America of this important national resource.

Ed, in writing to you today, I would be remiss if I didn't compliment
you and Jack DeWitt for making this possible. Some day, some how, the
rest of us in the group should find a way to repay WSM for all that it
has done throughout the years of our clear channel history.

As a station supporter of the group and as a member of the Executive
Committee, I am most happy with the plans regarding the hiring of
Mr. Leydorf.

Kindest personal regards and much appreciation, Ed.

WLQ/ck

Sincerely, ,

Ward L. Quaal
ExeCittive Vice President

General Manager
WGN, Inc.

.i/t/GIi Syndication Sales K:)4L Radio /Television serving Duluth -Superior



REPORT OF CASH EXAMINATION
CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE - WASHINGTON, D. C.

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31. 1960

ERNST & ERNST
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REPORT OF CASH EXAMINATION

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE - WASHINGTON, D. C.

Year ended December 31, 1960
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STATEMENT OF RECORDED CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

Year ended December 31, 1960

Cash balance at January 1, 1960

Receipts:
Station dues
Special assessment
Pay roll taxes withheld from employees

TOTAL

$70,217.00
20,000.00

4,421.79

$ 7,615.39

94,638.79
TO ACCOUNT FOR $102,254.18

Disbursements:
Salaries

$26,551.04
Legal and professional fees and expenses 27,918.40
Travel and entertainment expenses 6,284.90
Printing, postage, telephone and telegraph 1,765.29
Office rent

2,353.75
Office supplies and expense 1,417.92
Recording and engineering

23,106.13
Pay roll taxes remitted

4,663.79Fidelity bond
40.00 94,101.22Cash balance at December 31, 1960 - on deposit

First National Bank, Fort Worth, Texas $ 8,152.96

-4-
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Ward L. Quaal Executive Vice President and General Manager

Radio/ 720 Television /channel 9

2501 West Bradley Place  Chicago 18, Illinois  LAkeview 8-2311

Dic. 9-3-61

Confidential September 6, 1961

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM Subject: Confidential
Nashville 3, Tennessee Memorandum of August 28 -

Air Force - CCBS

Dear Jack:

In acknowledging receipt of the subject memorandum, I not only want to
express anew my gratitude for your never-ending efforts in behalf of
our clear channel organization, but to tell you that such a contri-
bution as yours makes one feel extremely humble.

This entire matter and the progress surrounding development of same
is most heartwarming.

Many thanks, Jack.

Sincerely,

/

/ ,,,/ , , e .P

/
L

Ward L. Quaal
WLQ / r

cc: J. Howard Wood
Carl Meyers
Charlie Gates
Reed T. Rollo, Esq.
R. Russell Eagan, Esq.

 WGN Syndication Sales  KDAL Radio /Television serving Duluth -Superior



PAUL A. LOYET
VICE-PRESIDENT AND
GENERAL MANAGER

Central Broadcasting Company
1100 'Walnut Street

Des Moines Z, Iowa

September 8, 1961

Mr. Edwin Craig
WSM
Nashville, Tennessee

Dear Ed:

WHO -AM -FM -TV

This confirms our wire of today telling you that Roy Pratt
will attend the Clear Channel meeting in your office
Thursday, September 14.

I would like very much to be with you all but I had a
laryngectomy at Mayo's August 19, returned to the office
August 31. The doctors give me a completely clean bill of
health, for which I am most thankful. Right now I'm in
the process of learning to talk with the Stomach _Air ControlAir
technique and for the next couple of weeks communication
will be a little slow.

Roy is well informed on our projects and problems. He is
a 30 -year veteran with WHO. I know he will do a good job
for WHO and for Clear Channel.

Best personal regards.

Since rely,

Paul A. Loyet
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Reed Rollo and Russ Eagan arrival approx 6:30 PM

George Wagner (KFI) arrival 7:57 PI
Charlie Jeffers (*OAI) arrival 6:35 AAL Fl. 278

John Patt or James Quollo (WJR) arrival 8:35 PM

Roy Pratt (WHO) arrival 1:00 PM

Jiro Cooper (WFAA) ?

Wm. D. Wagner ( WHO) Andrew Jackson ?

Hank Christal
R. J. Rockwell ( WLW ) ?

Ward Quaal ( W G N )
Carl Meyers ( WGN)
Vic Sholis ( WHAS ) arrival Thurs.
Frank Gaither (WSB) arrival Thurs.
Abe Herman ( WBAP) ?

Rex Campbell ( KSL) Stalt Lake Cotu very late arrival



WESTE 11 N UN1
SENDING BLANK

N
CALL CHARGE

PD m WWI. INC.LETTERS FLCa

FULL RATE CABLE
September 7, 1961

Jack DeWitt
Kensington Close Hotel, Wrights Lane W. 8
Kensington W. S., England

Clear Channel Meeting Nashville September Fourteenth. Regards.

Edwin Craig

Send the above message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which ore hereby agreed to

PLEASE TYPE OR WRITE PLAINLY WITHIN BORDER --DO NOT FOLD
1269-(R 4-55)



September 6, 1961

EIGHT LETTER

Some of the most active members of our group and our Washington attorneys have

convinced me that there is critical need for an early meeting of all Clear

Channel representati'res. I will therefore appreciate it it you will attend

such a meeting in my office here in Nashville at 9:30 Thursday morning, September 14.

Please confirm yolr acceptance at your earliest convenience. Best regards.

Edwin Craig

C,py to Er. Jack DeWitt, PresIdent
.;31q, Inc.



STATION KFI

STATION WLW

STATION WIN

STATION WSB

STATION WJR

STATION WBAP

Mr. George A. Wagner, President and General !tanager -ries, ift6 .-"1"'set

Earle C. Anthony, Inc.
141 N. Vermont Avenue Net -

Los Angeles, California

Mr. Charles E. Hamilton, Assistant to the President
Earle C. Anthony, Inc.
141 N. Vermont Avenue
Los Angeles, California

Mr. James Shouts.. Chairman of the Board
Crossley Broadcasting Corporation
Cre'lley Square

Cincinnati 2. Ohio

Mr. Robert E. Dundille, President and General Manager
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation
Crosley Square
Cincinnati 2, Ohio

Mr. Ward Quasi. Executive Vice President and General Manager
WON. Inc.
2501 West Bradley Place
Chicago 18. Illinois

- Mr. J. Leonard Rinsch, Executive Director- no 1^
Radio Station WSB
1601 W. Peachtree St., N B.

Atlanta 9, Georgia

Mr. John Patt, Chairman of the Board
The Goodwill Stations. Incorporated
1243 Statler Hotel
ClevelWed, Ohio

Mr. Worth Kramer, President
The Goodwill Stations, Inc.
Fisher Building
Detroit 2, Michigan

Mr. Harold Rough
Radio Station NBA?
Port Worth, Texas

\,(Mr. A. N. Herman, Esquire (attorney)
Electric Building
Port Worth, Texas

t, p
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STATION WFAA

STATION WHAS

STATION WHO

STATION WHAM

STATION WOAI

Mr. James Moroney, Sr.,
The Dallas Morning News
Dallas 2, Texas

Vice President

Mr. Mike Shapiro, General Manager
Radio Station WFAA
Young and Record Street
1:11as, Texas

Mr. Victor A. Shells, Director
Radio Station WHAS
6th and Broadway
Louisville 2, Kentucky

Dr. D. D. Palmer, President

Central Broadcasting Company
1002 Brady Street
Davenport, Iowa

Prail 00(,0 toot.erwr

Mr. Paul Loyet, Vice President and Resident Manager
Station WHO
1100 Walnut Street
Des Moines, Iowa

Mr. Irving Gross

Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.
579 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

Mr. Arthur Kelly, Manager
Radio Station WHAM
201 Humboldt St.
Rochester 3. U. Y.

Mr. James M. Gaines, President
Radio Station WOAI
1031 Navarro Street
San Antonio, Texas



SENDING BLANK
CALL tent PD
LETTERS

CHARGE WSM, Inc. 8/30/61
To

The Honorable Oren Harris
Chairma-, Interstate and Foreign Comrerce Committee
House Office Building, Washington, I). C.

I understand that there is pending before your Committee a resolut-
ion by Congressman Dingell (Mich.) urging the Committee to request
the FCC to withhold final decision in the clear channel case Docket
67141 until such time as your Committee can hold hearings on Bills
which seek to amend the Communications Act with respect to clear
channel allocations. May I earnestly request your support for Con-
gressman Dingall's resolution. We feel that this matter requires
the most careful consideration on the part of your Committee. The
clear channel issue not only affects present and future radio
iservice to millions of Americans but involves the retention of a
national resource for communications in time of war.

John H. DeWitt, Jr. - WSM,Inc.

Send the above message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

PLEASE TYPE OR WRITE PLAINLY WITHIN BORDER -DO NOT FOLD
1269-(t 4.55)



ALL MESSAGES TAKEN BY THIS COMPANY ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS:
4. 4.4 40. 4001011111004- 444. Ms .

To guard &genet mistake. or deters. the eender of a menage should order It repeated, that is. telegraphed bark to the originating office for comparison. For this, onshall the
warepeated meaaage rata is charged In addition. Unless otherwise indicated on its face, this la an unrepeated menage and paid for as such, In consideration whereof It is agreed between
the 'muter of the message and the Telegraph Company as follows:

1. The Telegraph Company...shall not be liable for mistakes or delays In the [rat:sir-1,1°n or delivery, or for non -delivery, of any message received fortransmission at the unrepeatee.
message rate beyond the auto of live hundred dollar,: nor for telatitises or driays Iii the la -anoints -ion or delivery. or for non -delivery.of any message received for transmission at the repeated.
message rate beyond the sum of five thousand dollars, wiles. speciatly.valued; Kerr lu any case tot dei.ks arising from unavoidable Interruption In the Working of its lines.

2. In any event the Telegraph Company shall not he Ilatile for darn..., for rot -tyke. or de!,, a in the trait. .Aston or delivery. or for the non-dellvery, of any [newest., whether
...en by the negligence of Is aervnl,ts or bra :, , :111, t11,1.5 the sum of Ova thoteand dolle(s. at which amount the sender of each manage
repreienta that the meoniee 1.4 vented, milt-, a greater salt' 1 Ina :to' ; lie si et it the tme the message It tendered tor tratiiiinIsklon. and tiniest the repeated -message
rate Is paid or agreed to be pad and an additional charge cqual to one-tehtli of ...0 ser Coot of the bnicitilit by which (Rich valuation shall esead bee tho,,,ed doaars.

3. The Telegraph Company is hereby made the agent of the sender, wittiout liability, to forward thLs message over the lines of any other company when necessary to reach its
destination.

4. The applicable tariff charger non massaate destined to any point in the eiintinental tilted States listed In the Telegraph Company's Directory of Stations cover Its delivery within
the established city or community limits of tne destthation poet .13, (aid sfielt 1i:11'N and to Loin:a nut listed In the 'telegraph Company's Directory' of Station, pie Telegraph Company dom
not undertake to make tlellvery but will endeavor to arrange I de tc.c, oesilable rr e'ins as tile agent of the sender. with the understanding that the seeder authorizes the .liection
of any additional charge from the addressee and agrees to pay ouch 0,1.111,insi charge ii it to not collected from the addressee.

6. No responsibility attaches to the Telegraph Company concerning r,,e,ssee, until the same are accepted at one of its transmitting °Mem: and Ifs message Is sent to slick ofnee by
one of the Telegraph Company's me.engent, he arts for that pm pose ..., the seemof the :wilder; except that when the Telegraph Company kends: amessenger to pick up a moisage the toes.
ranger in that inatance acts ea the agent of the Telegraph Comp:thy In accepting the manage. the Telegraph Company assuming responsibility from the time of such acceptatuce.

8. The Telegraph Company will not be liable for damages or statutory penaitles when the claim is trot preseuted In writing to the Telegraph Company, (al within ninety days
after the message Ls filed with the Telegraph Company for tratistoission In the ease of a message between points within the United States (except In the case of an Intrastate message in
Texas) or between a point In the United States on the one hand and a point In Alaska. ('anada. Mexico. or kit. Pierre -Miquelon Islands on the Other hand, or between a point In the United
States and a ship at sea or la the air. (b) within 95 days after the c ime of anion, it any, snail have accrued In the Case of an intrastate message in Terns, and le) within 180 days after
the message is Med with the Telegraph Company for transrelsonti in the caiie of a message between a point in the United States and aforeign or overseas point other than the points
specified above in this paragraph; provided, however, that thLs condition alkali not apply to claims for damages or overcharges within the purview of Section 415 of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended.

7. It is agreed that to any action by the Telegraph Company to recover the tolls for any message or messages the prompt and correct transmission and delivery thereof shall be
presumed, subject to rebuttal by competent evidence.

foregoing
S. EsiktleLms governing the transmission of meesages according to their classes. as enumerated below, shall apply to message. in each of such classes In addition tothe

9. No employee of the Telegraph Company is authorised to vary the foregoing.

4-54

CLASSES OF SERVICE

DOMESTIC SERVICES INTERNATIONAL SERVICES

TELEGRAM FULL RATE (FR)

The fastest domestic servloe. The fastest overseas service. May be written In code, cipher. or In any language ex.
premed In Roman letters.

DAY LETTER (DL)
A deferred game -day service, at low rates.

NIGHT LETTER (NL)
Ecenomicel overnight service. Accepted up to 2 A. NI. I or deUvery the following morning,

at rates lower than the Telegram or Day Letter rates.

LETTER TELEGRAM (LT)
For overnight plain language messages. at half -rate. Minimum charge for 22 words appUes.

SHIP RADIOGRAM
For messages to and from ships at MIL
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August 31, 1961

Mr. J. A. Chambers
Motorola, Incorporated
8201 East McDo ell Road
Scottsdale, ;rizona

Dear Joe:

It scions like old times to get a letter from Joseph A.
Chambers. I have heard great things of your military lab
out there and I am most anxious to visit it.

l'e are still trying to save the clear channels and are
now working with the Air Force and the FCC on a backstop
system for FAC which would utilize the clears in a teletype
network in which frequency shift keying is used. My reason
for calling Mr. Moore was that he had published a very fine
piece in your house rnarazine in which he described a system
wlich I thought might be useful to us; we still think so. At
the moment my plans are uncertain but I wouldn't be surprised
if in the next few iveelro I call to ask permission to vi. it you
and talk .Purther with Mr. ",ore about his phase lock system.

In July we drove with our eight year old (aurhter out to
Flagstaff where we spent ten pleasurable days working around
the old Lowell Observatory ald seeing fhe hri7ona sites.
Phoenix as not on our itinerary, otherwise i rou:Li have given
you a buzz. Ye are all -ild about the "brown and .air -le"
country and look forward to another possible visit out there.

All good wishes.

JPP:ab

Sincerely yours,

John H. Dd'itt, Jr.
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LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSO N, CHAFFETZ St MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -IBM AND K STREETS. N. W.

WASHINGTON e, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3E00

August 22, 1961

TO CCBS GENERAL MANAGERS

CHICAGO OFFICE
PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO I,ILLINOIS

We have received through a member station a letter written by

Tedson J. Meyers, Administrative Assistant to Chairman Minow of the

FCC, addressed to Congressman Weis outlining in some detail the

Commission's thinking on the efforts of the Daytime Broadcaster's

Association to obtain authority to operate from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., and

on the pending Clear Channel Case (Docket 6741). In view of the fact

that we believe the letter expresses the official thinking of the

Commission on these matters and because, in our opinion, the letter

indicates prompt final action in Docket 6741, perhaps as set forth in

the Commission's instructions of June 13, 1961 (copy of which we

attached to our memo to you of the same date) a copy of the letter to

Congressman Weis is inclosed,

Congressman has also been advised (presumably by the

House Interstate Commerce Committee) that no action is likely to be

taken on the Bills proposing 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. operation, as well as

the Bills preventing the FCC from breaking down Class I -A stations.

Reed T, Rollo

R. Russell Eagan

Encl.



FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Washington 25, D. C.

Aug. 10, 1961

Honorable Jessica McCullough Weis
House of Representatives
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Congressman Weis:

This refers to your letter of August 1, 1961, in which you
request information about two matters relating to standard (AM) broad-

casting. These are:

(1) The petition of the Daytime Broadcasters Association
seeking authority for daytime stations to operate
frcm 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM;

(2) The pending Clear Channel proceeding (Docket 6741)
in which there is contemplated the authorization of
an additional nighttime station to some of the Class

I -A clear channels.

As to the first matter, there is presently no petition or pro-
ceeding pending before the Commission. The Daytime Broadcasters Associa-
tion has in the past sought extended hours of operation for daytime
stations, and in an incuiry proceeding conducted in 1959 the Commission
considered its request that such stations be permitted to begin broad-
casting at 6:00 AM when earlier than local sunrise, and operate until
6:00 PM when later than local sunset, After consideration, the Commis-
sion concluded that such extended operation would not be in the public

interest and that rule making relating thereto should not be instituted.
Enclosed is a copy of the Report issued in that proceeding.

The Daytime Broadcasters Association has since asked Congress
to enact legislation to the same effect, and the House Interstate and

Foreign Commerce Committee has held hearings on the subject both last

month (July 18, 19 and 20) and in previous years. The Commission has
consistently opposed such legislation, for the same reasons it denied

the proposal in 1959. You may be interested in the comments we filed
with the Committee in connection with the currently pending legislation,
a copy of which is also enclosed.



The proponents of this proposal are the Jssociation itself,
which represents about 150 daytime stations, and some individual day-
time stations. Statements in support were also filed by civic groups
and individual citizens in various communities where a daytime station

now operates. On the other hand, the proposal was opposed by a very
large number of unlimited -time stations, and by certain farm groups.
The arguments pro and con are detailed in the enclosed documents -
Briefly, the chief argument advanced in support has been the additional
service which would be afforded, during the additional hours involved,
particularly in and around some 912 communities in the nation which
nave no unlimited -time AM station and some of which do not receive

primary service nighttime from stations located elsewhere. The chief

argument against the proposal -- which the Commission has found persua-
sive -- is the vast amount of interference which would result from such
operation during hours before sunrise and after sunset. This inter-
ference would vastly outweigh the service gained, would have a vastly
disruptive effect on the service of unlimited -time stations, and would
limit the daytime stations themselves during these hours to very small
service areas, so that the service benefits would be quite small.

With respect to the second matter; the appropriate use to be
made of the clear channels, especially 24 or 25 I -A channels, has been

the subject of an exhaustive and complex Commission rule making proceeding

since 1945. On these I -A channels, 77ith minor exceptions, only one
station is authorized to operate in the continental United States
during nighttime hours, These are the Class I -A stations to which you

refer, which operate with 50 kilowatts of power. Enclosed are two
documents relating to this proceeding -- the Third Notice of Further
Proposed Rule Making issued in 1959, and the Public Notice issued in
June 1961, announcing the Commissionls instructions to its staff as
to the Report and Order to be prepared. No final action has been taken
in this matter, but it is expected that it will be resolved shortly.

The fact that this proceeding is still pending limits to some
extent the possibility of discussing it in detail, but it is hoped that
the following observations will be helpful. Orginally the scope of the

proceeding was broader, but in the later stages the essential question
has become what is the best use to be made of 25 I -A channels (2L fre-

quencies now so classified, plus 1030 kc, which, it is contemplated, would

be reclassified as such a channel). The predominant consideration is

how can they best be utilized to improve service to half the land area

of the nation, with a population exceeding 20,000,000 persons, who do

not now enjoy nighttime primary (groundwave) service and are dependent

upon the less satisfactory, more intermittent, skywave service rendered

by Class I -A and Class I -B stations. The conflict centers around
whether this can best be done by assigning additional unlimited -time
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stations on these channels -- sometimes referred to as "breakdown" of

the channels -- or by retaining the nighttime use by only one station

and raising the maximum power substantially, such as to 500 or 750

kilowatts. The first course of action, if taken as proposed in 1959

in the Third Notice for all of these channels, and as now tentatively

decided upon for 13 of them, would result in the assignment of new

unlimited -time stations so situated as to provide nighttime primary
service to areas and populations now without it, The second alterna-

tive would permit no new assignments, but, by greatly increasing the

permissible power of the Class I -A stations, would result in improve-
ment of the service, particularly the skywave service, rendered by

these stations.

In the main, comments supporting breakdown have come from
licensees of existing stations, or potential applicants, who would

make use of new unlimited -time assignments to be permitted under this

approach. Some of these have supported the Third Notice proposal in
toto or with slight modifications; others have advanced different pro-

posals for breakdown, sometimes with more than one new unlimited -time

station per channel. Breakdown is, in general, opposed by the licen-

sees of the I -A stations, on the ground that it would result in inter-

ference to the skywave service which they render (the purpose of the

present nighttime exclusivity on the channel being to permit the I -A

station to be received, free from co -channel interference, wherever

in the continental United States its signal can be heard). Certain

farm groups have taken a similar position, emphasizing the value of

skywave service to rural areas which sometimes have no other form of

broadcasting service available. It is also argued that, for economic

reasons, probably the new stations resulting from this approach will

not be located so as to result in a first primary nighttime service

to any large percentage of the population now lacking such service.
In reply, proponents of breaking down the I -A channels argue that sky -

wave service of Class I stations is not satisfactory, or at least not

relied upon by listeners, beyond a certain distance, so there is no
point in protecting it further.

The alternative of higher power for the I -A stations is
supported by the licensees of about half of these stations, notably

those who are members of a group called the Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service (COBS). On the other hand, some of the I -A licensees are not
in favor of higher power because of doubts as to its economic feasi-

bility (it has been estimated that the cost of a 750 kw installation

would be at least 1,500,000, and it is argued that if one I -A station

goes up in power all of them would. be forced to do so to remain com-

petitive). Some farm groups likewise support this alternative. The

arguments for this alternative emphasize the improvement in service
which would result, including service in rural areas and provision of an



improved medium of communication in time of emergency. Opponents of

higher power urge, in addition to the greater desirability of break-
down, certain economic and sociological factors. It is argued that

such high power for a few stations would mean undue concentration of
control of the media of communication and would be a serious economic
blow to other stations from a competitive standpoint (the contention
essentially is that a national advertiser would rely on these few
powerful stations for coverage of all or most of the country, rather
than buying time on many stations as at present).

The enclosed Public Notice represents a tentative decision as
to 13 of these 25 channels, on each of which one new unlimited -time
station would be assigned. Two of these assignments are in particular
cities, made necessary by the terms of the recently ratified U.S.-
Mexican Agreement which require two existing stations to find new fre-
quencies. The other 11 new assignments would be in designated states,
where they will provide a needed first nighttime primary service to
substantial areas and populations. In all cases, the existing I -A

stations would be protected from interference, under established en-
gineering formulas, to a service contour which is generally about 700
miles from the I -A station, Service from these stations beyond that
distance is highly variable and generally weak, and, moreover, falls
in areas better served by other, closer stations. The Commissionls
tentative decision reflects the judgment that the unlimited -time
stations on about half of the 1-A clear channels would be able to
render a needed and valuable service of high quality, at the justi-
fiable expense of some limited interference to the I -A station at a
great distance from that station.

On 12 (approximately half) of the Class I -A clear channels the
Commission has decided for the present to leave the status quo, thus pre-
serving opportunity for judicious decisions concerning these 12 after
experiences gained with developments under the rule amendments affecting
the other 13.

The foregoing discussion can give you only a cursory idea of
the great complexities and many ramifications of this proceeding. It

is hoped that the information about the Clear Channel and "6 to 6" pro-

posals will be helpful to you. If you wish further information, it

will be gladly supplied.

Sincerely yours,

/s/ Tedson J. Meyers
Tedson J. Meyers
Administrative Assistant

to the Chairman

Enclosures
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For Mr. DeWitt:
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August 24, 1961

Mr. Ben S. Waple
Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
Washington 25. D. C.

Dear Mr. Waple:

WSM. Incorporated, licensee of radio station WSM, Nashville,
Tennessee, is presently authorised to conduct tests using frequency
shift modulation in connection with a teletype network in which other
clear channel stations are involved. It is requested that WS1.4 be
given additional authority to conduct such tests within the experimental
period using a frequency shift of plus or minus 100 cycles of its emitted
carrier.

The purpose of this request is to allow WSM and its representatives to
determine the maximum degree of frequency shift which can be tolerated
in relation to interference to its nominal broadcast service. It is antici-
pated that at some value of frequency shift interrnodulation will take
place in the rapid fading gone of the station and perhaps at ether
By conducting experiments, it it anticipated that we will detern-line a
maximum allowable frequency shift without interference which .-lata
late .r te naed in furthering the. testn a; -e.

iiection \vitt:. the C..:,inm; )it's art thr.
A: r Furcr::,



August 24. 1961

Mr. Ben S. Maple
Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
Washington 25. D. C.

Dear Mr. Waple:

WSM. Incorporated, licensee of radio station NS/A, Nashville,
'Tennessee. is presently authorised to conduct tests using frequency
shift modulation in connection with a teletype network in which other
clear channel stations are involved. It is requested that WSM be
given additional authority to conduct such tests within the experimental
period using a frequency shift of plus or minus 100 cycles of its emitted
carrier.

The purpose of this request is to allow WSJ[ and its representatives to
determine the maximum degree of frequency shift which can ba tolerated
in relation to interference to its normal broadcast service. It is antici-
pated that at some value of frequency shift intermodulation will take
place in the rapid fading sone of the station and perhaps at other points.
By conducting experiments. it is anticipated that w will determine a
maximum allowable frequency shift without interference which data will
later be used in furthering the tests which we are now conducting in con-
nection with the Commission's Engineering Department and the United
States Air Force.

Sincerely yours.

WSW Incorporated

By
John H. DeWitt, Jr.,

JHDeW/w President



/)

Await 24. 1941

Mr. lea S. Waple
Secretary
Tederal Communitatiess Commission
Washingten 23. D. C.

Dear Mr. Waple:

WSM. Incorporated. licensee of radio station WSM. Nashville,
Tennessee, is presently authorised to conduct tests using frequency
shift modulation in connection with a teletype network in which other
clear channel station. are involved. It is requested that WSM be
given additional authority to conduct such tests within the experimental
period using a frequency shift of plus or minus 100 cycles of its emitted
carrier.

The purpose of this request is to allow WSM and its representatives to
determine the maximum degree of frequency shift which can be tolerated
in relation to interference to its normal broadcast service. It is antici-
pated that at some value of frequency shift intennodulation will take
place in the rapid fading sone of the station and perhaps at other points.
By conducting experiments, it is anticipated that we will determine a
maximum allowable frequency shift without interference which data will
later be used in furthering the tests which we are now conducting in con-
nection with the Commission's Engineering Department and the United
States Air Force.

Sincerely yours.

WSM, Incorporated

By
John H. DeWitt. Jr..

JHDeW/w President



LOUIS G. CALDWELL
0891-.611

HAMMOND E. CHAFFETZ
REED T ROLLO
DONALD C. BEELAR
PERCY H. RUSSELL
KELLEY E. GRIFFITH
PERRY S. PATTERSON
R. RUSSELL EAGAN
CHARLES R. CUTLER
FREDERICK M. ROWE
ALOYSIUS B. McCABE

JOSEPH DuCOEUR
PAYMOND G. LARROCA
JOHN P. MANWELL

LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLANI:), ELLIS, HODSON, CHAP FETZ MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -165 AND K STREETS, N. W.

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPhONE STERLING 3-3200

August 25. 1961

Mr. Edwin W. Craig
The National Life and Accident Insurance Co.
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Mr. Craig:

CHICAGO OFFICE

PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO I,ILLINOIS

As you know, the status of the clear channels has reached a
critical stage. There is a possibility that a final decision will be an-
nounced shortly by the Commission duplicating thirteen of the existing
Class I -A frequencies. If this happens, we shall. of course, do our
best to have it reconsidered or. if necessary, reversed by the courts.
U we should prove unsuccessful, it would, in my opinion, just be the first
step to eventual duplication of all of the remaining clear channels.

If the Commission should not issue a decision in the immediate
future then there would be a good possibility of both the Senate and House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committees holding hearings on the
pending bills to prohibit duplication of clear channels. In such an event,
substantial preparation would be required as well as substantial lobbying
on the Hill during the next few months.

For the foregoing reasons, I urgently suggest that you give
serious consideration to calling a meeting of the members of CCBS in the
immediate future in order that the entire situation might be thoroughly
reviewed.

cc: Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
Mr. Ward Quaal

RTR/hk

Sincerel

, /

Reed T. Rollo



Midwest 6-0929

G. F. LEYDORF, P. E.
CONSULTING ENGINEER

211 Savings & Loan Building

Birmingham, Michigan

August 22, 1961

gr. George A. Reynolds
Vice President
trEM4 Inc.
Nashville, Tennessee

Dear George:

Enclosed is our invoice and record
of time and expense for the month of Taly.
Also enclosed is my acknowledgment of
Blatterman's recent letter.

GFL:11
3 encls.

Yours truly,

G. F. Le

49Ifime../7 7,6



KFI
640 KC

50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

SINCE 1904
DISTRIBUTOR OF MOTOR CARS

August 3, 1961

Mr. J. H. DeWitt, Jr.
Radio Station WSM
Nashville, Tennessee

Dear Jack,

141 N. VERMONT AVE.

LOS ANGELES 54
CALIFORNIA

DUNKIRK 2-2121

Sorry you couldn't get to Los Angeles on your vacation.
Here is a short progress report on F.S.K. I talked with
John Campbell, Fritz Leydorf and Jim Rockwell at some length
about our problems in this area when you were away.

We first made a rather general survey with a Zenith
Trans Oceanic and a Hammarlund H.Q. 180. Catalina Island,
the Don Wallace location at Palos Verdes, Newport Beach and
the transmitter site were all tried with the same result -
good nightime reception of ESL, fair from KOB, and absolute-
ly nothing in the daytime.

July 5th we went to Big Bear Lake, elevation 6,750 feet
and about 100 miles from KFI transmitter, with the same re-
sult on the first day and night except the signal at night
was much better than anywhere else. Second day at Big Bear
we laid 400 feet of #16 bell wire on the bottom of a dry
portion of Big Bear Lake and for the first time received a
daytime signal from KSL which could be identified. Signal
was subject to moderate im or fifteen minute fading and
longer and deeper fading at irregular intervals - about a
half to one hour, several times in the later afternoon.
Signal was lost on bottom of deep fades, for periods of one
or two minutes. The static and man made noise at Big Bear
Lake was considerable. Lifting the antenna from the ground
to four feet off ground reduced noise and signal. Running
antenna along line of fence -posts one foot from the ground
reduced the static and man made noise and yielded just as
good a signal as when insulted wire was laid on the ground.

MEMBER NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTERS
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F.S.K. Progress report - continued

We were able to identify day time KSL and understand all
program material except on fades. KOB, Albuquerque was not
identified although carrier noise was barely discernable on
that frequency. KSL at night is much stronger than KOA or
KOB.

On July 12th daytime a long wire on the ground was tried
at the KFI transmitter with no success. Night time reception
of KSL at the transmitter with a 21 foot whip antenna on the
roof and Hammarlund H.Q. 180 receiver is good normal for this
area. Trouble with daytime on long antenna on the ground is
weak signal from KSL and external cross modulation from other
stations, possibly due to overloading first stage Hammarlund
by KFI. We will try again with more sophisticated antenna,
later.

On July 19th we made a successful try at Lake Elsinore
about 50 miles from KFI transmitter, elevation 1,220 feet,
900 foot antenna laid on dry bed of lake. This is an ex-
tremely quiet location - signal to noise is better than Big
Bear, fading is less, but still pronounced - average signal
strength is the best yet. KSL understandable except on deep
fades, at intervals of about half to three-quarters of an
hour. KOB not tried. Signal strength KSL (daytime) is con-
siderably less than 1 microvolt per meter, unread on Nems-
Clarke 120D field strength meter but about S-2 on Hammarlund
meter at peak, (everything wide open).

On August 4th we will try a daytime setup approximately
half mile from KFI transmitter.

Problem at transmitter is further complicated by the
fact that antenna pointing to KSL cuts diagonally through
our 30 acre plot and runs right through the base of our
tower. Any permanent setup would have to be located on
adjacent property which for one reason or another would be
extremely difficult to obtain. Also, side channel from
KRKD is worse there than at Big Bear or Elsinore.

Cordially,

2/1114 tatT,14.1 --
H. L. Blatterman

2

Chief Engineer

HLB:p1

cc: .1.7 -7 -DeWitt

Jim Rockwell
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Ward E. Ouaa1
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August 2, 19 61

The Honorable Odin Langan
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

Dear Representative Langan:

I have not as yet had the pleasure of meeting you, although the fact that we both
have the same surname was a source of considerable comment around the station
when you were originally elected to the House.

Representative Langan, Congressman Bennett, who serves a portion of the area
which it is also the pleasure of kDAL to serve, introduced a bill In the House July
19th that, in my opinion, has considerable merit. In this particular bill, KDAL has
nothing to gain one way or the other because we are neither Jeopardised nor helped
by the bill. It was introduced to prevent the Federal Communications Commission
from breaking down the clear -channel stations as has been proposed. In this
particular case, I am able to give you my unbiased opinion as I have to my own
Congressman, John A. Blatnik, this afternoon.

I fear that if we continue the unrestricted licensing of stations and the subsequent
degradation of service, the great broadcast medium will eventually be choked to
death. The proposed move on the part of the Commission to duplicate thirteen of
the twenty-four stations that now have clear channels, will certainly moan a loss
of service to many people in the hinterlands of the United States due to a loss of
coverage on the part of these stations. It would seem that in the interest of keeping
radio a powerful medium, and insuring the people of the United States of the service
they can get from the clear -channel stations, particularly at night, that this valu-
able means of entertaining and protecting the people at times when they are not
able to listen to their local station is imperative. I reiterate, KDAL has nothing
to gain or to lose from Congressman Bonnett's proposal because we are not a clear
channel. However, in the interest of the people it is our pleasure to serve in the
daytime, which we cannot now serve at night due to the interference problem, I
fool that the existing clear channels should be allowed to continue broadcasting as
they have for the protection and the entertainment of the people in the hinterlands.

Cordially,

Odin S. Ritnisland
General Manager

OSR:BB



100,000 WATTS DULUTH 2, MINN.

August 2, 19 61

The Honorable John A. Blatnik
House Office Building
Washington, D. C.

Dear John:

This afternoon I called your office and visited a short time with Ludd attempting,
of all things, to be of service to my friend, Robert Rich, Manager of WDSM. There
were rumors on the street today that Jerry had some sort of heart attack, but in
talking with Ludd this afternoon, we decided that it was nothing more than over
exhaustion, and that no publicity would be best. Jerry works too hard; it's perfectly
obvious that one of these days he is going to have to slow up.

John, in the course of my conversation with Ludd this afternoon, I asked him about
the bill that Congressman Bennett had introduced on July 19th concerning the clear
channel question. Ludd was not familiar with the bill and solicited my comments
which I am very happy to give.

You and I have often discussed the deterioration of service that has been caused
by the promiscuous licensing of stations by the Commission. In fact, as you
probably know, we will have six radio stations at the Head of the Lakes by this
time next year. While I sincerely hope that the additional stations will not inter-
fere seriously with ICDAL, the truth is that we will be less effective with six
stations in the market than we would be if there were only three.

The question of immediate importance however, John, does not involve KDAL, but
it does involve the industry, and for that reason I am very happy to give you my
thoughts. The Commission has proposed the breaking down of thirteen of the
present twenty-four clear channel stations by duplicating their service. This will
partially eliminate the nighttime service of these stations, and make it impossible
for some areas to get nighttime service. You are familiar with caiditions as they
exist in Chisholm; wherein frequently at night you cannot get any of the Duluth
stations, and must depend upon some of the now clear -channel stations for service.
If the service of these stations were impeded, we could well have a situation in
many parts of this Country where there would be no service whatsoever. Congress-
man Bennett has introduced a bill which would prohibit the FCC from further de-
grading the service given by the radio stations, and in my opinion, gave some very
cogent reasons for his thinking in his talk on July 19th. It seems, John, that we



Fionorable John A. 3latnik 2 August 2, 19 61

must be eternally vigilant, or the great geoti that has come to all of Americe. through
radio broadcasting will be reduced, if not comrletely eliminated.

rfio;dialll ,

C C. Ramsland
General tanager

CSR: BB

cc: Mr. Ward L. Quaal

Duluth Temperature: High Yesterday, '04 Low Last Night, 67



Time and Expense Record - Month of June, 1961

G. F. Leydorf

1 Birmingham Office. Work on list of topics for Engineer-
ing Conference. Ordered transportation. Ordered motel
reservation through AL 45656.

Telephone $1.38
4 hrs.

2 Birmingham Office. List of topics for Engineering
Conference. Discussed list of topics CY 78741 THD. 8 hrs.

Telephone V3.97
R.T. ticket Nashville 80.83

4 Travel time - Birmingham to Nashville 6 hrs.

5 Engineering Conference and Inspection of Restore 5
Equipment at WSM Transmitter 8 hrs.

Breakfast $1.59

6 Breakfast Conference - CCBS Chief Engineers 2 hrs.

Travel time - Nashville to Birmingham 6 hrs.

Breakfast $1.49
Downtowner Motel 17.67

Parking - Detroit Metropolitan Airp. 2.50

8 Travel to Pittsburgh (no charges)

Congress Motel, N. Lima, Ohio $10.30

9 Restore 5 Committee Meeting - Pittsburgh Hilton 8 hrs.

10 Study Antenna and Noise Data 2 hrs.

11 Study Antenna and Noise Data 8 hrs.

12 Study Collins CEP - W775 l*hrs.

13 CCBS Office, Washington, D.C. Study Noise and Modu-
lation Techniques - FCC Press Release 8 hrs.

20 CCBS Office. Letters to G. Reynolds, E. Thelemann,
C. G. Haenle. Telephone to G. Reynolds. 4 hrs.

27 Birmingham Office. Call AL 45656. Report travel plans.
Call Blatterman re results to date. (nil) 4 hrs.

Ticket - Detroit -Nashville $42.08



Time and Expense Record - Month of June, 1961 (continued)

G. F. Leydorf

28 Travel - Birmingham to Nashville. Call to H. L.
Blatterman from Louisville Airport.

Conference GAR, ISC at WSM Offices, including call
from Blatterman re favorable results on Big Bear
tests.

29 Conference GAR, JSC re Doc. 6741 issues. Telephone
calls to RJR, FNL at WIN. Call from Holbrook at WSB.
Visit WSM Transmitter. Study lack of null on Beverage
Antenna. Lines o.k. Trouble probably due to trans-
former leakage.

6 hrs.

4 hrs.

8 hrs.

Travel time - Nashville to Birmingham 6 hrs.

Breakfast $1.23
Ticket to Detroit 38.61
Downtowner Motel 7.88

Parking - Detroit Met. Airp. 2.0u

Telephone call 1 May - Al 45656 from
Birmingham k2.37



July 26, 1961

Honorable Morgan Moulder
Chairman, Sub -Committee of Communications and Power
House Office Building
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Moulder:

In reading a release from the FCC covering the revision
of the FM broadcast rules it occurred to me that much of the
philosophy put forth by the Commission in its proposals has
a direct bearing on the problems of the daytime broadcasters.
I am enclosing a copy of this release of the Commission's
and wish to re:iuest that it be included as an exhibit in
the current hearing which you are conducting on the Bills
which would authorize the operation of daytime stations
from 6:00 AM to 6:0c rm.

On page h of this document under paragraph 9, there
is some lanvuage which bears directly on the problem at hand.
Also you will note on page 3, the Commission rays that the
current method of assigning both FM and AM stations has in
fact become a problem and needs re -assessment.

Permit me to take this opportunity to thank you for
your courtesy in hearing my testimony for the Clear Channel
group; you and your Com"ittee were most considerate.

Sincerely -ours,

John H. Det'itt, Jr.

Jtintab

niclosure



MEMORANDUM
July r, 1961

TO: MR. nviN CRAIG

FROM: JOHN B. DE ITT, JR.

Russ Fagan called today to say that the Commission

met yesterday and took no action on the Clcar Channel

case. He is certain that there will be no further action

until poz:sibly September or the Commission will be on

vacation during the entire month of iiugust.

JIID:ab

cc: Mr. G.A. Reynolds
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June 20, 1961

Mr. Ernest C. Thelemann
FCC Field Supervisor
CONELRAD
Hqs. 33rd Air Division (SAGE)
P. O. Box 308
Richards-Gebaur Air Force Base
Kansas City, Missouri

Dear Mr. Thelemann:

The copy of Collins Engineering Proposal CEP -W775,
you loaned us, is being forwarded to Jack DeWitt and

staff today. They will return it to you.

Thanks very much.

cc: John H. DeWitt, WSM

Yours truly,

George F. Leydorf



July 28, 1961

Mr, John H. DeWitt, Jr., President
WSM, Inc.
National Building
Nashville, Tennessee

Dear Jack:

I am enclosing a copy of my letter to Congressman Moulder. Charlie

Crutchfield has sent copies of this letter to the following Senators
and Representatives.

Senators
Sam J. Ervin, Jr., N. C.
Olin D. Johnston, S. C.

B. Everett Jordan, N. C.
Strom Thurmond, S. C.

Representatives
Hugh Q. Alexander, N. C.
Robert T. Ashmore, S. C.

Herbert C. Bonner, N. C.
Harold D. Cooley, N. C.
W. J. Bryan Dorn, S. C.

L. H. Fountain, N. C.
Robert W. Hemphill, S. C.
David N. Henderson, N. C.
Charles Raper Jonas, N. C.
A. Paul Kitchin, N. C.
Horace R. Kornegay, N. C.
Alton Lennon, N. C.
John L. McMillan, S. C.

John J. Riley, S. C.
L. Mendel. Rivers, S. C.

Ralph J. Scott, N. C.
Roy A. Taylor, N. C.
Basil Whitener, N. C.

A copy of Charlie's letter to the above listed people is also en-
closed.

I hope to see you at MST on August 3rd.

Kindest personal regards.

Sincerely,

Enclosures



JEFFERSON STANDARD

The Honorable John L. McMillan

House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

My dear Mr. Mc fillan:

BROADCASTING COMPANY

ONE JULIAN PRICE PLACE

CHARLOTTE 8, NORTH CAROLINA

July 27, 1961

The enclosed copy of a lette ch Howard,
vice president of our Company engineering,
has just sent to Congressman cerns me very
much.

I do hope you will
support the posit
Communications C

ly that you will
and ?federal

way possible.

As a layman, I pe all of the tech-
nical aspe s of t proposed gislation; but as a
Hate tha"R t this new interference
probe, radio reception - particularly in rural areas - -
lea much to be sired. Or, to put it another way, I
th it behooves of us to work for improvement of
se ce rather t eterioration of it.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

/S/ Charles M. Crutchfield

W B T WBTV W8TW
CHARLOTTE, N. C. CHARLOTTE, N. C. F L O R E N C E, S. C.



The Honorable Morgan Moulder, Chairman
Subcommittee on Communications and Power
House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee
Washington 25, D. C.

Re: H.R. 2745, et al

Dear Congressman Moulder:

July 26, 1961

I have followed with interest the news reports of the hearings held be-
fore your Subcommittee on July 18, 19 and 20 with respect to the above -
noted legislation which would authorize daytime only stations to operate
from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., regardless of the times of local sunset and
local sunrise.

WBT opposes enactment of the proposed legislation as the extended hours
of operation for daytime only stations would result in vast
people living in underserved areas - especially rural areas - being de-
prived of radio service. By and large, the people who would gain service
are substantially fewer in number and live in areas having a multiplicity
of other radio services.

The Federal Communications Commission has exhaustlessly studied this
question and has expressly refused to authorize daytime only stations to
operate from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. throughout the year because of the fact
that many more people would lose service than would gain service (see the
Commission's Decisions in Dockets 12274 and 12729 which appear at 17 Pike
and Fisher R R 1669 and 18 Pike and Fisher R R 1689).

It is respectfully requested that this letter be made a part of the hear-
ing record before your Subcommittee.

Respectfully submitted,

JEFFERSON STANDARD BROADCASTING COMPANY

By _Aet-d
Thomas E. Howard, Vice President
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U. Russell Sagan, Esq.
July 48, 1W61 -- 2

As you know, I an still on "vacation", and upon my return to the
office August 1, I will write additional letters and will be
sending more telegrams from along the road. Meanwhile, Charlie
Oates, Orion JAMIU010011, and Dan Pocare are handling all the farm
contacts for me.

Dest wishes.

Sincerely

ard L. (Naga
Executive Vice President

General Manager
WON, Inc.

/east

cc: Edwin V. Craig
Herold Rough
James D. Shouee
Victor A. Shelia
John R. DeVitt, Jr.
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LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFFETZ Si MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -165 AND K STREETS. N. W.

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

July 21, 1961

CHICAGO OFFICE
PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO I,ILLINOIS

MEMORANDUM TO CCBS GENERAL MANAGERS, CHIEF ENGINEERS
AND FARM DIRECTORS

"6 To 6" Hearing

The last witness was heard by the House Subcommittee on
Communications and Power yesterday but Chairman Moulder stated he
would keep the record open for one week to receive communications.

We again urge that each station write a letter in opposition to the
Bills to Chairman Moulder with the request that the letter be made a part
of the hearing record. Opposition letters should also be sent by local farm
organizations and by regional stations in your respective areas. In
addition, letters should be sent to the Senators and Congressmen from your
area. See our Memo of July 12 for the numbers of the Bills and the names
of the Congressmen on the Subcommittee.

During the three days of hearings, only three witnesses were
heard. Mr. James Barr, Assistant Chief of the Broadcast Bureau, presented
a prepared opposition statement on behalf of the Commission on Tuesday.
Jack DeWitt presented his opposition testimony on behalf of CCBS Wednes-
day. Yesterday, the sole witness was Mr. J. R. Live say of WLBH,
Mattoon,_Illinois, who styled himself as Chairman of the Board of the
Daytime Broadcasters Association. He did not have a prepared statement
but repeated orally the assertions he made last year in support of the
proposed legislation. Representatives Moss and Younger questioned him
in such a manner as to clearly reflect their opposition to the Bills on the
basis that the "6 to 6" proposal has been thoroughly studied and rejected
by the Commission.

It appears very unlikely that the Bills will be reported out of
the Committee. However, it seems certain that the daytime stations will
succeed in having many letters sent to the Committee urging favorable
consideration of the Bill. For this reason and because a few Congressmen
on the Subcommittee seemed to be in favor of the 6 to 6 proposal, it is
important that opposition letters be sent to Congressman Moulder for
inclusion in the record during the first part of next week. Please send
us copies of the opposition letters.

Reed T. Rollo

R. Russell Eagan



LOUIS G CALDWELL

HAMMOND E. CHAFFETZ
REED T. ROLLO
DONALD C. BEELAR
PERCY H. RUSSELL
KELLEY E. GRIFFITH
PERRY S. PATTERSON
R. RUSSELL EAGAN
CHARLES R. CUTLER
HERBERT J. MILLER, JR.
FREDERICK M. ROWE
ALOYSIUS B. MCCABE

JOSEPH DuCOEUR
RAYMOND G. LARROCA
HOWARD P. WILLENS

LAW OFFICES OF

KI RKLAN D, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFFETZ & MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -160 AND K STREETS. N. W.

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

July 21, 1961

CHICAGO OFFICE
PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO I,ILLINOIS

TO CCBS GENERAL MANAGERS, CHIEF ENGINEERS
AND FARM DIRECTORS

Clear Channel Legislation

Enclosed for your information are copies of the following:

1. H. R. 8228, introduced July 19 by Congressman Bennett
(Rep., Mich.). This Bill is identical to H. R. 8210 intro-
duced July 18 by Congressman Dingell (Dem., Mich.).

2. The remarks Congressman Bennett made on the Floor of
the House on July 19 in connection with his introduction of
H. R. 8228 (1007 Cong. Rec. 11986-7).

3. S. 2290 introduced on July 20 by Senator Capehart (Rep.,
Ind.) and co -sponsored by Senator Talmadge (Dem., Ga.).
This Bill is identical to H. R. 8211 introduced July 18 by
Congressman Flynt (Dem., Ga.).

4. The remarks Senator Capehart made on the Floor of the
Senate on July 20 in connection with his introduction of
S. 2290 (107 Cong. Rec. 12031-32).

5. The remarks of Senator Keating (Rep., N.Y.) in support
of S. 2290 (107 Cong. Rec.12032).

6. The remarks of Senator Miller (Rep., Iowa) in support of
S. 2290 (107 Cong. Rec. 12032-33).

7. H. R. 8274, introduced July 20 by Congressman Loser
(Dem., Tenn.). This Bill is identical to H. R. 8211.

It is imperative that each station do everything possible to insure
favorable action by the Congress with respect to the pending Clear Channel
legislation. In this connection, it is expected that the Executive Committee
of CCBS will meet in the near future to plan coordinated action. In the mean-
time, please keep us advised of any action taken and send us copies of all
communications.

Reed T. Rollo

R. Russell Eagan



87th CONGRESS H. R. 8 2 2 8
1st Session

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
July 19, 1961

Mr. Bennett of Michigan introduced the following bill; which was referred
to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce

A BILL

To amend the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That subsection (c) of section 303 of the Communications

4 Act of 1934, as amended, is amended by inserting before

5 the semicolon at the end thereof, a colon and the following:

6 "Provided, That except to the extent authorized as of July

7 1, 1961, no more than one standard broadcast station shall

8 be granted a license to operate before local sunrise or after

9 local sunset on each of the following twenty-five class I -A

10 clear channel frequencies: 640, 650, 660, 670, 700, 720,

11 750, 760, 770, 780, 820, 830, 840, 870, 880, 890, 1020,



-2-
1 1030, 1040, 1100, 1120, 1160, 1180, 1200, and 1210 kilo -

2 cycles: And provided further, That each of the class I -A

3 clear channel stations operating on the above -noted twenty -

4 five frequencies shall be authorized to operate full time with

5 power in excess of fifty kilowatts upon a showing by the

6 station concerned that the power requested will improve

7 significantly the nighttime skywave service provided by

8 the station concerned to the rural and smalltown areas of

9 the continental United States which do not receive a satis-

10 factory nighttime groundwave signal from any United

11 States standard broadcast station. "



REMARKS OF CONGRESSMAN BENNETT (REP. MICH.) IN CONNECTION

WITH INTRODUCTION OF H.R. 8228 ON JULY 19, 1961

(107 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 11986-87)

Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Mr. Chairman, I have today introduced a
bill to require the Federal Communications Commission to take effective
steps at once to improve a deplorable condition which has existed since the
birth of broadcasting in 1920.

Since most attention in the field of broadcasting seems to be focused
these days on television, we tend to forget the fact that millions of
Americans still depend on standard broadcast stations for entertainment and
information.

It is appalling to realize the undisputed fact that almost 60 percent of
the land area of the continental United States, in which over 25 million
rural and small town Americans live, do not receive today even one acceptable
nighttime groundwave signal although we have about -000full time broadcast
stations. Equally appalling is the fact that additional millions of Americans
have only a very limited choice of acceptable nighttime groundwave signals.

The many millions of residents of the vast radio "desert" must depend
on skywave signals of Class I stations for either their only nighttime radio
service or for any choice of nighttime radio service, Because of the present
power limitation of 50 kilowatts imposed by the rules of the Commission, the
skywave signals received by these woefully underserved Americans are not of
sufficient strength to provide a reliable service.

This situation is not a newly discovered one. It has been recognized
since the infancy of radio. The Federal Radio Commission, which was created
in 1928 to bring technical order out of the then existing chaos, promulgated
an allocation plan in 1928 which set aside 40 clear channel frequencies, on
each of which only 1 station was authorized to operate at night, in order to
provide a means of rendering service to rural and smalltown America. It was
soon acknowledged that areas remote from large cities were receiving inadequate
service, in terms of signal strength, and hearings were held before the succes-
sor Federal Communications Commission in 1936 and 1938 for the purpose of
determining what could be done to improve the admittedly inadequate broadcast
service rendered to rural areas. The evidence adduced at these hearings showed
conclusively that from an engineering viewpoint service could be improved
where needed only by first, keeping a maximum number of frequencies "clear"
or free of nighttime use by more than one station and second, authorizing
higher power for all clear channel stations. In spite of this, the
Commission did nothing between 1938 and 1945 to improve service. Instead,
service was further degraded by reducing the number of clear channel
frequencies from 40 to the present 25. Actually only 24 frequencies are
"clear" and free of nighttime duplication within the continental limits of
the United States and one of these is duplicated in Alaska. The Commission
also continued in effect its rule limiting the power of clear channel stations
to 50 kilowatts, even though higher power, Anich was authorized by the act
and by the applicable treaties, was the only means of improving service in
underserved areas.



In 1945, the Commission commenced, on its own motion, a third "Clear Channel
Hearing" - docket No. 6741 - designed to find ways of improving service to the
millions of rural and smalltown Americans living in admittedly underserved areas.
Again the evidence showed conclusively that service could be improved to the
rural areas only by first, keeping all class I -A clear channel frequencies free
of nighttime duplication and second, authorizing power in excess of 50 kilowatts
for class I -A stations.

Since the evidence in the latest clear channel proceeding was presented in
1946 and 1947, the membership of the Commission has changed to the extent that
only one member of the present Commission was a Commissioner when the evidence
was received. Recently, the Commission instructed its staff to prepare a report
and order which would terminate the proceeding by maintaining the present power
limitations of 50 kilowatts and by assigning additional full-time stations to
all but 12 of the 25 class I -A clear channel frequencies. Since 2 of these 12
already have additional full-time stations in New Mexico and Alaska on their
respective frequencies, the Commission's solution would leave but 10 channels
which would be "clear" or free of nighttime duplication.

The action taken by the majority of the Commission would worsen rather than
improve the existing situation. Duplication or further breakdown of the too

class I -A clear channel frequencies will lead to more service
being afforded to cities which are already well served and to less service to
the rural and remote areas which are now underserved. Also, the proposed
duplication will first, create an impossible roadblock to the only possible
means of improving service in areas where it is needed, the use of higher power
by class I -A stations, and second, surely lead to further duplication and a
further degradation of service to rural areas.

In view of these facts, my bill will amend the act to first, prohibit further
duplication or breakdown of class I -A clear channel frequencies beyond that
authorized as of July 1, 1961, and second, require the Commission to improve
service to the present radio "desert" by authorizing class I -A clear channel
stations to operate with higher power.

My primary concern is the best interests of the millions of rural and small-
town Americans who for years have suffered from a lack of adequate radio service
at night. I am convinced that these people, whose needs for radio programs
clearly exceed the needs of those living in or near cities large enough to
support radio stations, can receive adequate radio service only through the
preservation of all existing class I -A clear channel frequencies and the
authorization of higher power for all class I -A stations. I feel as strongly
that class I -B frequencies should not be broken down to any greater extent than
now exists. I only wish it were feasible to convert some or all of these I -B
frequencies back to I -A frequencies, cepecially in the Far West.

I am equally convinced that national defense considerations dictate that
no further duplication of class I -A or I -B clear channel frequencies be permitted
and that higher power be authorized for all class I -A stations. I intend to ask
that the proper military authorities testify at the forthcoming hearings to be
held on the bill as to the vital defense needs for preserving and strengthening
the precious natural resources which the class I frequencies constitute.
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It is also of extreme importance from an international viewpoint that we
not fritter away our too few remaining radio natural resources. Our neighbors
could not be stopped from using our class I frequencies in their countries
should we choose to desecrate their use in our own country. We should take a
lesson from our neighbor, Mexico, which has kept all of its clear channel
frequencies free of nighttime duplication and has authorized power greatly
in excess of 50 kilowatts for each of its class I -A stations. This was the only
way Mexico could serve its rural population. It is equally true of us.

For all of the reasons given aboves.I earnestly urge that my bill be given
early consideration and that it be passed promptly by the House.

(Mr. ITiNNETT of Michigan asked and was given permission to revise and
extend his remarks.)



87TH CONGRESS
1st Session

S. 2290

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

July 20, 1961

Mr. CAPEHART (for himself and Mr. TALMADGE) introduced the
following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee

on Commerce

A BILL

To amend the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

That subsection (c) of section 303 of the Communications

Act of 1934, as amended, is amended by inserting before

the semicolon at the end thereof a colon and the following:

"Provided, That except to the extent authorized as of July 1,

1961, no more than one standard broadcast station shall be

granted a license to operate before local sunrise or after local

sunset on each of the following twenty-five class I -A clear-

channel frequencies: 640, 650, 660, 670, 700, 720, 750,

760, 770, 780, 820, 830, 840, 870, 880, 890, 1020, 1030,

1040, 1100, 1120, 1160, 1180, 1200, and 1210 kilocycles".
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REMARKS OF SENATOR CAPEHART (REP. IND.) IN

CONNECTION WITH INTRODUCTION OF 5.2290 ON

JULY 20, 1961 (107 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 12031-2)

Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, on behalf of myself, and the
Senator from Georgia LMr. TALMADGE], I introduce, for appropriate
reference, a bill to amend the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.
I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Record a statement pre-
pared by me relating to the bill.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be received and appro-
priated referred; and, without objection, the statement will be printed
in the Record.

The bill (S. 2290) to amend the Communications Act of 1934, as
amended, introduced by Mr. CAPEHART (for himself and Mr.
TALMADGE), was received, read twice by its title, and referred to
the Committee on Commerce.

The statement presented by Mr. CAPEHART is as follows:

Statement By Senator CAPEHART

I have today introduced a bill to require the Federal Communica-
tions Commission to take effective steps at once to improve a deplorable con-
ditionv,hichhas existed since the birth of broadcasting in 1920.

Since most attention in the field of broadcasting seems to be
focused these days on television, we tend to forget the fact that millions
of Americans still depend on standard broadcast stations for entertain-
ment and information.

It is appalling to realize the undisputed fact that almost 60 per-
cent of the land area of the continental United States, in which over
25 million rural and smalltown Americans live, do not receive today
even one acceptable nighttime groundwave signal although we have
about 2,000 full-time broadcast stations. Equally appalling is the fact
that additional millions of Americans have only a very limited choice
of acceptable nighttime groundwave signals.

The many millions of residents of the vast radio "desert" must
depend on skywave signals of class I stations for either their only night-
time radio service or for any choice of nighttime radio service. Be-
cause of the present power limitation of 50 kilowatts, imposed by the
rules of the Commission, the skywave signals received by these woe-
fully underserved Americans are not of sufficient strength to provide
a reliable service.



This situation is not a newly discovered one. It has been recog-
nized since the infancy of radio. The Federal Radio Commission, which
was created in 1928 to bring technical order out of the then existing
chaos, promulgated an allocation plan in 1928 which set aside 40 clear -
channel frequencies, on each of which only 1 station was authorized to
operate at night, in order to provide a means of rendering service to
rural and smalltown America. It was soon acknowledged that areas
remote from large cities were receiving inadequate service, in terms
of signal strength, and hearings were held before the successor Federal
Communcations Commission in 1936 and 1938 for the purpose of determin-
ing what could be done to improve the admittedly inadequate broadcast
service rendered to rural areas. The evidence adduced at these hear-
ings showed conclusively that from an engineering viewpoint service
could be improved where needed only by (1) keeping a maximum number
of frequencies clear or free of nighttime use by more than one station
and (2) authorizing higher power for all clear -channel stations. In spite
of this, the Commission did nothing between 1938 and 1945 to improve
service. Instead, service was further degraded by reducing the number

1/of clear channel frequencies from 40 to the present 25.- The Commis-
sion also continued in effect its rule limiting the power of clear -channel
stations to 50 kilowatts, even through higher power, which was authorized
by the act and by the applicable treaties, was the only means of improv-
ing service in underserved areas.

In 1945, the Commission commenced, on its own motion, a third
clear -channel hearing (docket No. 6751) designed to find ways of improv-
ing service to the millions of rural and smalltown Americans living in
admittedly underserved areas. Again the evidence showed conclusively
that service could be improved to the rural areas only by ( 1) keeping
all class I -A clear -channel frequencies free of nighttime duplication
and (2) authorizing power in excess of 50 kilowatts for class I -A stations.

Since the evidence in the latest clear -channel proceeding was
presented in 1946 and 1947, the membership of the Commission has
changed to the extent that only one member of the present Commission
was a commissioner when the evidence was received. Recently, the
Commission instructed its staff to prepare a report and order which
would terminate the proceeding by maintaining the present power limita-
tions of 50 kilowatts and by assigning additional fulitime stations to all
but 12 of the 25 class I -A clear -channel frequencies. Since 2 of these
12 already have additional full time stations in New Mexico and Alaska
on their respective frequencies, the Commission's solution would leave
but 10 channels which would be clear or free of nighttime duplication.

1/ Actually only 24 frequencies are clear and free of nighttime duplica-
tion within the continental limits of the United States and 1 of these is
duplicated in Alaska.
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The action proposed to be taken by the Commission would worsen
rather than improve the existing situation. Duplication or further
breakdown of the too few remaining class I -A clear -channel frequencies
will lead to more service being afforded to cities which are already well
served and to less service to the rural and remote areas which are now
underserved. Also, the proposed duplication will (1) create an im-
possible roadblock to the only possible means of improving service in
areas where it is needed, the use of higher power by class I -A stations
and (2) surely lead to further duplication and a further degradation of
service to rural areas.

In view of these facts, my bill will amend the act to prohibit fur-
ther duplication or breakdown of class I -A clear -channel frequencies
beyond that authorized as of July 1, 1961. The present law (sec. 303c)
authorizes the Commission to improve service to the present radio
"desert"by permitting class I -A clear channel stations to operate with
power in excess of 50 kilowatts. It is clear that the resolution passed
by the Senate in 1938 (S. Res. 294) did not amend the basic law, died
with that session of Congress and is in no way a bar to the authorization
of higher power by the FCC. Higher power should be granted to each
class I -A clear -channel station which proves to the Commission that
such power will improve significantly the nighttime skywave service
provided by the station to rural and smalltown areas which do not re-
ceive a satisfactory nighttime groundwave signal from any U.S. standard
broadcast station.

My primary concern is the best interests of the millions of rural
and smalltown Americans who for years have suffered frcm a lack of
adequate radio service at night. I am convinced that these people,
whose needs for radio programs clearly exceed the needs of those
living in or near cities large enough to support radio stations, can re-
ceive adequate radio service only through the preservation of all
existing class I -A clear -channel frequencies and the authorization of
higher power for all class 1-A stations. I feel as strongly that class
I -B frequencies should not be broken down to any greater extent than
now exists. I only wish it were feasible to convert some or all of these
I -B frequencies back to I -A frequencies, especially in the Far West.

I am equally convinced that national defense considerations dictate
that no further duplication of class I -A or I -B clear -channel frequencies
be permitted and that higher power he authorized for all class I -A sta-
tions. I intend to ask that the proper military authorities testify at
the forthcoming hearings to be held on the bill as to the vital defense
needs for preserving and strengthening the precious natural resources
which the class I frequencies constitute.
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It is also of extreme importance from an international viewpoint
that we not fritter away our too few remaining radio natural resources.
Our neighbors could not be stopped from using our class I frequencies
in their countries should we choose to desecrate their use in our own
country. We should take a lesson from our neighbor Mexico which has
kept all of its clear -channel frequencies free of nighttime duplication
and has authorized power greatly in excess of 50 kilowatts for each of
its class I -A stations. This was the only way Mexico could serve its
rural population. It is equally true of us.

For all of the reasons given above, I earnestly urge that my bill
be given early consideration and that it be passed promptly by the
Senate.



REMARKS OF SENATOR KEATING (REP. N.Y.) IN CONNECTION

WITH INTRODUCTION OF S. 2290 ON JULY 20, 1961

(107 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 12032)

Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, I commend the senior Senator
from Indiana for introducing this legislation which would limit use of
25 clear -channel frequencies in the United States to the single stations
that now occupy them.

This bill, Mr. President, would do no more than to maintain the
situation that has existed on these channels for the last 25 years. The
stations now occupying these channels have provided radio service to the
vast rural areas of this country and the small towns that are too far
from an ordinary radio station to receive a regular ground signal.

The recent ruling by the Federal Communications Commission
would upset and interfere with this existing service. If you permit a
station in Oregon or Montana to occupy a channel that is now served by
New York or some other eastern city, there is bound to be an inter-
mediate zone, now receiving good service from the Eastern station,
which will be plagued with interference on this channel and in effect
would receive no service at all.

What you are doing then, under the guise of expanding service, is
actually to abolish service to many people who are now receiving it. The
great middle area of this country will rind itself with less radio service
than before. Many persons will undoubtedly be deprived of this valuable
source of information and entertainment.

I have no quarrel with the FCC's objective of expanded service.
I believe that this objective is commendable. Would it not be better,
however, to achieve this objective by permitting the existing stations
to increase their broadcasting power? I realize that this course has cer-
tain technological difficultires, but I think that it should be most care-
fully explored.

Some changes in the bill may be desirable. On the whole, however,
I think that this legislation is commendable, and I believe that the
Senator from Itxlialaisrendering an important service in centering atten-
tion on this important problem.



REMARKS OF SENATOR KEATING (REP. N.Y.) IN CONNECTION

WITH INTRODUCTION OF S. 2290 ON JULY 20, 1961

(107 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 12032)

Mr. KEATING. Mr. President, I commend the senior Senator
from Indiana for introducing this legislation which would limit use of
25 clear -channel frequencies in the United States to the single stations
that now occupy them.

This bill, Mr. President, would do no more than to maintain the
situation that has existed on these channels for the last 25 years. The
stations now occupying these channels have provided radio service to the
vast rural areas of this country and the small towns that are too far
from an ordinary radio station to receive a regular ground signal.

The recent ruling by the Federal Communications Commission
would upset and interfere with this existing service. If you permit a
station in Oregon or Montana to occupy a channel that is now served by
New York or some other eastern city, there is bound to be an inter-
mediate zone, now receiving good service from the Eastern station,
which will be plagued with interference on this channel and in effect
would receive no service at all.

What you are doing then, under the guise of expanding service, is
actually to abolish service to many people who are now receiving it. The
great middle area of this country will find itself with less radio service
than before. Many persons will undoubtedly be deprived of this valuable
source of information and entertainment.

I have no quarrel with the FCC's objective of expanded service.
I believe that this objective is commendable. Would it not be better,
however, to achieve this objective by permitting the existing stations
to increase their broadcasting power? 1 realize that this course has cer-
tain technological difficultires, but I think that it should be most care-
fully explored.

Some changes in the bill may be desirable. On the whole, however,
I think that this legislation is commendable, and I believe that the
Senator from Irxlianaisrendering an important service in centering atten-
tion on this important problem.



REMARKS OF SENATOR MILLER (REP. IOWA) IN CONNECTION

WITH INTRODUCTION OF S. 2290 ON JULY 20, 1961

(107 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 12032-33)

Mr. MILLER subsequently said: Mr. President, I wish to
make a few remarks in support of the radio legislation introduced today
by the senior Senator from Indiana [Mr. CAPEHART], and cosponsored
by the junior Senator from Georgia [Mr. TALMADGE].

The proposed legislation would insure that none of the too few
remaining clear -channel frequencies is broken down or duplicated by
assigning additional nighttime stations on the various clear -channel
frequencies.

Back in 1928, 40 clear -channel frequencies were established to
bring service to the vast rural and small-town areas of America. Al-
though the need for nighttime skywave service from clear -channel
stations has increased over the years, a process of erosion has set in
with the result that only 25 of the original 40 clear -channel frequencies
remain today.

The Federal Communications Commission has acknowledged that
today almost 60 percent of the land area of the United States and over
25 million people residing in what are known as "white" areas must
depend on nighttime skywave service from clear -channel stations for
their only source of radio programs because they du not receive even
one acceptable nighttime groundwave service. Additional millions of
Americans must depend on clear -channel nighttime skywave service for
any choice of radio programs. All stations emit nighttime skywave signals
but these signals provide interference rather than service if more than
one station operates on the same frequency. Thus, only clear -channel
stations are able to provide nighttime skywave service to remote areas
which do not receive groundwave service.

The past history of radio shows that if any of the remaining 25
clear -channel frequencies is duplicated, the end result will be that new
stations will be assigned to cities already having a multiplicity of exist-
ing stations and the sparse service now afforded to persons living in
rural and small town areas will be further degraded. Once a clear
channel is broken down by assigning one additional nighttime station to



the frequency, it is inevitable that additional domestic and foreign
stations will be assigned to the frequency over the years.

Because of the existing power limitation of 50 kilowatts imposed
by the Commission's rules, the nighttime skywave signals now provided
by clear -channel stations do not in all instances have sufficient
strength to provide a reliable service to all of the millions of people
living in white areas. Under the existing law --sections 303(c) of the
Communications Act of 1934 --the Commission has authority to permit
it any amount of operating power. Where the facts warrant it, the
Commission should authorize clear -channel stations to operate with
such power in excess of 50 kilowatts as is necessary to improve sig-
nificantly the nighttime skywave service afforded to millions of rural
and small town Americans who now receive no nighttime groundwave
service whatsoever and to the additional millions who now receive only
one or two nighttime groundwave services. In this connection it is
clear that the resolution passed by the Senate in 1938 --Senate Reso-
lution 294 --did not amend the basic law, died with that session of
Congress, and is in no way a bar to the authorization of higher power
by the Federal Communications Commission.

In closing, I wish to note that I have a high regard for the many
fine broadcast stations of all classes operating in Iowa, including local,
regional daytime and clear -channel stations. I am particularly proud
to point out that clear -channel station WHO, which operates in Des
Moines, has always fulfilled its responsibilities as a clear-channel
station by serving the needs and interests of its vast city and rural
audiences. I wish to compliment the many fine achievements, both on
the air and off the air, of its able and energetic farm director, Mr.
Herb Plambeck. In the past 25 years, he has received no less than
46 State, National, and international citations from farm organizations,
the latest being the Animal Agriculture Award, presented annually by
the American Feed Manufacturers Association to one farm broad-
caster for outstanding services to livestock and poultry farmers.



87th CONGRESS
1st Session H. R. 8274

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

July 20, 1961

Mr. Loser introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce

1.

A BILL

To amend the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Bepresenta-

2. tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3. That subsection (c) of section 303 of the Communications

4. Act of 1934, as amended, is amended by inserting before

5. the semicolon at the end thereof a colon and the following:

6. "Provided, That except to the extent authorized as of July 1,

7. 1961, no more than one standard broadcast station shall be

8. granted a license to operate before local sunrise or after local

9. sunset on each of the following twenty-five class I -A clear -

10. channel frequencies: 640, 650, 660, 670, 700, 720, 750,

11. 760, 770, 780, 820, 830, 840, 870, 880, 890, 1020, 1030,

12. 1040, 1100, 1120, 1160, 1180, 1200, and 1210 kilocycles".



OREN HARRIS
4TH DIST., ARKANSAS

HOME ADDRESS:

El. DORADO, ARKANSAS

CHAIRMAN:

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE
AND FOREIGN COMMERCE Congrecki of tbe tiniteb *tato

jootuSe of RepreZentatibeii
iliastington, O. C.

July 18, 1961

Mr. John H. De .'Vitt
President

S M, Inc.
Nashville, Tennessee

Dear John:

This will acknowledge your wire advising of
the introduction by my colleagues of an amendment to
subsection C of section 303 of the Communications Act
during this week. Also, advising of the importance
and imperative need for the protection of clear channel
radio stations.

I have not had occasion to discuss this with
either Mr. Flynt or Mr. Bennett. I shall be glad,
however, to discuss it with them at the first opportunity.

I know of your activity in connection with radio
applications over the years and your familiarity with
this problem. I shall be glad to give the proposal my
attention and consideration.

OH:m

Arith kindest regards,

Sincerely yours,

SECRETARIES:

WILLIE HARRIS
CHRISTINE CHRISTIE
RUTH COLLINS



LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFFETZ & MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING - AND K STREETS. N. W.

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

July 19, 1961

CHICAGO OFFICE

PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO ',ILLINOIS

MEMORANDUM TO CCBS GENERAL MANAGERS, CHIEF ENGINEERS
AND FARM DIRECTORS

Clear Channel Legislation

Attached is a copy of H. R. 8210 introduced yesterday by
Congressman Dingell (Dem., Mich. ). The Bill prohibits any further
breakdown of any one of the existing 25 Class I -A Clear Channel frequencies
and directs the FCC to grant higher power where nighttime service to
"white" areas would be improved significantly. Also attached is a copy
of H. R. 8211 introduced yesterday by Congressman Flynt (Dem., Ga. )
which deals with the duplcation aspect.

It is expected that legislation identical to H. R. 8211 will be
introduced in the Senate tomorrow on a bipartisan basis and that a Bill
identical to H. R. 8210 will be introduced today or tomorrow in the House
by Congressman Bennett 1Rep. , Mich. ). Copies vill be mailed to each
station on Friday.

"6 to 6" House Hearings

Jack DeWitt testified today on behalf of CCBS in opposition to the
various House Bills which would authorize operation of all daytime stations
for 6:00 a. m. to 6:00 p.m., regardless of the times of local sunrise and
local sunset. We are sending one copy of his statement to each member
station. His testimony was well received.

As suggested in our Memorandum of July 17, each station should
address opposition letters to their Senators and Congressmen and to
Congressman Moulder, Chairman of the House Subcommittee which held
the hearings. See our Memorandum of July 12 for the numbers of the Bills
and the names of the other members of the subcommittee.

In addition to having farm organizations write opposition letters, it
would also be a good idea to have regional fulltime stations write opposition
letters as the proposed uniform hours of operation for daytime only stations
would create severe interference on all regional frequencies. Of the 1,758
daytime and 16 limited time stations authorized as of June 14, 1961, 1,114
or 62. 8% are assigned to the 41 regional frequencies.

Reed T. Rollo

R. Russell Eagan



87th CONGRESS H. R. 8 2 1 0
1st Session

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

July 18, 1961

Mr. Dingell introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce

A BILL

To amend the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.

1 Be it- enacted by the Senate and Houserbf Represvnta-

2. tives of the United States of America: in Congress assembled,

3 That subsection (c) of section 303 of the Communications

4 Act of 1934, as amended, is amended by inserting before

5 the semicolon at the end thereof a colon and the following:

6 "Provided, That except to the extent authorized as of July 1,

7 1961, no more than one standard broadcast station shall be

8 granted a license to operate before local sunrise or after

9 local sunset on each of the following twenty-five class I -A

10 clear channel frequencies: 640, 65.00 .669, 67Q, 70,0, 720,

11 750, 760, 770, 780, 820, 830, 840, 870, 880, 890, 1020,



2

1 1030, 1040, 1100, 1120, 1160, 1180, 1200, and 1210

2 kilocycles: And provided further, That each of the class I -A

3 clear channel stations operating on the above -noted twenty -

4 five frequencies shall be authorized to operate full time with

5 power in excess of 50 kilowatts upon a showing by the

6 station concerned that the power requested will improve

7 significantly the nighttime skywave service provided by

8 the station concerned to the rural and Eqtnalltown%areasof

9 the continental United States which do not receive a satis-
10 factory nighttime groundwave signal from any United States

11 standard broadcast stations".



87th CONGRESS
1st Session

H. R. 8211

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

July 18, 1961
Mr. Flynt introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-

mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce

1.

A BILL

To amend the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2. tives of the United States of America in Congress itt.ssembled,

3 That subsection (c) of section 303 of the Communications

4 Act of 1934, as amended, is amended by inserting before

5 the semicolon at the end thereof a co1cin and the following:

6 "Provided, That except to the extent authorized as of July 1,

7 1961, no more than one standard broadcast station shall

8 be granted a license to operate before local sunrise or after

9 local sunset on each of the following twenty-five class I -A

10 clear channel frequencies: 610, 650, 660, 670, 700, 720,

11

12

13 kilocycles".

750, 760, 770, 780, 820, 830, 840, 870, 880, 890, 1020,

1030, 1040, 1100, 1120, 1160, 1180, 1200, and 1210



EIGHTY-SEVENTH CONGRESS

OREN HARRIS, ARK.. CHAIRMAN
JOHN BELL WILLIAMS. MISS. JOHN B. INENNIT7T. MICH.
PETER F. MACK. JR., ILL. WILLIAM L. SPRINGER. ILL.
KENNETH A. ROBERTS. ALA. PAUL F. SCHENCK, OHIO
MORGAN M. MOULDER. MO. J. ARTHUR YOUNGER, CALIF.
HARLEY 0. STAGGERS. W. VA. WILLIAM M. AVERY. KANS.
WALTER ROGERS. TEX. HAROLD R. COLLIER, ILL.
SAMUEL N. FRIEDEL. MD. MILTON GLENN. N.J.
JOHN J. FL YNT. JR., GA. SAMUEL L. DEVINE. OHIO
ToRBERT H. KIACOONALD. MASS. ANC..ER NELSEN. MINN.
GEORGE M. RHODES PA. HASTINGS KEITH, MASS.
JOHN JARMAN, OKLA. WILLARD S CURTIN, PA.
LEO W. O'BRIEN. N.Y. ABNER W. SISAL. CONN.
JOHN E. MOSS, CALIF. VERNON W. THOMSON.
JOHN D. DINGELL. MICH.
JOE M. KILGORE. TEX.
PAUL G. ROGERS. FLA.
ROSERT W, HEmPHILL. S.C.
DAN ROST ENKOwSKI ILL
JAMES , HEAL LV. N

W E WI,. I IAPASON, CLERK

Congre.O5 of the alinteb 4itates
Jbouot of RepreOentatibtO

Committee on 3ntersiate anti foreign Commerce

Room 1334, iliouse Office Jkluilbing

Washington.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS

Date July 11. 1961

There will be a meeting of the' CoI'llittee
1 Subcommittee on COMMUNICATIONS AND POWER

PROMPTLY at 10:00o'clock
A.M., JULY 18. 19, and ;0

, 1961.

the gBusiness to be considered: Public hearings on followin bills with

respect to the hours of operation of certain broadcasting stations:

H.R. 2745 - mr, Abernethy
H.R. 3334 - Mr. )2elly
J.R. 3469 - Mt. Shipley
H.R. 4695 - Mt. Vhitten

H.R. 4749 - $r. Mauldin
H.R. 4830 - Mr. Ikard of Texas
R.R. 5626 - Gray

The 'Legislative Reorganization Act of 19416" Sec. 133e' rends as follows:

"Each such standing committee shall. 30 far as
practicable, require all witncssF-s appearing before
it to file in ad7ance written statements or their
proposed testimony, and to limit their c-ial presenta-
tions to brief summaries of their argument. The
staff of each cammittea will prepare :IigeStS of such
statements for the use of the commtteE, members."

It is requested that each witne:;s file ;

'ommittee ierk flve wrtten
fcrty-five -45) additional copie at th,.

of the 7?=ittee and the Tress,

with thn
:tt.::-wnt, air -1 furnish at least

f9r the

whom you tc a witT,e75 or
fiie a :f.:ctement for the reord,

! or ai-::inst
the p!,-,r,c.,eo and_ ' y :11, of time

(Iirc,ction of the 7h.'lirman.

.
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August 8, 1961

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President
WSM, Inc.
National Building
Nashville, Tennessee

Dear Jack:

On the chance that you might not have seen it, I am enclosing a
copy of a story which appeared in the WALL STREET JOURNAL on
August third. This story might be useful in again pointing up
the fact that the Mexican government has made it possible for their
licensees to provide better coverage over the United States than
our own stations are allowed to provide.

Undoubtedly many of our citizens listen to the trash broadcast from
below the border because it is by far the best and - in some cases -
the only reliable signal they can receive during the nighttime
hours. The Commission is denying these people a choice of American
programming because of their arbitrary and unrealistic position on
power increases and on the preservation, protection and improvement
of our all too few clear channels.

Some of the Senators and Congressmen you are working with might be
interested in a copy of the enclosed story.

Kindest regards.

Sincerely,

TEH:lk
Enclosure

cc: Mr. Reed T. Rollo
Mr. R. Russell Eagan
MT. Ward L. Quaal



Maiican Stations Aim
Radio Shows at U.S.
Free of FCC Controls

Commercials Almost Fill One
15 -Minute Program; Another
Show Offers 'Healing Cloths'

By NEIL MAXWELL
 Staff Reporter of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
A Topeka, Kan., insomniac who decided to

turn on his radio during a recent sleepless
night was startled to hear a voice offering
listeners "free prayer cloths" with instruc-
tions on how to lay them on the body for "heal-
ing, deliverance and driving out evil spirits."

In Anchorage, Alaska, not long ago an-
other radio listener was equally amazed to
find himself tuned to a 15 -minute broadcast in
which the commercials were so long there was
time for the playing of only one 90 -second musi-
cal number during the entire program.

As both listeners soon discovered, they
were not picking up any ordinary stations. De-
spite the distances involved, the two radios
were tuned to stations beamed at U.S. audi-
ences from Mexico, in towns just over the U.S.
border. In Tijuana, Juarez, Acuna and other
border towns, broadcasters are piling up Yank-
ee dollars by employing tactics which either
would be illegal or frowned on in the United
States. ,

I

Without any fear of interference from the
Federal Communications Commission and
without any compulsion to conform to industry
good practice codes such as the National As-
sociation of Broadcasters code limiting com-
mercials on a 15 -minute show to three minutes
-these stations are attracting more and more
advertisers, many with legitimate but some
with highly questionable messages.
Stations Have More Power

tSuch advertising freedom is combined with
nother allure. In Mexico, stations are free to
roadcast with a power many times greater
an the maximum allowed U.S. stations.
nsequently, many Mexican broadcasters

each radios all over the U.S. mainland and
yen in such faraway places as Anchorage.

Granted, there is nothing new about this
situation. It has existed for years and the

.S. Government long has sought-unsuccess-
ully-to get Mexico to agree to restrict its
adio stations' power. But lately, more station
perators have discovered for themselves the
dvantages of broadcasting from the Latin
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Dallas radio man Gordon McLendon, for
example, not long ago paid $1.3 million for
only the right to arrange programming and
sell advertising on a radio station in Tijuana
(Current Mexican law forbids U.S. citizens to
own control of Mexican stations.) Mr. Mc-
Lendon's company will pay the Mexican own-
ers of the Tijuana station a basic amount to
cover operating costs and also will pay a per-
centage of the profits.

The station, which previously had the call
letters XEAK, was renamed XTRA under Mr.
McLendon and now beams English -language
news broadcasts 24 hoUrs a day at the big
southern California market, which includes Los
Angeles. XTRA, has pa

,
50,000 watts of

power, the same as the maximum allowed in
the U.S., but Mr. McLendon believes sharply
lower operating costs will enable the station
to show a greater profit than the average U.S.
unit.
Labor Savings

"Operating this type of station is only
profitable from south of the border," Mr. Mc-
Lendon says. "We have 23 newsmen alone on
the air and labor costs in the U.S. would make
this almost prohibitive. I estimate it costs
$40,000 a month less to operate in Mexico than
if the same station were in Los Angeles."

Mr. McLendon owns seven radio stations
in the U.S., the most he is allowed to own
under Federal law. Thus, he has been able to
enter the southern California market without
having to dispose of any of his stations.

Billing's and earnings of the Mexican bor-
der stations aren't made public and estimates
vary widely. Teofil9 Bichara, 46 -year -old man-
ager of Station XEG in Monterrey, concedes
only that his station operates at a profit. A
San Antonio man, James A. Savage, estimates
in a suit against the station that it grosses $1
million a year. Mr. Savage is suing XEG and
persons connected with it for $20 million, con-
tending he was forced to sell the station 10
years ago at gun point.

Rates charged by the border stations are
lower than some in the U.S., but higher than
many others. Station XERF at Acuna, whose
250,000 watts make it five times more power-
ful than any station in the U.S., charges $109.38
for a 15 -minute religious program in the prime
evening hours; this is up from $87.50 two years
ago, according to .Standard Rate and Data
Service, the U.S. industry's rate guide. XEG
charges $84 for a 15 -minute program, but tacks
on another 20% if the commercial takes up
more than 15% of the broadcast. By compari-
son, rates in the U.S. for a comparable 15=

Please Turn to Page 12, Column 4

From WALL STREET JOURNAL, August 3, 1961.
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Mexican Stations Aim -

Radio Shoiws at U.S.
Free of FCC Control,

Continued From First Page
minute program run $370 on WCBS in New
York, $120 on KRLD in Dallas, $33 at KOOK in
Billings, Mont., and $6.40 at KOAL in Price,
Utah.
Adventure in Listening

The border stations really hit their stride
after midnight when tuning iv provides some-
thing of an adventure in varied listening. At
3:45 a.m., for example, XEG advertises 24 rec-
ords of country niusic for $2.98; the discs would
cost $22.50 at a store, the announcer says.
At 4 a.m., both XEG, and XERF launch into
the extended commercial interrupted only for
the 90 -second song. The product being
plugged: Ease, an aid for bloat and bladder
urgency.

After the Ease "program," XEG swings
into selling gospel records and XERF airs
Life Line, a program put on by Dallas oil multi-
millionaire H. L. Hunt to sound warnings of the
Communist menace.

Much of the border stations' revenues come
from per -inquiry, or "PI" adv^rtising, a bill-
ing method long shunned by all but a handful
of U.S. stations because it sometimes attracts
questionable offers and is at best a gamble
that it will bring in money. A PI advertiser
gets free air time, then pays the station a
pre -arranged amount for each inquiry or re-
sponse to the commercial.
Many Advertisers Pleased

Many long-time advertisers are pleased
with the pulling power of the Mexican border
stations. One such advertiser is Dial Finance
Co. of Des Moines, which has used as many
as five border stations at once and still buys
time on the Acuna and Monterrey stations.
In an . early morning spot on XERF, an-
nouncer Paul Kellinger, "your neighbor along
the way," identifies Dial as "the good folks
who will lend you any amount of money from
$100 to $600 by complete privacy of mail. Even
if you've been turned down in the past, write
now and you're going to get your money."

Despite their flamboyancy, the free -wheel-
ing border broadcasters have lost some of
their past color. The border radio business
was born in the 1930's when Dr. John R.
Brinkley built station XERF at Acuna aftell
the old Federal Radio Commission revoked
his license in Kansas. Dr. Brinkley, who
gained notoriety by transplanting goat glands
to aging males for rejuvenative purposes,
found he could operate unfettered simply by
setting up shop a few hundred yards across
the Mexican border. These days, one no longer
hears of such remarkable merchandise as
"autographed pictures of John the Baptist"-
an actual offer by one station a few years ago.

Across from El Paso, Texas, at Juarez,
where station XELO once sold "genuine stmu-
lated diamond rings" for $3.98, popular and
light classical music now flows over the border
and commercials suggest telegraphing flowers
'to someone and urge motorists to stop at the
Desert Inn at Las Vegas.



Roy Ba les
Direct

EXecutive 3-0255

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Shoreham Building

Washington 5, D. C.

October 30, 1961

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President & General Manager
WSM, Inc.
301 - 7th Avenue North
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Thank you for your warm note of welcome. It

was doubly appreciated -- coming as it did after I had
spent nearly a week trying to gain a reasonably good
degree of understanding of the ramified aspects of the
clear channel situation.

You should know that 1 have developed a short-
ange plan running possibly up for the next four or five
onths of how we might most effectively use our mutual

r sources to make the greatest impact on Congress and.
o hers. This plan contains several optional methods of
reaching the above goal which I will discuss in great detail
wi h Ward Quaal in an all day meeting tomorrow in Chicago.
Ti e is short. As soon as this meeting is over I'll be
co seling with you and the others in an effort to get my
pa of this effort on the road.

whi
to y

During the weeks ahead then I hope to gradually
into shape a long range plan which will be submitted
u and the other members of the Clear Channel group.

I talked to John McDonald on the phone the other
eveni g and as you imply in your letter he is ready to pitch
this 'ith his fall program of reaching farm organizations
and others.

Sponsored by Independently Owned
Clear Channel Radio Stations



Mr. John H. DeWitt - Page 2 October 30, 1961

I have known John for a long time and he has done
not only a great job for you folks but probably as much as
any other farm program director for the cause of clear channels.

Thank you again for your most welcome note.

RB/bh



11111liiiibE _ -RA2a
Radio/720 Television /channel 9

lAvrg 2501 West Bradley Place  Chicago 18, Illinois  LAkeview 8-2311

Ward L. Quaal Executive Vice President and General Manager

Dic. 8-11-61

August 16, 1961

Mr. E. W. Craig
Chairman of the Board
National Life & Accident Insurance Company
Nashville, Tennessee

My dear Ed:

As you know from correspondence which I have directed to your atten-
tion, plus recent conversations with Jack DeWitt, following our
meeting of the AMST board in Ponte Vedre (where, incidentally, the
private airport is properly named Craig) we are all concerned about
the clear channel picture in Washington.

The legislation as introduced on the House side by Messrs. Bennett
and Dingell of Michigan, Flynt of Georgia, and Loser of Tennessee
and on the Senate side by Capehart of Indiana, Talmadge of Georgia
and Miller of Iowa has arrested the Commission at this time. We are
extremely hopeful of favorable action embracing all stations of the
group - in fact, the entire clear channel system of 25 frequencies.
However, it would seem important, at an early date, shortly after Labor
Day, to have a meeting of the Executive Committee and, if possible, the
full membership in regard to coordinating action on the pending clear
channel legislation and the inroads being attempted by daytimers in
one approach or another.

In writing to you today, I want to mention that a suggestion has been
made to me that I feel has a lot of merit. Ralph Evans, as you know,
is no longer connected with Central Broadcasting Company as Executive
Vice President and could be available to us even on a part time basis
as Director of CCBS - not necessarily to start this fall, but at the
time the Congress returns in January.

-  KDAL Radio/Television serving Duluth -Superior



Mr. E. W. Craig
August 16, 1961 -2-

This is something, Ed, that you and the Executive Committee may wish
to consider, as you know how dedicated Ralph is in this and every
other area pertaining to good broadcasting.

At our next meeting, and I hope it can be held shortly, I would like to
visit with you about a problem involving the Internal Revenue Service
as it pertains to lobbying and contributions thereto. This is something
about which I do not wish to speak at any length at this time.

All good wishes to you, Ed, and be assured I look forward to seeing
you shortly.

WLQ/r

cc: Harold Hough
Jack DeWitt
Reed T. Rollo, Esq.
R. Russell Eagan, Esq.
Ed Sujack, Esq.

Sincerely,

Ward L. Quaal



Radio/720 Television/channel 9

WVE 2501 West Bradley Place  Chicago 18, Illinois  LAkeview 8-2311

Ward L. Quaal Executive Vice President and General Manager

August 7, 1961

Dic. 8-6-61

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr., President
WSM, Inc.
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Jack:

Thank you very much for sending me a copy of your memorandum of July 20
in regard to Mr. Kenneth Miller and associates. I am heartened indeed
by this new information from the military.

Jack, under separate cover, we are mailing you photocopies of a number
of replies I have received resulting from my two days in Washington and
subsequent letters and phone calls. I think the response has been excellent
and I can't thank you enough for the role you played in helping, Jack.

I have spent two days with Chairman Minow at the Northwestern University
Seminar and was pleased that during the course of the sessions he accepted
my suggestion, made initially during the NAB convention in Washington,
to have a radio conference of top U. S. broadcasters, NAB officials and the

FCC. Governor Collins made this suggestion a public statement as a part
of his speech at the seminar and Minow accepted the idea in his reply.
This prompted the Chairman to visit with me in regard to the rapid growth
of the broadcasting industry since the termination of World War II.
Many good points were covered, about which I will speak at another time.

Kindest personal regards and sincere appreciation, Jack.

WLQ/r

cc: Carl J. Meyers
Reed T. Rollo, Esq.
R. Russell Eagan, Esq.

Cordially yours,

ev
and L. Quaal

Executive Vice President
General Manager

WGN, Inc.

V, Radio/Television serving Duluth -Superior



P.S. Jack, in view of the transfer of operations in this one particular
area to Scott Field at Belleville, Illinois, do not hesitate to call
upon anyone of us here if you feel we can be of help.

WLQ



JAMES D. SHOUSE
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
CROSLEY SQUARE

CINCINNATI

October 30, 1961

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President
WSM, Incorporated
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Jack:

Acknowledging your letter with enclosure of
October 25.

You certainly need not in any way apologize
for any commitment of this kind which your
judgment indicates proper. We are all tre-
mendously interested in the successful prose-
cution of this effort. This not only from a
selfish viewpoint, but from the viewpoint of
our common good.

As always my very best.

Very sincerely

J. D. Shouse

CC: Mr. R. J. Rockwell
Mr. Clyde Haehnle



October 30, 1901

Commissioner Frederick h. Ford
Federal Communications Commission

shington, U. C.

Dear Commissioner Ford:

I shall appreciate it very much if you will send
me a cony of your talk given at the Kentucky Broad-
casters Association in Lexington. It bears on a
subject which in my opirion has long needed the kind
of consideration which you have evidently given it.

Sincerely yours,

John H. De1.itt, Jr.

JhD:ab



From the Desk of

GEORGE' REYNOLDS



BROADCAST ACTION
FCC Concludes Clear Channel Proceedsing
Opens 13 Channels to Secondayy Stations
Reserve Judgment on Higher Power

The Commission concluded thaang standing proceedings on allocations of AM

clear channels by opening thirteen of them (hitherto used exclusively by one

station at night) to share operation with additional unlimited time stations

on the basis of one new station on each of the thirteen channels. It reserved

for future consideration possible changes with respect to the other 12 clear

kun channels and left for further study the question of higher power for other

clear channel stations.

The action looks toward provision of nighttime primary AM services to designated

needful areas now lacking it.

As indicated in its preliminary amendment of Jute 13 the Commission will permit

the assignment of one unlimited time Class II (secondary) station on each of

the 13 Class 1-A (clear) channels under controlled conditions as follows:

Channel

670 KC
720 KC
750 KC
760
780 KC
880 KC
890 KC
1020 KC
1030 KC
1100 KC
1120 KC
1180
1210 KC

1. To accomodate the
frequency under t

2. Re-classified as

Permissible Location of
Class II station
itifteliampos
Nevada or Odaho
Anchorage, Alaska
San Diego (1)
Nevada
North Dakota, S. Dakota, Neb.

Utah
New Mexico
Wyoming (2)
Colorado
Cal. or Oregon
Montana
Kansas, Neb., Oklahoma

stations required to shift from their present

he United States Mexican Agreement.
a Class 1-A clear channel.

Existing Cl. 1-A Stn.

WMAO-Chicago
WGN - Chicago
WSB- Atlanta
WJR - Detroit
WBBM - Chicago
WCBS - New York
WLS - Chicago
KDKA - Pittsburgh
WRZ - Boston
KYW - Cleveland
KMOX - St. Louis
WHAM - Rochester
WCAU - Philadelphia

This arrangement will not jepardize the primary objectove of clear channel

operation, namely, to bring nighttime service from distant stations to

less densely populated parts of the country which are beyond the range of other

stations. Clear Channel long-range service is possible only at night when

long range skywave transmission is effective

The Class 1-A (dominant) stations which operate alone at night on the thirteen

clear channels now being opened will continue to use 50 KW power but each will

share its channel with a Class II unlimited time station located in the designated

areas. These additional assignments will augment service to needful areas, or

in two cases will provide facilities for stations required to change frequencies

in conformance with the United States-Mexican Agreement.
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October 26, 1961

Mt. Roy Battles
National Grange
1616 !I Street

Washington, D. C.

Dear Roy:

Nothing has given me quite as much satisfaction as
the fact that you have agreed to join the clear channel
forces. At our meeting here in Nashville at which your
name was No. 1 on the list I heard nothing but the highest
praise from everyone present who knows you.

I just want you to know that you will get the very
utmost in cooperation from all of us here at WSM. John
McDonald has been quite effective in the past in helping
the director with farm organizations and I am sure that
he will wish to assist you. My interests have centered
on the engineering aspects of our problems for many years
and will continue to do sc. If I can help in this
direction, please do not hesitate to call on me.

All good wishes.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JUD"ab
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FROM THE DESK OF

Ward f. Quaal

The National Grange
1616 H Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
NAtional 8-3507

9, 1961 -- Roy Battles, Assistant to the

he past nine years, is leaving that post

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service,

the National Grange, in announcing the

all Grange members would wish Mr.

ess in his new assignment in which he

in which the Grange has long been

The Grange has been a consistent champion of the Clear Channel Radio

Service as "The only dependable nighttime radio service available to vast

areas of rural America." NeWbodi cind Mr. Battles worked in the interest

of this cause before either of them were identified directly with the

office of the National Grange in the Nation's Capital, Mr. Newsom having

been Master of the Indiana. State Grange, and Mr, Battles having been Farm

Program Director for radio station WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio one of the Clear

Channel stations.

(more)



Mr. Battles became a member of the National Grange staff at the

invitation of Mr. Newsom in 1952, and Mr. Newsom said today that Roy"s

nine years of effective and loyal service to the Grange, and to rural

America through the Grange, has been much appreciated. His loss will

be keenly felt by all of us in Grange circles, but we rejoice in the

fact he will be rendering great service to vast areas of rural America

in his new assignment.

The Clear Channel Broadcasting Service is an organization of clear

channel radio stations across the nation, strategically placed, and these

stations have been able to maintain their clear channel status only by

reason of their outstanding service to rural listeners who are so located

that dependable service cannot reach them from local stations because of

interference outside of their effective local area.

The Grange vacancy, according to Mr. Newsom, will not be filled

until after the annual meeting of the Grange which will be held in

Worcester, Massachusetts, in mid -November.

Battles was Farm Program Director at WLW in Cincinnati, before

joining the Grange staff in 1952. He is a past President of the National

Association of Television and Radio Farm Directors.



ttioAst 30, 1961

/he Honorable Ores Parris

aa

Chairman
C4.08--aitUe Fcrtign Cca
Hoene of Bel.resentatlyes
nshingtrYn. D. C.

0

Dear hr. Thairmlial

It has coMS tO wr attention that ths Chairman if
the Federal Cammuniesti.ms ComaLssion. the Hinorabla
Newton U. Miaow., .i.oilcoated that a denial=
on peading appl..catio far asylight or standard
broadoarting statiJa* uoulc be rendered esrity in the
width of September.

In view of pending bi:le before goer great Osanithms
as the subject, namely, ?- 6213i H. R. 8211 H. L.
8223 and. H. a. 12T4, acid the great soamera swidsnomd

tUs 61sar Channel ''mss over their !Ours
everat.ionss I recpeWulir request that you give earl
cue.dsrati:;c64.4 thE adriesbility of ofilsial/p anklag
Obmiguan Miaow to withhold action at the pesidiag
spplicati.oms until ouch tiros as Von Csagress has
sampasted action an the said bills.

With Mildest personal regards. I as

Siaosrely,

wan
k
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Mt. Roy Battles
Assistant to the Master
The national Grange
1616 H Street, 2. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Dear Ivy:

Dic. 9-6-61

September 7, 1961

Re: Missouri Farmers
AiOeciatien - KNOX

Immediately after your calling the matter of the MFA resolution to
the attention of Miss Masa of the CCM office, she corresponded with
me and I got in touch with Bob Hyland, Station Manager of KM X,
St. Louis.

This morning Bob Hyland reported the following to me:

1. He had a lengthy meeting with Judd Wyatt and Judd agreed
that he had been a factor on this over the years, but that
the resolution was inserted at each annual maim more or
less as routine as the "pledge to the flag". Judd did agree
to review it again with Mr. Wankel and in deference to KNOX,
AR and its other stations that MFA feels do a Job for agriculture
there *a a strong possibility of this resolution net only being
dropped, tut perhaps one on supporting clear channels emaciating
therefrom at a future date. Knowing Judd qyatt and Mr. Heinkel,
this I assure you would be the millennium.

2. Hyland will begin an "indoctrination" of all people in key
positions in MFA. He admits that KNOX has not told its story
very well.

3. Upon the return of Representative Morgan Mulder to Missouri
when the current House session concludes, he will stress the
interest of KNOX in holding inviolate its Class lA clear channel.
9e will also stress to Mr. Moulder his unsoundness in support
of a standardised sign -on and sign -off for daytime stations.



Mr. Roy Battles
September 7, 1961 -2-

4. when Chairman Oren Harris of House Interstate spells before
the Missouri Broadcasters Association this fall, 40Id will
mention that even though KNOX is not a pert of CCM smd is
not eligible for membership becalme of network owmemehip,
that it does sympathise with our efforts mai vents to do
everything possible along with CUB to preserve the clear
channel concept in radio broadcasting.

8y the time you receive this letter, Roy, House Interstate should have
voted to direct Chairman Harris to write the FCC asking the withhold-
ing of further action on Docket 6741, the so-called clear channel
proceeding, until such time as the House can hold hearings early in
1962.

Roy, all the best to you and Herschel.

lauceraly,

/yard L. Ousel

cc: Retrace Rase
Reed T. Rollo, Esq.
R. Russell Eagan, Esq.
John R. Dewitt, Jr.
James Quell*
Paul Loyet
Berm Plambeck



FCCretcPeeas clease
of 9/11/61 in
Do;: set 6711.

FCC Concludes Clear Channel ProceeAng
7 -sells 13 Channels to Secondary Staties

Reserve judgment on Hither Power

Commission cncluded tle long standing procecdlnps on allocations of MI
21nar channels b nenine thirteen of the (hitherto used occlusive); by one
station at ninht) to hare,. on, ration with additioal unlimited tile stations
on the asis of one Tvw station on each of the thirteen channels. It reserved
for fnture ccesineration noseile changes with respect to the other 1 clear
channels and left for furtinr study the question of Weer no er for other
clear channel stations.

The action looks toward provision of nigh*time primary AM service:; to designated
nete7fnl areas now lacking it.

As indicated in its nreli-Inany anendment of June 13 - e Commission will permit
the ennignment of one nnlinited time Class II (secondary) ntation on each of
the 13 Class I.1A (clear) nhanncle under controlled conditions as follows:

Channel

670 KC
720 KC
750 KC

TCO KC
710 KC
F180 KC

R90 KC
1020 KC
1030 KC

1100 KC
11Pe XC
1180 XC
1210 XC

Existing (lase I -A
Stet ors

'144 e Ctioago
WIN Chicago
WSB  Atlenta
14;JR  Detroit
WHIN  Chicago
WCR8 Mew York
WLS - Chicago
KDKA - Pit t sberph

14BZ  Boston
KIW  Cleveland
KMOX St. Louis
.1.7}1AN Blohester
WOW  PhiladelplAa

Perniesib77 Location of
Class 71 S ation

or Idaho
Aneoane,
a417alcIlleg°

North Tna1

Utah
Nee MexAco
Wynnine
Colorado
Cal. or Oliva
Montana
ienns, T:leb. or Oklehoma

4 I ta, !!eb.

This arammeament will not jeopardize t e rrinnry objcoti c of (-lux channel

operatioalnaeoly, to bring nightti-e service from tent stations to

less densely Imulatfd parts of too country nhich are beyond the ranne of
othelmitatJoins. Clear Channel lonr-ranee service is pos ibis only at night
whoa low, range skywae transmission is effective.

The Ctsr .nant) statiorr h ich operate a ore at night an the thirteen
clear luannels now being opened will continue to use 53 h power bnt each will

share I channel with a Class II unlit ited time station located in the designated
areas. These additional ass'fneerte will aurment service to needf 1 areas, or
in two cases -111 per, fide racilittee for stations required In change frequencies
in conformence vith the United Statessamian Agree ent.

1. To accomodate the stations required to shift from their nresent frennency
under t'e Vnited :Yates.,7'-'exieen Agreement

2. Re-clarrIficd as a Class clear channel.



The designated stations have been selected with a view to making the most fair,
equitable and effecient use of the frequencies taking into account limitations
imposed by the need to protect the existing co -channel and adjacent stations,
the areas in greatest need of nighttime primary service and the avoidance of
undue mutual interference among the new stations themselves.

In the case of the 11 new assignments in a specified state or states, the new
stations will operate with directional antenna using at least 1 kw nighttime
power. At least 25% of the areas or 251 of the population to be served must
not receive nighttime primary service from any other station.

The rule amendment oneninc the way to the submission of application will go
into effect on 0etober 30, 1961.

The new rules provide safeguards against undue mutual interferences, prohibit
lap -over between the new unlimited time Class TI stations and applications for
facilities on adjacent frequencies (i.e. those 10, 20, 30 KO removed). The 30
adjacent frequencies so concerned include fourteen 1-11 channels, four regional
channels, 10 foreign clear channels and two local channels.

Piceration of the remaining twelve Class 1-A channels is not affected. They are:

640 KC
650 KC
660 KC (3)
700 KC
770 KC (4)
820 KC
830 KC
840 KC
870 KC
1040 KC
1160 KC
1200 KC

KFI, Los Angeles
WM, Nashville
WNBC, New York
WLW, Cincinnati
WABC, New York
WBAP/WFAA, Forth Worth, Dallas
WCCO, Minneapolis
WHAS, Louisville
WWL, New Orleans
WHO, Des Moines
KSL, Salt Lake City
WOAI, San Antonio

Holding these twelve clear channels in status quo for consideration of future
changes on them makes it necessary to place certain restrictions on frequencies
adjacent to them for three years (September 1, 1964) or until earlier action is
taken. Processing of applications for new stations on the adjacent frequencies
concerned will be deferred and adjacent channel anplications for power increases
and change from daytime to nighttime operation will be reviewed for possible
effect on future use of the twelve clear channels.

These restrictions in general apply to 23 frequencies which are adjacent to the
twelve channels - Ten class 1-S, 5 Class TIT and 9 foreign clear channels.

3. KFAR f' nt,'!F nn channel t'rIct 'n Jnks, Alaska
11. Avatlable 11.1n fir ,7-,e by an aV'tnnal Class I station AlbuTlerque, N.M.



.3.

Until further Commission action new daytime stations will not be assigned to
Class 14 clear channels and pending applications therefore will be returned.

The Report and Order also adopted for use in connection with the 25 Class I -A

clear channels new a-ywave curves in place of those presently used. (Apure 1
of Section 7,.190 of the Rules.) The new curves contained in new Figure 1-a of
3.190 are the Fame as the skywave curves contained the Yorth Amrrican
Broadcasting Agreement (UAR7A). The Report and Order also mkes applicable
to these channels the angle of departure curves contained in Fiure 6-a of that
section now applicable to frequencies othr than clear channels in place of
nresent Figure 6.

The Commission is making no determination at this time on whether the pudic
interest would be served by permitting higher power to extend the nighttime
range of Class T -A clenr channel stations, or whether duplication of stations
ould also ho prrmi!ted on the twelve clear channels now held in status quo.

A study of these coosiderations will be continued.

"Upon Commission consieration of the quest: on," says the Commission, "we
core ude that there is not sufficient basis before us for a finding that the
-)ublic interest would be served by authorizing higher power but that at the
same time the ',uestonterrarts ru,ther consideration in the light of such
improvements and changes in service as may result from the action we now
take to authorize additional unlimited time stations on 13 or the Class I -A
clear channels." It adds:

"Ye leave open, unprejudiced, whfther and if so, how the public interest woad
be served by changing the rules affecting the use of the twelve clear channels
now left in status quo. At such time as further developments, including progress
under the changes we now adopt, provide additional light on the question we will
give further consideration to the best ,Itilization of the 12 clear channels not
now disturbed."

This action concludes the clear channel proceeding in Docket 67/41 which has been
in r ocess since 19145. It was taken by Chairman Minow and Commissioners Hyde,
Bartley, Lee Craven, Ford and Cross on September 13, 1961

Commissioner Lee dissented in a statement and Commissioner Cross concurred in
part and dissented in part in a statement.

The text 'ill be nrinted by the GPO in a weekly pamphlet.



LOUIS IsoG. CALDWELL
-1811

HAMMOND E. CHAFFETZ
REED T. ROLLO
DONALD C. BEELAR
PERCY H. RUSSELL
KELLEY E. GRIFFITH
PERRY 5. PATTERSON
R. RUSSELL EAGAN
CHARLES R. CUTLER
FREDERICK M. ROWE
ALOYSIUS B. MECABE

JOSEPH DuCOEUR
PAYMOND G LARROCA
JOHN P. MANW ELL

LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSO N, CHAFFETZ S. MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -IBM AND K STREETS. N. W.

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

M.NIORANDUM

October 17, 1961

TO: CCBS GENERAL MANAGERS AND CHIEF ENGINEERS

CHICAGO OFFICE

PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO ',ILLINOIS

Enclosed for your information are copies of the following
pleadings which we filed with the Commission yesterday in the Clear
Channel case (Docket No. 6741):

1. Petition for Rehearing on Behalf of Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service (CCBS).

Z. Motion for Stay filed on behalf of CCBS.

3. Petition for
for Evidentiary

4. Petition for
behalf of KFL

5. Petition for
for Evidentiary

6. Petition for
for Evidentiary

Reconsideration
Hearing filed on

Reconsideration

Reconsideration
Hearing filed on

Reconsideration
Hearing filed on

and Conditional Request
behalf of WGN.,

and Other Relief filed on

and Conditional Request
behalf of WHAM.

and Conditional Request
behalf of WJR.

Other pleadings filed yesterday include the following:

1. Petition for Rehearing filed on behalf of WSB by its
Washington counsel, Dow, Lohnes, & Albertson.



Z. Petition for Reconsideration filed on behalf of WCCO
by its Washington counsel, Fly, Shuebruk, Blume, &
Gaguine.

3. Petition for Partial Stay filed on behalf of WCCO by
its Washington counsel, Fly, Shuebruk, Blume, & Gaguine.

4. Petition for Reconsideration filed on behalf of West-
inghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc. (KDKA, WBZ, and
KYW).

There may have been pleadings filed by others, but if so
we have not yet been able to learn of them..

Unfortunately, we do not have sufficient copies of the
above -listed pleadings filed by others to furnish you copies. However,
in general they support the CCBS position,.

As you will note from footnote 2 on page 2 of the CCBS
petition, there two methods for computing the time within which
petitions for reconsideration or rehearing may be filed pursuant to
Section 405 of the Communications Act. Those using the alternate method
must have their pleadings on file not later than October 23. Undoubtedly,
many others will file on that date including the Daytime Broadcasterst
Association and those parties interested in obtaining action on applications
involving frequencies 10kc, 20kc, and 30kc removed from the Class I -A
channels. We shall advise you shortly after October 23 of all pleadings
filed.

Reed T. Rollo

R. Russell Eagan
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Washington 25, D. C.

In the Matter of

Clear Channel Broadcasting
in The Standard Broadcast Band

Docket 6741

PETITION FOR REHEARING

ON BEHALF OF

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE (CCBS)

October 16, 1961

Reed T. Rollo
Percy H. Russell
R. Russell Eagan
Aloysius B. McCabe

of
Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson,
Chaffetz & Masters
800 World Center Building
Washington 6, D. C.

Attorneys for CCBS
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Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Washington 25, D. C.

In the Matter of

Clear Channel Broadcasting
in the Standard Broadcast Band

Docket 6741

PETITION FOR REHEARING

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service (hereinafter referred to as

CCB S), by its attorneys, pursuant to Section 405 of the Communications

Act and Section 1.191 of the Rules, hereby petitions the Commission to

reconsider and set aside the Report and Order adopted herein on
1/

September 13, 1961, and released on September 14, 1961. - In support
2/

thereof, it is stated as follows:-

I. STANDING AND IDENTITY OF CCBS

A. Members

1. CCBS, one of the original parties to the instant proceed-

ing, is an informal organization composed of the following twelve licensees

of Class I -A standard broadcast stations:

1/ FCC Mimeo 61-1106.

2/ See next page.
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Call Letters
and Location Frequency (kc) Licensee

1. KFI, Los Angeles, Calif. 640 Earle C. Anthony, Inc.
2. WSM, Nashville, Tenn. 650 WSM, Inc.
3. WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio 700 Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
4. WGN, Chicago, Illinois 720 WGN, Inc.
5. WSB, Atlanta, Georgia 750 Atlanta Newspapers, Inc.
6. WJR, Detroit, Michigan 760 The Goodwill Stations, Inc.
7. WFAA, Dallas, Texas 820 A. H. Belo Corp.
8. WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas 820 Carter Publications, Inc.
9. WHAS, Louisville, Kentucky 840 WHAS, Inc.

10. WHO, Des Moines, Iowa 1040 Central Broadcasting Co.
11. WHAM, Rochester, N. Y. 1180 Genesee Broadcasting Corp.
12. WOAI, San Antonio, Texas 1200 Southland Industries, Inc.

B. Origin

2. The origin of CCBS goes back to a meeting held in Chicago

in May of 1934. The meeting was attended by representatives of various

Class I -A stations who shared a common conern over the then mounting

pressures to duplicate or break down the then remaining clear channel fre-

quencies by assigning more than one fulltime station on each frequency.

Although the November 11, 1928 allocation had set aside 40 frequencies on

each of which only one station was authorized to operate during nighttime

2/ This petition is submitted within 30 days (computed according to Section
1. 18 of the Rules) from the date of public release of the full text of the
Report and Order in this proceeding. Petitioner is aware of the recent
ruling by the Commission (20 R. R. 1559) to the effect that a petition for
reconsideration of a decision in a rulemaking proceeding may be filed
within 30 days of publication of the decision in the Federal Register.
This petition is presented somewhat in advance of the final date which
would be applicable under the foregoing ruling in order to obviate any
possible contentions by interested parties in the future that it was not
timely filed.
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3/
hours in order to "give good service to rural and remote listeners," -

by May of 1934 seven of the original 40 clear channel frequencies had been

broken down by the assignment of a second fulltime station on each of the

seven frequencies, 4/ a number of applications seeking additional fulltime

authorizations on clear channel frequencies had been filed during the early

part of 1934 and Mexico had announced the assignment of fulltime stations

on 19 U. S. clear channel frequencies.

C. Participation in 1936 and 1938 Clear Channel Hearings

3. As a result of the meeting held in Chicago in May of 1934,

a joint petition was filed with the Commission on August 7, 1934 by several

of the present Class I -A stations. As a result, the Commission announced

on October 30, 1934, that "a survey will be made for the purpose of deter-

mining the service available to the people of the United States and the type

of station that the listeners in rural areas are dependent upon for the

service" (FCC P. N. 11326). This survey was followed by hearings held

in 1936 and 1938 (Dockets 4063 and 5072-A) for the purpose of determining

what could be done to improve broadcast service. 51 The primary issues

3/ See Exhibits 1 and 2 of CCBS Comments filed herein on August 15, 1958.

4/ See Exhibits 1 and 2 of CCBS Comments filed herein on August 15, 1958.

5/ Further details concerning these events are set forth in the "Summary
History of Allocation in the Standard Broadcast Band" filed herein on
behalf of CCBS on January 12, 1948.
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dealt with the still present questions of the extent to which Class I -A

frequencies should remain free of duplication and the minimum and max-

imum powers which should be authorized respecting Class I -A stations. 6/

4. In the 1936 and 1938 clear channel hearings, the Clear

Channel Group, the predecessor to CCBS, advocated that a minimum of

40 Class I -A frequencies be retained and that all Class I -A stations be

authorized to operate with power in excess of 50 kw in order to improve

service to rural and remote areas and populations.

D. Membership Qualifications

5. In 1941 members of the Clear Channel Group formed

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service which had the following three self -

imposed qualifications:

a. A member must be the licensee of a Class I -A

station.

b. A member must be interested in preserving the

channel on which his station operates as a clear (unduplicated) channel.

c. A member must be the licensee of a Class I -A

station which is not owned or controlled by a network.

6/ These issues were first debated in 1924 when several stations, includ-
ing KFI and WLW, sought to increase operating power from 1 kw to
5 kw. The issues were again debated in the fall of 1930 when a hearing
was held to determine which of a number of applicants would be
authorized to operate with 50 kw. General Order 42 had been amended
on June 16, 1930; so as to provide that 50 kw (25 kw on a regular basis
and 25 kw on an experimental basis) could be used on 20 of the 40
clear channel frequencies.
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E. Participation in Instant Proceeding

6. When the instant proceeding was initiated on February 20,

1945, CCBS became a party to the proceeding and has actively participated

in all stages of the hearing. CCBS has uniformly urged that service can

be improved to rural and remote areas only by preserving the too few

existing Class I -A frequencies and authorizing all Class I -A stations to

operate with power in excess of 50 kw. The Report and Order released

herein on September 14, 1961 retains the power ceiling of 50 kw, breaks

down 13 of the Class I -A frequencies7/ and leaves for a future decision

the question of whether duplication or higher power or a combination there-

of will be authorized respecting the remaining 12 Class I -A frequencies. 82

7/ Including the frequencies on which CCBS member stations WGN (720
kc), WS13 (750 kc), WJR (760 kc) and WHAM (1180 kc) operate.

8/ One of which is already duplicated (770 kc) and two of which (640 and
830 kc) are subject to "special circumstances" so that applications
for partial duplication at Ames, Iowa and New York City will be ac-
cepted and acted on in light of decisions to be rendered in Dockets
11290 and 11227. KFI (640 kc) is a member of CCBS.
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II. SUMMARY OF ACTION TAKEN IN THE NOTICES OF
APRIL 15, 1958 AND SEPTEMBER 22, 1959 AND
SEPTEMBER 14, 1961 REPORT AND ORDER

A. February 20, 1945 11 Hearing Issues (Part I)

7. When the instant proceeding was commenced in February of

1945, the number of Class I -A frequencies had been reduced from 40 to

24 (See Exhibits 1 and 2 of CCBS Comments filed herein on August 15,

1958 regarding the details of the breakdowns). 9/- In addition, a 25th

frequency (1030 kc), which was then classified domestically and inter-

nationally as a Class I -B frequency, has been subsequently classified

internationally as a Class I -A. The February 20, 1945 Notice, which

commenced Part I of the instant proceeding, specified the following eleven

issues (1 R. R., Part 1, Page 53:liii):

(1) What recommendation concerning the matters covered
by this order the Commission should make to the Depart-
ment of State for changes in provisions of the North
American Regional Broadcasting Agreement,

(2) Whether the number of clear channels should be in-
creased or decreased and what frequencies in the stand-
ard broadcast band shall be designated as I -A channels
and as I -B channels,

(3) What minimum power and what maximum power should
be required or authorized for operation on clear channels.

9/ One of the 24 (770'kc) had not in fact been "clear" since 1941 be
cause of the authority granted KOB, Albuquerque, New Mexico to
operate fulltime on the frequency in addition to WABC, New York
City.
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(4) Whether and to what extent the authorization of power
for clear channel stations in excess of 50, 000 watts
would unfavorably affect the economic ability of other
stations to operate in the public interest.

(5) Whether the present geographical distribution of clear
channel stations and the areas they serve represent an
optimum distribution of radio service and whether the
fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of radio serv-
ice among the several states and communities specified
in Section 307(b) of the Communications Act requires
a geographical redistribution at this time.

(6) Whether it is economically feasible to relocate clear
channel stations so as to serve those areas which do
not presently receive service.

(7) What new rules or regulations, if any, should be
promulgated to govern the power or hours of operation
of Class II stations operating on clear channels.

(8) What changes the Commission should order with respect
to geographical location, frequency, authorized power
or hours of operation of any presently licensed clear
channel station.

(9) Whether and to what extent the clear channel stations
render a program service particularly suited to the
needs of listeners in rural areas.

(10) The extent to which the service areas of clear channel
stations overlap and the extent to which this involves a
duplication of program service.

(11) What recommendation, if any, the Commission should
make to the Congress for the enactment of additional
legislation on the matters covered by this Order.

B. April 15, 1958 Further Notice (Part II)

(1) Resolution of Issues 1, 2, 7, 9, 10 and 11

8. Six of the 11 issues were resolved in the manner indicated

by the Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making (Part II) released herein
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on April 15, 1958 as follows:

a. Issue 1. The issue has been rendered moot.

b. Issue 2. There is no practicable basis for increas-

ing the number of clear channel frequencies, and it would not be in the

public interest to decrease the number thereof.

c. Issue 7. The issue is rendered moot by the decisions

reached in Dockets 8333, 12274 and 12729.

d. Issues 9 & 10. The pertinent record evidence is

"too outdated to provide a sound basis for judgment * * *. "

e. Issue 11. Enactment of additional legislation is not

necessary.

(2) Proposed Resolution of Issues 3-6 & 8

9. With respect to the unresolved five issues (Nos. 3, 4, 5,

10'
6 and 8), the April 15, 1958 Notice proposed, in pertinent part, as

follows:

a_ A maximum power ceiling of 50 kw should be retained

with respect to 12 Class I -A frequencies (660, 670, 720, 770, 780, 880,

890, 1020, 1100, 1120, 1180 and 1210 kc).

10/ It was resolved that the record failed "to support the desirability
of outright relocation of clear channel stations * *. "
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(1) On five of the 12 frequencies (660, 770, 880,

1100 and 1180 kc), additional Class I fulltime stations (one on each fre-

quency) should be assigned in specified western states, the new Class I

station and the existing Class I -A station to operate with power of 50 kw

employing directional antennas so as to afford mutual protection.

(2) On the remaining seven of the 12 frequencies

(670, 720, 780, 890, 1020, 1120 and 1210 kc), additional Class II full-

time stations (one on each frequency) should be assigned in underserved

areas, the existing Class I -A station not being required to directionalize.

(3) Processing of applications for new and expanded

daytime facilities on the 12 Class I -A frequencies should be deferred

until reasonable opportunity has been provided for the assignment of the

proposed additional fulltime stations.

b. Resolution of the question of authorizing higher power

(in excess of 50 kw) for the Class I -A stations on the remaining 12 Class

I -A frequencies (640, 650, 700, 750, 760, 820, 830, 840, 870, 1040,

1160 and 1200 kc) should be deferred and the status quo should be retained,

daytime and nighttime.

c. Should the separate KOB proceeding be resolved by

assigning KOB to 770 kc, 1030 kc will remain available for a fulltime

Class I assignment at a location other than Albuquerque in addition to

WBZ, Boston.
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C. September 22, 1959 Third Notice (Part III)

(1) Proposed Resolution of Issues 3-6 & 8

10. In the Third Notice of Further Proposed Rule Making

released September 22, 1959 (Part III), the Commission proposed, in

pertinent part, to resolve Issues 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 as follows:

a. Defer final resolution of the question of whether Class

I -A stations should be authorized to operate with power in excess of 50 kw.

b. The existing fulltime operation in Fairbanks, Alaska

on 660 kc (KFAR) and in Albuquerque, New Mexico (KOB) should be main-

tained and the Class I -A stations on the frequencies (WNBC, New York

and WABC, New York) should continue to operate as presently authorized.
11/-

c. Additional fulltime stations (one on each frequency)

should be authorized to operate within specified states on the remaining

23 Class I -A frequencies, the new stations to operate with a minimum

power of 10 kw and to directionalize so as to "provide a satisfactory

degree of protection" to the pertinent Class I -A stations.

11/ WNBC and WABC each operate on a non -directional basis with
power of 50 kw.
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D. September 14, 1961 Report and Order

(1) Resolution of Issues 3-6 & 8

11. In the Report and Order released herein on September 14,

1961, Issues 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 were resolved as follows:

a. Existing or additional Class II stations (one on each

frequency) may operate fulltime, within specified locations, on each of

the following 13 Class I -A frequencies; 670, 720, 750, 760, 780, 880,

890, 1020, 1030, 1100, 1120, 1180 and 1210 kc.12/

(1) 750 kc is reserved for Class II -B use by KFQD,

Anchorage, Alaska, with a maximum power of 10 kw. KFQD must pro-

tect the 0. 1 mv/m daytime groundwave and 0. 5 mv/m nighttime 50%

skywave contours of WS13, Atlanta, Georgia.

(2) 760 kc is reserved for Class II -B use by KFMB,

San Diego, California with a maximum power of 5 kw. KFMB must pro-

tect the 0. 1 mv/m daytime groundwave and O. 5 mv/m nighttime 50% sky -

wave contours of WJR, Detroit, Michigan.

(3) On each of the remaining 11 Class I -A frequencies

listed above (Par. 11 a.), one new fulltime Class II -A station will be per-

mitted to operate within specified states (see Rule 3. 22(a)). Such new

12/ It appears that 890 kc was inadvertently omitted from the list of
frequencies set forth in Par 35. Existing stations KFQD and
KFMB will be permitted to change their frequencies to 750 and
760 kc, respectively.
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stations must operate with a minimum power of 10 kw (and a maximum

of 50 kw), must protect the 0.1 mv/m daytime groundwave and the 0.5

mv/m nighttime skywave 50% contours of the co -channel Class I -A

station and must provide the first nighttime primary service to either

25% of the nighttime interference -free primary service area or to 25%

of the population residing therein.

(4) Applications for new daytime or limited time

stations (Class II -D) on any of the 25 Class I -A frequencies to be located

within the continental United States will not be accepted for filing and

such applications now on file will be dismissed (Par. 56 and Rule 3.25

(a) (v) ).
13/

(5) Applications for new or changed facilities on

any of the frequencies located within 30 kc of the above -noted 13 Class

I -A frequencies are subject to Rule 1. 351(a).

(6) The assignment of Class II stations on the 13

Class I -A frequencies "at least limit and at worst frustrate the future

possibilities for employing * * *" (Par. 18) the use of higher power on

the Class I -A stations operating on the 13 Class I -A frequencies.

13/ The degree to which existing Class II -D stations assigned to the
pertinent Class I -A frequencies may prosecute modification appli-
cations is not specifically spelled out in the Report and Order or
in the new rules. However, Rule 3.25(a) (5) (ii) implies that modi-
fication applications will not be processed.
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b. Two Class I fulltime stations may be assigned on

770 kc, one of the remaining 12 Class I -A frequencies (Note 3,
14/

Rule 3. 25 (a) ). - The exact form of operations which will be permitted

on the two Class I stations (WABC, New York, and KOB, Albuquerque,

New Mexico) will be determined in the proceedings to be held as a result

of the May 1960 decision of the Court of Appeals in American Broad-

casting Company v. FCC, 280 F. 2nd 631, 20 R. R. 2001 (Pars. 82-
15/

85). -

c. Although Par. 29 of the Report and Order released

September 14, 1961 states that the status quo will be maintained respect-

ing 640 kc and 830 kc, two more of the remaining 12 Class I -A fre-

quencies, Rule 3. 25 is in fact amended so as to accept applications for

operation during nighttime hours by WOI, Ames, Iowa, on 640 kc and

WNYC, New York City on 830 kc. The exact form of operation for WOI

14/ 770 kc was inadvertently omitted from the list of frequencies set
forth in Rule 3.25(a).

15/ Although 770 kc is included among the 12 Class I -A frequencies
concerning which the Commission has apparently deferred final judgment
on the question of higher power for the Class I -A stations assigned
thereto (Pars. 18-21), it would appear that higher power is fore-
closed for any Class I -A station on 770 kc in view of the decision
to authorize two fulltime Class I stations on the frequency which
would "at least limit and at worst frustrate the future * * *"
possibility of authorizing higher power for a Class I -A station on
770 kc (Par. 18).
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and WNYC is left open for final decision in Dockets 11290 and 11227 (Pars.

73 -76). 16/

d. With respect to the remaining 9 Class I -A frequencies

(650, 660, 700, 820, 840, 870, 1040, 1160 and 1200 kc), final decision is

deferred as to whether higher power for the Class I -A stations assigned

thereto should be authorized, -17/ or whether additional full time stations

should be assigned to the frequencies or whether a combination of higher

power and duplication should be employed respecting these frequencies

(Pars. 24, 25, 29-33 and 63). -18/

16/ Although 640 and 830 are included among the 12 Class I -A frequen-
cies concerning which the Commission has apparently deferred final
judgment on the question of higher power for the Class I -A stations
assigned thereto (Pars. 18-21), it would appear that higher power
for KFI and WCCO is foreclosed in view of the contemplated action
of authorizing WOI and WNYC to operate during nighttime hours on
640 and 830 kc which would "at least limit and at worst frustrate
the possibility * * *" of higher power for KFI and WCCO (Par. 18).

17/ Yet, the Commission concluded "there is insufficient basis before
us for finding that the public interest would be served by authorizing
higher power * * * " (Par. 20).

18/ Until September 1, 1964 (or an earlier date, if so announced),
applications to operate for the first time at any particular location
on any non -Class I -A frequency 30 kc or less removed from any of
these 9 Class I -A frequencies will not be granted (Rule 1. 351 (b) (2) ).
Any application by stations now operating on any of these frequencies
to increase power or hours of operation will be placed in the pending
file if it appears that a grant of the application would "risk prejudice"
to possible future uses of the pertinent Class I -A frequencies
(e. g., higher power, duplication, etc.) (Rule 1. 351 (b) (3) ).
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III. Errors Contained in September 14, 1961,
Report and Order.

A. Failure to Recognize Precise Nature of Basic Question.

12. Paragraph 1 of the September 14, 1961, Report and

Order erroneously states that the instant proceeding was commenced on

February 20, 1945, "largely as a result of insistent claims that the clear

channel concept * * * is wasteful of valuable spectrum space and other-

wise not in the best interests of efficient utilization of the frequencies

involved. " The record fact is that the Commission's February 20, 1945,

Press Release and the February 20, 1945, Designation Order accompany-

ing it both make it clear that the Commission initiated this proceeding,

on its own motion, in an attempt to find a solution to the long standing

problem of improving the technical quality of standard broadcast (AM)

service provided to the millions of persons who reside in "white areas, "

i. e. , areas which do not receive a single satisfactory (in terms of re -
19/

ception) primary (groundwave) signal. - Paragraph 2 correctly recog-

nizes that the Commission's primary objective in allocating AM frequen-

cies is to provide "some service of satisfactory signal strength to all

areas of the country. "

13. Although all areas of the country presently receive

"some service of satisfactory signal strength" during daytime hours,

19/ Inseparably involved is the problem of providing second, third and
fourth satisfactory signals to residents of areas receiving but 1
(gray), 2 or 3 primary (groundwave) signals.
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it is beyond dispute that the record in this proceeding (as well as all

other information available to the Commission) supports the premise of

the February 20, 1945, Notice that large areas and populations do not

receive any adequate nighttime broadcast service. As the Commission

itself concluded in its September 22, 1959, Third Notice, 57. 99% of the

total land area of the continental United States, in which reside some

25. 6 million people, did not receive a single satisfactory nighttime prim-

ary signal as of January of 1957. The additional fulltime stations assigned

since that date have not affected in any substantial way the above -noted

white area statistics. 20/ Accordingly, there is no basis for the assertion

in Par. 6 of the September 14, 1961, Report and Order that "perhaps as

many as" 25 million people within the continental United States "are

estimated to be outside the range of usable nighttime groundwave service. "

Paragraph 6 (as well as other portions of the September 14, 1961, Report

and Order) -21/ ignores the fact that although the bulk of the white area

(74. 8%) lies west of the Mississippi River, the bulk of the white area

population (71. 3%) lives east thereof (Par. 10 of Third Report).

20/ This is shown by the fact that the addition of some 536 fulltime sta-
tions between May 4, 1947, and January of 1957 reduced the white
area insignificantly (60. 59% to 57. 99%). (Third Notice, Par. 10).
During the same period the white area population increased from some
23.2 million to some 25. 6 million. As the Commission recognized
in Par. 13 of the September 14, 1961, Report and Order, the white
area population has probably increased since January 1, 1957,

21/ E. g. Pars. 36 and 83.
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14. Paragraph 1 of the September 14, 1961 Report and

Order states with imprecision that the action taken respecting the 25

Class I -A frequencies was designed to "improve service" in the "most

practicable manner" in the standard broadcast band. As shown above,

the basic question to be resolved in this proceeding is the most practic-

able method of improving service to the numerous white area populations

in the East and in the West. The Report and Order is correct in the
22/

assumption- that the clear channel frequencies afford the only possible

means of improving service to white area populations. However, the

Report and Order erroneously assumes that service to white area popul-

ations can be improved significantly by the creation of new nighttime

primary service by new fulltime stations operating on Class I -A frequen-

cies. -23/ This assumption is contrary to all of the evidence of record,

The record overwhelmingly supports the conclusion reached by the Com-

mission in Paragraph 41 of its April 15, 1958, Further Notice that

"improvement of nighttime service throughout most of the existing white

areas must be provided, if at all, by new or improved skywave service"

(emphasis added).

15. Thus, the September 14, 1961, Report and Order

erroneously fails to recognize that the precise basic question to be

22/ E. g. Par, 7.

23/ E.g., Pars. 22, 34, 41, 44, 46, 54, 55, 61, 64, 81, 85a, 94,
97, 98 & 101.
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resolved in this proceeding is the best practicable method of improving

service to white area populations which, if to be done in any significant

degree, must be done by creating new or improved skywave service.

Of course, any improvement of nighttime groundwave service to white

area populations is desirable, provided it is not created at the expense

of prohibiting new or improved nighttime skywave service to white area

populations.

B. Failure to Improve Service to White Area Populations

16. Although the September 14, 1961 Report and Order

states that the action taken was designed to "improve service" to white

areas,
24/

the fact is that the action taken will not result in any signifi-

cant improvement of service to white area populations and will forever

bar any significant improvement through the use of higher power on the

Class I -A frequencies duplicated.

17. Initially, it may be noted that the proposed duplication

of 13 Class I -A frequencies is obviously an inadequate attempt to improve

service to white area populations in view of the facts that (1) it will de-

grade rather than improve existing nighttime skywave service, (2) it

will not create any new nighttime skywave service, and (3) the only new

service created will be nighttime groundwave service. 25/

24/ See footnote 23; supra.

25/ As shown above in Par. 14 hereof, the Commission has previously
correctly concluded that nighttime groundwave service cannot be
provided to any significant portion of the white areas.
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18. To portray graphically the known fact that creation of

new groundwave service will not significantly improve nighttime service

to white area populations, CCBS has retained Andrew D. Ring and Assoc-

iates, Consulting Engineers, to analyze the improvement of service

which would result if the 13 Class I -A frequencies were to be duplicated

as set forth in Rules 3.22 and 3. 25(a)(1)-(3). 26/

19. The Report and Order recognizes that the new Class II

stations authorized to operate on 750 and 760 kc will not improve service

to white area populations (Par. 35). As shown in the Engineering State-

ment of Howard T. Head, which is hereto attached and made a part hereof,

the 11 new Class II -A stations operating on the pertinent 11 Class I -A

frequencies would provide no nighttime skywave service at all and could

be expected to provide interference -free nighttime groundwave service

to existing white areas and white area populations consisting of 41, 582

square miles and only 234, 575 people respectively, or 2. 41% of the exist-

ing 1, 725, 095 square miles of white area and 0. 916% of the existing white

area population of 25. 6 million people. The specific details are as

follows: -27/

26/ It appears that 890 kc was inadvertently omitted in Par. 34 of the
Report and Order.

27/ All figures relate to nighttime interference -free groundwave service.
Assumptions used are set forth in attached Engineering Statement
of Howard T. Head.
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Freq.(kc) & Location
White

Served

28/
White Area

Population Served
Area-

1. 670, Gooding, Idaho 4, 121 21, 026

2. 720, Hawthorne, Nevada 2, 964 8, 644

3. 780, Fallon, Nevada 2, 482 7, 554

4. 880, Holdredge, Nebraska 10, 060 89, 063

5. 890, Beaver, Utah 5, 230 8, 469

6. 1020, Lovington, New Mexico 2, 964 18, 304

7. 1030, Lusk, Wyoming 3, 832 9, 775

8. 1100, Springfield, Colorado 2, 169 4, 064

9. 1120, Oakridge, Oregon 1, 277 15, 944

10. 1180, Hamilton, Montana 1, 301 6, 731

11. 1210, Pratt, Kansas 5, 182 45, 001

Totals 41, 582 234, 575

20. It is thus abundantly clear that the proposed duplication

of 13 Class I -A frequencies will provide no significant improvement of

nighttime service to white area populations. As Comissioner Lee cor-

rectly stated in his dissent, the 11 new Class II -A stations, if constructed,

"can be expected to render nighttime primary service to but scant popul-

ations. " It should also be noted that the 11 new Class II -A stations

would not provide nighttime service to a single one of the white area

28/ Square Miles.
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population of 18.27 million residing east of the Mississippi River and

would serve only 3. 115% of the 7.35 million white area population resid-

ing west of the Mississippi River.

21. The foregoing facts demonstrate conclusively that the

purported solution of the white area problem set forth in the September

14, 1961 Report and Order is not a solution at all. For this reason

alone, the Commission should reconsider and set aside the Report and

Order and issue a modified Report and Order taking action which would

improve nighttime service to white area populations. As shown below in

Part III D hereof, the only realistic way in which service can be signif -

icantly improved is through the authorization of operating power in the

order of 750 kw for each of the Class I -A stations assigned to the exist-

ing 25 Class I -A frequencies.

C. Failure to Afford Required Adjudicatory Modification Hearings

22. The September 14, 1961 Report and Order modifies

the licenses of the Class I -A stations assigned to the 13 Class I -A fre-
29/

quencies- on which additional fulltime Class II stations are authorized

to operate (Rules 1 22 and 3.25(a) (1)-(3)). Adjudicatory hearings re-

quired by Section 316 of the Communications Act have not been held.

29/ WMAQ (670), WGN (720), WS13 (750), WJR (760), WBBM (780),
WCBS (880), WLS (890), KDKA (1020), WBZ (1030), KYW (1100),
KMOX (1120), WHAM (1180), and WCAU (1210).
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Should the Commission resolve, contrary to the record evidence, that

the Rules should be amended so as to authorize additional full-time

stations on these 13 Class I -A frequencies, no such full-time stations

may be assigned to any such frequency without first affording the Class

I -A stations concerned a section 316 adjudicatory hearing. As shown in

the attached Engineering Statement of Howard T. Head, the Class I -A

stations authorized to operate on the 13 Class I -A frequencies would

destroy vast portions of the nighttime skywave service beyond the 0. 5

mv/m 50% skywave contour now provided by the Class I -A stations,
30/

which service is now protected by Rule 3. 182(v).

23. It is respectfully submitted that upon reconsideration of the

September 14, 1961 Report and Order, it should be recognized that the

primary objective of the proceeding is to improve nighttime service to

white area populations, that such improvement can be made only by im-

proving the nighttime skywave service now afforded to such populations

and that existing skywave service should be extended and improved rather

than curtailed. However, if upon reconsideration it is decided to degrade

rather than improve existing nighttime skywave service by the assignment

of new fulitime stations on Class I -A frequencies, and the Class I -A fre-

quencies so duplicated include any of those to which CCBS member

30/ Also, as shown in the attached Engineering Statement of Howard T.
Head, a serious question is raised as to whether protection will in
fact be afforded to the 0. 5 mv/m 50% skywave contour because of
the D. A. suppression ratios.
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stations are assigned, such CCBS members hereby assert their rights

to a Section 316 adjudicatory hearing before such duplications are finalized.

In connection therewith, the individual petitions for rehearing filed simul-

taneously hereby by CCBS member stations WGN, WSB, WJR, and WHAM

are hereby incorporated herein and made a part hereof. 31/

D. Failure to Resolve Higher Power Question

(1) 5 kw was "super power" in 1924

24. At the Third National Radio Conference held in 1924, the

question was debated as to whether the then maximum power limitation

should be increased from 1 kw to 5 kw. Those opposing the requested

increase in power referred to 5 kw as "super power. " In spite of the ob-

jections raised, the Conference correctly concluded as follows:

"It has been conclusively demonstrated by experimental
work during the past year that only by the use of higher
power can static and other kinds of interference be over-
come, and that some general increase over the 1, 000
watt limitation now imposed is therefore desirable. "

25. The Department of Commerce accepted the above -noted

recommendation and announced that "licenses for use in broadcasting of

power to 5, 000 watts on a purely experimental basis will be issued. "L2/

31/ Likewise incorporated herein and made a part hereof is the indi-
vidual petition for rehearing filed simultaneously herewith by
CCBS member KFI which shows the invalidity of Note 1 to Rule
3. 25(a).

32/ Radio Service Bulletin 92, Dec. 1, 1924, Page 11.
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By the time of the Fourth Radio Conference held in 1925, experimentation

with 50 kw power was being carried out with the approval of the Department

of Commerce. The actual experience with "super power" led Secretary

of Commerce Herbert Hoover to state as follows:

"A year ago we were fearful of the effect of greater
power. We were told by some that the use of anything
more than 1000 watts would mean excessive blanketing,
the blotting out of smaller competitors, the creation of
large areas into which no other signals could enter.
Some of the most pessimistic even warned us that our
tubes would explode under the impact of this tremendous
force. But our experience so far leads to the opinion
that high power is not only harmless in these respects
but advantageous. Power increase has meant a general
rise in broadcasting efficiency; it has meant clear re-
ception; it has helped greatly to overcome static and
other difficulties inherent in summer broadcasting, so
as to give us improved all -year service. Whatever
the limit may be, I believe that substantial power in-
crease has come to stay, and the public is the gainer
from it. "

(2) 50 kw Experimentation, 1928-1930

26. Following the chaos of 1926, when rural reception was com-

pletely obliterated because of co -channel interference which eliminated

skywave service, and the creation of the Federal Radio Commission in

1927, the November 11, 1928 allocation was promulgated which established

40 frequencies on which only one station was authorized to operate at

night. The amount of power to be used by the stations on these 40 fre-

quencies was determined by General Order 42 dated September 7, 1928

which imposed a maximum power ceiling of 25 kw but provided that power
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of 50 kw could be authorized on an experimental basis for the next license

period.

27. By 1929 most of the clear channel stations were using 5 kw

but a few were operating with 50 kw. In the spring and summer of 1929

the Commission conducted surveys to ascertain the extent to which the

November 11, 1928 allocation had resulted in improved service to rural

areas. The results showed that over the greater part of the country, in

terms of area, listeners relied on clear channel stations for broadcasting

service. Reports received from the Department of Commerce Supervisors

were to the same effect. For example, the Radio Supervisor at Detroit

reported:

"The use of high power on clear channels is the only
factor at this time which makes possible any degree
of good radio reception to the rural broadcast listener.
It would be of far greater benefit to the radio industry
and to the public if the number of cleared channels
were increased to provide still more diversified re-
ception. * * * When it is remembered that most broad-
cast listeners, especially those in the country, rely
on their radio set entirely for weather reports, time
signals, news, education, information and entertain-
ment, it will be appreciated that they should have the
best receiving conditions which it is possible from an
engineering point of view to furnish, and to impair
their reception by abandoning the use of cleared channels
is very comparable to placing their radio service on a
1920 basis when it was a plaything and not a public
necessity. "

28. In the fall of 1929 the proposals of the United States Govern-

ment at the Hague Conference included the following statement:
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"Power should not be limited on any broadcast
channel occupied by a single station. The use of in-
creased power on these channels, if stations are
properly located with respect to populous areas, will
give improved service to listeners. Experiments
with increased power will make it possible to deter-
mine the optimum power which it is desirable to use
for this class of service. "33/

1930 50 kw Hearing

29. On June 16, 1930 General Order 42 was amended so as to

provide that 50 kw power could be used on not more than 20 of the 40 clear

channel frequencies (4 of 8 in each of the five zones). At the time, ten

50 kw stations were operating and five were under construction. Follow-

ing a hearing, 20 stations were authorized to use 50 kw and the remaining

20 were confined to 25 kw. Even the 20 stations authorized to use 50 kw

were licensed on a regular basis for only 25 kw, the additional 25 kw

having been licensed on an experimental basis.

(4) 50 kw Maximum Established in 1933

30. Effective October 3, 1933, the Federal Radio Commission's

Rules were amended so as to authorize all 40 clear channel stations

(rather than just 20) to use power of 50 kw. Nearly all of the clear channel

stations operated with power of 50 kw "with a vast improvement in service

to the listening public in both urban and rural areas, an increase in the

33/ Jolliffe, R. 76; Report of the Delegation of the United States of
America, International Technical Consulting Committee on Radio
Communication, First Meeting, The Hague, September 18 -October 2,
1929, p. 261.
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rural areas provided with services and no substantial complaint based

either on interference or economic considerations. "34_/ The October 3,

1933 allocation was continued in effect by virtue of Section 604(a) of the

Communications Act of 1934. No change has ever been made with respect

to the maximum power ceiling of 50 kw for Class I -A stations although

WLW operated on an experimental basis with power of 500 kw from

April 17, 1934 until May 15, 1939 and the question of removing the power

ceiling has been explored extensively in hearings held in 1936 (Docket

4063), 1938 (Docket 5072-A) as well as in the instant hearing (Docket

6741).

(5) 1936 Decision on Higher Power of 500 kw

31. Following the 1936 hearing, the Commission's Engineering

Department issued a preliminary engineering report on January 11, 1937

which stated as follows on page 8 concerning higher power:35/

"While we believe that powers in excess of 50 kw
on clear channels are technically sound and are in
accord with scientific progress, we recognize that
social and economic factors involved in the use of
500 kw may outweigh in importance engineering con-
siderations, and request instructions from the Divi-
sion as to its desires with respect to regulations on
the question of super -power. We feel that, in the
matter of super -power, the Commission should give

34/ Statement of Edwin W. Craig, October 5, 1936, Clear Channel Hearing.

35/ While 5 kw was "super power" in 1924, the term was applied to 500 kw
in 1937. Today it is applied to 750 kw.
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full consideration to our report summarizing the
economic testimony in the October 5 hearing prior
to making a decision.

"We feel that there is a need for increased signal
intensity and have recommended that in general power
increases are required to better the service to the
public. However, we recommend that the regulations
in this respect be sufficiently flexible to permit the
Commission to judge each individual case upon its
merits, particularly as to the needs and economic
and social circumstances. "

32. In support of the above -noted conclusions, it was stated as

follows on pages 23 and 24:

"In general, the trend of all engineering testimony
was toward higher power for all classes of stations.
It was clearly indicated that in general the existing
empirical standards of the Engineering Department
with reference to signal intensities required for good
service should be used as a minimum and that in many
instances there is needed a higher order of signal in-
tensity to overcome the noise level in cities and the
noise level in rural areas, particularly during the sum-
mer and in the southern sections of the country.

"The only way to secure increased signal intensity
is by increase in radiated power. "

*

"The greatest controversy and difference of opin-
ion existed with respect to power greater than 50 kw.
However, with but one exception, all engineers who
testified admitted that where side channel interference
was not a factor, powers on clear channels in excess
of 50 kw would be a technical advance and would result
in an increased signal intensity to remote areas. It is
also clear to the Engineering Department that from a
technical standpoint any power less than 50 kw on a
clear channel is a wasteful use of such frequency on
the North American Continent, "
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33. On July 1, 1937 the Engineering Department submitted its

"Report on Social and Economic Data" which stated as follows on page 120

respecting higher power: 36/

"* * * we feel that no one should fear technical
progress, and therefore we see no logical reason for
an arbitrary defensive regulation which would prevent
the future use of power in excess of 50 kw in the event
that evidence and data should show conclusively that
such power in certain individual cases is in the in-
terest of the public. It should be noted that in this
connection other nations on this continent have licensed
stations to use powers greatly in excess of 50 kw and
sight should not be lost of this fact from either a techni-
cal or economic standpoint. "

34. The Commission, upon consideration of the above -noted

reports and the evidence of record promulgated proposed rules which

were made the subject of a hearing set for June 6, 1938. The proposed

rules limited power of Class I -A stations to 50 kw.

(6) 1938 Decision on Higher Power of 500 kw

35. The 1938 Clear Channel hearing was held before a Com-

mittee of three Commissioners. -37/ The Clear Channel Group (the fore-

runner of CCBS) urged, as it had in the 1936 hearings, that the power

36/ Page 121 of the Report recommended that the Commission "consider
each individual application [for higher power] on the basis of the
evidence presented. "

37/ While the 1938 hearing was being held, the 1938 Senate Resolution was
adopted on June 13, 1938 (S. Res. 294, 83 Cong. Rec. 8944). As
shown herein, this resolution did not amend the Communications Act
of 1934 which authorized the Commission to determine the operating
power for broadcast stations and its effect, if any, died with that
session of Congress.
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ceiling of 50 kw should be removed. The Committee's Report stated as

follows concerning the use of higher power (Part I):

"The evidence shows conclusively that, from a techni-
cal standpoint, the use of power in excess of 50 kw has
a distinct advantage because it provides better quality
service to the vast population residing in rural areas and
in towns which neither have broadcasting stations of their
own nor are located within the primary service areas of
any station. The public residing under these circum-
stances must now rely for their only program service
upon distant clear channel stations having not more than
50 kw power. Therefore, from a technical standpoint,
it is safe to conclude that the higher signal intensities
produced by greater kilowatt power, with the conse-
quent improvement in technical service, tends to
equalize the quality of service rendered to the popula-
tion in rural areas as compared to the service rendered
the population in urban communities more fortunately
equipped with broadcast transmission facilities of their
own.

"The evidence indicates that there would be no diffi-
culty in securing economic support for the operation of
500 kw stations in the principal markets of the country.
However, there is doubt as to whether the necessary
number of competitive 500 kw stations could be supported
economically in the sections of the country where the
need for improvement in signal intensity in rural areas is
the greatest. "

36. However, the report went on to state:

"The evidence to date is far too meager to warrant
this Commission's advocating super power as the only
means of improving service to the rural listeners of
the nation . . At a latter date the subject of super
power may be reopened and decided more positively
upon the basis of more accurate evidence and experi-
ence than is available at present. "
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(7) 1961 Decision on Higher Power of 750 kw

37. The question of power in excess of 50 kw was again explored

in the instant proceeding which commenced in 1945. The September 14,

1961 Report and Order is somewhat confusing with respect to the disposi-

tion of the argument advanced by CCBS that all Class I -A stations should

be authorized to operate with power of 750 kw in order to improve night-

time service to white area populations. At several points the Report and

Order seems to say that a final decision on the question of removing the

power ceiling of 50 kw for Class I -A stations will be deferred until some

unspecified date in the future:

a. Par. 18 states "Whether the public interest would be

served by authorization of higher power, * * * we do not now decide. "

b. Par. 20 states "the question warrants further considera-

tion in the light of * * * the future results flowing from the duplication

of 13 Class I -A frequencies."

c. Par. 21 states "We thus leave open and unprejudiced

the question of * * * changing the rules affecting the use of the 12 Class

I -A channels now left in status quo. "

d. Par. 25 states "While we do not reach a decision either

for or against the use of higher power * * * . "

38. On the other hand, it appears that the Commission has de-

cided affirmatively that higher power should not be authorized:
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a. Par. 20 states " * * * we conclude that there is in-

sufficient basis before us for a finding that the public interest would be

served by authorizing higher power * * * . " This statement presumably

applies to all 25 Class I -A frequencies.

b. Par. 18 states that assignment of additional full-time

stations on Class I -A frequencies would "at least limit and at worst

frustrate the future possibilities of * * * " higher power on these fre-

quencies. Thus the proposal to duplicate 13 Class I -A frequencies ap-

pears to be a determination to foreclose authorization of higher power on
37a/

these frequencies.-' Likewise, higher power on 3 of the 12 Class I -A

frequencies left in "status quo" appears to be foreclosed because of the

contemplated nighttime operations on 640, 770 and 830 kc.

(8) The Question of Higher Power Should be Resolved.

39. Upon reconsideration, the Commission should modify its

September 14, 1961 Report and Order so as to state with clarity the

precise nature of its decision with respect to the question of higher power.

40. With respect thereto, it is respectfully submitted that no

valid grounds exist for deferring a decision on the question of higher

power. As shown above, the question was the subject of intensive hear-

ings in 1936 and 1938 and a decision was deferred at that time on the

basis that the evidence was "too meager to warrant" advocating higher

power "as the only means of improving service to the rural listeners
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of the nation. " This ground is no longer valid today inasmuch as the

evidence set forth in the record shows conclusively that higher power and

the retention of Class I -A frequencies is the only realistic means of im-

proving nighttime service to white area populations. As shown in Part III

B hereof, the proposal to duplicate certain of the Class I -A frequencies

will not result in any significant improvement of service to white area

populations. In fact, the proposed duplication will be an absolute bar to

using the frequencies concerned so as to improve service effectively by

means of higher power. As shown in the attached Engineering Statement

of Howard T. Head, the 11 new Class II -A stations and the two Class I I -B

stations on 750 and 760 kc would destroy existing nighttime skywave serv-

ice, would create no new nighttime skywave service, and would provide

a first nighttime primary service to only some 234,575 people or only

0. 916% of the total white area population of 25. 6 million. On the other

hand, if these stations were not authorized and the Class I -A stations

on the 13 frequencies were authorized to operate with 750 kw, under the

assumptions set forth in the attached Engineering Statement of Howard T.

Head a first nighttime primary service would be provided to some 1.8

million people and nighttime skywave service afforded to all of the white

area population would be improved substantially (See Table III of En-

gineering Statement of Howard T. Head). As CCBS has maintained from

the outset of the proceeding, all Class I -A stations should be authorized
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to operate with power of 750 kw, and if possible, some I -B frequencies

should be converted to I -A status. Because of time zone differences and

the fact that one station cannot serve the entire country (DeWitt, R. 4946),

it is necessary to divide the country into five regions and authorize

stations in each region to operate with power of 750 kw if nighttime sky -

wave service is to be improved in all white areas. If a minimum of 4

signals in each region is to be afforded, at least 4 Class I -A stations in

each of the five regions must be authorized to operate with power of

750 kw. The CCBS 20 station plan, 38/ which would achieve this result,

is not even discussed in the September 14, 1961 Report and Order.

Although a specific request was made by the then Chairman of the Com-

mission for the parties to come forward with specific plans designed to

improve service to white areas (Chairman Denny, R. 1827 and 3922),

CCBS was the sole party to present such a plan. Although the parties

included advocates of duplication, no such party submitted any plan look-

ing toward an improvement of service to white areas.

41. Thus, the need recited in 1938 to secure additional evidence

as to means other than higher power for improving service to white areas

is not a valid reason for deferring at this time a decision on the question

38/ See pages 39ff of CCBS Brief filed herein on January 12, 1948.
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of higher power. What other reason does exist for deferring a decision

on the higher power question? Par. 20 says there is "insufficient basis"

for finding that the public interest would be served by authorizing higher

power. However, no attempt is made to support the conclusion with valid

reasons. As shown above, the record shows that only through higher

power can any real improvement to service to white areas be made. If

there are valid reasons for deferring a decision on higher power, then a

decision on duplicating Class I -A frequencies should likewise be deferred

as the two methods are mutually exclusive. 39/ Par. 21 infers that

"additional light" may be provided by the experience gained as a result

of the duplication of the 13 Class I -A frequencies. However, no clue is

given as to what "additional light" is needed or expected. The effects of

duplicating all but 25 of the original 40 Class I -A frequencies are well

known. These duplications have led to more service to well -served city

areas at the expense of degrading service to underserved rural and remote

areas (See Exhibits 1 and 2 of CCBS Comments filed August 15, 1958).

The duplication of the additional 13 Class I -A frequencies will at best

provide a first nighttime primary service to but a handful of the white

area populations. There is every reason to believe, in the light of past

39/ Should higher power be authorized, it may prove feasible to duplicate
under controlled conditions. However, duplication at 50 kw will pro-
hibit forever any possibility of higher power.
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history, that the Class II -A stations authorized on the 13 frequencies

will be moved in the future to centers of population and that additional

full-time assignments on the 13 frequencies will be made, with the result

that the white area population will be increased rather than decreased.

It is thus difficult to see any valid basis for deferring a decision on the

higher power question because of the alleged "additional light" to be

gained under the duplication of 13 Class I -A frequencies. Par. 21 infers

that changes have occurred since the evidence in the record was first

adduced which dictate a deferral of a decision on the question of higher

power. Again, no supporting reasons are given. Actually, the basic

facts concerning the existence of vast white areas and populations and

the use of higher power to improve service thereto have not changed in

any material way since the 1936 Clear Channel hearings.

42. For all of the above reasons, the Commission should either

resolve the higher power question so as to authorize 750 kw for all

Class I -A stations or defer a final decision with respect to duplication

as well as higher power.

E. Failure to Accord Due Recognition to National Defense and Military
Needs

43. The mere fact that some 25.6 million people do not receive

a single satisfactory nighttime groundwave service and must rely on sky -

wave service for their only nighttime broadcast service points up the
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fact that it is of crucial importance from a national defense aspect to

preserve and improve nighttime skywave service. What other instantan-

eous means exist for conveying information to these people during a state

of emergency?

44. Although the system is classified, CCBS has been authorized

by the U. S. Air Force to state that CCBS is cooperating with the U. S.

Air Force in establishing emergency back-up communications. As rapidly

as possible, the Air Force desires to operate 60 wpm teletype circuits

using the carrier of certain broadcast stations. The stations used will

be selected on the basis of their ability to guarantee completely reliable

communication. The degree of reliability will hinge upon whether there

is interference from other broadcast stations where the signals of such

stations can interfere with the path of the Air Force circuits.

45. It seems obvious that the duplication of 13 Class I -A fre-

quencies, which will curtail rather than improve the skywave service

provided by the Class I -A stations assigned to these frequencies, will

have a serious adverse impact on the usefulness of these frequencies

for national defense and military emergency communications. Yet,

this factor, although known to the Commission, is not even discussed

in the September 14, 1961 Report and Order except for a footnote

reference on page 19 that "We recognize the importance of clear channel

service to national defense communications and in emergencies * * a "
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F. Failure to Recognize Threat of Foreign Duplications

46. If a decision on higher power is deferred, if the 13 Class I -A

frequencies are duplicated domestically in the manner set forth in

Rule 3. 22(a) and if 640, 770 and 830 kc are duplicated as indicated in

Notes 1, 2 and 3 to Rule 3. 25, it is certain that at the next North American

Regional Broadcasting Conference neighboring countries will press de-

mands to assign additional full-time stations on the 25 U. S. Class I -A

frequencies. When the 1941 NARBA Agreement was first negotiated in

1937, all foreign countries agreed to assign no nighttime stations on U.S.

Class I -A frequencies within 650 miles of the nearest U. S. border. At

that time, higher power was being considered for U. S. Class I -A stations.

Since that time, the following foreign assignments have been authorized

within 650 miles of the nearest U.S. border:

a. 1941 Engineering Conference

660 kc (Mexico)
830 kc (Mexico)

b. Interim Agreement of 194640/

640 kc (Cuba)
670 kc (Cuba)
830 kc (Cuba)
890 kc (Cuba)

40/ The U. S. I -A stations were not required, as in the 1951 Agreement,
to restrict radiation toward the Cuban stations. Cuba never im-
plemented the 670 and 890 kc assignments.
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c. 1951 NARBA Agreement

640 kc (Cuba)
660 kc (Cuba)
670 kc (Cuba)
760 kc (Cuba)
780 kc (Cuba)
820 kc (Dominican Republic)
830 kc (Cuba)
880 kc (Jamaica)

1030 kc (Cuba)
1180 kc (Jamaica)

d. 1957 Mexican -U. S. Agreement

660 kc (Mexico)
760 kc (Mexico)
830 kc (Mexico)

1030 kc (Mexico)

47. Thus, past history demonstrates that if we further degrade

our own Class I -A frequencies by assigning additional full-time stations

and if we retain our power ceiling of 50 kw, we will invite demands,

which will be difficult to resist, for additional full-time foreign assign-

ments on our 25 Class I -A frequencies. This serious threat to our

natural resources is not considered in the September 14, 1961 Report

and Order which confines itself to a reference to the fact that the existing

Agreements provide international protection to Class I -A frequencies

regardless of the number of full-time stations assigned thereto. Thought

must be given as well to the inevitable day when the existing treaties

will have to be renegotiated.
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G. Failure to Delineate Rational Reasons for Selecting the Class I -A
Frequencies to be Duplicated.

48. As Commissioner Lee correctly stated in his dissent, "The

majority's method of determining which [I -A] channel is to be duplicated

and which channel is to remain in status quo for further consideration is

strained. " In fact, no rational basis is set forth. This is demonstrated

by the fact that the action taken does nothing to solve in any significant

way the white area problem and leaves free of domestic duplication only

9 Class I -A frequencies (650, 660, 700, 820, 840, 870, 1040, 1160 and

1200 kc), one of which is duplicated in Alaska (660 kc). As shown above,

a minimum of twenty 750 kw stations is required to provide a choice of

four signals to all regions of the United States.

49. No duplication of any Class I -A frequency can be justified

unless it is demonstrated that such action will improve service to white

area populations to a higher degree than any other possible action. Here,

no such showing has been made with respect to the 16 Class 1-A fre-

quencies - selected for domestic duplication. As shown above, higher

power will improve service to white area populations to a much higher

degree than will duplication.

41/ The 13 plus 640, 770 and 830 kc.
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H. Failure to Recognize Lack of Effect of 1938 Senate Resolution

50. Par. 19 of the September 14, 1961 Report and Order states

that at earlier stages of this proceeding, strong objection to the authoriza-

tion of higher power was expressed by Congress and reference is made

to Senate Resolution 294, 75th Congress. It is respectfully submitted

that the statement is erroneous in the following particulars:

a. Since this proceeding was instituted in 1945, Congress

has expressed no opinion on the question of higher power except the ex-

press refusal in 1948 and 1949 L-12-/ to amend the Act so as to prohibit

higher power. 43/

b. The 1938 Senate Resolution pre -dated the earliest

stages of this proceeding.

c. The 1938 Senate Resolution was not an expression by

Congress and was in fact only an expression by the Senators who happened

42/ E. g. , see S. 2231, 80th Congress on which hearings were held in
April of 1948.

43/ On Sept. 6, 1961, the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce adopted a motion directing the Chairman to request the
Commission to defer final action on Docket 6741 until the Committee
had an opportunity to hold hearings on and consider the merits of
pending legislation which would prohibit any further breakdown of
the 25 Class I -A frequencies and compel the Commission to grant
higher power to any Class I -A station proving that increased power
would improve significantly nighttime skywave service to white
areas. (Broadcasting Magazine, issue of Sept. 18, 1961, at page 36).
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to be on the Senate floor when the resolution was offered. One of the

Senators on the floor at the time the resolution was offered commented,

"We have had no time to consider; no one has ever seen the resolution

except, perhaps, the Senator from Montana" (83 Cong. Rec. 8944).

51. Accordingly, it is not accurate to refer to the 1938 Senate

Resolution as constituting the "policy of Congress. " It is clear as stated

by Senator Capehart on the Senate floor on July 20, 1961, "that the

resolution passed by the Senate in 1938 (S. Res. 294) did not amend the

basic law [which authorizes the Commission to grant higher power as do

existing pertinent treaties], died with that session of Congress and is in

no way a bar to the authorization of higher power by the FCC. " The

1938 Resolution merely expressed the personal views of the Senators who

voted for its passage (The Diamond Rings, 183 U. S. 176 at page 184, 1901).

52. That the 1938 Resolution is not a bar to the authorization

of higher power should be specifically acknowledged by the Commission.

I. Failure to Resolve Issue 9

53. As already noted, the Further Notice released herein on

April 15, 1958 concluded that the listener surveys contained in the

record were "too outdated to provide a sound basis for judgment" respect-

ing Issue 9 which posed the question as to "whether and to what extent

the clear channel stations render a program service particularly suited

to the needs of listeners in rural areas. "
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54. In its Comments filed herein on August 15, 1958, CCBS

stated as follows (Pars. 67-69):

"It is respectfully submitted that the fact that listener
surveys set forth in the record are outdated does not lead
to the conclusion that the record is too outdated to provide
a sound basis for resolving the basic issue posed in this
proceeding -- namely, how to improve service to the vast
underserved areas and populations. This problem must
be solved regardless of the content of the programs
carried over the signals which must be improved from a
reception viewpoint. The Commission must first lay the
'tracks for good reception. ' After this is accomplished,
the Commission may then concern itself, if it is shown
to be necessary, 44/* * * with the program content carried
by the signals.

"* * * Apart from the legal question as to whether the
Commission has authority to consider program content
and apart from the issue whether Issue 9 is in fact
relevant to the basic question presented in this proceed-
ing, it is respectfully submitted that no changes which
have occurred since the closing of the record vitiate the
evidence contained in the record which shows that clear
channel stations do in fact render a program service
particularly suited to the needs of listeners in rural
areas.

"* * * To demonstrate this fact, current program
information with respect to each member of CCBS is
submitted herewith in the attached exhibits 18 through
30. These exhibits demonstrate that clear channel sta-
tions are currently meeting the general and particular
needs of listeners in rural areas. "

44/ In this connection, it is noted that the Commission's legal right to
enter the field of program content was challenged earlier in this
proceeding by CCBS (R. 56).
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55. In the September 14, 1961 Report and Order, no reference

is made to the above -noted assertions of CCBS. It is respectfully sub-

mitted that upon reconsideration the Commission should adopt these

assertions and resolve Issue 9 in accordance therewith.

J. Failure to Resolve Issue 10

56. Issue 10 of the Commission's February 28, 1945 Hearing

Notice relates to the duplication of network programs. This issue was

the subject of elaborate presentations made by CCBS and NBC and cer-

tain other parties to the proceeding. In the Commission's April 15,

1958 Further Notice, it was stated that the information contained in the

record concerning this issue "is too outdated to provide a sound basis

for judgment at this time. "

57. It is respectfully submitted that upon reconsideration of

the September 14, 1961 Report and Order, which fails to mention Issue

10, the Commission should conclude that Issue 10 is irrelevant to the

basic considerations involved in this proceeding. Regardless of the

extent of duplication of network program services which may have

existed prior to 1948 and regardless of the extent of duplication which

exists today, the fact remains that vast areas and populations of the

United States are presently without adequate broadcast service and that

the public interest requires that broadcast service be improved to the

extent that it is technically feasible to do so. Due to the nature of the

geographical distribution of the population in this country, it is obvious
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that there must be a certain overlapping of groundwave and skywave

signals from all classes of stations. The fact that a certain amount of

overlapping of signals is bound to exist constitutes no reason for failing

to improve service to the underserved areas and populations, Accord-

ingly, the present state of the record with respect to Issue 10 is such

as to provide a sound basis for a resolution of the basic question pre-

sented the Commission in this proceeding.

K. Failure to State Valid and Consistent Reasons in Support of
Conclusions Reached

58. Although the Commission is not required in a rulemaking

proceeding of the type involved herein to rely solely on record evidence,

it is required in a final decision to spell out valid reasons in support of

the conclusions reached. 45/ Here, the Commission's September 14,

1961 Report and Order is defective in that it is replete with inconsistencies

and unsupported conclusions. A partial list of the inconsistencies and

unsupported conclusions, some of which are referred to above, are set

forth below. Upon reconsideration, the Commission should issue a mod-

ified Report and Order which eliminates the inconsistencies contained in

the September 14, 1961 Report and Order and sets forth valid reasons

in support of the modified conclusions reached.

45/ As the Supreme Court stated in Eastern - Central Motor Carriers'
Ass'n. v. U. S. , 321 U. S. 194 (1944), rule making action must be

"formulated . . with sufficient explication to enable
the parties and ourselves to understand, with a fair degree
of assurance, why the Commission acts as it does. "
(321 U. S. at 211-212).
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59. There is no support for the conclusionary recitations in

Pars. 1 and 13 that this proceeding was instituted "largely as a result

of insistent claims that the clear channel concept * * * is wasteful of

valuable spectrum space * * *. " All record and non -record facts make

it clear that the proceeding was commenced on the Commission's own

motion with the primary objective of finding a way to improve service

to white areas.

60. Par. 2 correctly recites the fact that the primary objective

of an AM allocation plan is to provide "some service of satisfactory sig-

nal strength to all areas of the country." However, the action here taken

is inconsistent in that it fails to achieve this primary objective (see

Part III B hereof).

61. Par. 3 correctly admits that the assignment of more than

one fulltime station on the same frequency "dilutes the effective range

of nighttime skywave propagation to distant rural areas. " However, the

action here taken is inconsistent in that it authorizes the immediate

elimination of skywave service beyond the 0, 5 mv/m 50% skywave con-

tours of Class I -A stations operating on a majority of the 25 Class I -A

frequencies.

62. Par. 6 correctly states that the 1947 white area was not

substantially reduced by a 50% increase in fulltime stations between

1947 and 1957. However, the action here taken is inconsistent in that
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it purports to reduce white areas by the creation of 11 new fulltime
46/

assignments. -

63. Par. 7 correctly states that improvement of service to

white areas "must be sought from existing or newly -assigned stations"

operating on clear channels. However, there is no mention of the

uncontroverted fact, admitted in Par. 41 of the Further Notice released

herein on April 15, 1958, that any significant improvement of nighttime

service to white areas must come from improving skywave service as

it is impossible to provide a satisfactory nighttime groundwave service

to all white areas. The action here taken is inconsistent with this basic

fact since it (1) reduces existing skywave service, (2) creates no new

skywave service and (3) for all practical purposes prohibits the im-

provement of existing skywave service through use of higher power on

at least 16, if not on all, of the 25 Class I -A frequencies.

64. Par. 11 refers to the opportunity provided in the Third

Notice released September 22, 1959, to update the record regarding

higher power. However, no disposition is made anywhere in the Sep-

tember 14, 1961 Report and Order of the assertions advanced by the

parties in response thereto.

46/ The record shows that as of January 1, 1957, the white area popul-
ation totaled 25. 6 million rather than "perhaps as many as 25

the bulk of whom (18, 27 million) resided east of the Miss-
issippi River. (Par. 10 of Third Notice released September 22,
1959; see also footnote 3 on page 6 of September 14, 1961 Report
and Order).
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65. Par. 12 refers to the uncontroverted fact that there is

"little prospect of large-scale improvement in primary service. " How-

ever, the action here taken is inconsistent in that it attempts to improve

service to white areas solely through the vehicle of extending primary

service.

66. Par. 13 concludes that it is feasible to assign additional

fulltime stations on Class I -A frequencies which will provide "needed

service" and at the same time preserve the capacity of Class I -A

stations to provide service over wide primary and secondary service

areas. This conclusion is not supported by any underlying reasons and

in fact is inconsistent with the undisputed facts that the contemplated

additional fulltime stations will not provide any new nighttime skywave

service, will provide a first nighttime primary service to an insignificant

portion of the white area population, will curtail existing nighttime sky -

wave service and will prohibit forever any significant improvement of

nighttime skywave service on the channels concerned through the use of

higher power.

67. Par. 13 correctly acknowledges that the white area popul-

ation has grown since this proceeding was instituted and will continue

to increase in the future in the absence of any action taken to improve

service to the white areas. However, the action here taken is incon-

sistent in that it fails to improve significantly the nighttime service

now afforded to white areas.
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68. No supporting reasons are given for the conclusion set

forth in Par. 14 which infers that the "administrative burden" prohibits

authorization of higher power for all Class I -A stations. Obviously, no

undue administrative burden would be involved in so resolving the ques-

tion as to the degree to which existing rules concerning Class I -A fre-

quencies should be amended.

69. The "compelling reasons" referred to in Par. 15 are not

delineated anywhere in the September 14, 1961 Report and Order.

70. Par. 16 justifies the duplication of the 13 frequencies set

forth in Par. 17 on the alleged ground of "the compelling need to go as

far as possible toward reducing * * *" the nighttime white areas. In-

consistently, the duplication of the 13 Class I -A frequencies will not

reduce nighttime white areas in any significant degree.

71. Par. 18 correctly states that duplication of Class I -A fre-

quencies frustrates the future possibility of Class I -A stations on these

frequencies operating with power in excess of 50 kw. Inconsistently,

the action here taken forecloses the possibility of higher power on 16

Class I -A frequencies (the 13 set forth in Par. 17 plus 640, 770 and

830 kc).
47/

72. Par. 18 states that the question of higher power on the 13

Class I -A frequencies not listed in Par. 17 is left open for future deter-

mination (see also Pars. 21 and 25 to this same effect). However,

47/ With the possible exception of 750 kc.
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Par. 20 is inconsistent in its conclusion "that there is insufficient basis

before us for a finding that the public interest would be served by author-

izing higher power * * *. "

73. Par. 19 inaccurately states that the Congress enunciated

a policy in the earlier stages of this proceeding expressing "strong

objection to the authorization of higher power. " The fact is that Con-

gress has never expressed a policy on the question of higher power

other than the enactment of Section 303 (c) of the Communications Act

of 1934 which authorizes the Commission to determine the operating

power of broadcast stations. The Senate did adopt a resolution in 1938

(prior to the commencement of this proceeding), but this did not consti-

tute an expression of Congressional policy, did not amend the basic law,
48/

and died with the 75th CongressInconsistently, the Report and Order

makes no mention of the fact that in September of 1961 the House Com-

mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce (with only one dissenting

vote) asked the Commission to defer a final decision in Docket 6741 until

a reasonable time after January of 1962 in order to allow time for the

House Committee to hold hearings on pending legislation to amend the

Communications Act of 1934 so as to prohibit any further breakdown of

any of the 25 Class I -A frequencies beyond that authorized as of July 1,

1961 (Broadcasting Magazine, September 18, 1961, page 36).

48/ See Part III H hereof.
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74. Par. 20 acknowledges that higher power will significantly

improve service to white areas, but sets forth the conclusion that the

Commission is not persuaded that the objections set forth in the record

against the employment of higher power have been sufficiently met.

However, the Report and Order is silent as to the nature of the objec-

tions and as to the reasons for concluding that the objections have not

been overcome by record evidence. It is respectfully submitted that

the objections voiced in opposition to higher power are more than over-

come by the record evidence for the reasons set forth in the pleadings

filed herein by CCBS on January 12, 1948 (Part IV of the Brief), August

18, 1958 (Part IV), and April 1, 1960 (Pars. 58 and 59). For the reasons

set forth in Part III D hereof, the Commission should upon reconsider-

ation authorize each of the existing Class I -A stations to operate with
49/

power in excess of 50 kw. -

75. Par. 21 fails to specify what "additional light" is needed

and what "additional light" is expected to be gained in the future. Also,

there is no specification of the "circumstances which have changed

markedly" or of what effect the unspecified changes have on a resolution

of the basic issue of improving service to white areas. It is respectfully

47/ Exhibit 32 of the CCBS Comments filed herein on August 15, 1958,
lists the numerous foreign broadcast stations authorized to operate
with power in excess of 50 kw.
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submitted that in view of the fact the Commission has been exploring the

white area problem since 1936 and in view of the fact that all but 25 of

the original 40 clear channels have been duplicated, the boundaries of

the problem are as definitely established as they ever will be and that a

solution to the problem should be reached at this time rather than some

time in the indefinite future with respect to "the 12 clear channels not

now disturbed." As stated above, higher power should be authorized

on these 12 Class I -A frequencies as well as the 13 Class I -A frequen-

cies set forth in Par. 17.

76. Par. 25 concludes that the curtailment of nighttime skywave

service on the 13 Class I -A frequencies to be duplicated is justified by

"the additional services * * * made possible from new stations in under -

served areas. " However, no supporting reasons are set forth in the

Report and Order which inconsistently ignores the fact that the new

fulltime stations will afford a first nighttime primary service to but an

insignificant portion of the white area population, will curtail rather

than improve existing nighttime skywave service (improvement of which

affords the only practical basis of improving service to white areas) and

prohibits improvement of the existing nighttime skywave service of the

Class I -A stations assigned to the frequencies concerned.

77. Par. 27 recites that the decision of choosing the 13 Class

I -A frequencies to be duplicated was arrived at "by the painstaking
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process of determining and evaluating all the pertinent factors * * *. "

However, the Report and Order does not set forth a rational basis for

the choice exercised (compare Pars. 28-33 and 34-38).

78. Par. 27 recites the "desirability of endeavoring to preserve

the potential of at least four reasonably reliable and satisfactory skywave

services throughout all white areas. " Inconsistently, the Report and

Order takes action that for all practical purposes forecloses the possibil-

ity of providing for reasonably reliable and satisfactory skywave services

to all white areas, since only nine Class I -A frequencies are left with a

real potential for higher power. As shown in the CCBS station plan,

there must be a minimum of 20 higher power Class I -A stations if all

regions of the country are to receive at least four reliable signals (see

Part III D (8) hereof).

79. Par. 30 correctly concludes that the potential for improving

skywave service in the West should be preserved. Inconsistently, the

remainder of the Report and Order ignores the fact that it is equally if

not more important to preserve the potential for improving skywave

service in the East in view of the fact that the bulk of the white area

population (71. 3%, or some 18.27 million people) lives east of the

Mississippi River (Par. 10 of Third Notice released September 22, 1959).

80. Pars. 32 and 33 correctly recognize the potential for

improvement of skywave service in connection with the 5 Class I -A
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frequencies specified. Inconsistently, the remainder of the Report and

Order fails to recognize that each of the remaining Class I -A frequencies

affords a potential for improved skywave service. The Report and Order

fails to take advantage of the potential of any one of the Class I -A fre-

quencies by authorizing higher power.

81. Par. 34 alludes to "the important and immediate objective

of providing nighttime primary service to white areas" and thus incon-

sistently (as do Pars. 41 and 61) fails to recognize that the addition of

new nighttime primary service can not significantly improve service to

white areas. Nevertheless, the primary objective of this proceeding is

to improve the skywave service now rendered to white areas (see Par.

41 of Further Notice released April 15, 1958, which states "that im-

provement of service throughout most of the existing white areas must

be provided, if at all, by new or improved skywave service").

82. Par. 35 fails to specify the nature of the "immediate objec-

tive"and"possible future goals, " and fails to specify the nature of the

conflict between the so-called immediate objectives and future goals. A

reading of the remaining portions of the Report and Order implies that

there is but one objective, namely the improvement of nighttime service

to white areas. Accordingly, there is no rational basis for concluding

that a proper balance is best achieved by duplicating 13 Class I -A fre-

quencies and preserving the status quo of the remaining 12. As shown
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above, the only possible means of achieving the one basic objective is

to authorize higher power for each of the existing Class I -A stations.

83. Pars. 35 and 77-81 conclude that 750 and 760 kc should be

duplicated to meet "special situations arising out of the entry into force

of the United States/Mexican Broadcasting Agreement. " No rational

reasons are given leading to the conclusion that 750 and 760 kc offer the

best solutions to meet these special situations. Admittedly, the dupli-

cations do nothing to further the acknowledged primary objective of im-

proving service to white areas.

84. Pars. 36 and 37 correctly conclude that the need for im-

provement of service in the West "is great" in view of the fact that

74.8% of the white area is located west of the Mississippi River. How-

ever, the paragraph inconsistently ignores the fact that the need for im-

provement of service in the East is likewise "great" in view of the fact

that 71.3% of the white area population resides east of the Mississippi

River.

85. Contrary to Par. 37, Chicago I -A frequencies do not have

a "limited potential * * * for improving skywave service in areas which

need it" (see Petition for Rehearing filed simultaneously by WGN, Inc.).

Par. 37 refers to requirements of protection to stations in Cuba and

Mexico as limiting radiation of Chicago I -A stations to the South and

refers to adjacent channel Class I -A operations in New York as limiting
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radiation to the East. These statements are not true with respect to

720 kc, and thus constitute no reason for duplicating 720 kc. The fact

that the potential of WGN for improving skywave service to the West is

not so great as that of 12 Class I -A channels on which the status quo is

reserved constitutes no valid reason for duplicating WGN in as much as

WGN operating with higher power will improve significantly nighttime

service to significant white areas. Par. 37 ignores the fact that the

white areas are not confined to the West.

86. Par. 40 purports to set forth the underlying reasons for

designating the particular state or states to which additional fulltime

stations are assigned. However, no valid reason is given to support

the conclusion that duplicating Class I -A channels in the designated

states constitutes "the most fair, equitable and efficient use of the fre-

quency. " As shown above, the additional fulltime stations will not im-

prove nighttime service to white areas in any significant way.

87. Par. 44 concludes that the assignment of additional full-

time stations on the Class I -A frequencies concerned "more nearly

achieves the objectives of broadcasting in the standard band than does

the present utilization of Class I -A clear channels at night by only one

station. " Inconsistently, no comparison is made of the extent to which

the Commission's action will improve nighttime service to white areas

as compared to the ultimate action of authorizing higher power for the
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Class I -A stations concerned. As shown in Part III D hereof, the

ultimate action of higher power will improve nighttime service to white

areas to a much higher degree than will the duplication of the channels.

88. Par. 46 gives no underlying reasons in support of the con-

clusion that "a careful analysis of the entire allocation picture" leads

to the conclusion that the additional assignment of Class 1-A frequencies

"will go furthest toward achievement of our objective. " As shown above,

the action taken does not meet the objective of significantly improving

nighttime service to white areas. Under the standards proposed, the

new Class II stations would provide a first primary service to only

234, 575 people, or 0.9% of the white area population of some 25. 6

million.

89. Footnote 6 to Par. 47 correctly recognizes "the importance

of clear channel service to national defense communications and in

emergencies * * *. " However, the Report and Order inconsistently

takes action which degrades rather than improves existing skywave

service.

90. Par. 76 states that the instant Report and Order does not

"decide upon or prejudice the decision in * * *" Docket Nos. 11290 and

11227. However, the paragraph inconsistently and prematurely amends

the rules so as to establish a basis for resolving these adjudicatory

hearings, contrary to the positions advanced by Class I -A stations KFI
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and WCCO (see Petition for Rehearing filed simultaneously herewith by

Earle C. Anthony, Inc. ).

91. Par. 83 concludes, inter alia, that "service is substantially

more abundant" in the East. This conclusion is inconsistent with Par.

10 of the Third Notice released September 22, 1959, which correctly

concludes that 71.3% of the white area population resides east of the

Mississippi River.

IV. Upon Reconsideration, A Modified Report and Order
Should be Issued

92. For all the reasons set forth above, the Commission

should reconsider the Report and Order released herein on September

14, 1961, and issue a modified Report and Order. The modified Report

and Order should recognize the following:

(a) The primary objective of this proceeding is to improve

nighttime service to white area populations residing within the contin-

ental limits of the United States.

(b) The only way in which nighttime service to white area

populations can be improved is through new or improved skywave serv-

ice on Class I -A clear channel frequencies.

(c) The only realistic method of creating new or improved

skywave service is by authorizing Class I -A stations to operate with

power in excess of 50 kw.
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(d) A minimum of 20 Class I -A stations operating with

power of 750 kw is needed in order to provide four reasonably reliable

skywave services to all regions of the United States.

(e) The assignment of additional fulltime stations on Class

I -A frequencies prior to authorizing the Class I -A station concerned to

operate with power in excess of 50 kw will (1) forever prohibit any sig-

nificant improvement of skywave service by the Class I -A stations con-

cerned through the use of higher power, (2) lead to demands for addi-

tional domestic and foreign fulltime assignments on the Class I -A channels

concerned with the result that the white areas will be increased, (3)

defeat completely the objective of improving nighttime service to all

existing white areas, and (4) possibly jeopardize the use of Class I -A

channels for national defense and emergency military communications.

(f) Following authorization of higher power for all Class

I -A stations, additional fulltime assignments may be made under con-

trolled conditions on the Class I -A frequencies concerned.

93. If upon reconsideration it is concluded that a resolution

of the question of authorizing higher power should be deferred with

respect to any of the Class I -A frequencies, it should be likewise con-

cluded that a resolution of the question of assigning additional fulltime

stations on any of the Class I -A frequencies must be deferred.


